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FOREWORD 

BY DAVID LLOYD-GEORGE, P.C., M.P. 
HIS MAJESTy'S SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR 

AMoNG all the changes which the great war has bro:ught 
in its train, none is more significant, :a.n.a: none:more 
likely to have lasting effect than the revolution in 
the structure of British industry. For the first time: 
in our history many firms have submitted to a general 
control by the State; many workers have desisted 
from the endeavour to regulate the supply and 
restrict the output of labour. The factories are 
alive with new. workers; the State assumes new 
responsibilities; fresh needs and opportunities arise; 
industrial conditions are in solution. 

In no respect has the change in our factories been 
more marked than in the character of the labour 
employed. Men of all des·c~iptions, drawn from 
every walk in life, half-skilled and· unskilled, have 
poured into munition works. Even more remark
able has been the advent of the women. From the 
shop, from the work-room, from domesti_c service
many of them utterly unaccustomed to factory or even 
manual work-they have come in their thousands 
and hundreds of thousands. There has been no 
readier patriotism. And these women, these young 
girls, submit cheerfully to long hours, to hard work, 
to monotonous work, so that they may "beat the 
Germans." Many of the firms that engage them 

iz 
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have never employed w'omen. before; many, that 
employed tens, now employ- hundreds or thousands. 
·The change has been sudden. When last summer 
the demand· arose for shells, and still more shells, to 
save the lib~rties of 'Europe, and from one end of the 
country to the other engineering and other shops 
and factories were converted to the making of muni-

. tions, 'the response of the women and of other workers 
was overwhelming. . Before· the problems of the 
change could be solved, the new hands were already 
at work at the machines. 

The conditions of their work soon engaged my 
.attention. If a maximum output was to be reached 
-still more, if it was to be maintained for a pro
tracted period-it was all-important that the health 
and well-being of ·the workers should be carefully 
safeguarded. This was specially the case with women 
and young people. The workers of to-day are the 
mothers of to-morrow. In a war of workshops the 
women of Britain were needed to save Britain; it 
was for Britain to protect them. Steps were taken 
immediately to improve the. conditions under which 
both men and women were working. 

A strong Departmental Committee was appointed 
to consider the question of the Health of Munition 
Workers, under the chairmanship of that eminent 
civil servant, Sir George Newman. It has issued a 
valuable series of reports on hours of labour, industrial 
fatig'ue, canteens, the employment of women, welfare 
supervision, and the like. : f.urther reports are to 
follow. A Canteen Committee ·was set up by the 
Central Control Board (Liquor Traffic) to assist 
£rms in the construction of canteens and to afford 
financial assistance in conjunction with the Ministry 
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of Munitions. A Committee was formed, in associa
tion with the Home Office, to secure a weekly rest 
to the workers and to regulate the hours of their· 
labour. These have been greatly reduced, especially 
in the case of women. At the Ministry· itself a new 
Department was created, charged with 'the general 
responsibility of securing a high standard of con
ditions for all workers in munition factories". At 
my request Mr. B.S. R?wntree accepted its direction. 
No man could have been found better qualified by 
sympathy and experience for the task. 

It would be impossible to exaggerate the import
ance of the work which this Department has under-, 
taken. Elaborate inquiries are being made into the 
conditions under which women 'and young .persons 
are working; and wherever necessary, immediate 
steps are being taken to set th~m right. Employers 
are being afforded reasonable financial encouragement 
to provide proper accommodation; not only canteens, 
but cloak-rooms, rest-rooms, lavatories, are being built. 
Steps are being taken to turn to account a sum gener
ously placed at the disposal of the Ministry of Muni
tions by an Indian Prince, the Maharajah Schidia 
of Gwalior, by using it to enable men and women 
workers to obtain the healthful and invigorating 
recreation they so sorely need. Even more important 
provision is being made to secure. adequate super
vision; in 'the factories themselves, of the conditions 
under which women and young persons are working. 

Welfare Supervision is no new thing, either in this 
country, in the Donilnions, or in A~erica. Beginning 
with a view mainly to the well-being of the employed, 
it gradually became evident that 'Welfare Supervision. 
was ~qually beneficial to the employer, particularTy: 
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in works employing women. If chosen with 'due 
regard to personality, experience, and character, it 
was found that a Lady Welfare Supervisor could 
relieve the management of a mass of minor but im
portant detail. She heard complaints and investi
gated dismissals. She supervised the canteen and 
other accommodation. She helped to engage new 
labour. The character and tone of the works de
pended largely upon her. The foreman referred to 
her in matters of discipline, slack work, or bad time
keeping. The workers brought their troubles to her. 
The management found that her presence conduced 
. to smooth working and increased output. She be
came not only the friend of the workers, but an 
essential part of the business organisation. Employers 
and workers alike wondered how they had done 
without her. 

This admirable system is being introduced into 
the munition. factories. Appointments are being 
made in all National factories in which women are 
e.mployed. Many Controlled Establishments have 
followed suit. It is my desire that the remainder 
should fall into line, regard being had to the size and 
circumstances of each factory. I cannot insist too 
strongly on the importance of the movement. It 
helps to secure a larger and speedier output of muni
tions; it preserves the health and the happiness of 
the workers·; it relieves the harassed employer of 
needless strain. The system is equally applicable 
to the many factories engaged in production for the 
export and other trades, in which women are taking 
the place of men who have joined the colours. 

It is a strange irony2 but no small compensation, 
that the making of weapons of destruction should 
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afford the occasion to humanise industry. Yet such 
is the case. Old prejudices have vanished, new ideas 
are abroad; employers and workers, the public and 
the State, are all favourable to new methods. The 
opportunity must not be allowed to slip. It may 
well be that, when the tumult of. war is a distant 
echo, and the making of munitions a nightmare of 
the past, the effort now being made to soften asperities, 
to secure the welfare of the workers, and to build 
a bridge ·of sympathy and understanding between 
employer and employed, will have left behind. results: 
of permanent and enduring value, to the workers, 
'to the nation, and to mankind at large.· 

This volume will be found very helpful to those 
who desire to do their part in the good work now. 
We owe it to the good sense, industry, and intelligence 
of an Australian, Miss E. D. Proud, who, afte:t: gradu
ating at the University of Adelaide, has spent many 
years of patient inquiry and research into the condi
tions of welfare work as carried on in>the factories of 
the Commonwealth and of Great Britain. She has 
further served in the Welfare Department at the 
Ministry of Munitions since its foundation. Her 
knowledge of Welfare Work is therefore unique, and 
her book bids fair · to become the standard work' on 
the subject. I warmly commend it to employers, 
to Lady Superintendents, and to all those members 
of the general public who care for the welfare of the 
workers in our factories. 
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HuNDREDS of visits to factories' in Au.stralia, New 
Zealand, England, and Scotland, as. well as a little 
actual factory work, have provided ~aterial for this 
thesis, which was written primarily for the peop~e of 
South Australia, who sent me to England as Spence 
Scholar in Sociology, leaving me free to select any 
branch of that. science. My reason for choosing to 
study Welfare Work was that I had seen benefiCial 
results from one or two attempts in thjs di:J;ectionin 
Australia, and desired to find out what was . being 
done in England and with what results. " Charity" 

: is not tolerable to Australians, nor does " Efficiency" 
hold them with a magic spell. If one or other of 
these were its sole basis, Welfare Work would have 
a short shrift in Australia. But nothing appeals , 
more strongly to the Australian people than a high 
standard of living, and a general improvement in 

.. factory conditions cannot but help in the desired 
direction. 

Factory conditions in Australia differ from those 
in England, it seems to me, in that they are more 
nearly even ; there are not the same extremes of 
excellence and evil which are to be found in England. · 
Factory laws in Australia also differ from those in 

" 
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E-ngland. ·But A;ustralians are very ready to respond 
to what seems to be the keynote in English Welfare 
Work, namely, the-recognition of individuality and 
individual responsibility. ~t is for that reason that 
I hope thi~ book may prove of service to those who 

·sent me to this _country. 
I speak of England rather than of Great Britain 

or the United Kingdom; for, though I have visited 
Scotland several times, I learnt much less of Welfare 
Work there than in England, and I have not visited 
Ireland at all, though there are one or two conspicuous 
examples of Welfare Work in that· country. 

I have as far as possible av~ided. naming employers, 
though I have necessarily made one or two exceptions 
in, order to emphasise particular points. 
' i have not touched upon the work of the newly 

formed Welfare Department of the Ministry of 
Munitions, for my thesis was completed before that 
Department began its wo:rk. It is interesting to 
_note, however, that here we have the largest employer 
in the land-the Ministry-recognising its responsi
bility for the Welfare of its workers. The number 
of Welfare Workers in this country is increasing every 
week ; special courses of instruction an~ ~raining in 
Welfare Work are now in progress at several of the 
Universities, and a new profession is growing rapidly 
into prominence. Rapid growth is not without its 
dangers, but this is no time for shrinking from danger 
in the path of progress. I shall be glad if this book 
serves in any way to help those who in these 
troublous times are attempting· the untried. 
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My thanks are due to many for assistance in 
gathering and arranging material for ·'this thesis. 
Those to whom I owe most prefer t~ remain anony
mous ; for this reason I name no one, but my appre
ciation and gratitude are not the less sincere. 

Ew DORQTHEA PROUD. 

LoNDON ScHooL oF EcoNoMics, 1916. 
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WELFARE .WORK 

PART I 

INTRODUCTION 

MANY are the methods adopted or advocated for The name. 
improving the position of the manual worker in our~!~~'!'~ 
social organisation. No name has yet established noty~t 

1

. 

for itself an exclusive right to designate all the ~~~~~~1 
" ' common schemes ' through which the whole · 
body of employees" is-" given the use of institutions 
or opportunities of a social or educational kind." 1 

An economist 8 speaks of " Social Betterment " or· 
" Model Employment," while an employer and . a 
factory inspector use the name '' Welfare Work " 
without compunction or inverted commas.8 Modern 
English factory inspectors blazon forth the. word 
" Welfare " in. all the splendour of an initial capital, 
and employers make title pages of the phrase ''Welfare 
Work," ' while scientific writers, both in England and 
in America, still cling to the protection of a quotation.6 

1 D. H. McGregor, The Evolution of Industry, 191 I, p. 140. 
I Ibid., p. 141. 
a Vide Experiments in Industrial Organisation, 1912, p. 262, 

and Miss Hilda Martindale, Paper on Hygiene and Industrial 
Employment, 1911. . 

.. Vide B.M. OnSso. e. 16, The Evolution of Journalism, 1909, 
P·3II. 

'"'Welfare' programmes" (W. J. Ashley, Economic 
Organisation, 1914, p. 180). "This class of work is called 
welfare" (Brisco, Economics of Efficiency, 1914, p. 241). 
•• 'Welfare' provisions have been found useful in keeping 
up the operator's efficiency" (J. C. Goldmark, Fatigue and 
Efficiency, 1912, p. 45). "Among the proposed remedial devices 

•I 
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"Social,"." \V elfare," and "~mployment" Depart
ments in modern factories frequently have similar 
functions ; and in some cases there is no special de
partment, the work being undifferentiated and carried 
out, more or less efficiently, in all departments.1 

It has been asserted that, "in this country 
especially, profit-sharing· has received much more 

-attention from the theoretical economist than from 
the practical man." 1 The opposite would appear 
to be the case with regard to Welfare Work. It has 
been continually progressing in practice, but has been 
nameless and to a great extent unobserved. "Plans 
fot the Welfare of the Workpeople," wrote Horner 
in 184-5.; 3 half a century earlier Dale was carrying 
out his plans for the welfare of the workers at New 
Lanark. Welfare Work has, however, followed the 
general tendency of modern times, and become 
specialised; ·and with specialisation came the. need 
for a name. What was, a century ago, one of the 
many duties of the employer himself, namely, care 
for his workpeople, is now delegated to an individual 
.or to a department. The more or less uncertain 
and spasmodic voluntary -efforts of the employer, of 
the various members of his family, and of his staff 
in general, have been replaced by the definite, co
are • • • welfare arrangements, .. and !'What are called ! welfare. 
arrangements play a considerable J>art in the large-scale in· 
dustries of our day" (F. W. TaUSSig. Principles of E&OJWmics, 
I9IS, J',· 303). 

1 ' It will have been noted that there is no mention of welfare 
work as such, or of social secretaries, yet it may be claimed that 
the organisation of the Firm embodies the principles that must 
be at the root of all successful welfare work" (Experimert.ts i• 

• Industrial Orgaxisation, 1912, p. 262). 
• J. S. Nicholson, Strikes and Social Problems, 18¢, p. 49-
• Reports from Commissioxers, vol. xx., 1846, p. 573· It is 

interesting to note that Horner said, !' The only distinction I 
have among my colleagues is this, • • . when we sign our names 
collectively, mine has always stood alphabetically first" (Reports, 
voL xviii..l 1856, p. 217). This explains to a great extent the 
overwhelming importance given to Horner. His colleagues 
undoubtedly deserve more attention than they customarily 
receive. -
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ordinated actions :of experts,· or, rather; subjected to 
the considered control. of men and women paid to 
devote the whole of their time and energy to the it !}xisted 
theory and practice of Welfare Work. · 

The most· extravagant projects of the most pro.:. • 
gressive employers of to-day have their prototypes in many 
in some of the earliest mills... Doctors and school- ranous 
masters have from the time of the Industrial Revolu-" orms. 

tion been associated with factories; works' dining
rooms, doubtless primitive and unlovely, . were in 
existence in the middle of the eighteenth century; 
baths in mills were deemed expedient a cc:rntury 
ago or more; recreation clubs antedate all factory 
legislation; and old age pensions and sick insurance 
have superseded the charitable doles of employe~s 
prompted, by kindness of heart or pressure of public 
opinion, to provide, more or less adequately, for 
those whose lives or strength had been spent in their 
service. Even the special Welfare Secretary in a 
modern factory is foreshadowed as early as I 8 5 I by 
the appointment of a factory chaplain, "one who 
could give up his whole time and care " ·to the 
"originating and superintending of the educational 
·arrangements,"' so that the. others In their " several 
positions in the factory should only have to back 
him up and assist him." 1 . Indeed, it might almost 
be said that there is .nothing new in Welfare Work 
except the name. 

In some factories where the .welfare of workers There i~ no 
is very carefully considered, all names in connection essentiatil 

. h h f . . h b d" 1 connec on w1t sc emes or promotmg 1t ave een stu wus y betw~n 
avoided, for no name is free from displeasing associa- ~~e~;dthe 
tions ; and it has sometimes happened that ·firms performing 
which have talked loudly about " Welfare " have the work •. 

been utterly regardless of the true interests of their 
workers.1 It will be remembered that Owen, whose 

J Quarterly Review, Article I., Dec. 1852 ~vide Appendix V).l 
1 For examples, vide Appendix IV.. , 

' . . 
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zeal in this regard can scarcely be called in question, 
boasted that one result of the excellent conditions 
at New ,Lanark was that workers were obtained at 
lower wages. To-day such a boast would rouse the 
indignation of the workers beyond restraint, but the 
fear of the policy it suggested haunts the minds of 
·many. Workers hesitate to accept good gifts from 
employers, lest what is. given with one hand be 
snatched away with the other. Inspectors fear to 
praise improvements, lest they be expected to condone 
deficiencies in· other respects. Even by employers 
this danger is sometimes realised so acutely that they 
dare not attempt all they feel capable of doing for 
their employees. But this difficulty is not one of 
nomenclature ; Welfare Work; by whatever name it 
is known, must be judged according to its merits or 
demerits. Moreover, the use of the name does not 
imply that the work done is actually productive of 
welfare, nor indeed that it is undertaken by one who 
knows in what true welfare consists. It is merely a 
name given to a certain section of the specialised 
work in connection with a modern factory, whose 
limits we shall presently define before examining it 
in detail. Meanwhile, we may decide to adopt the 
name Welfare Work, for (1) the use of the term has 
extended with the growth of the work it describes, 
especially among those engaged in that work ; (2) it 
appears to be the term most generally used by those 
whom it immediately concerns ; and (3) " Welfare " 
is preferable to "Social" or even "Employment," 
as the distinctive appellation of a department which 
combines activities dealing with social intercourse 
with those concerned with employment, and which 
seeks so to combine them as to promote the welfare 
of all concerned. The fact that the word is vague, 
and must continue vague as long as ideals are pro
gressive, cannot be urged against it in the name of a 
department whose functions develop gradually with 
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the gradual development of the idea of " WeHare." 
If, however, we formally adopt the name WeHare Work 
to describe a more or less conscious movement in the in
dustrial world, we must define it a little more strictly. 

Definition.-WELFARE WoRK consists of volun- Th~.De
tary efforts on the part of employers to improve, fi.nttion 
within the existing industrial system, 1 the con
ditions of employment in their own factories. 

This definition does not admit operations or excludes 
efforts which involve any fundamental change in the ahattempttshto 

· · f · d 1 h h · d c nge e . eXJ.stmg system o m ustry, at oug It oes not es~blished 
imply that WeHare Work could only be cartied on soctal order 

under the present industrial system, or that the system 
itself is necessary or permanent. It is simply a neces-
sary limitation of the immediate scope of· that work. 
Profit-sharing and co-partnership, in so far as they 
are modifications of the capitalistic system, are ex-
cluded by the definition. " Prosperity-sharing " (a 
name used by one employer for his own attempts in 
this direction) is included only in so far flS its efforts 
are applied, not: to profit-sharing, but to what Mr. 
D. H. McGregor calls " common schemes " through 
which conditions are in any way altered to th~ benefit 
of the workers.1 It is important to notice that the 
definition does not 

(I} limit the notion of" employer"; 
· (2) postulate the nature of the motives for which 

the work is undertaken ; or 
(3) stipulate that efforts which are not actually 

productive of the employees' weHare shall be excluded. 
{I) The "employer" may be an individual, a ~ut_neither 

firm, a company, a co-operative society, a munici- =~~n t!te 
1 " This method," says Mr. D. H. McGregor, "possesses many "employer," 

advantages over the more. individualised systems of profit-
sharing. There is an advantage from the point of view of mere 
_economy, since a share in a common good of this kind is usually 
of greater value to the individual workman than the payment to 
himself of a proportionate amount of its cost. • • • And there is 
also some advantage from the point of view of the democratic 
spirit" (The Evolution oflndust,y, 1911, p. 141). 
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pality, or a state. Each of these may stand in the 
relation of employer to individual workers, and it is 
that primary connection, whatever its modifications, 
which concerns us here. 

norpostu- (2) The work may be undertaken from dis
Iattes tbef his interested motives or solely in the expectation of 
na ureo • • a· 1 
motives, 1ts m 1rect returns ; most frequent y, perhaps, the 
•
1 

•. motives will be mixed. 
nor his (3) To assume that such work will always be 
success. successful in promoting the welfare of employees is 

impossible ·unless we assume almost superhuman 
knowledge and power on the part of the employer. 
The idea of welfare is vague and subjective, varying 
from age to age, from individual to individual. It 

By enforc
ing mini
mum 
require
ments, 
legislation 
sets the 
standard 

is "a matter of ·opinion." Certainly, legislation 
provides what we may call a minimum objective 
standard,1 but efforts must be measured by their 
advance on it, not by their approach towards it. 
.The standard as set forth in factory legislation a has, 
with perhaps only one definite break,3 marked a 
gradual rise in the current idea of conditions which 
can be tolerated. All variations beyond the accepted 
standard are experimental ; their value may, to 
some extent, be estimated by subsequent movements 
of the law, but the motives which prompted them 
admit of no such gauge. Where individual efforts 
have advanced beyond the existing law there is no 

1 Medireval statutes enforced a maximum standard ; it 
was illegal to offer or accept better conditions. Modern statutes 
enforce a minimum; the employer may offer conditions as 
much better as he pleases, and the worker may accept the best 
he can obtain. Trade Union regulations or demands might be 
considered to establish a possible standard, but these are (1) 
ex parte, (2) variable, and (3) not easy of access. It might 
be possible to use the '' Common Rule " in both its forms (vide 
Mrs. Sidney Webb, Socialism and National Minimum, Ig<>:), 
p. 44), but the" Common Rule" as expressed in the law of the 
land is the most accessible, the most definite, and therefore 
the most satisfactory, standard. 

• Since t 802. 
1 The Act of 1856, which reduced the compulsory guards 

for machinery 
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objective standard, and estimation of their value 
becomes again a matter of opinion. The opinions 
of medical experts, of Trade Unionists, and of the 
public may serve to indicate the trend of the ideal; 
but these opinions are often conflicting, and time adopted for . 
alone can determine the true value of any individual lbacttkofa 

. Th l . If . d e erone; expenment. e aw 1tse , as 1t stan s at any 
moment, affords no absolute guarantee with regard 
to future developments; an exaggeration of one of 
its provisions without due regard to the rest may have 
evil results.1 The question of balance between one 
good and another is in fact dependent for its answer 
upon empirical attempts at a solution of the problems 
involved. 

A further drawback to the use of factory legisla- for factory 
tion as a standard for Welfare Work is that the two Ie~sWi~n 
are not independent of each other. Parliament has work !eare 
repeatedly turned to employers for guidance in its~~~~~: de 
attempts to set up standards; the law proceeds P 
along paths already marked out by individuals. In 
illustration of this method of procedure the following as experi
instances (both from the same page of an inspector's !lled~t~dofal 

• 8) b 'd •• h hmlVlU!I report m I 44 may e c1te , one pos1t1ve, t e ot er guide the 
negative. With regard to wet-spinning, the in- fo~r~ti£ 
spector (Mr. R. J. Saunders) says, "The evil is, egts on, 

however, so serious to the workpeople, and the 
practicability of removing it so well established, that 
I trust the legislature may be induced to sanction a 
general provision, requiring some protection to be ap-
plied to all wet-spinning mills." He proceeds, " The 
dusty operation of heckling or dressing of .tow and 
flax is perhaps a worse evil than that of wet-spinning; 
but I have not recommended any provision (or this, 

1 For example, increasing the number of cubic feet of space 
per person without making extra provision for ventilation was 
m many cases found to result in the presence of a higher pro
portion of carbonic acid gas, which is considered an indication 
of a less healthy atmosphere (vide Report of Departmental 
Committee on Ventilation, J902), 
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because no sufficient remedy has yet been discovered 
by any mill occupier. It must, I fear, remain to be 
treated under the general head of ventilation, when 
experience shall point out some practical means of 
remedying that and many other evils." 1 

and W dfare Work has in fact dragged the law after 
legislation · it, and the law still lumbers in its wake. The progress 

has not been regular or systematic, but the tendency 
is distinct. It would be a sorry thing if all the 
extravagances ~nd the idiosyncrasies of good em
ployers were reflected in the law-if Owen's "silent 
monitors," for example, were made compulsory, or 

influences employers were forced to award prizes for games. 
:~~~ The law, as it were, smooths out the curve of practice, 
Work. while following its ·course. 

Industrial 
Law is 
enforced 
Wellare 
Work. 

It may here be noted that, as the law advances, 
it encroaches upon the sphere of Wdfare Work. 
For an employer to demand only eleven hours' work 
a day, for example, was once a great concession to 

. humanity; to demand so much is now, in many 
instances,. forbidden by law. "Much of what is 
now called ' Social Betterment ' or ' Model Employ7 
ment,'" says Mr. D. H. McGregor, "implies rather 
the removal of unfavourable conditions than the 
gift of specially. favourable conditions. The mere 
fact that such schemes attracted great public atten
tion in the beginning of the twentieth century is a 
serious reflection upon existing standards, and is to 
be read in the light of the criticism of fifty years 
hence no less than in the spirit of sympathy with its 
purposes at present." 1 

Bearing in mind the relation of W dfare \Vork 
to law, and remembering that Weliare Work existed 
before it was so named, let us consider the part 
played by employers in improving working conditions 
since the time of the Industrial Revolution. 

I Reports from Commissioners, voL xxviii., 1844. P· ss8. 
'P. H. McGregor, The Evolution of Industry, 19-u, :P· 143· 



CHAPTER I 

THE SociAL FuNCTION OF THE EMPLOYER 1 IN 

A CAPITALISTIC STATE 

IN England some legislative enactments are· unpre- En~lis~ · · 
meditated,· they are reactions upon circumstances ~egtslation 

• 1S the out-
of poSSlble or actual catastrophe. But others come 
represent exceedingly cautious, and somewhat distant, 
followings of carefully scrutinised examples. Com-
pulsory insurance in Germany, Wages Boards in part~yofthe 
A ali f 1 • fl d 1 · 1 · • cautious ustr a, or examp e, m uence eg1s atlon m adaptations 
England ; while, on the other hand, it was fear of of carefully 

infection that produced first local, and finally general, ::::;fes. 
regulations with regard to health; 8 and in the past 

1 It is not intended to imply that an employer can have but 
one social function; he doubtless has many. But there is, 
inseparably attached to the position of employer and -unable to 
exist apart from it, the possibility of voluntarily modifying con
ditions of employment according to individual design-in fact, 
of experimenting in employment. To make such modifications 
may be regarded as the distinctive social function of employers 
qua employers. 

1 The following statements are significant in this connection : 
"Sir Robert Peel was a millowner, and continued incredulous 
till the alarm of contagion arose, and he felt it his duty to watch 
things with his own eyes ; he saw, though late, the abominations 
of the system, declared his conviction. and applied a remedy" 
(Qual'tel'ly Review, Dec. 1836, Article VII., p. 443). "It should 
be observed, that the Proprietors of some cotton mills, alarmed 
by the consequences of obliging their servants to work in
cessantly. have shut up their mills in the night " (" A short 
essay written for the service of the Proprietors of Cotton Mills 
and the persons employed in them," 1784, in Pl'oceedings of the 
Boal'd of H11alth of Manchestel', 1805). "Even this mitigated 
outbreak of cholera.'' said Howell, the factory inspector, in 1854, 
"will do much for sanitary progress" (Repol'ts, voL xix., 1854, 
P· 392). 

' 
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year drastic legislative measures have been carried 
without hesitation where, but for a great war, the 
most moderate suggestions would have been provoca
tive of endless discussion and much bitter feeling. 
In cases of necessity the English do not fear to 
attempt the untried, but normally and nationally 
they prefer to travel with some assurance of comfort 
along ways whose pitfalls have been marked and 
whose angles have been rounded by those who have 

Th~rewasno passed before •. They are essentially conservative, 
national h h b • h d · d · I example to yet t r;y ave een m t e vanguar as an m ustrta 
guide :rng- h people. No national example was there to guide 
~b.~di!- oug England's steps when she passed through the In
dRustn1'aiti dustrial Revolution.1 As best she might she made 

evou on, h hr h • 1 d d . h er way t oug 1ts sp en ours an 1ts orrors. 
The splendours were great ; all ~the world wondered 

and the at them, and the nation rejoiced. The horrors were 
problem was h"dd . . h h"ll d ll b "d h hardly 1 en m t e 1 s an va eys est e w ose streams 
realised. stood the mills, or were lost in the whirl of life in 

the rapidly growing towns.2 Only here and there 

1 The need of an example was emphasised at the Conference 
held by the Anti-Sweating League in London, 1908. '' Inter
national action becomes possible only when some individual 
nation has led the way." 

8 In this time of war, when we grow accustomed to things 
too terrible to be tolerated, it is interesting to note that Philip 
Grant, writing in 1866, observed that "the first cry of the 
children was, at that time [1796), unheeded, owing partly to the 
magnitude of the events which absorbed the public mind, partly 
to that apathy with regard to minor sufferings which the 
contemplation of great atrocities is apt to create. Pity and 
terror had been too much exhausted by the excesses of the 
French Revolution to be easily excited" (Grant's History oj 
Factory Legislation, 1866, p. 7). Yet the horrors of the In
dustrial Revolution were such that we shudder at them even 
now, when the horrors of war are beginning to deaden our 
senses. Its evils, however, were not known then as evils are 
known to-day ; occasionally those of the comfortable classes 
who had eyes to see saw the suffering of their poorer neighbours; 
but, nationally, the sorrows of the workers were unknown. 
True it is that to-day they are often discounted and waived 
aside, but no politician would dare to proclaim ignorance as 
did Lord Ashley when Sadler's Committee reported in 1832. 
1' I had heard nothing of the question previously," he said, 
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did a Dale, an Arkwright, or a Peel pause in the 
rush of his prosperity to consider the welfare of his 
workpeople. Here and there, at 1\fanchester, for 
example, the menace to public health induced 
magistrates to adopt restrictive regulations; but 
apart from .such sporadic efforts the -workers had' 
no protection. They were at. the mercy of their 
employers; and, if that often left them in a sorry 
plight, still there were stray examples of well- Employers 

ul d mill d · h h - E 1 dhadtolead reg ate s, an It was to t ese t at ng an the way 
as a nation turned for guidance when at last she • 
became conscious that all was not well.1 More or 
less definitely, this has continued to be the case; and, 
down to the present day, employers still perform the 
function of pioneers of progress. Successful manu
facturers set up standards of employment, and, so 
long as the capitalistic stage of civilisation lasts, this 
is inevitable. Even when individual capitalists are 
merged in companies or communities, such duties 
will devolve upon the employer. He is the" practical 
'' nor was I even aware that an inquiry had been instituted by 
the House of Commons. Either the question had made very 
little stir, or I had been unusually negligent in parliamentary 
business'' (Hodder, Life of Shaftesbury, 1886, vol. i._ p. 148; 
also R. W. C. Taylor, Modern Factory System, 1891, p. 218). It 
is not ignorance of the facts which now withholds from workers 
the comforts and the amenities of life. It may be lack of under-
standing of the facts ; it may be lack of power to deal with them ; 
or it may be lack of heart ; but lack of knowledge can no longer 
be pleaded in extenuation of indifference. 

1 Philip Grant (Hiskwy of Factory Legislation, 1866, p. 116) 
and Samuel Kydd (History of the Factory Movement, by •! Alfred,'• 
1857, vol. ii. p. 247) both insisted upon the importance of ex
periment in convincing the public that shorter hours would 
not mean economic loss. Kydd quotes the case of John Edwards 
& Sons, of Halifax; Grant cites that of Robert Gardner, of 
Manchester. The latter seems to have appealed to Homer in 
a remarkable manner. He gives a detailed account of it (vide 
Appendix II). 

''It has not been alleged that grievances do exist in all 
Cotton Mills "-some work in conformity with the principles 
of the Act. '' From the practical experience of those Mills 
the regulations of the late Act were framed " (Society for 
Bettering the Condition of the Poor: Report of Select Com
Inittee, Dec. J, 1802, Manchester, p. 9). 
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man," the man whose opinion carries with it the 
weight of experience, and is listened to with respect 
in the nation's councils.1 Doubtless an employer 
is often biased, and his opinions must be carefully 
scrutinised at all times ; perhaps discounted, when 
they .coincide with self-interest. Yet they cannot 
safely be ignored. " To ' practical ' prophecies of 
overthrow of trade, of ruin to the operatives them
selves, I could only oppose ' humanity ' and general 
principles," said Lord Shaftesbury.11 The support 
of Fielden and of Brotherton, both " practical " 
men, was therefore of the greatest importance to 
him.8 

1 The opinions of factory inspectorS in regard to possible 
improvements carry weight in proportion to the evidence they 
can bring from factories as to the practicability of their re
commendations. They are the spokesmen for the practical 
manufacturers. 

1 Written, about 1868, on a fly-leaf of Grant's History of 
FactoYy Legislation (pid~ Hodder's Life of ShaftesbuYy, 1886, 
pp. 377-8). 

• Speaking on the Factories Bill (May 10, 1844), Lord Ashley 
quoted several employers in support of his case, including 
!! the owner of the largest establishment in Europe, Mr. Greg " 
(vide Appendix I). "I have long been regarded,'' he said, 
'' as a monomaniac on these subjects, as a man of peculiar 
opinions, ,one having a fixed idea, but without support, or even 
countenance, in my wild opinions-yet is it not the fact that 
the reduction of the hours of labour is a question maintained 
and desired by many great manufacturers in the cotton trade? 
I may quote in iliis House the members for Oldham [John 
Fielden], Salfo1d [Jos. Brotherton], Ashton [Chas. Hindley]. 
and Blackburn. I will just indicate a few without its walls, 
firm friends of the measure : Mr. Kay, of Bury ; Mr. William 
Walker, of Bury, perhaps the largest consumer of cotton in 
that district; Mr. Hamer, of the same place, a partner in the 
firm of the late Sir Robert Peel; Mr. Cooper, of Preston; Mr. 
Tysoe, of Salford; Mr. Kenworthy, of Blackburn; .•• Mr. 
Hargreaves, of Accrington." To refute Mr. Senior's argument 
that the profit of the manufacturer arises from the labour of 
the last two hours, Lord Ashley quotes " a letter addressed, in 
April 1844, to.the editor of the Bolton FYee PYess. and signed, 
' A Bolton Cotton Spinner,' but known to be by Mr. Thomason, 
a highly respectable millowner-he speaks from personal ex
perience ; and what does he say ? These are his words : ' There 
is also another consideration for employers, namely, that in a 
day's work of twelve hours, the last hour, by reason of the 
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When to practical experience an employer adds !Ls their 
. h · · h" k 1 hi 1deas were a genume uman mterest m IS wor peop e, s translated 

individual influence is immediately felt, though may- into facts. 
be in a restricted area. The social efforts of some 
of the most sincerely generous employers of the 
present day are unknown beyond the neighbourhoods 
of their own factories, and the very names of many 
good employers of times past are forgotten in the 
districts where they lived. It was only when a When 

successful and generous employer was als~ articulate ::;f~~~! 
that he could become a generally recogrused power are. also 
in the realm of social progress. Dale was an example articulate 

to the employers of his day, but he lacked the power 
and the zeal of Owen; the light of his example, if 
not hidden under a bushel, was too diffused to 
illuminate the darkness of the Legislature. Owen 
came to London, flashed his light here, there, and 
everywhere, until it could not be ignored. He 
drafted a Bill and thrust it upon the notice of 
Members of Parliament ; only so could they be they_sway 

rou~e.d to a knowledge of. the possibilities of their ~;~~~n. 
pos1t10n. 

Owen managed a factory, discovered means · of 
improving the conditions of the workers,· devised 
ways of enforcing improvements upon manu
facturers, and finally forced legislators to take a few 
uncertain steps towards that end. Few have such· 
a record ; Owen outran other employers, as he 
outran other citizens, in his zeal for well-doing. 

exhaustion and listlessness of the workers, more especially 
young children of thirteen or sixteen, is the least productive in 
quantity and the least satisfactory in quality.' And he adds, 
mark this, ' The probability is, that the twelfth hour produces 
more spoiled work than any two hours of the day.' Here is the 
opinion of a practical cotton spinner, and it is confirmed by 
every statement that I have received on the subject, not a 
few experienced persons having declared that they could tell, 
by the feel and the appearance of the cloth, whether it had 
been made at the earlier or later periods of the day" (Hansard, 
May 10, 1844. p. 902). 
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To demon- But the discovery and development of methods of 
~~~!e improving working conditions have, at least since the 
bility of time of the Industrial Revolution, been the peculiar 
:J>dfti~!s function of employers as such. This function has 
of employ- been largely forgotten or disregarded, both by 
~r:~o';e~ . employers and by the public. Busied with the 
social. ·obvious economic functions. of the employer in the 
function· • li · th · 1 · d h and, tho~gh capita sttc state, eonsts ong tgnore every ot er 
?fte':ect function, and, as a class, employers themselves, 
agno • absorbed in the search for wealth, thought nothing 

of their social duties to the State. Yet, to a certain 
it lias been extent, those duties have been performed, and, 
rvr!~~~d· necessarily, by employers, for no one else can 

perform them.1 . • • 

· Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Webb considered 1 it was 
"doing no injustice to the· employers to say that, 
occupied only with " efforts to attain " the utmost 
possible productivity, and the greatest possible 
stimulus to improvement in processes," they had 
not contributed much to the problem how, in 
each trade, to adjust all. the technical conditions 
of the contract of service, so as to combine these 
with " the maintenance and progressive improvement 
of the manual worker's . Standard of Life." " Even 
the best of these," they say, regard it as "no part of 
their business to rack their brains to discover how 
to maintain or raise the workmen's Standard of Life." 
Surely this is doing an injustice to " the best of 
them." 1 Not a few have "racked their brains" to 
this end, and to some purpose. Mrs. Webb herself 
asserts that it is to" Robert Owen we owe the idea of 

·I N.B.-The term •! employer " is applied to the !! employing 
party " (vide p. 5). 
. • HistMy of. Trade Unionism, 1911 ed., p. xxxviii. 

• " Silently there is set up, in the eyes both of employers 
and workmen, a new mean between the conditions which even 
the worst employer now finds himself con;tpelled to give, an.d 
those which the best employer voluntarily concedes to his 
.workpeople" (Mrs. Sidney Webb, Socialism and National 
Minimum, 1909, p. 29). 
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a Factory Act"; 1 and Mr. Webb, before the Royal 
Commission on Labour in 1892, remarked that " the 
practice in previous Factory Acts" had been to 
" defer to the opinion of those connected with the 
particular trades," and added that he would "not 
venture to suggest that any amendment of the law and can be 

either could or ought to be carried out without very E;~~ed 
grave inquiry and deference to the opinion of those only. 

concerned in the industry." 1 In theory and in 
practice it appears that the best employers have 
played a fundamental part in the gradual raising of the 
worker's standard of life. Indeed, step by step, the 
path of progress has been marked out by employers, 
through their individual efforts made from time to 
time throughout the nineteenth century. 

As society is constituted to-day, the capitalist is 
not at liberty to wander where he will. While the 
present system is permitted to e~st, he must follow 
more or less strictly the path •laid down for him. 
It may possibly be pleasanter than that of the 
labourer, but to wander from it is to court 
disaster. Still, " the best of them" walk on the The best 

unworn edge of the path and broaden it thereby. A imaltliers 
few make short but venturesome excursions into ea eway 

·the byways (of profit-sharing or co-partnership, for 
example), but most tread the established way, bound 
by the system of which they are nominal lords. 

It is the part played by employers qua employers 
in raising the workman's standard of life which here by example 
directly concerns us. Nevertheless, we may briefly rather :U!! 
consider the work of the few who have added, to their precep • 

normal social service as employers, more conspicuous 
services as writers, agitators, or politicians. The 
latter have naturally attracted mor<; attention, but 
they cannot therefore be declared the more important. 
Agitator and employer were one in the case of 

1 B. Potter, Co-operative Movement, 1895. p. 15. 
I QJ747• 
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Robert Owen; in the case of John Wood and Richard 
Oastler the two. functions were separated; John 
Fielden was employer, agitator, and legislator as well. 
The value of suCh work cannot be measured by mere 
publicity. · 



, CHAPTER I I 

' EMPLOYERS' INFLUENCE ON FACTORY LEGISLATION 

I. Public Work 

WE may first briefly consider the public ·work of Factory . 

h I · · · h legislation t e emp oyers most C<?nsp1cuous m t e movement in the early 
for factory legislation in the first half of the nine- nineteenth 
teenth century, from the time when the first tentative century, 

Factory Act, masquerading in the guise of a Poor 
Law, was passed, till 1847 whenf with the passing 
of the Ten Hours Bill, the principle of factory 
legislation, as we understand 'it to:..day, may be said 
to have been effectively adopted by Parliament. 
Even before the time of Peel's Bill (1802) we find 
Dr. Percival, in the last decade of the eighteenth 
century, basing his recommendations for legislation based on 

on the excellent regulations in force in some factories.1 =~~~~~:~ 
In 1802, and again in 1815, Sir Robert Peel spoke as was initiat~d 
a factory owner; he drew attention to the diffi- by Peel, an 
culties which the humane master encountered when employer. 

he tried to impress upon his overseers that the 
apprentices and, later, other children must not be 
overworked.1 As Philip Grant points out, " the 

1 Dale was probably among Percival's models (vide Percival's 
letter to Manchester Board of Health, 1796). 

1 " Having other ~u.rsuits, it was not often in my power to 
visit the factories [his own]; but whenever such visits were 
made, I was struck with the uniform appearance of bad health, 
and, in many cases, stinted [sic] growth of the children. The 
hours of labour were regulated by the interests of the overseer, 
whose remuneration was regulated by the quantity of work 
done, • • • with effects to the rising generation so serious and 

2 
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overseers _of the mills were paid by the master manu
facturer according to the quantity of work performed, 
and consequently it was their interest that the children 
should do as much work as possible." 1 The em
ployer found it difficult to restrain the overseers, 
and to overcome this difficulty Peel was willing to 
risk violating the theory of industrial freedom.' 
Since he spoke as one having authority in the realm 

but seU- of industry his word was accepted, and his first Bill 
interest was d • all d the motive was passe , pract1c y unoppose . • 
of employers In vivid contrast with Peel and his legislation in 
i>~las the interests of the employers, wherein the health 
A new in~ . ·and morals of the apprentices were little more than 
~~~H~tion annoying details best dealt with en hloc, came Owen 
interest was with his visions of a new age.& His contempt for 
thecontribu· ' 
tionof 
Owen. alarming that I cannot contemplate them without dismay'" 

(Peel's evidence before the Select Committee on State of Children 
Employed in Manufactories, 1816, pp. 132-3). . 

1 Philip Grant, History of FtUtory Legislation, 1866, p. 1· 
• Peel's opposition to Sheridan's Bill of x8o8, which proposed 

apprentice regulations which would have forced him to alter 
his arrangements with regard to child labour, was based on the 
grounds of industrial freedom. It may well be that his own 
convenience weighed heavily in both cases (vide S. and B. Webb, 
History of Trade Unionism, 1894, p. so). 

• The absence from Hansard of any debate in reference to 
this Bill seems to indicate that little importance was attached 
to it. 

· 6 " That Owen was directly responsible for the drafting of 
.that Bill (ISIS], and for its introduction by Peel, is sufficiently 
proved by the numerous references to him in the debates and 
in the butside press. The friends of the Bill were silent, indeed, 
except when directly challenged, on Owen's share in the matter : 
but its opponents were proportionately insistent on giving him 
the credit of the measure. The reason is obvious. When, 
in I8IS, Owen first commenced the agitation on the subject, 
he was known to the world as a philanthropic millowner and 
an enthusiast in the cause of popular education ; a man who 
preached social reform, and who gave unsparingly of his time 
and means in order to practise what he preached. But when 
the Bill came before the House for serious consideration in 1818. 
Owen's name unfortunately stood for something more than this. 
He had shocked the conventionally religious by his fervid 
denunciation of all the creeds; and by the extravagance of his 
remedies for social evils he had repelled the sympathies of many 
whose religious prejudices were unaffected. Lord Lascelles, 
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industrial success purchased at the cost of the workers 
might have made his advocacy of reform worthless 
had it not been for his conspicuous achievements as 
a millowner. It was as a successful employer, not 
as a mere theorist, that Owen influenced the British 
public towards factory legislation. " It seems as if whose re

it would have been impossible for the humanitarians," ~~~~e 00 

says Dr. Cunningham, " even with the sympathy of pu!>I~c 
some of the landed gentry and the approval of. un- op1n1on 

represented artisans, to make any impression on the 
phalanx opposed to them, if it had not been for the 
results obtained by Robert Owen. In his mills at. 
New Lanark he realised the ideals of the humani-
tarians of the day. His system attracted very general 
attention, and though it was not destined to last, it 
sufficed to demonstrate that extraordinary improve-
ment, in conditions of work and habits of life, was 
not by any means necessarily incompatible with 
commercial success. From the first he made the 
condition of the living machinely the main object 
therefore, in opposing the Bill [Hansard, April 27, 1818, p. 351], 
thought it well to 'remind the House that the measure did not 
originate with Sir. Robert Peel, but with a gentleman who had 
for the last twelve months made much noise in the public 
prints,' and who had said, from his own experience at New 
Lanark, that a reduction in the hours of labour, so far from 
diminishing the product, rather tended to increase it-a pro-
position beyond Lord Lascelles' powers of comprehension. 
Peel the younger, in replying, urged that Lascelles ought not to 
oppose the Bill because a gentleman with speculative opinions 
in political economy was supposed to have brought it forWard; 
! whether that gentleman was concerned in it or not was a matter 
of indifference to him (the speaker), and he called upon the House 
not to reject a judicious measure because it might have the 
misfortune to be supported by an indiscreet advocate.' • • • 
And though Owen in later years forsook the battlefield, and 
betook himself to a cloudy land where the laws of political 
economy do not operate, it· should not be forgotten that the 
first victory in the long campaign was due to him, so far at 
least as any achievement of the kind can be credited to the 
efforts and example of any single man" (Podmore's Life of Roberl 
Owen, 19<)6, pp. 209--II). Compare '' Sir Robert Peel had 
never thought of this measure untill\lr. Owen had recommended 
it to him" (The Earl of Lauderdale, Hansard, Feb. 25, 1819, 
P· 655). 
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was due to of his consideration ; and what he accomplished 
:Sa':ccess was wonderful." 1 Owen lost much of this influence 
employer. when, in 1829, he severed his connection with New 

Lanark, but " it is hardly possible to exaggerate the 
effect of the impulse he gave to the work of social 
amelioration. • . • It required a long- continued 
agitation and years of legislative and administrative 
activity to bring up the conditions of textile industry 
in the country generally to those which he had 
voluntarily introduced in connection with his own 
works." 1 

Oastler and 
Sadler, who 
led the Ten 
Hours 
Movement, 

The next period of agitation for factory legisla
tion is that dominated by the sentiment of Oastler. 
In 1829 Oastler's thoughts and feelings were wander
ing in the slave plantations of the West; it needed 
an employer, a practical business man, to recall them 
to his native land. It was, as Oastler gladly acknow
ledged,• entirely due to a kindly, quiet, successful 
employer, John Wood, of Bradford, that he took up 
the cause of the factory children, and it was Oastler 

o"!ed ~- who at that particular time drew Sadler's • attention 
ffn~ti·'::J and to the crying needs of the factory hands, and so set 
assis:nce to in motion the slow machinery which finally produced 
~~::;:.~ the Ten Hours Act. Wood, doubtless, would have 
players. . been utterly incapable of carrying out such a campaign 

as Oastler's, but it was Wood's idea which originated 
it, and his financial assistance which, with that of 
Rand, Fielden, and other influential and successful 
millowners,6 helped to carry it out to a more or 
less successful end. Wood's work in connection with 

1 W. Cunningham, wowth of English Industry and Commerce 
in Modern Times, 1903. p. 751. 

I Ibid., pp. 753-4· 
8 VideTheHomeMagazine, 1852 [pt. viii. vol ii., ''The Child's 

Corner"], pp. 37. 45· · 
• Sadler himself was actually a manufacturer : the firm m 

which he was a partner had linen works in Belfast (vide Dictionary 
of National Biography). .. 

6 Vide !! Alfred," History of Factory Movement, 1857, vol. u. 
pp. 275 et seq. 
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factory legislation appears to be very generally under-. whose i.J?.· 
estimated by those who have looked back on the!:~~~~ 15 

movement, but it was widely recognised at the time, estimated 
in spite of his retiring manner. One contemporary now, 

writer 1 asserts· that no one did more for factory 
legislation than he.1 

Many employers supported Oastler.3 It would butw~ose 
be absurd to claim anything like universal altruism f~~~o:;
on the part of manufacturers, but the part they 
played in the movement for factory legislation seems 
to receive less than its due recognition from recent 
historians of. the movement. It may be that in
dividuals have been lost in the class to which they 
belong (though there is no justification for believing 
that the average employer was inhumane), and it is 
conceivable that. the earlier historians overestimated 
the importance of the work of such men as Wood, were 
Walker, Fielden, Rand, and Gardner, but a glance i~~:tii 
at Appendix I. will show that Samuel Kydd and contem
Philip Grant, contemporary historians with intimate Lfs;~~ans .. 
knowledge of the movement, unite in proclaiming 
the indebtedness of the factory workers to these and 
other manufacturers. 

That an employer should really desire improved It was only 
working conditions seems to surprise some writers · & nat~ral that 

' the 1m pulse 
should pro

a" Alfred," Histof'y of Factory Movement, 1857• vol. i. p. 244, ceed from 
1 Re Wood's influence (vide Appendix I). employers, 
1 He himself believed that three-fourths of the manufacturers 

in the West Riding supported him, and quoted letters from 
manufacturers, Tory, Whig, and Radical, who, before he was 
aware that a single operative had taken up the matter, urged 
him to action(" Alfred," History of the Factof'y Movement, vol. i. 
~2~. . 

• Appendix I. . 
1 COmpare Hutchins and Harrison, Histof'y of Factory Legis

lation, 1911, p. 152. ''So flagrant were the evils that legislative 
interference was petitioned for even by the mastef's themselves," 
i.e. the master-potters in 1862 (the italics are mine). The 
supporters of Sadler's Bill refused to believe in the integrity of 
the Factory Commissioners (who they considered represented 
the employers), even after their Report affirming the necessity 
of legislation. Especially suspect was their suggestion that 



with their 
first-hand 
knowledge. 
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he appears to be regarded as the "economic man". 
But, in fact, the employer who is daily brought face 
to face with the misery caused by unrestricted factory 
labour receives a more direct appeal to his humanity 
than men further removed from it, and employers, 

•. after all, are human beings, susceptible to this appeal. 
As Mr. Hartley Withers points out, the consumer is 
"the villain of the piece ".1 It is his ignorance of 
the suffering involved that makes it possible for him 
to disregard· the cry of the oppressed. Employers 
have not equal opportunities of blissful ignorance, 
and only the most stony-hearted could fail to respond 
to the appeal of the sufferers. Factory inspectors 
later on repeatedly called attention to the fact that 
the worst factories were spoken of as if they were 
universal, or at least common, while in fact they 
were not. 

When Sadler lost his seat, the parliamentary 
leadership of the movement passed to Lord Ashley, 
whose 'knowledge of factory conditions, if not his 
interest in workers, was of but recent date. He 
himself 'thought it was "the twelfth hour," and 
urged that to Sadler should be given the honour of 
the achievement; but the event proved far otherwise. 
Ashley himself had resigned his seat before the 
second reading of the Bill of 1846, and the parlia-

Fit>lden, mentary leadership was entrusted to Fielden, who, 
ani otht>r em- having worked in a cotton factory as a child, was at 
p oyer, · • 1 - f 1 1 · h pi~oted the that tlme an. emment y success u emp oyer m t e 
. ~!~~~h847 same industry.2 It was Fielden who conducted the 

Parliament. 
only eight hours should be permitted to children under thirteen 
(Quarterly Review, Dec. 1836, pp. 412-4). 

· 1 Poverty and Waste, 1914, p. 134· Compare "I do not care 
how hard hearted an employer may be, he is tender hearted 
as compared with the public" (Co-partnership, 1912 [B.M 
08248. :ff. 3(1)]. p. 7)· 

• Lord Feversham specially commented on the fact that 
·Fielden, who introduced the Bill, was a manufacturer. " Who 
was the individual that brought the Bill into the other House 
of Parliament ? It was the member for Oldham [Fielden), who 
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Bill of 18.1-7 through the House, and so achieved what 
was at the time felt to be the splendid victory of 
the Ten Hours Act. 

2. From within their own Factories 

It happened that the first Factoi:y Bill (1802) and Thus em

the first successful Ten Hours Bill were both piloted ~~Tuced 
through Parliament by men who were employers as o~e Factory 

well as members of the Legislature. But this was ~~t~er 
possibly merely incidental. On the other hand, to 
convince the country that regulation would not 
destroy industry was of fundamental importance, 
and this was the work of many employers throughout 
the manufacturing districts ; indeed, it was actually 
dependent upon the master- manufacturers. Here 
and there were to be found, even in Parliament and A few in· 

on the Bench, men who dared to speak out strongly ~~~~~ed 
in their zeal for humanity. "Should the manu- !llodem 
facturers insist," said Mr. Justice Grose,t " that Ideas. 
without these children they could not advantageously 
follow their trade •.• say ••• that tr.ade must 
not for the thirst of lucre be followed, but at once, 
for the sake of society, be abandoned." s · Eut, as 
had spent a long life in conducting a large manufacturing estab-
lishment, and who had reared up his sons in the same occupa-
tion : and it was supported by upwards of a thonsand of the 
principal master-manufacturers" (Hansard, May 17, 1847, 
p. 903). Greg also points out, though with some degree of 
contempt, that Fielden, an employer, suggested the establish-
ment of Wages Boards, and prepared a Bill to that end (R. H. 
Greg, The Fact<wy Question, 1837, p. 68). Greg further says: 
"It is only fair to observe, that for these improvements [viz. 
prohibiting night work for all under twenty-one, and advancing 
the ages entitled to protection from sixteen to eighteen years] 
Sir John Hobhouse's Bill was indebted to the committee of the 
millowners, then in London ; and that the same provisions of 
the existing law were also introduced by the millowners, in 
opposition to the wishes of those who framed it " (ibid.). 

1 Lancashif'e Gazetteer, July 4, 1801; quoted by Hutchins and 
Harrison, Hist<wy of Factory Legislation, 1903, vide pp. 14, 15, 28. 

• Compare the following : " Perish the cotton trade, perish 
even the political superiority of our country (if it depends on 
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b~t econo:- Podmore said of Owen,1 "A man who could so lightly 
m1ctheones 1 • f • hE 1 d' 1 then gener·' contemp ate mter erence w1t ng an s monopo y 
ally d of the world's markets, for the sake of anything 
accepte ' so irrelevant as the honour of the country, or 

could be re
futed only 
through the 
experience 
of em· 
ployers. 

That (1) a 
trade in
jurious to 
the workers 
is unpl'ofit
able to the 
nation, 

the education and well-being of the children of the 
poor, was clearly dangerous in the eyes of men who 
had long ago, in Lord Salisbury's phrase, written 
these things off their books as unmarketable com· 
modi ties." 

The only way in which England could be brought 
to place a ban on the degradation of the manual 
workers was to convince it that prosperity was not 
dependent upon such degradation. Obsessed as 
the nation then was with the desire to outdo its 
rivals, and bewildered by the economic theorists of 
the time, it resembled their " economic man". 
Just as Joint-Stock Companies were too remote from 
their employees to feel their sorrows,2 so Parliament 
·itself, eager for national prosperity, took little thought · 
·for individual sufferings. In the twentieth century 
it is more or less widely recognised that if a trade will 
not yield an income " sufficient to enable those who 
earn it to secure at any rate the necessaries of life ... 
it is a parasitic trade, and it is contrary to the general 
the cotton trade), rather than they shall be upheld by the sacri
fice of everything valuable in life by those who are the means of 
supporting them" (from a Speech at Glasgow, Owen's Auto
biography, vol. i.A, 1858, p. 18). ''When the hon. member 
gets up and tells me that the Manchester manufacturers are 
likely to suffer, I say, let them suffer. I, at least, will not be 
a party to the perpetuation of any such atrocities as I find 
recorded" (J. A. Roebuck, 1\I.P. (Sheffield), speaking on the 
Bleaching and Dyeing Works Bill, Hansard, March 21, 186o, 
vol. clvii. p. 997). " He said at once, without any circum
locution, that rather than subject his countrywomen to that 
horrible atrocity (of fourteen hours' labour), he would prefer 
to see bleaching works altogether disappear" (ibid., June 27, 
1860, vol. clix. p. 1o61). Mr. Roebuck had formerly vehemently 
opposed factory legislation on economic grounds. Possibly the 
effect of previous factory legislation subconsciously influenced 
him in his later judgment. 

1 Robe.-t Owen, 19o6 ed., p. 198, 
• Compare Appen~ V, 
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well-being that it should continue " ; 1 but a century 
ago those who advocated regulation had the support , 
neither of this theory nor of that experience which and that (2) 

"teaches that the usual result of legislation ••. is ~~lati~n 
not to kill the industry but to reform it ".1 In- des~; in
dividuals there were, even then, who would not dustry, · 
touch the profitable cotton trade, because of its was not 

· · b h · I d • d 1 • knowntothe assoc1at10ns; ut t e natiOn ave It an c ung to 1t, worshippers 
despite attendant evils, for it loved the prosperity for of the . 
which it stood.8 From within, more genuinely than is ~~~~;.m
commonly realised, came the regulation of industry. 

At a time when Nassau Senior gave the weight of Senior's 
his academic knowledge to the doctrine that the whole • Pri~ 

d . l reasonmg 
profit of the manufacturer was enved from the ast 
hour of an eleven-and-a-half-hour day,' and the 

1 Select Committee on Home Work, 190S, p. :xiv. 
111 In the long run, no doubt, as most economists have 

come to believe, industries are not weakened but actually 
strengthened in their capacity to brave the struggle for existence 
by improved conditions of labour, which tend to increase the 
efficiency both of employers and employed, but there is no 
denying that there may temporarily be some difficulty in intro
ducing factory regulations which are conspicuously beyond the 
standard of a foreign competitor " (Mrs. Sidney Webb, Socialism 
and National Minimum, 1909). 

• England, by the White Phosphorus Matches PrQhibition 
Act of 1908, did venture to prohibit entirely one branch of manu
facturing industry ; but not only was this accompanied by the 
prohibition of the import of such matches, it was not made until 
two years after Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, 
Luxemburg. and Switzerland had agreed to prohibit their manu
facture. The advantages of International Regulation of In
dustry were urged by Owen in ISIS, but have as yet been put 
to little test ; the prohibition of the employment of women in 
factories within a month after confinement (IS9I), of the labour 
of children under twelve in factories (1901), and of the manu
facture and sale of matches made with white phosphorus (19oS) 
may be traced to the influence of international conferences ; 
but the British Government was first officially represented at 
a conference of the International Association for Labour Legis
lation in I9IO at Lugano. though .. Mr. Herbert Samuel (then 
Under Secretary) and Mr. Delevingne of the Home Office repre
sented the British Government at the International Conference 
on Labour Regulation held at Berne in 19o6 (vide Hutchins and 
Harrison, History of Factory Legislation, 1911 ed., pp. 269-72). 

• Twelve hours on five days, nine hours on Saturdays (Letters 
on the Factory Acts, N. Senior.....:...Hutchin$ and Harrison, p. 8S). 
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·Spectator set to work 1 to refute his arguments by 
was refuted a priori reasoning and speculations as to possible 
by the logic changes in markets or machinery, the simple evidence of experi-
ence. of a manufacturer who had actually reduced hours 

.The asser
tion that 
short hours 
"pay·". 

without loss of any kind, was really astounding.• 
No wonder his experiment "excited a good deal of 
public attention" in the district where it was made. 
"The declaration made," said Horner, "is that the 
same quantity of produce, and at the same cost, has 
been obtained by the master ; and that all the workers, 
day hands as well as those who are paid by piece work, 
earn the same amount of wages in the eleven hours 
as was done before by the labour of twelve hours." 1 

It was incredible! But close examination proved it 
true. Robert Gardner's explanation is delightfully 
simple, but it seems to have escaped the notice of manv 
wise and prudent men. " All the arguments I have 
heard in favour of long time," said Gardner," appear 
based on arithmetical question-if eleven produce so 
much, what will twelve, thirteen, or even fifteen 
hours produce ? This is correct, as far as the steam
engine is 'concerned. • • • But try this on the animal 
horse, and you will soon find he cannot compete with 
the engine, as he requires both time to rest and feed." 

was proved Gardner " tried it " on his workpeople. He per
by Ga;rdnetsr's formed the simple experiment of varying the hours 
expenmen • hil k . h d' . d h . w e eepmg ot er con 1t10ns constant; an e 

awaited results. The results surprised him, for he 
received the same work-in some cases even more 
work-in less time. The experiment convinced. 
him in spite of himself, for he was sceptical at first.' 

1 March 23, 1844. 
• Robert Gardner, of Preston. He must not be considered 

singular. This example is chosen merely because it was de
scribed in some detail by Homer, in 1845. The multiplicity of 
such examples throughout the manufacturi~g .dis1;rlcts was an 
essential part of the propaganda for the hm1tation of hours 
(vide Appendix II). 

• Rep01'ts, vol. xxv., 1845, pp. 19-22. 
6 Vide Appendix II. 
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The facts differed from his preconceived ideas, and he 
abandoned his ideas in favour of facts. To this day 
people persist in arguing about what would happen 
in these circumstances or in those ; and even when 
it is possible, they hesitate to put the matter to the 
test.1 

Gardner's experiment convinced Horner that "in 
other mills of the same description" it might be safe 
to follow his example, but he adds that he does not 
consider this " any ground to justify a further legisla-
tive restriction," for " in a very large proportion of . 
the factories of the United Kingdom, a reduction but deep

of hours must of necessity cause a reduction of the ~~~~es die 
quantity produced." He thereupon returns to his hard. 
a priori reasoning, and adds thereto the conclusion 
that " if the interests of the master and workmen · 
go together there is no occasion for a law " ; and so 
he uses in 1845 the argument into whose beari~gs 
in 1915 we must look hereafter.1 

It is customary even yet to look doubtfully upon Empl~yers'. 
li · d · d b practical arne orat1ve recommen atwns ma. e. y master- suggestions 

manufacturers. The Factory CommiSSIOners of 1833, gui~ed 
even while adopting the employers' suggestion with leg~slators, 
regard to the appointment of paid inspectors, attri-

1 Professor F. W. Taussig, in 1915, says, H The universal 
introduction of the eight-hour day would mean (other thlngs 
being unchanged) a lessening of the national dividend"; and, 
though he saves himself by his parenthesis, he further states, 
"It is very rare that [factory operatives] can do as much in 
eight [hours] as in ten" (p. 295). It would probably deceive 
the reading public less if he said, "There is at present little evi
dence that factory operatives can do as much in eight hours as 
in ten." There is perhaps no reliable evidence to the contrary. 
Moreover, "other thlngs" cannot be "unchanged" when two 
hours are added to the leisure of the workers ; and these hours 
are not necessarily unproductive from the point of view of the 
"national dividend". "Not proven" is the only safe verdict 
upon human affairs when the reasoning is a priori. Mr. J. W. 
Ramsbottom believes that more data exist but have yet to be 
collected and tabulated ("Industrial Fatigue," in EconomiG 
Journal, 1914, vol. xxiv. pp. 393 et seqq.). · 

1 Vide pp. 150 et seqq. 
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buted it to seli-interest.1 Yet it was this practical 
suggestion, adopted after many years,11 which made 
factory legislation effective in the United Kingdom. 
In methods of administration of the Acts there has 

·been no other step comparable with this in import
ance. It is perhaps too soon to speak of the effect 
of the entirely new departure made in the appoint
ment of Works Inspectors 8 in the Potteries. Their 
appointment also appears to be due to recommenda
tions made by .manufacturers, and it seems thus far 
to have been attended by a fair amount of success. 

Apart, however, from technicalities of admini
stration, there are the provisions of the Acts them
selves, provisions with regard to health and safety, 
the payment of wages, and the hours of employment. 
Jt would be difficult to find any.,direction in which 
individual employers had not made experiments in 
advance of legislation and in which experiments are 
not even now being made. To assign to each its 
several effect is an impossible task, but it is quite 
possible to trace out the general current of influence. 

"From the excellent regulations" existing in 
some unnamed factories, Dr. Percival, at the close 
of the eighteenth century, derived his ideas for 
legislative regulation for the sake of health. Owen 
testified to his own successful limitation of hours. 
Wood, Walker, Fielden, and other employers in the 
thirties, having done all they dared in advance of 
general practice, turned for help . to Parliament, 

• 
. 1 !! Southwood Smith et Edwin Chadwick font partie, en 
1833. de Ia Commission qui organise un bureau central d'in
specteurs des fabriques sur le modele du bureau central des 
commissionaires de la loi des pauvres" (Elie Halerey, La Forma
tion de Radicalisme Philosophique, 1901-4, vol. iii. p. 385). 
Bentham's ideas undoubtedly influenced the Commissioners, 
yet, as they remarked, the proposal was " urged upon them 
chiefly by those manufacturers who desired to see the hours in 
other factories restricted to the level of their own " (vide Hutchins 
and Harrison, History of Factory Legislation, 1903, p. 39). 
• 1 Owen proposed it m his draft Bill. 

1 As they are called locally (vide Append~ XII). 
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and, thenceforward, "good employers" begged for 
legislative protection for themselves against less 
scrupulous neighbours. 

With the advent of the expert inspector and the Expert in· 
·issue of regular reports on factories, there was made specton, 
a direct channel of communication between the best 
employers and the Legislature. Inspectors, visiting 
factones, were shown alterations (which were in
tended to be improvements), and new schemes were 
often submitted to them for approval. They thus 
became conversant with the best in all factories, as 
well as with the worst; and their recommendations 
were undoubtedly received with respect, and formed 
the basis for further legislation. Such expert know- by their 
ledge has become more and more essential with the knowledge, 

development of industry, and factory legislation 
without the advice of Home Office experts is now 
practically impossible. When the employer had 
opportunities of talking with inspectors, showing 
them improvements in his own factory, and grumbling 
about his neighbours' shortcomings, he no longer their dis
felt so strongly the necessity for direct individual crimination, 

appeals to Parliament. In the inspectors' reports 
may be found many accounts of " excellent regula-
tions," of shortened hours, of guarded machinery, 
of conveniences of all kinds, occasionally of luxuries.' 
It has been usual for those who have made use of 
the inspectors' reports for the purpose of writing 
accounts of industrial development to extract from 
them the records of harsh regulations, long hours, 
accidents, and miseries. In these the records abound. 
But there is another side to the picture, or rather 
another finger to the signpost, pointing towards and advice, 

another and more hopeful way. The inspectors, :h~·~1 
whatever was the purpose for which they were th: =. 0 

appointed, added to their duty of seeing that the · 
law was obeyed the happier duty .of seeing how it 

I Vide Appendices II and nt. 
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was outrun, and upon their reports, to a great extent, 
factory legislation was built up. This function of 
Home Office experts· has been extended and ampli
fied, until to-day, without new Acts of Parliam~nt, 
Statutory Orders issued by a Secretary of State may 
enforce, upon all employers in a trade, regulations 
which have been proved, by one or more employers 
in that 'trade, " reasonably practicable ".1 This 
change has in no way diminished the importance of 
the part played by individual employers, though it 
may possibly have rendered it less conspicuous to 
the. general public and to Parliament. Experiments 
are still essential and are still carried out by employers 
acting. on their own initiative. 

. 1 Vide Appendix XI, and Professor F. Tillyard, !'Non-
Parliamentary Industrial Legislation.'' in EconomiG Journal, 
Sept. 1915. 



CHAPTER III 

CHANGE IN THE NATURE OF INDUSTRIAL LEGISLATION; 
ITS RELATION To EMPLOYERs' ExPERIMENTS 

(Y ide Appendix XI.) · 

BY the middle of the nineteenth century the prin- B:y the· 
ciple of factory legislation, as far as the limitation of =~:e~f 
the hours of labour for women, young persons, and teenth cen

children was concerned, may be considered estab- :,UJ!c*fe of 
lished, for even the Factory Law Amendment Associa- factory 
· ( b 1 d • h N · 1 A • . legislation tlon su sequent y merge mto t e atwna ssocta- was estab-

tion of Factory Occupiers), whose ultimate object was lished. 

the repeal of the Factory Acts, disclaimed any intention 
of attempting to alter the hours of labour "as by · 
law at present limited," or "to abolish factory in
spection." 1 But it must be remembered that only 
a limited number of trades was affected. The law 
was firmly established ; its history during the next 
half-century was mainly one of expansion. Em- As the 
players engaged in a particular industry united in demand 
attempts to improve conditions by agreements among arose. 
themselves; but such attempts commonly proved · 
futile, as two or three dissentient masters were able 
to defeat them. The best employers in that in.;, 
dustry would then ask for special legislation for their 
trade as a protection against those who were less 
scrupulous ; and so the law was . extended trade by it was ex
trade-for example, amongst other~ , to bleachers :re:~!ty 

1 Vide Hutchins and Harrison. Histcwy o Factcwy Legislation. trade. 
1903. PP· 114-6. 
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and dyers (1853),1 to potters (1864),1 and to dress
makers and milliners (x867).3 

In practice it has been found much easier to 
frame regulations for one trade than for many, and 
this has doubtless increased the tendency of legislation 
to extend along the lines of separate trades. The 
results of an experiment are often applicable only 
within the limits of the trade in which the experi
ment is made. Guards for particular machines, for 
example, the· heat requisite for a particular process, 

. the prices to be paid for particular jobs, even the 
possibility o£ supplying specifications of work to be 
.done, must be determined. within the trade itself. 

There is a further reason why regulation has 
proceeded trade by trade. The varying degrees of 

•danger connected with different trades arouse varying 
degrees of public interest. The general theory of 
factory legislation appears to have been that, where 
it can be plainly shown that the health of the workers 
or the safety of life or limb is at stake, legislation 
should enforce precautions ; but, beyond this, 
matters may be left to individuals or to voluntary 

1 In the bleaching industry, !! in June 1853 thirteen of the 
employers in Scotland agreed to limit the hours of labour to 
sixty-six hours in the w;eek. On a subsequent occasion twenty
three masters, representing a large proportion of the whole, 
agreed to limit the hours to sixty in the week, but upon the 
condition that such a regulation was adopted by the ·whole 
trade.. It was found, however, that it was in the power of two 

·or three masters to defeat such an arrangement, and that it 
was impossible to carry it out without legislative interference " 
(!Jutchins and Harrison, 1903, pp. 131-2). 

• In 1862 the employers in the pottery industry, "including 
such well-known names as Minton and Wedgwood, signed a 
memorial to the Home Secretary • . . deploring the fact that 
children were frequently employed before the age of ten, pointing 
out the • moral and physical evils ' that resulted, and stating 
that in the absence of legislative enactment it was impossible 
to right those matters by voluntary agreement, ! as a portion 
only of the employers could be brought to consent to such an 
agreement'" (ibid., p. 152). 

8 In 1864 the "more enlightened employers" in the sewing 
trades !l recognised the disadvantage of late hours " (ibid., 
p. 163)· 
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organisations.1 To the general public, "dangerous 
trades," with their conspicuous ills, make an appeal 
which permits the enforcement of extensive and 
minute regulation.· Some thirty-odd trades are now 
certified to be dangerous, and these are subject to. 
special regulations of their own in addition to the 
ordinary Factory Acts. Within these trades experi- ~s provi-

f · d' 'd 1 1 k 'bl s10ns must ments o m IVI ua emp ayers mar out possi e be .. reason-
lines of progress. It will be seen that the influence ably practi" 

d 1 li · d · 11 · cable " of a goo emp oyer, mite , as It genera y IS, to a · 
small section of the industrial world, is intensified 
within that section. Since regulation can only 
proceed where there is evidence that provisions are t~e resp17- ' 
" reasonably practicable " there has developed a tiv~ ~e~ts ' • • of md1v1dual 
new type of Factory Legislation, namely, that practice 

of experts in the Home Office instead of that of :~!!s~d by 
Parliament. experts, 

Since the Consolidating Act of I 90 I there have to whom 
been only three Acts devoted to the extension of farlia~hnt 
Factory Legislation. :a They deal with laundries :~iis ot 
(I907), the .use of white phosphorus (I908), and legislation. 
cotton cloth factories (I9I I). It is characteristic of ' 
the general movement that the last of these consists 
merely of two clauses, one to name the Act and one 
to empower the Home Secretary to make regulations 
for the protection of health. What is in effect 
growing, rapidly and yet almost unobserved by the 
public, is expert legislation by permanent officials.• 
The Home Office regulations are manifold. Their.· 
power extends throughout the factory system and 
in some cases strikes deep down into the details of a 
trade considered dangerous. It speaks volumes for 
the isdom of the officials of the department that 

1 Vide A. Shadwell, Industrial Efficiency, 1909, p. 286. 
1 Three other Acts (6 Edw. VII. c. 49. s. IO; ditto, c. 53. ss. 4, 

s ; ditto, c. 58, ss. 8, IJ, sch. 3) have sections relating to factories, 
and one (7 Edw. vn. c. 10) repeals a section which related to the 
employment of women. 

1 Vide Appendix XL 

3 
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this process creates so little disturbance, in spite of its 
effective development. · 

Co!lferences Departmental Committees Inter-departmental 
· ofmspectors C . d I ' . l ' omm1ttees, an even nternatwna Conferences, 

attended by Government representatives, may per
haps be regarded as indicating further extensions in 
the method of expert regulation; and there is an 

with em- important collateral movement towards systematic 
~~!r!~v:1o ~onferences. between employers! op~ratives, and 
a trade, mspectors, for the purpose of d1scussmg means of 

securing the safety and health of persons employed. 
The scheme was initiated in 1912 in accordance 
with the advice of the Accidents Committee.1 Cotton
Spinning was the first industry in which a conference 
was attempted, and it resulted "in a substantial 
degree of agreement upon many important details " 
which was believed to be "of material service, not 
only with regard to the administration of the Factory 
Acts in cotton-spinning mills, but also as a basis for 
discussion of allied points in the similar conferences " 1 

which were to follow. Woollen and Worsted Mills, 
Cotton-Weaving Factories, Iron Foundries, Tinplate 
Factories, Cotton Bleaching, Dyeing, and Printing 
Works were the next to receive the attention of 
representative conferences.• In recommending such 
conferences the Accidents Committee pointed out 
that " in this way . • . it would be possible to spread 
[that is, within the trade] the knowledge of any new 

• _method for securing safety and to obtain ·compliance 
therewith much more quickly than is done at present . 
• • • We ••• contemplate that such conferences 
will often have the effect of avoiding the necessity 
for. legal proceedings and also of enabling the in-

1 Report of .Departmental Committee on Accidents, 1911, 

pp. 22, 2J. 
• Report on Conferences between Employers, Operatives, 

and Inspectors (Cotton-Spinning Mills), 1912, p. 2. 
• Vide Official Publications-Reports on Conferences between 

Employers, Operatives, and l:ospectors. 
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spector to secure the ~arrying out mor~ quickly of h~te~ the 

Precautions of a novel kind such as he hesitates to try adoptio~ otf 

b , I I d' , Th appropna e to enforce y resortmg to ega procee mgs. 1 e regulations. 

provision of first-aid dressings, for example, was 
approved by one conference,2 and this practically 
means that in the trade represented such provision 
becomes universal. It may seem to the public a 
small matter, and to some employers it may seem 
a profitable investment of money ; but as it is not 
generally enforced by law, workers are dependent 
upon employers for it. It is, in fact, an" elementary 
'welfare' provision ".3 In one trade, through the 
conference, it becomes recognised as " involved " in 
the idea of employment; and so something is 
added to the accepted standard of comfort in that 
trade. 

The idea of conferences is by no means · new·; Similar con--
R. J. Saunders, one of the first inspectors of factories, ferences had 

d . .1 . d dul d been held arrange s1m1 ar meetmgs, an y reporte on previously, 
their merits. He invited overlookers to meet him 
in I 849, to discuss the prevention of accidents. "'I in a less 
was very glad," he said, "to avail myself of the great systematic 
intelligence and experience thus brought to bear form. 

on a matter of so much moment, and am indebted 
to the parties who attended for several valuable 
suggestions." ' It is merely the attempt to systema-
tise such conferences that is of recent date; and it 
enhances the importance of inconspicuous efforts 
on the part of individual employers towards the 
establishment of good conditions in factories. 

Another step, which may prove to be the first 
along an excellent way, was that taken by the Joint 
Committee of Pottery Manufacturers of Great 
Britain, who in 1913, with the approval Qf the Home 

1 Report of the Departmental Committee on Accidents. 
19II, p. 2J. 

• Report of the Tinplate Conference, 1914, p. S· 
1 Vide J. C. Goldmark, Fatigue and Efficiency, 1912, p. 45· 
'RepOI'ts from Commissioners, vol. xxii., 1849, p. 321. 
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Trade Ex- Office, held a Trades Requirements Exhibition at 
~~~~~:s are Stoke-on-Trent. Pottery manufacturers exhibited, 
recent date, in use, various contrivances for the protection of 

workers. The Parliamentary Under-Secretary for 
Home Affairs (Mr. Ellis Griffith), in opening the 
exhibition, expressed his opinion that it would create 
a precedent which would be followed in other 
industries,1 and, though it was the result of recently 
issued regulations rather than a starting-point for 
further legislation, its influence should not be under
estimated. It was a practical demonstration by 
practical men of what they were actually doing 
towards making their so-called " dangerous " trade 

and supple- as healthy as any other. The results of employers' 
ment other • 2 d bli · ff · attempts at expenments were ma e pu c m a very e ecttve 
~pfreadin!J way. Formerly, descriptions or drawings in the 
111 ormation. f f · d 1 reports o actory mspectors or epartmenta com-

mittees had to suffice in explanation of any im
provement recommended, though occasionally an 
enthusiastic inspector, with one employer's per
mission, ventured to conduct another personally to 

·witness the excellence of the arrangements made for 
safety or comfort. But nothing like a general trade 
demonstration of the best provisions for the workers 
had previously been attempted in England, and it 
marks a distinctly important stage. The exhibition 
was arranged by the manufacturers themselves ; 
therein lay its effective interest. 

·Legislation The change in the mode of industrial legislation 
by experts may be summed up as a tendency to move from the 

politician towards the expert. ' This tendency is 
marked by minor distinguishing features. The most 
conspicuous evils of the industrial system are the 
first to attract the attention of politicians; experts 
look below the surface and are more keenly conscious 
of the practical difficulties and possibilities in each 

1 The Pottery Gazette, I9IJ, p. ;86. 
• As well as those of manufacturers of machinery, etc. 
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case. But an expert is necessarily a specialist in one 
section, and he may fail to obtain broad views of 
the whole situation.. If the whole. field of industry 
were covered by experts, the legislation might be 
adequate; but there are gaps of astonishing 
magnitude. The factories and workshops in the leave~ large 
United Kingdom which are under Regulations or gapa, 

Special Rules, on account of the nature of the work 
carried on in them, number about 7-f,OOO out of a 
total of about zn,ooo,1 so that nearly three-quarters 
of the factories have no legal supervision beyond 
that afforded by the Acts of Parliament. Such gaps 
existed before, for it was only in sections that the 
field of industry was brought under factory legisla-
tion ; but the experts' labours have exaggerated the 
distinctions. Between those forms of unregulated 
industry which exist to-day and the most highly 
regulated industry, the difference is probably greater 
than between the conditions of labour in cotton 
mills and those in other mills at the time when laws 
were first made for the cotton industry alone. It 
is well .to remember, while contemplating with 
admiration the improvements made in some quar~ers, 
the limitations, which are inevitably associated with the inevit 
the work of specialists in which no attention is given able.re~ult of 

' speclalisa-
to the general effect. As Redlich points out, " a tion. 
systematic view. of a· modern state in all its com-
plexity with scientific laws and regulations was 
utterly strange to English thought, steeped as it 
always had be~n in empiricism, and only inclined to 
such piecemeal legislation as a particular grievance 
or a particular occasion might demand." 1 Though 
factory inspectors have done much towards systema-
tising and co-ordinating factory legislation, there is· 
still much to be desired in that direction.3 

1 Factory Report for 1914 (Cd.. 8501 of 1915), pp. 123, 132. 
1 Local Gooernment in England, 1903. vol. i. p. 91. 

. 
1 As an exampl? of the exis~g chaos of legislative regula

tiOn we may cons1der that relating to hours of work. It i:.t 
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If, as the Principal Lady Inspector of Factories 
~ecla_;ed, ".progress in h~alth in fa~~ory and wor~shop 
life 1s mamly a question of ralSlng the · ordmary 
general hygiene," 1 the figures quoted above suggest 
a national menace. Of course it would not be true 
to say that no progress is being made in factories 

. to which no new Acts or Regulations apply. The 
influence of factory inspectors is constantly towards 
improvement, and the conferences between inspectors, 

' employers; ·and employees influence other specific 
industries besides those with which they are directly 
concerned. 

Much wider general interest and much more 
adequate information are necessary before the 
anomalies· of factory law· can be obviated. In some 
cases there exist sufficient data to warrant immediate 
action on the part of the Legislature : in other cases 
it must needs wait upon the further experiments 
of employers. In all cases, it would seem that the 

and there i~ theory that only dangerous trades need regulation 
mc;>ve':Ilentm is breaking down· or perhaps it would be more this dU"ec- ' 
tion: accurate to say that the definition of " danger " is 

widening. Low wages are beginning to be considered 
" dangerous," and in certain trades a minimum wage 
has already been established.1 Provisions for decency 

I! hopelessly inconsistent. in its inclusion or exclusion of adult 
males, in its distinctions between mines, textile and non-textile 
~actories, laundries, men's workshops, etc., and in its overtime 
provisions ; but more important than this inconsistency is the 
fact that the whole of the regulation is purely empirical in its 
-origin, and, moreover, that any scientific judgment as to the 
suitability of any specific regulation is at the present moment 
impossible" (J. W. Ramsbottom, "Industrial Fatigue," in 
Economic Journal, 1914, vol. xxiv. p. 393). 

1 Interdepartmental Committee on Physical Deterioration, 
1903, Q1518. 

1 Under the Trade Boards Act of 1909 minimum rates were 
to be fixed in four trades, namely, tailoring; cardboard, paper, 
and chip boxmaking; machine-made lace and net finishing ; and 
chainmaking. In 1913 four other trades were scheduled; under 
the Act-shirtmaking, confectionery, hollow-ware, and tin box
making. 
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are gradually being recognised as necessary for 
"safety," and are now, to some extent, required by 
law in all factories. The dev~lopment of the con
ception of health and safety is of the utmost im
portance. Herein the good employer performs an 
essential service to the community. 

There is a definite connection between individual GeneralJt'"' 
exp~riment and general. progres~, and it i~ worth re;s:n~s 
notmg that not only m frammg regulatiOns are up~n in-
employers' experiments significant In all cases'dmdual . . ·' employers 
where the wordmg of the law 1s vague, employers' · 
interpretations exert an important influence; in
spectors want all factories to equal the best they 
see; and workers, too, believe that the most comfort-
able factory can be copied. What is done by one 
employer can be done by all, they argue; or, if not, 
some other concession should be made. It is probably 
due to the variation in interpretation by the em
ployers that there has, in recent industrial legisla-
tion, appeared a curiously elastic arrangement. Words even specific 
such as "adequate" and " sufficient" occur fre- re~lations 

1 . ul . d d bemg quent y, even m reg atwns of recent atcr; 1 an vaguely 
worded; 

1 The extent to which the carrying out of regulatimis, even 
those made for a specific trade, depends upon individual inter
pretation, may be suggested by the following extracts from the 
thirty-two regulations made "for the Generation, Transforma
tion, Distribution, and Use of Electrical Energy" (1908, No. I 312 ). 
In only four regulations can the requirements be considered 
really definite. Here are the vague words employed in the 
others: 
1. sufficient ••• reasonably 

practicable. 
2. efficiently • • • where 

necessary. Reasonably 
practicable. 

3· efficient. 
4· with proper care. 
S· effectively. 
6. proper. 
1· efficient ••• suitably. 
8. efficient ••• suitably ••• 

necessary. 
9· •••••• 

IO, , , •••• 
II. efficient ••• suitably. . 
12. efficient ••• easily. 
I 3· efficient (twice) •.• pro

perl:y constructed • • • 
effic1ently (three times). 

14. Reasonably practicable ••• 
readily accessible • · • • 
readily traced ••• readily 
distinguished. 

15. suitably. · 
16. so far as practicable (twice) 

, , . adequate precautions, 
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legislators are beginning to take account of the fact 
that minimum requirements are frequently exceeded. 
Concessions are made with a view to encouraging 
movements in a desired direction. For example, 
the Pottery Regulations of 1913 require at least one 
lavatory basin, or two feet of trough, for every five 
persons employed in certain specified processes. 
They further require that " before each meal and 
before the end of the day's work, at least ten minutes, 
in addition . to the regular meal-times, shall be 
allowed for washing to each such person"; but the 
proviso is added " that if the lavatory accommoda
tion specially reserved for such persons exceeds that 
required by the preceding paragraphs, the time 

17. ample ••• adequatemeans 24. suitable ••• adequately • 
• • • adequately ••• suit~ 25. adequate. 
able. 26. adequately. 

18. adequately. 27. adequately. 
19. so far as reasonably prac- 28. adequately. 

ticable. 29. • • • • • • 
20. suitable. 30. substantially • • • efficient,. 
21. adequate. 31 •••.••• 
22. adequate. 32. easily and safely • • • ade-
23· adequately. quate ••• ample. 

The above set of regulations was chosen at random ; but 
as the result seeins unduly emphatic in its support of the text, 
similar extracts may be given from the last Regulations issued 
in 1913-''Duties of Occupiers" of all factories and workshops 
wherein is manufactured chromate or bichromate of Potassium 
or Sodium (1913, No. 844). Only two regulations are really 
definite. The vague words follow : 

1. securely fenced (partly de- 8. suitable respirators. 
fined, if not '' impractic- 9- suitable meal-room ; suit-
able") ••• other equally able place for clothing ; 

. efficient means ••• secure suitable place for the 
barrier. storage of overall suits. 

2. dangerous places ••• near 10. in a cleanly state and in 
••• efficiently lighted. good repair ••. sufficient 

3· efficient. supply of clean towels 
4- • • • • • • . • •• sufficient and suitable 
S· due ••• necessary medical bath accommodation •. 

treatment. sufficient supply of soap 
6. at hand • • • responsible and towels. 

person. I 1 ••••••• 
1· sufficient and suitable over

all suits and protective 
coverings. 
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allowance may be proportionately reduced, and that 
if there be one basin or two feet of trough for each 
such person, no allowance of time shall be required." 1 

The attempt appears to be, to place alternatives 
before employers, and yet to ensure the workers' 
comfort; to permit freedom, but only freedom to do 
well. 

To sum up, then, it may be said that industrial 
legislation is not at a standstill, but its growth is 
spasmodic and almost entirely due to departmental 
exertions. As regulation is largely in the hands of 
experts, experiments conducted by employers become 
of increasing significance. But the national interests 
demand that wider surveys shall be made of the 
field of industry, so that the spaces between the so
, called " dangerous trades " ;may receive due attention. 

1 Regulation II, Jan. 7, 1913. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CHANGES IN THE EMPLOYERS' ATIITUDE TOWARDS 

·FACTORY LEGISLATION 

SIDE by side with the change in the nature of factory 
regulation there has been a very gradual change in 
the attitude of the best employers towards legisla
tion. It may be said that there ate four stages 
through which employers pass, and, though Owen's 
enthusiasm carried him to the final stage a century 
ago, the majority of them have by no means reached 
it even yet, and some are apt to lose their way. 

After having First there are those who stick in the mud of 
'(~~oned laissez-fa"ire. Beyond them are those who, though 
~ciple !>f willing and even anxious to give better conditions, 
::;(;~C:~.:!~a~ th~ competition of ~eir neighbours, and dem~nd 
f?rlegisla-, ·legislatiOn as a protectiOn for themselves agamst 
:~: P';O~ their less kindly rivals ; they beg for assistance in 

• . their efforts to get out of the mire. Next we find 
till (3) their those who are confident that they can walk alone ; 
co:ede:~! they . give their workers good conditions, and 
:di~rentm frequently assure the world that "it pays"; they 
!fo~egtSia- are indifferent to legislation. Beyond them, on 
Lastly c

4
) one side, we see those who oppose further legisla

some of • tion ; on the other, those who do all they can to 
themen- d "d . Th f courage encourage an to giD e 1t. e ormer may oppose 
le~tion. legislation because they verily believe it would be 
while others • di "al h . ak . al if hi h d d tum back. preJU Cl to t eir we er nv s g er stan ar s 

· were enforced ; or because they delight in a con
sciousness of virtue not without its immediate 
reward. They may, however, wander through 
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" Serbonian bogs of Social Betterment" 1 until they 
are lost once more in the neighbourhood of laissez
faire, whence the path of progress originally led. 
Those who favour legislation, on the other hand, 
while doing all they can in their own factories, lend 
the weight of their experience to the enthusiasts 
who are endeavouring to bring the laggards into line. 
Their path is straitly hedged by Public Opinion. 
Though stunted and uncertain at first, the hedge, 
before long, assumes thcr form of Acts of Parliament 
and Statutory Orders, and the path passes onwards 
towards the undiscovered country of social justice. 
The divergence between· the two paths is slight at 
first, and may escape· notice; but the signpost of 
the second bears the legend "Justice," while the 
half-effaced letters on the other appe'r to spell 
"Philanthropy." . 

It must be remembered that employers move Employers 
along these paths as individuals, not en masse, but as kd~':i!:~ 
the general tendency is forward the whole ·group 
appears to move .. No part of the route is quite 
without travellers; but the region of complete. · 
laissez-faire is becoming depopulated, and th~ yetth~ : 

tendency to move away from it is conspicuously ~!:~~f !d
marked. Those who ask for legislation before they vance. 

1 G. D. H. Cole (World of Labour, pp. 2 et seq.) speaks of 
'' Serbonian bogs of social ' betterment.' " yet he affirms that : 
!! The release of the worker will come only by a gradual improve
ment in working conditions." "Employers," he says, "are 
even now beginning to find out that, in some trades at any rate, 
high wages pay, and they will come to find that it pays to devolve. 
a great measure of workshop control on the employee. Work
shop committees and pleasant working conditions will gradnally 
become the rule in industry .••• And, when matters have got 
so far, the Trade Unions will certainly have a strong case for. 
demanding that they shall go further" (p. 12). He adds: 
''There are indications that such a devolution is beginning 
in .•. [the) •.• recently published Experiments . in 
Industrial Organisation" (ibid., footnote). Perhaps one may 
be permitted to suggest that the hedges of legislation draw 
nourishment from the despised" Serbonian bogs," while serving 
to mark the way which leads safely past them, 
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can or will move are now to be found in what are 
regarded as "sweated trades"; 1 but half a century 
ago " such firms as :Minton and \V edgwood, [while] 
ready to petition for legislation ••• could not risk 
venturing on independent. action." 1 

In the thirties and forties the majority of 
humane manufacturers were at this stage ; but the 
legal restriction of hours, once established, formed a 
basis for further improvement without legislation. 
Formerly, employers who would riot work long hours 
when there were rush orders, seem to have lived 
in terror of having their trade taken from them by 
their rivals. How well founded this fear was, it is 
difficult to tell; hut the establishment of a legal 
maximw:n, in practice, meant that those who usually 
worked shorter hours were able to work overtime 
when it was deemed necessary, while those who 
worked the full maximum could only work overtime 
in special cases regulated by law. Thus, with the 
Acts in the background, greater elasticity is ~n im-

• ·• • The Select Committee on Home Work (1908) dealing with 
·;'employers in sweated trades were .. impressed by the testimony 
.• ·• :. received that most, if not indeed all. employers would be 

glad to have fixed a minimum rate of payment and conditions 
• · below which neither they nor their competitors should be allowed 

to go •• (p. xviii). 
• Innes, EnglafU!.'s lftllustrial Developmeftl, 1912, p. 320. 

!! The difiiculty of experiment in this direction," he points out, 
!! lay partly in the immediate loss of trade entailed upon the 
innovators. At the end of the first twelve months possibly, 
and at the end of the second probably, a ten hours' output 
would have exceeded the old twelve hours' output. But some 
time would elapse before the increased efficiency made itself 
felt. For the first six months the ten hours' output would 
probably be definitely less. During that time the reforming 
house would be losing a certain amount of trade, especially 
when large orders were coming in which could not be executed 
without working overtime. The long-honr houses would secure 
the orders and the consequent connection. Thus it remained a 
real solid fact that masters could not afiord to act upon the new 
principles independently, though the universal adoption of 
those new principles might be of advantage to the whole trade. ' 
A few recalcitrants could wreck any movement that was not 
Qlliversal and coul<l not be enforced by law." 
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mediate result of working short hours.1 In addition, 
it may well be true, as Miss Martindale and other 
inspectors suggest, that "factory law has fostered 
a sense of responsibility for the welfare of workers 
that makes employers go beyond the requirements 
of the law." 1 · 

Let us glance now ;1t those who have from time 
to time reached tl?-e next stage. 

The theory that "it pays" to give good working Thet.heory 

condi!ions . is . consi_d:red mo~ern, and somew~at :~\!! ~~~d 
Amencan m 1ts ongm; yet 1t may be met Wlth ~~kin~ con
among English manufacturers of a century ago, and ~~ r~~:;; not 
English employers have, from time to time through- origin 

out the century, attempted to work ripon this theory. 
Dale, whose factory was the model in 1792,3 "gave 
his money by shovelfuls " to his employees and found 
that "God shovelled it back again." 4 Owen bore 
witness to the financial success of his experiments 
at New Lanark and, by 1835, Edward Baines, whose 
bias was towards the masters, remarked, " I believe 
the conviction is strengthening and spreading, that 

·it is eminently the interest of a manufacturer to have 
a moral, sober, well-informed, healthy, and comfort.:.:: 
able body of workmen." 6 In 1848, P.R. Arrowsmith;·· 
a master-manufacturer who had provided gardens 
and a library for his workpeople, stated, " I believe 
that, in a merely pecuniary point of view, I am repaid 
by having better and more willing workmen." 8 And 
about 1852 a director of a London company, whose 
conspicuous prosperity has continued to the present 
time, declared, "Speaking as a Director, I would 

1 See note, p. 39· 
1 H.M. Senior Lady Inspector of Factories. Paper on 

Hygiene and Industrial Employment read at the Congress of 
the Royal Sanitary Institute at Belfast, July 24-29, 191 I. 

1 Annual Register, 1792, p. 27 of the Chronicle. 
• Alexander Cullen, Adventures in Socialism, 1910, p. 19. 
6 Edward Baines, History of Cotton Manufactures, p. 484. 
1 Reports, vol. xxili., 1849, p. 149· Horner quotes Arrowsmith, 

Aug. 30, 1848. 
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impress upon you my own firm conviction that the 
school system which we, as Directors, recommend 
is highly conducive to the pecuniary success of our 
business." 1 ' 

·It would seem that this idea of financial return 
for. improvements in working conditions has grown 
stronger and stronger, until it sometimes threatens 
to exclude all question of feeling. Just where the 
line must be drawn it is impossible to say, but it is 
certain that the movement towards better conditions 
has been hastened both by the theory and the fact 

Not only is that " it pays". To-day " the economy of high 
~~ehl~hnomy wages • • • the moral stimuli of hope, and an in
wage_s re- telligent outlook upon life" 8 are recognised in circles 
cogn1Sed, where " Directors feel themselves to be trustees for 

the shareholders · and morally bound, as such, to 
sacrifice philanthropy to gain." 3 "Profit-seeking 
itself" seems to be leading "great manufacturing 
.concerns to adopt measures within their works which 
will both benefit their ·people and directly . . . or 
indirectly ••• accrue to the employers' benefit."., 

but Welfare · · Further, as one of th~ first English factory in
~~;~~a: ·spectors _pointed out more than sixty _years ago, 
main?m m- " something more than payment of wages 1s necessary 
dustnal to establish that friendly feeling towards the master peace, 

on which the security and well-being of society so 
much depend," 6 and to-day, when "the nerves of 
the business world are growing weary of the strain 
of competition', •.. the human craving for security 
is one of the chief forces that are transforming in
dustrial organisation." 6 

There is a desire for peace; and there is a positive 
1 Vide Article I., Quarterly Review, Dec. 1852 (quoted in Ap

pendix V). 
1 J. A. Hobson, Work and Wealth, 1914, p. 124. 
a W. J. Ashley, Economic Organisa#on of England, 1914, 

p. 179· 
• Ibid., p. I So. . 
& Homer's Report, p. I I,in Reports, vol. xxvi., 1847-48, p. 163. 
• Ashley, op. cit., p. 187. 
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belief in the profit to be derived from good conditions. 
And so under the name of "Enlightened Self-Interest" if the 
there appears before the workers something sus- ~rk~ can 

piciously like what the .best of them have learnt to~~ that 

dread under the name of "Philanthropy". They ~;~~.-is 
have been told that they and " they only· can raise not ~e 
their own condition," 1 and they have begun to motive force. 

believe it, to welcome· improvements enforced by 
law or by Trade Unions, and to question each sug-
gestion made by interested employers. The ghost of 
the " economic man " still haunts the realm of 
industry; employers are believed to be purely self-
seeking, and if their actions appear humane they 
are open to suspicion. " Enlightened self-interest " 
may be a sufficient explanation for the capitalist ; 
but it does not satisfy the labourer, who fears the 
self-interest of the employer in whatever guise. At 
this point we reach the parting of the ways along 
which employers pass, and the divergence must be 
carefully examined, for it is slight at first, and the 
ground traversed is very similar. It is the direction 
which is important, not the immediate surroundings.- ~ . 

Few will now deny that industrial legislation Since in

has benefited the nation, both sociologically. and f=on 
economically. From the national point of view, the benefits the 

fact that, because Welfare \Vork pays, there is no =ti~that 
longer a tendency for the best employers to fear their w!uare 
rivals presents a danger, because it .destroys the ~ork pays 

motive which formerly made them desire legislation.::; 50 far as 
This danger is not new; it is merely increasing. itdestro)-s . 

Robert Greg, whose elevation to the peerage was !:Jri~o=es 
suggested by Lord Shaftesbury,1 in recognition of his employers 

demand 
, legislation, 

1 Edinbu,.glt ReviefJJ, 1849, pp. 417-29. "To themselves 
alone must they look for their elevation in the social scale!' 
It is frequently forgotten that the most public-spirited of the 
workers have no desire to raise themselves in the social scale: 
their desire is for the shortening of that scale by raising the 
bottom of it. 

1 Lord Shaftesbury's Lsfe, voL ii., 1892, p. 302. , 
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generous treatment of his workpeople, was a strenuous 
opponent of factory legislation in the early days.1 

"It was difficult for him, with his antecedents, to 
believe. that the capitalist ~ould ev~r wield his power 
othei'Wl.se than honourably and With due considera-
tion for his workpeople." a ' Yet who can doubt that 

· he was mistaken ? Horner, whose zeal in the cause 
of factory· workers none will dispute, wrote in 1845, 
" If the inter~sts of the masters and workmen go 
together there is nq occasion for law " ; and so he, too, 
was opposed to "a further legislative restriction of 

. the hours of labour." 1 In the light of after events 
and was his colleague, Robert Saunders, appears wiser. "The 
clearly fore- d • · bl ul · th mill seen by some a vantages · mvana y res tmg to e owners 
early factory themselves," he wrote, "ought to be sufficient to 
mspectors. • d th d "mil 1 b . m uce o ers to a opt s1 ar pans, ut expenence 

proves great difficulty to exist in persuading persons 
to change their ordinary habits, especially when the 
least additional trouble or expense is to be first in
curred for a prospective advantage, the value of which 
they cannot fully and correctly estimate. While this 
·difficulty requires that a law, to ensure reasonable pro
. tection to the young, and comfort and security to all, 
•should be strong and firmly enforced, [it] also makes it 
very desirable that every encouragement be offered to 
the exercise of humane and charitable feelings." • 

It is in- The danger which Saunders foresaw in the inertia of 
~~~by inferior employers is emphasised by the present practice 
ployers• • of some exemplary employers. One who had pro-;t;:, 4' vided dining-rooms, baths, and rest-rooms for his 

employees, writing in 1914, said that he was anxious 
that what he had done should not be made public, 
lest. it should become a standard for less fortunate 

1 Vide R. H. Greg, The Factory Question, 1837. 
• Vide Memoir in 1891 edition of W. R. Greg's Enigmas of 

Life, p. xxxviii. Though written about W. R. Greg, the words 
appear even more applicable to his brother, Robert Greg. 

• Vide Appendix II. 
'Reports, voL ix., 1836, p. 166. 
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employers.1 Similarly, in 1903, an employer, who 
required only forty-eight hours' work a week from 
his workers, and considered the reduction of hours 
profitable to the manufacturers, was an extreme 
opponent of legislative . interference.• Here and 
there one finds an employer advocating further 
legislation. But it is a delicate task! " It is 'all 
very well for you," say oth~r employers ; " you can 
·afford it ! But what about us ? " The best em
ployers give conditions 'far, beyond what. any law 
could a·t present enforce. They say " it pays," but. 
their brother-employers are still sceptical, and at any 
rate object to being coerced. An employer must 
indeed be public-spirited to agitate for a law which 
at one blow would deprive him of an advantage over 
his rivals and of a pleasant sense of virtue. There are 
such public-spirited employers, but they cannot be 
considered typical, any more than Owen or Fielden, 
in the fight for the principle of factory legislation, can 
be considered typical of their times. Esprit de corps 
and self-interest co-operate to prevent progressive 
employers from urging the public to take steps to 
reduce their beneficent provisions to the level of;. 
mediocrity by means of legislation .. Whereas formerly··· 
the good employer merely marked out the track for 
legislation, and asked that the law should safeguard 
his progress, now, with the growing conviction that 
pecuniary loss will not dog his footsteps, he casts no 
glance behind, and reeks little what is decreed by· 
law. No more responsibility for safeguarding the 
workers' interests can be attached to him than to 
any other citizen. His attitude becomes a potential 

1 '' We do not ••• court publicity in any way, nor should 
we wish our efforts to be held up as a standard to some less 
fortunate concern who could not afford to go as far in this 
direction as ourselves. This must always be a question of how 
far means will allow." 

1 Hutchins and Harrison, History of Factory Legislation, 1903, 
P• 198. 

4 
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and, also, by menace only, when it is regarded in conjunction with 
~~:!~%t~. that of the general public. A real danger, for which 
whose. employers cannot be held responsible, seems to be 
attention, th th f d . 
attracted by at e orwar movement may sweep on, attractmg 
tte best em- public attention, while no one casts a glance at the 
P oyers, bottom of the industrial· system, where employers 

merely .fulfil the minimum regulations of the law, 
is withdrawn which are dangerously low. For example, so many 
!~!:tthe employers provide drinking-water and wash-bowls for 

· their workers thatthosewhorefuseto do so escape public 
comment. Again, two five:.hour spells per day are 
not common in the best factories. Yet in non-textile 
factories they are permitted by law and quite fre
quently worked. Only the workers feel the weariness 
involved, and they, turning to inspectors for redress, 
are. told that they have no legal cause for complaint.1 

The public does not know the hours worked or, if it 
knows them, it does not understand the strain that is 
involved. It is left then, in a large degree, to the 
employer to determine any modification. But is 
it safe for the nation to rely upon one class to deter
mine t...\e conditions of work for another class ? An 
employer who has successfully undertaken many 
schemes for the welfare of those-whom he employs 
utters a word of warning. "The employer as such," 

Inspectors 
alone are 

. powerless. 

Hence, it 
falls to the 
empl0yers 
as l!>Classto 
moiiif~the 
existing 
system; , 

he says, " is not primarily interested in keeping labour 
in excellent condition. What he wants is a sufficient 
supply of efficient labour to meet his immediate 
demands; and, though ultimately this supply will be 
curtailed unless the whole nation allows a margin for 

1 Indeed, the position with regard to hours is not simple. 
The normal Legal Hours for Women in Factories are as follows: 

Monday to S t d Weekly Length of 
Friday. a ur ay. Total. Spells. 

Textile Factories • 10 5 55 4! 
Non-textile .. . Io! 7! 6o 5 

But though the hours which are legally permitted are longer for 
non-textile than for textile factories it would appear that, as a 
matter of fact, contrary to what might be expected, the working
day is commonly shorter in non-textile factories. 
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wear-and-tear and for the stimulation of progressive 
efficiency, he cannot afford, under our present competi-
tive system, to take a very long view. He can act with 
others, but not much in advance of them. ln. so far and this 

th h . di d li • d . h mav be en as e represents 1mme ate. an mlte , rat er dangerous to 
than ultimate and general, interests, his economic the nation. 

outlook must stand in marked contrast to that of the 
nation as a whole." 1 It is for the nation to safe-
guard its own interests, and perpetual vigilance is 
necessary. 

1 Th• Way to Industrial Peace, 1914, p. 66 •. 
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CHAPTER V 

WELFARE WoRK AND THE IDEALS oF THE 

WoRKERS 

THE fears which disturb the sincere champions of 
the working class are twofold. They fear an easy 
content, and they fear charity. They suggest that 

(i)lestin~ Welfare Work at its best tends to make individuals 
dividual conterit with their lot, and callous as to the lot of advantages 
l?osen class their fellows ; and so to weaken the social instinct 
~~ which is humanity's natural safeguard. The fact 
!~~nthem that Welfare Work is said to pay both the employer 
int the

1 
f and the employees suggests the possible development 

s rugg e or f d • 'thi d' d their ulti~ o a contente commuruty w1 n a 1scontente 
·mate aiiD$. state. Once let an employer completely solve the 

difficulties in the relation of capital to labour and 
he can reign supreme. He will possess the fulcrum 

, from which to move the industrial world ; and, 
though he be the kindliest despot imaginable, he 
will be a despot none the less. Only when " the 

. employer " becomes identical with the whole people 
(whether considered as State, as consumers, or as 
producers) can industrial content be regarded as· an 
unmixed good~if, indeed, then.1 The right to 

~ 

1 ''It can never be said that the interests of employer and 
employed are absolutely identical," says an employer (Industrial 

• Organisation, I 9 I 2, p. 272). Does itfollow that there is a necessary 
confiict of interests between employer and employee ? In this 
debate two opposing tendencies of thought have manifested 
themselves in Europe and America. The economists, Bastiat 
in particular, emphasise the harmony of interests; and there 
is a harmony of interests, since both workmen and employers 
live by production. The socialists emphasise the conflict of 

sa 
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grumble must be maintained till there is no cause 
for complaint, and the friends of labour are apt to 
regard with some dismay sporadic cessations of 
grumbling, which suggest suppression of symp~oms, 
rather than complete health. Industrial content is 
so far off, that such a menace is but dimly recognised 
and excites little public sympathy; but the employer But Wei

who would really promote .the welfare of the workers ~~ed ~~!!no 
cannot afford to ignore their · gropings towards a such effect ; 

corporate ideal. Trade Unions, however inade-
quately, represent their attempts to serve self through 
serving others, and loyalty to a Union may well be 
the expression of a fine social instinct. Employers 
who disregard it may sometimes, perchance, obtain 
immediate tranquillity, but it is doubtful whether 
the nation's interests are thus best served. To keep 
alive the spark of " divine discontent " may be no it does not 
mean part of true Welfare Work.1 Here and. there presupJ?Ose · 

one finds an employer who is genuinely pleased when ~~~~al . 

his workers · make demands upon him, even though 
it appear impossible at the moment to grant their 
requests. Whether a strike for an unreasonable de-
mand is a worse evil than an unreasoned submission 
to existing circumstances, may be open to continual 
question ; but the employer who is sincerely in-
interests, and this manifests its real existence in the disputes 
over the distribution of the product. But when the facts are 
disJ.>assionately examined it becomes apparent that in a great 
maJority of cases the confiict is occasioned by passion and pre-
judice rather than by a rational self-interest (T. S. Adams' 
translation of The American WMkman, by E. Levasseur, 1900, 
pp. 465-6). In the last analysis employers and employed are 
one, or at least may become so; but while one nation toils for 
another nation, or one class works for another, interests are not 
identical. Even when there is no class distinction, as in the 
case of Co-operative Societies, the interests of workers as pro-
ducers and of workers as consumers appear to clash. 

1 •• Improved conditions of labour in factories, fencing of 
machinery, •.• abolition of nightwork for women and children, 
better provision of sanitary conveniences, • • • and better 
education generally have done much to raise the working classes 
to a higher platform of comfort as well as to one of discontent ... 
(Sir Tbos. Oliver, Diseases of Occupation, 1908, pp. xi-:xii). 
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terested in the weliare of his workers aims at neither 
peace, nor strife, but understanding. He is anxious 
to discuss vexed questions with the workers, and to 

~or is it . elicit , their true opinions. To this end, he 
. :~m.f~~te welcomes their chosen spokesman, whoever he 

Unionism. may be. An English employer, well known for his 
Welfare Work, writes in. reference to this matter: 
"It is important, with· the increasing distance 
between employers and employed, that full oppor
tunities should be given to the latter for voicing any 
grievances, and that there should be a sympathetic 
investigation of their complaints. In this connection, 
I can see no reason why employers should not recognise 
Trade Union officials as representatives of their men. 
It is not fair to expect an aggrieved worker-perhaps 
in a very subordinate position-to speak out before 
a meeting of directors on his own behalf, with the 
risk that his action may be mentally registered 
against him by his foreman, and injure his chance 
of promotion later on. His official representative 
could more openly and on a more equal footing 
discuss the point at issue, saving the employer not 
only the trouble of piecing together his information 
from the timid and partial evidence of men in fear 
of him, but helping him to remedy existing griev
ances before they have grown into full-blown issue! 
of dispute." 1 

On the whole, the attitude towards. Trade Unions 
of employers who definitely undertake \Veliare \Vork 
seems to be more conciliatory than that of employers 
who enter on profit- sharing or co- partnership 
schemes.• 

. 
• The Wt1)' to Industritll PetUe, 1914. pp. 93-4-

' • " Those employers who enter on profit-sharing are averse 
to participation by their workmen in Trade Unions, and indeed 
sometimes adopt profit-sharing with the design of counteracting 
the Union movement. The Unions, on their part. are opposed 
to profit-sharing, or at the least suspicious of it, because it tends 
to make the workman interested chiefly in the welfare of his 
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/weHare \Vork emphasises the common human 
interests. of all ;I profit-sharing as such merely 
endeavours to unite economic interests which are, 
as matters stand, or may become, strongly contrasted. 

/Welfare Work permits and encourages recognition of 
the workers' attempts at self-help, and falls into line 
with them. To a certain extent co-partnership and I~ dis

profit-sharing tend to f!mphasise individual service :f~e~ from 
and individual recompense./ 0Yelfare Work, in its profi;t
best forms, emphasises personality, but ·merges ·in- shallilg 

dividual interests into the common interest of all. 
One and all benefit by the provision of good work-, 
rest-, bath-, or mess-rooms:- Public spirit in its 
simplest form is developed_.jJ,the workers Uearn to 
say not " mine " and " thine, ' 'bu~ " ours " ; and~ 
true solidarity of labour is fostered.Jthough perhaps 
in a somewhat homely and restricted form. There 
is danger lest the solidarity ·be limited to the single 
firm or company, but this should be readily over-
come by Trade Unions, with which employers who 
undertake such Welfare Work are usually very willing 
to co-operate.1 . 

That, as far as co-partnership is concerned, the and cO
workers' fears are not groundless is shown by state- partnership. 

ments of employers to such effect as the following : 
"We know nothing about strikes ..• but we had, 
in the recent strike at Liverpool, men who were 
determined that the Company's work should go on, 
and. who, at great personal inconvenience to them
selves, got our goods forwarded, or by working late 
at night got our goods shipped on rail to catch a 
steamer at Hull, where there was no strike at that 
immediate fellow-employers, not in all workmen of the trade. 
or locality" (F. W. Taussig, Principles of Economics, 1915, pp. • 
303-4). t.-,.1 • 

1 There are many employers who put into operation schemes 
intended for the welfare of their employees who are strongly 
antagonistic to Unions; but they are rather of the patriarchal 
type and cannot be considered among the best examples in 
England. 
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particular moment, and where steamers could be 
found carrying to ports of destination of our goods. 
All these cases I insist upon having reported to me, 

and in all these cases I give the man an increased 
number of partnership certificates, according to the 
services he has rendered, over and above what he is 
entitlid t? hav.e." 1 High-spirited workers naturally 
rese~t bemg given what they are not "entitled to 
have " ; their .demand is for their due. 

In a certain sense Unions themselves are responsible 
for the rapid developm~nt of Welfare Work; it is 
often a tacit recognition of their power,• and they 
would do well to recognise it as such and endeavour 
to guide it along lines which will best serve their 
ultimate ends •. 

workers "Welfare" programmes, to be permanently suc
~r:t\f~e_ cessful, must be so carried out as to be consistent with 

· ca~~ th~y the .independence of the workers, both political and 
P'h8:~~ · economic,3 and, further, they must be recognised by 
thropy. ' them. as in harmony with their social aspirations. 
ButP~lan; The employer who hopes to create feelings of grati
!~We;£are tude in the hearts of his employees is doomed to 
Work. · disappointment, not because the workers are in-

capable of gratitude or fail to recognise his efforts, 
but because they do not desire charity, but justice. 

WeHare Their hope is in a widening out of the idea of social 
Work is • • "Th f th elf giving a JUStice. ere are two aspects o e w are 
"wider mean- .movement which always commend themselves," 
~~at~ft!!. says Professor D. H. McGregor. "In the first place 
ployment. 

I Co-partnet-ship, 1912, p. 20. 
• Re Welfare Work, Professor Taussig says: !! The increasing 

adoption of methods of this sort is in part but one manifesta
tion of that growth of altruistic feelings which • • • underlies 
labour legislation and the whole movement for social reform: 

. In no small degree it is due also to pressure from labour unions. 
The fact that workmen are fonnidably organised makes it pay 
to Ininimise discontent. • • • Development in this direction. at 
all events. seems more likely to take place than that of profit
sharing in the strict sense, and it promises more for industrial 
peace in the future" (Principles of Economics, 1915, p. 310). 

• W. ]. Ashley, Economic Organisation, p. xSo. 
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there is the idea that the solution of some part at 
any rate of the industrial problem can be found by _ 
actual development of the conditions of work, that 
industrialism can solve some of its own problems by 
giving a wider meaning to the idea of employment. 
Just as in recent times the idea of education has been 
extended so as to include not only instruction but 
physical training, medical attendance, the feeding of 
children, the provision of play-centres, and home 
visiting, upon all of which public funds may now be 
expended in the name of education, sd the idea of 
employment is being extended from the mere pay-
ment of wages for attendance in a factory so as to 
include (responsibilities for health, recreation, and 
housingJ A large part, that is to say, of the social :rtuough _it 
proble~ is being attacked through in~ustry,. which :,~~.::Z ~ 
IS seeking, step by step, to evolve a higher 1dea of hig~er ideal 
itself; personality is to be approached through that of ltseU. 

gate no less than by teaching ethical or moral or 
religious ideas of life; and whatever objections may 
be made from the point of view of democracy to the 
philanthropic nature of such schemes will become 
less and less as the idea of employment, like ·that of 
education, is felt to involve in its very nature this 
wider endeavour." 1 

In short, anything beyond what is actually just in 
the rewardoflabourcreates a suspicion of charity; what 
is desired is that good working conditions and personal 
consideration be recognised as a part of the workers' 
due. Without public (perhaps even legislative)recogni- ' 
tion of an employer's responsibility it is difficult for 

. any employer who assumes that responsibility to escape 
entirely the suggestion of philanthropy or of ulterior 
motives. Yet, unless some employers take the first 
steps, it is doubtful whether the law (or even Trade 
Unions) would be able to move forward. To what 
extent it is safe to dispense with the support of 

1 D. H. McGregor, The Evolution of Industry, I9II, p. 143· 
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legislation cannot be determined; it is a matter for 
the careful consideration of both Trade Unions and 
the general public. Experience seems to suggest 
that the public opinion, created by, experiments of 
various employers, "should, in the interests of· the 
nation, receive the stamp of authority from the 
Legislature as speedily as possible. 

In' conclusion, it may be said that, far from being 
a " sleeping draught " for the workers, Welfare Work 
in its · best forms encourages their aspirations, and 
stimulates in' them desires for better conditions and 
more adequate opportun~ties of self-realis~ion. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE WELFARE DEPARTMENT 

WE have seen that progressive employers have paved 
the way for industrial legislation, and exert a continual 
influence upon the standard of conditions in factories. 
We may now consider how, as the number of their 
employees has increased,· they have endeavoured 'to As a busi
adapt industrial organisation so that the individuality ness grows. 

of the workers may not be ignored. · 
The employer has gradually losF all -personal 

contact with his men. In many cases the "em
ployer" is no longer a person, but a company con
sisting of many persons otherwise unconnected with 
the business. Formerly personal intercourse was the 
basis of the relations between master and man.· Now 
that foundation is shatt"ered. The . duties of_ the specialised 
old employer have been delegated to separate in- depa:tak 
dividuals; different departments have been created :V~~the e 

b · d ell" d d vanous -a uymg epartment, a s mg epartment, an , functions of . 
let us say, one or more manufacturing depart- the em
ments. His recognised business functions have ployer. 
been divided, and the specialised work entrusted 
to departmental managers. At first no ·one. seems· 
to have thought of the care of the workers as a 
definite duty of a business man; its execution was 
left to chance. Two distinct motives, however, 
have led to specialisation in this respect also-the Hu!llani
motive of pity and the motive of profit •. Un- ~=r:::!t 
doubtedly the former has been the more powerful C?nsidera
in England; the latter, it would seem, is the onlytions. 

59 
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one tolerated in America. A middle course is certainly 
gaining ground here, as experience shows that con
sideration of the worker is actually beneficial to the 
employer. "The human factor still plays a great 
part in. even the most automatic processes, and ·even 
fro~ the point of view of profits it pays to treat 
humai\ ·beings as such. . • • ' Welfare Work ' is not 
only 1a means of satisfying the humanitarian instincts 
of employers, . but is also a commercially successful 
device fo~ improving the efficiency of business .••• 
The evidence on the whole goes to prove that there 
is a distinct monetary gain both to employers and 
employed from wholesome conditions in the· factory 
and from attention to the physical fitness of the 
operatives." 1 The English workman may be content 
that his employer should profit by treating him well; 
but that he should treat him well only for the sake of 
profit would not be tolerated. 

above all Neither "pure business" nor philanthropy is the 
anti appfrec~a- prevailing motive in England. l t is not even a mixture 

on o f h . . . . f al' I personality, o t e two; 1t IS a recogmtwn o person Ity. n 
Appendix V is given, at length, an ~account of 
how, in the middle of last century, the manager of 
a company, at his own expense, established a special 
department to look after the welfare of the workers. 

inducP.d em- Having demonstrated its good effect, 1?-e succeeded 
P1:~:!:0 · in persuading the directors to carry it on ; and, to 
;.elfare . this day, there linger signs of his personal influence. 
:;!!~· He was an enthusiastic member of the Church of 

' · England_; the man he selected to look after the 
workers .was a clergyman; and the company still 
retains a chaplain. A more normal development of 
a Welfare department appears to be that illustrated 
in Appendix VI, wherein the employer and his 
wife kept up their personal relations with their em
ployees as far as possible, and engaged, first a man, 
and then a woman, to help them as the task outgrew 

I w. T. Layton, Capital and Labour, 1914, pp. us-6. 
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their powers. Private firms, or at any ratelrivate to st~dy 
• • • • worktn 

compames, seem read1er to mterest thems ves m conditi~ns 
their employees than public companies ; and, in spite wi~ •. view 

of the general belief to the contrary, it seems that t!P~:e. 
men who have risen from the ranks are not the least ment. 
anxious to treat their employees well.. At any rate 
there are conspicuous cases in which employ_ers;,, as 
they have risen, have raised the standard of c()mfort 
for their workers. In several cases where a woman 
has been associated with the business frotn its in-
ception her influence has been a benefit throughout. 
The " most delightful workroom to be found " in a 
boot and shoe factory in England, for example, is 
said to owe its comfort entirely to the manage,r's 
sister, who was in charge of it for many years. When 
a woman's influence is exerted merely from the out-
side of a factory, it can prove far from beneficial ; 
but the influence of a thoughtful woman actually in 
the factory is of inestimable benefit. When women 
trifle with serious business they are worse than useless; 
but fortunately many are now proving their worth 
by earnest work. One woman who was· engaged by 
an employer merely to care for the welfare of the 
girls has recently been appointed one of the managers. 

If large firms often appear more considerate of Large .firms 

~eir '":orkpeople th~n smaller ones, this should not ;;:!!,~ lm
lmmedlately be attnbuted to a lack of sympathy and wor~i~g 
understanding on the part of the small firm. It is :~!'=~Y 
largely an economic question. If a firm can afford than small · 
one-half per cent. per annum on its turnover for ones; 
improving conditions, it will make a great deal of 
difference whether its turnover be £xo,ooo or 
£I,ooo,ooo. Even if the number of employees be 
proportionate, the benefit will be quite out of 
proportion. £5 per annum might suffice for 
the provision of first-aid cupboards.; £soo would 
provide a rest-room, and medical attendance, with 
cupboards enougn and to sp~fe:1U:tthe same 
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percentage pf the turnover will probably provide a 
larger sum per employee in a larger factory; for the 
ratio of the number of employees to the turnover· 
is increased by any inability to provide specialised 
machinery. Everything indicates that~ though 
Welfare Work. may pay when carried out on a small 
scale; it pays better when the scale is larger. 

• Further, the firms do not compete on equal 
terms 'in the world's market ; and as, in both cases, 
profit is the primary business cop.sideration, the firm 
which cannot afford to admit any secondary con
siderations is likely to appear harsh to its employees. 

but, with It is not wise to dogmatise in this connection, but 
:!':cn~al · with financial success employers undoubtedly tend 

to' become estranged from their employees, and if 
" not what we give but what we share " be the 
measure of generosity, the honours would often be 
with the smaller firm. Financial success is not 

~d gr~wth necessarily proportionate to size, but inevitably, with 
:,~d:,:_of the growth of an establishment, an employer moyes 
taking, the further from his workers. Here and there a man, 
rm~~~;::en distressed that this should be, clings desperately to 
and em· the traces of personal relations which remain. It is 
~'&~. rather a pathetic sight, for he grasps but a shadow 

of the past. . 
Hence arises. A wiser course is chosen by the man who faces 
~.;,~~or the facts. R~cognising that the task which the 
De~ employer once performed has now outgrown the 
ment. capacity of any individual, he delegates to others the 

duties of each integral part of the business, reserving 
for himself only the responsibility for co-ordinating 
them. ·All is changed; nothing is lost. The captain 
of industry overlooks nothing. The bargain which 
was made over a bottle of wine is replaced by the 
contr:lct of a Sales Department ; and the personal 
interest of . the employer in his workers by the 
activities of a Welfare Department. 

At first the officers of this department were 
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merely pers~ns at leisure from other duties, with no 
special training, and no specified functions. Now the 
office is becoming more and more definite and men 
and women are specially trained for the· work. 
Welfare Departments are becoming increasingly 
common in English. factories. " The number of 
employers who look upon the payment of wages as The a.dvan
a complete fulfilment of their responsibilities 'for· the ~~=~~~ucb 
welfare of their operatives is probably smaller than ment a.re 
• 11 . h h ·• d th ff d "d recogntsed lS genera y t oug t, an e reports a O! ev1 ence both by em-
of an increasing desire on the part of factory occupiers ployers 
to improve the general condition of their workers." 1 

This desire is not entirely disinterested; for, as 
Professor Pigou. points out, "there can be little 
doubt that, under a policy of this sort wisely carried 
out, a given sum of money will react more forcibly 
on the quality of workpeople than it· would do if 
simply handed over. to them in the -form of coin." 11 • 

Recently the utility and desirability of Welfare and by the 
Departments has received official recognition ; 'and ~;~~
in 1913, by Regulations,• the Home Office adapted 
the idea, and made the appointment of wh3:t may 
be called a Welfare Secretary compulsory in the 
Potteries. An officer must be appointed by the 
employer to supervise the conditions of the factory 
so far as they concern the welfare of the workers. 
Such an officer is generally called a " Works In- · 
spector." He is appointed and paid by the employer. 
This development is of such recent date that it is 

1 Factory Report for 1914, p. 31. 
1 Pigou, Wealth and Welfa~e. 1912, p. 16. 
1 Vide Appendix XI. Compare the "entirely new de

parture" made by the Coal Mines Act of 1872, ''in the six 
sectiollS relating to daily control and supervision of every mine 
by a manager holding a certificate of competency from the 
Secretary of State, after examination by a board of examiners 
afpointed by the latter, power being retained to the Secretary 
o State to cause inquiry, if necessary, later into the competency 
of the holder of the certificate, cancellation or suspension of 
the certificate being possible in case of proved unfitness" (Miss 
Anderson, in Oliver's Dange~ous T~ades, 1902, F· 38). 
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Experts n~t possible to say what its results will b~. Opinions 
~=~tlng are conflicting. Miss Anderson says, " The potters' · 
the success self-inspection • • • so far has not proved very · 
oftherecent • f • ell' " 1 b h f 1 d Pottery sat1s actory or mt 1gent ; ut t e cases o ea -
Regulations. poisoning were just half as many in the first seven 

months of 1914 as in the c9rresponding period of 
191.3.z The difficulty seemsto be in getting suitable 

Much un
doubtedly 
depends on 

. the official 

. ca.trying 
them out; 

. people appointed. As another inspector points out, 
" Some manufacturers, who have tried seriously to 
carryout the spirit of the Regulations, have appointed 
really" competent men as their. works inspectors. 
Such factories have i~proved wonderfully since the 
Regulations came into force. On the other hand, 
many manufacturers have appointed a man without 
giving any thought to his capacity, suitability, or other 
duties._ These men, as a rule, display ignorance of 
the Regulations for the observance of which they 
are responsible ; they are sometimes unable to ensure 
the enforcement of any instructions they may find 
.it necessary to give; and, not infrequently, are so 
overloaded with other duties that the carrying out 
of the-fresh duties imposed by this regulation is a 
physical impossibility." 1 Clerks, warehousemen, com
missionaires, and ex-navy men have from time to 
time filled the position of Works Inspector. Possibly 
foremen predominate, but they have not always 

1 proved particularly successful ; a . fact which is 
attributed to '~ their natural desire to preserve the 
old order of things." Sometimes a junior member 
of the firm has been appointed Works Inspector, and 
such appointments seem to have met with success. 
The Works lnspectot appointed under the Pottery 
Regulation' has certain specific duties ; he must 
"see to the obseryance, throughout the factory, of 
the Regulatio1;1s," and "carry out systematic in
spection ".of their working ; he must keep a daily 

1 Factory Report for 1914, p. 53· • Ibid., p. 70. · 
• Ibid., p. 74·. . • Vide Appendix XII • 

. '· 
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record of all breaches of the Regulations and the 
steps taken to prevent their repetition, and he must 

· certify, weekly that he has carried out the duties 
entrusted to him.1 · It might be well if something of 
this definiteness could be extended to a few of the 
voluntarily appointed Welfare Secretaries, though 
others are as methodical in their ways as , the 
most exacting could desire. There is, of course, 
no limit to the work which may be added to that of 
a Works Inspector. Provided. he fulfils the duties 
set forth :in Regulation 27, he may attend to any
thing dse that he or his employer may desire. In a 
large pottery, though, little. time will remain after 
carrying out the "systematic inspection" enjoined 
upon him. fHe must know of the health of the ~he_exten
workers and-'the hours of their employment; he stvemfiuenca 

f h . . eli al eli al . of Welfare must arrange or t e1r peno c me c examma- Secretaries 

tion, and be sure that no women or young persons 
undertake prohibited work; he must satisfy himself 
daily as to the use of overalls, head-coverings, and 
respirators ; he must see that cloak-rooms, mess-
rooms, and lavatories are in good order, and must 
attend to many details in the workrooms themselves. 
Ventilation, suppression of dust, temperature, the 
state of the floors and benches, even the materials 
used, are under his car~ It is not surprising that 
the whole of his time is occupied in many of· 
the larger potteries ; the wonder is that this .is 
not always so. The same person is sometimes 
appointed as Works Inspector to .two or more 
factories-an arrangement which can scarcely be 
considered satisfactory, but is not contrary to the 
letter of the Regulation. 

Work of this nature, whether it be undertaken 
by a pottery inspector under. the Home Office 
Regulation or by a Welfare Secretary in another makes great 
trade, demands great tact. Deep-rooted· prejudices care~ their 

selection 
I Vide Appendix xn. desirable. 

s 
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of both employer and workers have at times to be 
contended with, and there are always untrodden 
paths to be tried. Factory inspectors attach great 
importance to this office. Miss Martindale, H.M. 
Senior Lady Inspector of Factories, in 1911 spoke of 
~c the appointment of social helpers or, as they are 
SOD;J.etimes called, welfare workers " as what she 
personally regarded the most important of all forms 
of Welfare Work. "More and more," she said," am 

Experienced I persuaded of the value of a woman's insight in the 
:~"':::often arranging for the welfare of workers, and I must con
yal~able fess at times, when I am inspecting a factory, I find 
a&SlStance. myself wishing that the· employer's wife· would also 

inspect it, as benefits. for women workers would, I 
am sure, be the result of her visit." " In a number 
of factories now," she added, "educated and· highly 
trained women have been appointed .••. Speaking 
from my own knowledge, I have found inestimable 
benefits accruing to the workers in factories where 
these appointments have been made." 1 In 1915, 
one of H.M. District Inspectors, who had considerable 
knowledge of the working of the Pottery Regulation, 
in reference to the appointment of Works Inspectors 
said, "The resulting improvement in conditions of 
potteries is certainly not confined to those previously 
maintaining a high standard. More than three
quarters of the occupiers one meets are anxious to 
comply fully with the requirements, and this Regula
tion provides . the machinery for reminding them of 
what is needed without waiting for the next quarterly 
visit of H.M. Inspector." 

The very varied duties which attach to the office 
of Welfare Secretary are discussed in considerable 
detail in subsequent chapters. A summary given by 
Miss Martindale may suffice for the present. 

"As the representatives of the directors," she 
• Paper on Hygiene and Industrial Employment, at the Con

gress of the Royal Sanitary Institute at Belfast, July 1911. 
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says, t.Jhe social helpers are expected to suggest 
and advise upon any improvements in conditions 
of work, etc., that may be helpful; to initiate and . 
control any extensions of social work that may be 
determined upon ; and to assist in keeping the per
sonal element prominent in their relations with the 
employees:] As the representatives of the employees 

cit is the ~uty of the soci~l helEers to be constantly_ in 
'-t6uch w1th them, to gam theu confidence, to vmce 
any grievances they may have either individually or 
collectively, to give effect to any reasonable desire 
they may show for recreative clubs, educational 
classes, etc., and to give advice and assistance in 
matters affecting them personally or privatel.£1' 1 

Some or all of these duties are carried out by men pifference 

and women differing from each other, in ideas and::!~ 
5 

education, even more widely than Works Inspectors. experi~nces 
Clergymen, teachers, organists, doctors, gymnasts, ~~= 
overlookers, cooks, ex-constables are some of those accounts for 
who are found engaged in the work. Such variety in ~~:ty in 
personnel is bound to produce variety in practice. It the work 
is difficult to find anything common to all the systems. ~one. 
Perhaps the only trait which may reasonably be .ex- Only are
pected in all schemes which profess to be for the cothgnitiokn °! 
b fi f h k . . . f h . d" e wor er s ene t o t e wor ers IS a recogrutwn o t e m 1- individuality 

viduality of each worker. That is the keystone in ~s c~mmon 
the arch of \Velfare Work. At a time when practical :hemes. 
psychologists in their laboratories are busying them-
selves with studies of differences between individuals, 
practical manufacturers are recognising the import-
ance of such differences and are empirically adapting 
their arrangements in accordance with them. 

It may at first glance appear strange that the 
distinguishing characteristic of a system of " common " 
schemes should. be the recognition of differences ; 
but further consideration will reveal the fact that 

1 Paper on Hygiem and Industrial Employment, at the Con-
gress of the Royal Sanitary Institute at Belfast, July 1911. . 
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"common" provisions, used (at will or at need) by 
individuals, produce endless variety. A doctor is 
provided for all : each avails himself of his services 
in a different way. From a library, ·open to the 
workers in a factory, scarcely two will choose exactly 
the same books. A Welfare Secretary may be at the 
service of every employee; no two will make the 
same demands upon him. " In practical life we 
never have to do with what is common to all human 
beings, even when we are to influence large masses." 1 

Industry has, at least to some extent, passed 
through the phase in 'YVhich a group of workers was 
looked upon as a mere multiple of a single worker. 

and t~s is It is recognised that jts ·members have duties, rights, 
=~~or and desires, as a group and as individuals. To adjust 
dealing with these is a task too delicate to be left to spare moments 
~a:!\ers or the chance interest of the employer. It is gradu-

• ally becoming recognised as the business of an expert, 
though it must not be forgotten that the one indis
pensable quality for its successful accomplishment 
is tact. We have seen that legislation has followed 
close upon Welfare Work, even up to what may be 
considered the last step, namely, the appointment of 
a special officer to look after the welfare of the workers. 
The law is continually encroaching upon what has 
been deemed the province of the individual employer. 
But this serves .only to give direction to the move
ments of the' individual ; it does not limit him, for to 
the possible ways. of caring for the welfare of a group 
of men and women there are no limits. It betokens 
a narrow view of the possibilities of a Welfare 
Secretary to say that, if regulations enjoin certain 
duties, they· restrict his or her sphere of influence. 
It is true that the essence of Welfare \Vork ts tts 
individuality; but individuality is not necessarily 
marred, but may even be enhanced, by the emphasis 

a H. Miinsterberg, Psychology and Industrial Efficiency, 1913, 
p. 9· 
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of certain common qualities. Just as the establish
ment of a recognised maximum for the working day 
rendered possible further experiments in shortening 
hours, so each advance of the law strengthens the 
foundation upon which individuals may build. 

0Y.ei£are Work consists of the voluntary efforts of em
ployers to improve conditions of employmen_fl The 
matters with which it deals may change ; its methods 
may alter ; but it remains essentially the same. At 
the approach of law it moves further towards the 
ideal, 

"That, like the circle bounding earth and skies. 
Allures from far~ yet, as ~e· f!lllow, flies." 



PART II 

INTRODUCTION 

IN the development of industry which led to the Personal 

establishment of colossal factories with thousands of:.~~~!,» 
workmen and companies of employers, personal player and 

el . b l d l alm employee · . r at10ns etween emp oyer an emp oyee ost are no longer 
entirely passed out of existence. The workers doubt- possible. 

less lost much directly as a result of this ; their 
comfort was no longer a matter of personal responsi- . 
bility to anyone, and the human touch, which 
produced consideration on one side and loyalty on 
the other, was no longer felt. Indirectly, however, 
through their enforced resistance to an impersonal 
master, they gained class personality, class con
sciousness, and class loyalty, which rendered possible 
the formation and the development of· the Trade 
Unions of to-day. Meanwhile, the employer often 
lost the trust and affection of the workers, and 
gradually it was realised that the. loss was not in
considerable. Crude attempts to remedy it were 
made from time to time ; certain employers looked 
after their employees en masse with a consideration 
which might have been passively appreciated a 
century before. . But the workers thought such 
overtures masked an attempt to rob them of their 
hardly acquired class personality, and their half-
achieved independence. They branded them " Pater- To av~id the 

nalism," 1 and refused to be treated as children. ~~~~~~ 
. · 

1 
'' The great advance in the study of hygiene during the isf~;;!!: cry 

last half-century has been responsible for a good deal of legis- ~as raise~; 
• p • 
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Then it was, to appeal to their adult powers of 
reasoning, that "Efficiency" became the cry, and 
Welfare Work was presented as a necessary part in the 
progress of making a business efficient. Such books 
as N. A. Brisco's Economics of Efficiency may be said 
to indicate the attitude adopted. "It pays! It 
pays!" is the cry, and the cry, it would seem, 
appeals to ~e American' more readily than to the 
English workman; or perhaps it would be wiser to say 
that the English workman is more cautious and asks 
warily, "Whom does it pay?" American employers 
(according to such writers as Brisco) are out to 
purchase loyalty to the business. It is the " welfare 
of the business" that is their first concern.1 The 
British workman wants to know what is involved in 
devotion to the business. Does it mean a loss of 
personal freedom and initiative? Hso, he will have 
none of it. A sceptical attitude on the part of the 

. workman is . not, of course, confined to this island. 
There have been strikes in America which are attri
buted directly ·to the well-meant paternalism of 
employers. · But to the caution of the British mind 
is probably due the comparatively slow development of 
Welfare Work in England. If Brisco's attitude can be 

espec~ally in regarded as typical of America, Welfare Work in America 
Amenca, is as anti-philanthropic as may be. There is no 

question of the welfare of the worker as such; it is 
the "welfare of the business" which demands that 
workers be as fit as possible physically, mentally, and 
morally. Few workers should be "fired," because 
of "the loss arising from the introduction of new 
men." a All workers should be well treated, because 

lative action which is stigmatised as grandmotherly, chiefly 
because it descends to minute details, the importance of which 
is manifest to the expert, but not immediately at least to the 
lay mind" (A. D. Innes, England's Industrial Development, 
1912, p. 353). 

1 N. A. Brisco, Economics of Efficiency, pp. 72-I2J, 
'Ibid .• r· 169, -
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"the contented employee has a positive money 
value." 1 It is a.matter of dollars right through. 

The British mind with its genius for compromise 
accepts the fact that "it pays," but looks at once for 
complications in the purchase price. Even if "it 
pays" the employer to buy the goodwill of his workers 
at any cost, is goodwill a thing which the workers can, 
with honour, sell, at any price? . If it were merely 
physical health or mental ability that the employer 
desired to purchase, a bargain might be struck ; but 
British workers look askance at Welfare Work lest it 
involve the loss of their birthright of feeling. It is 
for this reason that one of the English employers 
most conspicuous for Welfare Work emphasises the 

. fact that he does not expect gratitude ; and it is for 
the same reason that his well-intentioned efforts· are 
scorned by many members of the working class. 
However it may be in particular cases, it is certain 
that \Velfare Work in England .arises. from very 
complex motives, and one of them is a desire to benefit,. 
fellow-mortals. It would be absurd to say that this 
motive operates in all cases, and it would be· equally 
absurd to say that all firms advertise their "good 
deeds ". Some of the very best, judged by inspector~ 
standards, are almost unknown to the general public. 
Probably the most nearly universal feature of Welfare 
Work is that it is profitable in some way and to some 
degree; and it may be said that the American 
writers emphasise a dominant characteristic. Of thus em-

course, it must not be thought that each separate ~~:S=!: 
branch of Welfare Work produces a financial return; feature of 

but as a rule the schemes most remotely connected ~~~:re 
with immediate efficiency are only put into opera- ' 
tion by employers who have already found a distinct 
advantage from simpler forms of Welfare Work. 
Education of a non-technical character given in works · 
time is perhaps the high-water mark of altruism in. 

• ~. A, BriscQ, Economics of Efficiency, p. 191, 
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this direction, and the examples of it are few and far 
between. . 

. The name" Welfare W:ork" is applied in England 
to many schemes, differing widely in. purpose and in 
execution, and the name is emphatically repudiated 
by many of those employers who devote much atten
tion to the general and detailed welfare of their 
employees. In name there is no uniformity, nor is 
there any in practice. Building a palatial dining-hall, 
providing tooth-brushes, supervising daily fluctuations 
in wages, or teaching dancing-all are included in 
this vague and vaguely named attempt at making 
the workers better in some way, albeit there is no clear 
notion of a standard or ideal towards which progress 
might be made. But all· varieties of this attempt 
deal directly with the environment of the workers or 
with the workers themselves, or are concerned with 
the relations of one to the other. The adaptation of 
the human. element in, production to its environment 
is of the utmost importance to a nation, whether well
being or material wealth be taken as the criterion of 
prosperity. Whether industrial efficiency be the test, 
or individual self-realisation,. knowledge of the inter
ac;tion of work and workers is needed. 

Employers, acting from various motives, adopt 
various methods for selecting workers ; it is necessary 
that these should be considered in their relation to 
national life, to see how far they are in accordance with. 
its broader aims. What is profitable in any one factory 
may, when extended to all, be harmful to the nation. 
This aspect of the question is dealt with in the first 
chapter. 

In Chapter II. an attempt is made to analyse the 
industrial environment and to indicate attempts at 
improving it. 

Chapter III. deals with the more general and 
obvious conditions of employment which directly or 
indirectly affect every detail of the workers' lives, and 
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form the subject-matter of most industrial disputes, 
namely, wages and hours of employment. 

Chapter IV. deals with those aspects of the 
workers' lives whic,h are less obviously and intimately 
connected with a · purely industrial organisation, so 
that \Velfare Work in connection with them attracts 
special attention, from the· public and from the 
workers. Incidental aids to physical well-being, 
mental development, and personal dignity are 
grouped together; current practice is examined;· 
and an attempt is made to discover an underlying 
purpose and to suggest a course likely to be followed 
with good effect. 

The concluding chapter deals with the duties of 
theW elfare Secretary and the functions of the Welfare 
Department. 



CHAPTER I 

THE RELATION oF WoRK TO WoRKERS 

NATIONAL YERSUS ,INDIVIDUAL POINTS OF VIEW 

1. Choice of Work . 

That the WE have seen that, when brought face to face with 
~!t~sde- the alternatives of losing trade or of sacrificing the 
pends upon health of the workers, the nation, hesitantly, chooses 
~~i'Uaorkeni• the former.1 We have further seen that on purely 

economic grounds it does not profit a nation to gain 
trade -at the cost of its workers. But the national 

basnotyet 
been fully 
realised by 
the nation. 

conscience is not yet fully awakened to the necessity 
for controlling. industry with a view to theit well
being, nor is the connection between the workers' 
health and the nation's wealth so obvious as to deter-
mine national conduct •. Certain general restrictions_ 
are placed upon industry in England-no one may 
employ slaves, for example, or pay his factory-hands 
in kind; and there are increasing numbers of regula
tions with respect to particular processes; but, from 
rag-picking to prostitution, individuals still earn a 
livelihood in ways prejudicial to the life of the nation, 
and the nation does not say them nay. An em
ployer, aiming only at his own immediate profit, 
might conceivably find it in the exhaustion of his 

a At the present day the alternatives are presented by the rag
picking industry, for example. Should it be tolerated in a civilised 
land which has failed to discover a way to disinfect rags without 
1Jllllling their material ? 
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employees, that is, in the rapid wearing out. of that 
factor of prociuction which does not form part of 
his capital ; but a nation whose interest is in the 
future no less than in the present dare not wilfully 
mortgage that future. But that no great care has Tbisisindi

been exercised in the matter is suggested by the fact ra;:<!,~Y the • 
that there is no way of estimating from statistical occupational 

information the effect of various kinds of work on ~~~:~ in 

women. So long ago· as 1865, Dr. William Farr women, 
officially pointed out that occupational mortality 
" is susceptible: of reduction by the hivestigation 
and removal of its causes," 1 and thereupon proceeded 
to give occupational mortality tables for males only. 
In 1890 1 Dr. Tatham "seriously considered ..• the 
practicability of investigating " the occupational 
mortality among female workers, but in 1916 it is 
still true that there are no "mortality statistics 
amongst women in industries," although it was under-
stood that in the next decennial supplement of the 
Registrar-General's Report (due 191 5) some attempt 
was to be made to deal with the matter. The reasons 
for this lack of information are, as stated by the 
Registrar-General, " the uncertainty attaching to 
the statement of female occupations" and the 
frequent temporary nature of the industrial employ-
ment of women.• From a national point of view it 
would be well if these difficulties were overcome in the 
future, and information were collected which would although the 
give statistical knowledge not only of the occupa- ~eed for~uch 

• . ' • Information 
twnal mortality of women d1rectly employed, but of 
maternity in relation to present and past employ-
ment, and of infantile mortality in relation to the 
occupational history of mothers. It seems some-
what absurd that the death of a woman "per-

1 Rep01'ts, voL xili .• r865, pp. xxxiv, xxxv. 
• Supplement to the Sixty-Fifth Annual Report of the 

Registrar-General, pt. ii., 1908, p. cxxii. 
•Ibid. 
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manently invalided" in the course of employment 
may be" registered as that of a bricklayer's daughter, 
no mention being made of her previous occupation"; 
and that only the husband's occupation is mentioned 
on the death certificate of a married woman.1 Satis
factory statistics would not be easily obtained, but if, 
as seems probable, the nation could benefit by them, 
the labour involved would be.a secondary considera
tion. It is just possible that sufficient difference · 
might be found in the incidence of disease among, or 
the effects of strain upon, men and women to make 
it profitable to exclude either men or women from 
certain . processes which are now. carried on by both 
sexes. It appears an· anomalous fact that, on account 
of its injurious ·effect on male workers (in producing 
hernia), the making of fish-nets has been, in some 
cases, abandorfed by them and . taken up by 
women. It may be that the movements ·involved 
are equally injurious to women, or even more so. 
I~ the nation forbade women to carry on this work, 
probably some less harmful method for its execu
tion would be devised. Women are habitually less 
thoughtful than men in matters con'cerning their . 
own health., and a mixture of mock-modestY and 
ignorance commonly prevents them from consciously 
.considering themselves as potential mothers. What
ever changes may occur, the health of women 

· workers must needs be of paramount importance to 
the· nation. Their position in indus try, even though 
partially safeguarded by legislation, is still unsatis
factory. Trades are not equally open to both sexes, 
and the vast residuum of mechanical work in factories 
falls more and more to the lot of women workers. 
There is. a tendency for women to feed the machines 
which men control; that is to say, women's work is 
apt to become mechanical and low-priced, there-

. 1 Supplement to the Sixty-Fifth Annual Report of the 
Registrar-General, pt. ii., 1908, p. cxxv. -
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fore uninspiring and inefficient.1 What effect this 
will have on the life of the nation remains to be 
seen; at any rate, it is a matter which deserves 
careful consideration. 

Unconsciously, it would seem, women workers yet, whit!'. 
themselves exert a considerable influence in counter-;!~ antia· 

acting the possible evil effects of industrial labour. It marriage, 

appears that, although a woman of eighteen.years :?usi;.con
can often accomplish mechanical work more readily spare ;th,ir 
than one of twenty-five, the energy usually expended st:ren . 
by the latter is greater. Two explanations may be 
offered for this fact. The first is that most women 
of twenty-five or more, can no longer depend upon 
their parents, and are bound to be self-supportmg, 
even if they do not have to support others. The burden 
of responsibility, added to the difficulty of earning a 
sufficient wage, .affords an · obvious · reason for their 
anxious, and therefore less successful, efforts. This, 
indeed, is one of the reasons why ·employers prefer 
to engage those girls who live with their parents. 
The second suggestion is that women, as . a rule, do 
not give themselves unreservedly to their work until 
they no longer anticipate giving themselves to their 
offspring.• That women generally are ~onsciously 

I Vide J. Schoenhof, T"M Economy of High Wages, I8g2. 
1 In support of this statement we may cite the following : 
(1) A large and exceptionally healthy factory, where there 

' was no piece-work and where no married women were employed. 
Women left at about twenty-five years of age. •• Their evenings, •• 
said the manager, "have ceased to be matters of first-rate im
portance to them, and they do not Inind entering domestic 
service." 

(2) A large department in a factory, where considerable 
skill was required. The woman in charge said she found the 
girls almost useless till they were about twenty-five ; before 
that they would not take sufficient interest in their work. 

(3) A large factory where piece-work was general. Beyond 
a certain wage the girls are said to prefer to !! take it out in 
rest.'' 

(4) " It is a truism among managers that girls, even on 
piece-work, cannot be induced to exceed a pace which enables 
them to earn what they consider a normally sufficient wage, but 
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animated, by a sense of their responsibilities towards 
potential offspring is not to be supposed. That there 
is, dormant, some such sense, can scarcely be doubted. 

Wise legis- It would probably benefit the whole nation if it were 
lation might d • d f d b · 1 · supplement ro~se to consciOusness an ostere y wtse egts-
su~h uncon- lat10n. What appears to be petty coquetry might be 
SCIOUS d • hi h f efforts. transmute mto somet ng more wort y o woman-

hood and more beneficial to the nation. Work and 
the conditions of work might be such that no physical 
harm would follow, rests being sufficiently long and 

. wisely arranged. Women would then be assured that 
, thoroughness does not detract from womanliness. 

The uncer- It is the uncertainty .of a woman's vocation that 
!.:~in<?! a . forms its chief difficulty. . One employer found that 
vocation women would gl:idly attend cooking or . housewifery· 
~~~d~~- classes when they knew· they would shordy need to 
culty. cook or to keep house. But for ten years or more, 

· from- fourteen years of. age onwards, a factory girl's 
life-work is undecided, She usually declines to equip 
herself fully for either doubtful alternative. Mter 
ten years of drifting it is not. likely that she will be 
perfectly prepared for either. The. few years during 
·which a youth's work is .undecided are acknowledged 
to be difficult, but. t~ey are not universal, and are 
brief when compared with these years in a woman's 
life. It is not ·that women are not conscientious ; 
they are often pathetically so. If there is a dreary, 

. monotonous task to be performed, which needs 
constant and minute attention, it is found that a 
woman's service is unsurpassed. It is not that 
women are not intelligent; individual women have 
again and again in various branches proved their 
worth. It is not that women are physically weak ; 

. individually they may be stronger than individual 
men, and, at any rate, physical strength is no longer the 

during the last few months the motive-' Our soldiers need it'
has made them work at top speed" (Factory Report for 1914, 
p. 40). -
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greatest factor in industry. Women are in,feriors in 
the industrial world because they have not decided 
(except individually) that they desire to be otherwise, 
or at least that they desire to pay in training the price 
of efficiency. Whether that price would be worth 
paying from a national point of view cannot be 
guessed, and there is, on the part of employers, 
curiously little attempt to discover the truth in this 
connection. Where apprenticeship schemes for girls 
are introduced, they are on a different plan from 
those for boys, and they are hampered by the same 
difficulty of vocational uncertainty. If girls and 
women could be convinced that efficiency was essential . 

. for their future, whether they married or not, and 
if they could likewise be co~vinced that industrial 
efficiency in no way impaired their value as wives and 
mothers, and would meet with adequate recompense, 
the human element in production would become 
much more effective, and the nation would reap the 
benefit. . · . . 

Another question raised by the clash of employers' The employ-
. · h · 1 • · h f b 1·b ment of boys mterests w1t natwna mterests IS t at o oy- a our. in .. blind-

" In one place, educational training preparatory to alley" . 

h • · f l d l d . l occupations t e emigration o a s ••• emp oye m more or ess gives rise to 
blind-alley occupations '' 1 is provided by employers. a. so.mewhat 

Th. . d b 1 11 • . d h Slmilar 
IS IS ou t css we mtentwne on t e part problem; 

of the employers and of benefit to the lads con- . · 
cerned. The Dominions are not slow to welcome such · ' 
immigrants, and perhaps the Empire does not suffer for which 
ultimately. But the ·question for England is one of emffigdration 
. d" . I . C a or s no 1mme tate nat1ona Importance. an she afford to r~al solu-
lose her youths ? If not, she must not permit them to tion. 

be enticed into blind alleys by English employers arid 
given no hope of escape except by crossing the ocean •. 

\Vith the abolition of slavery the workers ceased 
to be part of the employers' capital, but they remain 
an essential part of the national capital. Needless 

Factory Report for 1914, p. 31. 
6 
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risk of life is forbidden by the State, but it has, as yet, 
made but faint attempts to guarantee that the health 
and the strength of workers are expended in those ways 
that are best for the individual and the nation. 
The State does not even know whether it is necessary 
for its own welfare that its women should remain of 
inferior efficiency,1 but, at any rate, steps might be 
taken to discover the truth so far as that is possible. 

Asaconse- The ignorance and the apathy which exist with 
~:~~~~·s regard to the appropriateness of work for women 
negl~ting to are found, in varyjng degree, throughout the whole 
consider fild f. d Th • h 1 . what work is e o m us try. e commumty .. as a w o e gtves 
sui~ble for no guidance as to the suitability of various kinds of 
~~~ work to varying temperament and ability, but leaves 
workers, ~e it to be deterlll.ined by accident, or, at best, by the 
employer s f · · · ·· 1 f · h d 1 1 choice is ca~e o . more or ess ar-stg te emp ayers. n 
practi~l d England almost the only selection is that made by 
unres c e • empJoyers, though Labour Exchanges and After-Care 

Committees are now endeavoUr-ing to guide'workers 
in. their choice of occupation. This departure 

~ presents grea~ opportunities. 

Modem em
ployers, in 
their 
endeavour 
to select 
efficient 
workers, 

2. Choice of Workers 

The selection of workers according to the work 
they are to do i~ carried out most systematically by 
certain employers who have obtained a more or less 
complete command of the local labour market. 
Rapidly growing with growing knowledge is the 
tendency on the part of employers to abandon the 
least efficient workers. · It is many years 1 since the 

· • Not inefficient as regards the work they are given to do, 
but doing inferior work to that which they might do eflic;iently. 

• Francis Homer, M.P. (brother of Leonard Homer, mspector 
of factories), in a debate on June 6, I8I5, said ''an agreement 
had been made between a London parish and a Lancashire manu
facturer, by which it was stipulated that, with every twenty 

· sound children one idiot should be taken I" (vide ''Alfred," 
voL i. p. I7; Fielden, Cu,.se of the Factory System, p. u; 
!Juarle,.ly Review, Dec. I8J6, p. 40I). -
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employer 'who' tdok pauper children as apprentices 
was expected to take one feeble-minded child with 
every twenty children. Employers may now choose 
where they will, and, apparently, the limit is fixed only 
by the real wages offered, and the intelligence of the 
human race. Physical and mental, sometimes even set ~P . 

· 1 d d · 1 Th tvanous · quasz-mora , stan ar . s are set up. e one mos standardS:.. 
commonly stated, because the easiest to state, is the 
mental. The nation has standardised education, and educational 
the employer finds it easy to say he will take no one 
who has not a fifth, sixth, or sevep.th standard certifi-
cate. This is one of the earlier conditions made by an 
employer when he feels he has sufficiently established 
his control over- the local labour market. That it is 
to his advantage is apparent, and .experiehce proves it. 
That it tends to raise the standard of education in the 
neighbourhood is also obvious. But it follows that 
this particular ·employer skims o~. the cream of the· 
working class, and this is p;o':ed .by experience in many ·. 
cases. Many employers ms1st upon ~ mental test of · 
their own; applicants' are expected to submit to ·a~ 

. more or less informal examination, written as well as 
oral; but it is much easier to accept the national. 
standard, and the easier course is the more common, 
though perhaps not among the most progressive firms. 

All employers adopt some sort .of rough 'physical physical, 
standard, one of appearance practically; but this is 
amplified and made more or less scientific by many 
employers at . the :present time. ·Test$ of physical 

1 That an emv.loyer's standard is not necessarily such that 
. conformity with 1t is likely to benefit the nation is suggested by 

a chorus girl's remark that certain managers find it more pro
fitable, more likely to '!fill the stalls," if the girls are not 
I! straight " ; and it is not an unknown argument, even in would
be-democratic Australia, that the extension of educational 
facilities will leave "no one to do the dirty work." If ''dirty 
work " has to be done for the sake of the nation it becomes 
honourable (even killing men is so regarded) ; but the decision 
as to the n~s~ty for any particular form of work i;; scarcely a 
matter for mdtvtduals whose profit depends upon thetr verdict. 
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cleanliness are among those most commonly applied 
in good factories, especially food factories. In some 
cases the effect of school inspections is reported to 
have been remarkable.1 

· "We do not employ anyone here who has bad 
teeth," the doctor at one factory remarked to an 
applicant; "you can find plenty of people who do. 
We don't." The question arises-what if all em
ployers said likewise ? It may be an excellent thing 
for the nation that all its workers should have good 

. teeth ; but, unfortqnately, it is only just waking up 
to the fact.1 1 

· . Meanwhile, some employers refuse an applicant 
with bad teeth ; some offer to put them right, or even 
to keep them right-though sometimes they find they 
cannot fulfil' their promises.• The physical standard 
is, of course, a matter for expert opinion, and many 
factories p.ow.employ a: doctor to examine all applicants, 
not' in the' capacity of the certifying surgeon of the 

. Factory Acts~ whose function is the protection of the 
weak· worker from overstrain in employment, but 
rather. to protect· the employer from the financial 
strain of employing weak workers. What result the 
Insurance Act will have on the employers' attitude in 
this 'respect it is 'hard to estimate. Many employers 
have abandoned their own insurance schemes since 
the Act came into force, and it is. just possible that 
the establishment of universal insurance may relieve 
individual empl?yers from what they formerly felt to 

1 Before they were introduced many girl applicants had to be 
rejected by employers because of obvious neglect in regard to 
their hair. · Such cases are reported to be much less frequent 
now. 

• A beginning has been made in the matter of dental clinics 
in connection with schools. 

• It is interesting to note that among employees (those in 
authority as well as the ordinary workers) there is sometimes 
doubt as to whether or not the law requires attention to teeth, 
the conditions made by employers being as binding in some cases 

· as regulations made by a Secretary of State. 
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be their o~n responsibility. However this may be, 
experience has shown that. regular, healthy workers 
are more profitable to their employers than weaklings, 
and so it will probably_ continue to pay the employer 
to retain the servic~ of an examining doctor even 
when there is no necessity to provide medical attend
ance in case of sickness. 

There is a recognised national certificate to guar- and mo~l, 
an tee the mental standing of applicants; a duly :J'r'!i.51

" · 

qualified doctor can be retained to examine applicants 
physically; but moral standards· are by no m·eans 
so easy to establish or, being established, to justify. 
Moreover, workers usually consider questions with 
regard to their private affairs. unwarranted in
trusions, and they are by no means always wllling to 
accept the standards of morality set up by employers. 
The ordinary worker fails to appreciate the conven-

. tional form of morality which permits· an .employer· 
to pay the young girls whom he employs,a wage which .. 

·is obviously insufficient for their needs. It· might 
be a shock to employers to hear women of the 'work
ing class talk as if it were a commonplace for factory 
girls to give nearly all their wages to ~he support of 
the home, and " to depend on boys " for clothes. ·. It 
accounts very largely for the contempt with which 
workers regard the " high moral tone " demanded in 
some factories where women's wages are low., Em
ployers might do much, for formal morality at least, 
by raising women's wages relatively to men's: A 
question that girl-applicants are repeatedly asked is, 
" Do you live with your parents ? " Many em
ployers refuse to take those whose answer is in the 
negative. This is supposed to safeguard the morals 
of the girls, but it serves as a kind of rough-hewn 
shield for the employer who wishes to pay his girl
workers less than must be spent on their maintenance, 
who desires someone to make up the deficit, and who 
welcomes a parent's care. It may be well for the. 
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nation, and for parents and children individually 
too, that children should not become independent 
of their parents at the age of fourteen; but no 
considered verdict has been given by disinterested 
persons, and endorsed by the public. 

A- somewhat similar, but perhaps more compli
cated~ difficulty presents itself in relation to married 
women. - Many employers refuse to give them 
work, their reasons being very mixed and very little 
analysed. There is the fear of. an inadequate wage 
for a woman who has children to support ; there is 
the dislike of permitting married women to work: side 
by side with young girls ; there is the idea that a 
man's wage ought to suffice for his wife and children, 
and there is the conviction that a married woman's 
work is at home .. Whatever the reason, the fact is 
that many of the best factories employ no married 
women, though an exception is frequently made in 
the case of· a deserted wife or widow who worked 
there before her marriage.1 Some employers are 
willing to make concessions in this matter in cases 
which seem to them to afford scope for benevolence. 
But workers hate "benevolence," and any idea of 
preventing the association of married women with 
young girls is ridiculed as absurd, if not resented as 
unwarrantable interference. 

A fUrther example of the employer's power to 
arbitrate on matters of morality is to be found with 
regard to unmarried mothers. The law of the land 
imposes no penalty upon them; custom differs from 
place to place, from class to class, and from time to 
time. Where accepted decisions are so conflicting it 
is no light task for the thoughtful, well-intentioned 
employer to decide. Broadly speaking, workers 
resent the enforcement of any external standard of 

1 Since the outbreak of war it has become much commoner 
to re-admit married women into factories. This may be only a 
temporary change. 
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etiquette or morals ; yet at times they are cruelly 
harsh in their own judgments of their fellow-workers •. 
" I will not work· with her," one hears from one 
worker, while another will declare that it is rank 
impertinence on the part of an employer to refuse 
to employ unmarried mothers. Such questions con
cern the employment of women more nearly than 
that of men, but there are factories from which men 
as well as women have been dismissed for immorality. 

An employer, then, will set up a standard, mental, 
physical, moral. To attract the . best workers he 
must offer' the best conditions. It may be that he 
deserves his reward for the service he renders the 
State in enforcing higher standards upon its less 
thinking members ; but it is well to look whither 
this leads. \Vere this insistence (on seventh~ 
standard certificates, let us say) to become general, 
it would mean the raising of the national standard, 
and those who could not reach it would be left to the 
care of the State, or would become a direct burdell 
on their relatives, much as are the mentallv deficient 
to-day. It rests largely with employers to "determine 
who shall he classed as defective, and the burden of 
the support of defectives rests on the nation. 

A yet more subtle test is just beginning to he The g~erat 
appreciated by employers, but the scientific founda- ~~~:~:~
tion is not yet well and truly laid. The test is psycho- ~standard 
logical, and the end in view is the selection of the most Dllght also 

suitable temperament for the particular kind of work. 
So far English efforts in this direction are mainly 
empirical and confined to a strictly limited number 
of employers. The nation seems as yet unaware of 
the possibility of saving life by such a regulation as 
this: No person of a nervous temperament shall 
be permitted to perform any operation in the process 
of file-cutting. Such a regulation sounds ludicrous 
perhaps at this moment, but it seems probable that 
some day the nation will tire of the frequent suicides 
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among file-cutters, and will insist that an expert 
psychologist must certify to the fitness of a worker 
before he is allowed to undertake any such nerve
racking process. What is true of file-cutting is true 
in varying ways and varying degrees of other pro
cesses.. The nation loses unless workers are placed 
where' their labour is most effective ; but little is 
done in this connection at present, except sporadic
ally by employers who trouble themselves about the 
failures . of individual worl:ers. One girl who worked 
excellently in a factory until she had learnt all she 
could about her machine, lost all interest in her 
work as soon as that was accomplished, and became 
a commonplace and dissatisfied worker, a source of 
trouble to those in authority over her. That factory 

in contrast afforded no better opening ; but the employer did :!;I:=r. not like to discharge the girl until something else was 
offered her. Apart from the effect of her dissatis
faction upon the girl herself and upon the other 
workers, there was an economic loss to the nation. 
through the misapplication of her energies. The 
employer was not in need of her superior capabilities, 

is interested but the nation was. There might be, for the nation's 
in ::n'"=um sake, a maximum as well as a minimum standard of 
~um capability for workers engaged in each type of work. 
~~- Employers, from interested motives, tend to establish 
quired for the minimum, whether openly or not, but it is only 
=:k.typeof individual ambition and self-confidence that can 

·carry a worker into a superior grade. 
To Set: up Within certain limits then, by various means, 
=~~~ employers are setting up standards of fitness such~ 
dards on the State has not yet ventured upon except m 
:e~:~ is particular cases. To determine standards and to see 
the _most whether applicants attain them are the most obvious 
:~~~=duties of a \Velfare Department. Under various 
Depart- names such a department exists in many factories ; 
ment. it does not owe its existence to any desire to benefit 

emplorees ; it is in origin-at least in some cases-a 
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purely business department. It is found in factories 
where employees are treated with litde consideration 
and no respect, and it is found in factories where 
even their whims are respected. It is found under the 
most varied leadership-that of an ex-schoolmaster, an 
ex-inspector of police, a clerk, a Fellow of the_ Royal 
College of Organists, a social worker, a nurse, an 
engineer, a woman with a degree in economics, or 
one without previous training of any sort. . Its 
sphere, not less than its success, depends largely on 
the person at its head. The ex-inspector was there 
almost entirely to " judge of the characters of appli
cants." He failed, it would seem, for the manager' 
of the factory and a police officer in the locality agreed 
in their statements as to the frequency of theft in 
that factory. Of course it is true that he was chosen 
because thieving was conspicuous, but in several 
years no change was effected. 

In many cases a \V elfare or Social Department exists 
~th vague ideas as to its function and only an indefinite 
relation to the factory. Choosing the workers gives a an~ gives it a 
big, definite responsibility and a t'aU01J J' etre, ln itself FIIISCI. tl"ttre. 

no small thing. It is of far-reaching effect, and, in 
time, brings the department into some sort of personal 
relation with every worker. But it is a delicate and 
difficult task, and in some cases has been given up as a 
hopeless failure ; in others, its disadvantag·es are so 
apparent that it appears as if nothing would induce 
employers to attempt it. Employers cannot force Without 
certain workers upon heads of departments if those ~erriding 
heads are to be responsible for the execution of them: 
work. At least this !;eems to be the common experi- managers. 

ence. It is for this reason that the \Velfare Depart-
ment in some of the best-managed factories does 
?:ot engage hands. . It merely sorts out applicants 
mto groups-those who may be engaged and those 
who may not. The final selection is left to the 
departmental head or overlooker. By this means, 
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personal responsibility is preserved in the department, 
. and a more or less uniform standard is maintained 

a centralised throughout the factory. Moreover, entrusting to a 
~r~ent central authority the ~~wer of admission t<? a great 
usef'!l in pre- extent prevents favount1sm and the undue mfluence £:::Jtism of family relationships. Favouritism in selection 

', may lead to favouritism in the work of the depart
ment, a thing exceedingly common, intensely hated 
by workers, and greatly to be feared by the employer. 
"If you have a .relative there, you can get in; if 
not, you can't." . Such is the popular idea of certain 
factories; and it appears to have considerable founda
tion in fact. There may be, doubtless are, many 
reasons why it is well from an employer's point of 
view that· several members of one family should be 
employed in the same factory, for the family may be 
known and respected ; · and community of interest 
may possibly prove beneficial to the family life. But 
each individual should be admitted on his own 
merits, and to this end the Welfare Department can 
work more effectively than departmental managers. 

and it can In at least one English factory, applicants are con
~=unt sidered in relation to the persons who would super
the tempera- vise their work. · Two nervous temperaments are 
~~::!rk- not expected to work together smoothly. The 
ing together. theory in that factory is that the workers are chosen 

with due regard to their psychological characteristics 
and those of the various heads of departments as 
well as the .nature of the work. But the practice 
appears rough and ready; for example, one is told 
that "one red-headed person would not be put 
under another." The manager cannot be blamed for 
the absence of psychological rules of thumb; and, 
doubtless, when he brings his long experience to 
bear upon the question of inter-personal relations 
he makes wise selections.1 It is, at any rate, a step 

• " The time when an exact psychology of business life will be 
presented as a closed and perfected system lies very far distant. 
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in the right direction when workers' personalities are 
taken into consideration, but it appears somewhat. 
dangerous to rely with scientific confidence on 
curiously unscientific procedure. Psychologists have 
not yet sufficient confidence to attempt what is 
attempted in their name. _ 

A Welfare Department might afford ample Probably 
opportunity for physiological and psychological :f!:imc 
research; and in some factories, without the use of methods 

. 'fi . 1 ful al di might be sc1ent1 c termmo ogy, care person stu es are applied with 
made, and work is altered or modified, to the greater advantage; 
comfort of individuals and the greater efficiency of 
the factory. For example, in one case studies were 
made to ascertain if there was any flagging, and, if so, 
when it occurred. Milk was then given, day after 
day, first at one time, then at another, and the effect 
on the rate of work was carefully studied. It may 
be argued that this was just a case of speeding up the 
workers, and that this speeding-up would, in the long 
run, prove harmful to their physique ; on the other 
hand, it may be argued that keeping them as nearly 
as possible at the level of what has been ascertained 
to be their true efficiency prevents them from con-
stant slight overstrain which would finally prove delC:..· 
terious.1 But it is idle to argue without ascertaining 
the facts, and so far that has not been done. For 
psychological research there is material galore in a 
factory; but as a rule there is no one capable of 
using it. Meanwhile, professors and students are 
hampered in research owing to restricted access to 
But the earlier the attention of wider circles is directed to its 
beginnings and to the importance and bearing of its tasks, the 
quicker and more sound will be the development of this young 
science. • •• Only in the last ten years do we find systematic 
efforts to apply the experimental results of psychology ta the 
needs of society •••• The study of the individual differences is 
not applied psychology, but it is the presupposition without 
which applied psychology would have remained a phantom,. 
(Hugo Miinsterberg, Psychology and Industrial Efficiency, 1913, 
pp. 3-10). 

1 Vide J. C. Goldmark, Fatigue and Efficiency, 1912. 
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human material in normal conditions. A psycho
logist studying fatigue finds himself at a loss unless 
he can regulate to some extent, or at least observe, 
all the conditions of the working day, and choose 
and change the individuals when and where he 
pleases. Something might be done in the way of 
permitting scientific study without serious loss to a 
factory; and. it is possible that the results would 
prove advantageous to all concerned. Meanwhile 
such studies are already being undertaken by men 
seeking financial success. In the name of scientific 
management studies will be made, whether or not 
they be attempted in the name of science alone ; 
and if scientific management is dreaded now as 
formerly scientific machinery was dreaded, its advent 
is no less inevitable. While the results of "time-. 
studies" remain secret and the property of em.:. 
players, they doubtless form an intangible danger, 
and are liable to be resented and dreaded by the 
workers. Under suitable control, the· results may 
prove of great benefit to all. : , 

It may be doubted whether any employer would 
provide for physiological and psychological studies in 
his factory if the results were to be made public and 
free to all, though he would gladly undertake them 
for his own profit ; but, on the other hand, if such 

· employers as the Co-operative Wholesale Society were 
to adopt more scientific methods of management, it 
is probable that, from the nature of the society, such 
an action would have to be explained and justified 

Hence, inde- to a large number of the working class. National 
=~:and recognition of the importance of psychological 
~upervision research is needed, and a wider appreciation of the 
!!!~!at influence of employment on physical, mental, psycho
interests are logical, and, perhaps, moral well-being. This brings 
:~~_Y us again to the necessity for careful and complete 

· occupational statistics already mentioned.1 It may 
1 Vide ante, p. 11· -
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be well to emphasise here the importance of national 
self-consciousness and of national self-knowledge. 
To a nation no less than to an individual the oracle 
might say, " Know thyself". It should be borne in 
mind that the employer's first desire is for industrial 
efficiency; profit or loss is the measure of his success 
or failure. On the other hand, the employees' first 
desire is naturally for their own welfare, the inter
pretation of that word being left to their individual 
pleasure. The national ideal must regulate and 
adjust these two aims. The national objective is 
welfare too, but the interpretation of the word 
must include not only industrial efficiency, but 
the best in all the individual interpretations, 
and so involves a judgment as to what is best. 
Much wider knowledge is needed; the nation must 

'avail itself of the experience acquired by individual 
·employers ; must encourage research, whether in 
factories or in laboratories; and must finally speak 
with no uncertain voice on the relation of individual 
vitality and tempe~ament to particula~ types of work. 

3· Regulation 

We may now briefly consider attempts that are Attem~ts at 

being made towards regulating the labour supply of ~~~u~~!~al 
the country, and possible developments along these supply of 
lines. Nothing can be considered normal during the labour 

period of the war, and when peace comes to us again 
nothing will be quite as it was before. Yet, as Miss 
Anderson points out, it is probable that" the changes 
that will endure after the war is over are those already 
begun in movements or tendencies before the war." 1 · 

We may therefore learn something from an examina-
tion of such tendencies. Some of them will doubtless 
be hastened ; others may be retarded. . 

Industrial regulations have been made only when 
1 Factory Report for 1914, p. 37: 
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were first the need for them has become so obvious that it 
!h~:s~~ could no longer be ignored. The employment of 
obvious evll apprentices· was not restricted until the injury to 
~:!etcli!:i. . their health and morals was recognised as a menace 

'to the national life. Labour Exchanges were not 
established till long after unemployment was first 
recognised as a recurrent, if not a chronic, social 
disease. Moreover, the first steps towards regula
tion are generally halting and uncertain, gropings 
that haply may disclose a way. The Health and 
Morals of Apprentices Act (1802) was but the 

. A step beginning of the regulation of children's labour in 
!~~~:!tic factories; the Act of 1905 1 is likely to prove but 
indus~l the first of many attempts to place workers where 
i!_~~!o~en their work is most advantageous to them and to the 
made; nation. To organise industry has been found a 

paying proposition in individual factories, even at 
the cost ' of establishing a separate department, 
staffed with well-paid officials, and even in spite of 
the fact· that employers could scrap useless workers 
and choose ·others, practically whence they would. 
Further changes in the organisation of work within 
the factory are, in effect, forced on less far-seeing 
employers by· regulations which compel them to pay 
for time spent in waiting for work as well as for time 
spent in working.• The establishment of a minimum 

· wage thus tends to increase the care with which 
employees are selected ; and this in turn must force 
organisation of labour upon the State. The nation 
whose labour supply is limited by national responsi
bility on the one hand, and by individual intelligence 
on the other, must needs avail itself of every advan
tage afforded by organisation. A State Employment 
Department would be colossal compared with a 
Factory Welfare Department, but it is no more im-

• 5 Edw. vn. c. 18 (Unemployed Workman Act) .. 
• Yide R. H. Tawney, Minimum Rates in the Tailoring Trade, 

1915. pp. 61-2, 147· 
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possible than a, State Education Department or a 
State Navy or Army, all of which have in compara-
tively recent times come to be considered inevitable. 
The war seems likely to accelerate the tendency. 
towards organisation. Before it, Labour Exchanges, 
though in theory dealing with all, were in practice 
only successful with certain trades. They failed 
altogether to touch many of the most highly skilled. 
There is, from the point of view of progress, special 
need for them to deal with workers capable of rising 
to more skilled work. Of course, this would necessi ... 
tate training, and the State Employment Depart-
ment must have at its service educational facilities. 
"Organisation of labour" is capable of a much wider 
interpretation than that usually accepted. The 
labour of a State will not be completely organised 
until everyone capable of work is working where he 
is most effective, everyone too young to work is fitting 
himself for the place where his work is likely to be 
most needed, and everyone incapable of work, be it 
through age, weakness, or wickedness, · is cared for 
according to his necessity. But, as Mr.- Beveridge but organ
said of his schemes 'for world-wide organisation of ~.!on fu!s 
the labour market, " these, of course, are Utopian ~fpossi-
~reamd s." ~b dy ~t, he adhds,.d" althe pderfect borgthanis~tio~ ~~~in~. 
JUSt escn e 1s • • • t e 1 e an must e e a1m. ' · 

'W.IL Beveridge, Unemployment, 1910, p. 198. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE. INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENT 

FACTORY workers normally spend the best part of the 
day in or about a factory. It is possible that the 
extent of the factory influence depends less upon the 
time spent there than upon two other considerations
first, the susceptibility of the workers ; and second, 
the difference between the home and the factory. 
The second may be likened to a difference in pressure 
between two fluids; the workers' susceptibility is 
comparable with the channels of· communication, 
while the time may be of little more importance in 
determining the influence than the relative quantities 
of the fluids in determining their flow. To ari 
outsiqer who chances to. wo~k side by side with 
habitual factoJ"y workers 1t appears wonderful how 
they can shut themselves out of their work and shut 
their work out c;>f their lives so far as they count life. 
For example, among the ordinary factory girls 
curiosity as to their work and their accustomed 
surroundings seems non-existent; not because it has 
been satisfied, but because it has not been called into 
being. Ask an average factory girl in an average 
factory whence her materials come, whither her 
product goes, and you will probably discover that 
her ideas extend little further than the next room. 
If ~he regards you as an equal, she will most probably 
laugh at your question. It is as though an unskilled 
worker brought into a factory only a portion of her 
consciousness. The outsider will be surprised at first ; 

g6 -
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but if he himself will work as a factory hand and then 
analyse his own experience, he .will probably find that 
when his work is mechanical, he begins, after a very 
short time, to think of other things. It is possible 
to work on mechanically without thinking definitely 
of anything at all, and it is possible, at least for a time, 
to work on in the same way while thoughts are busy 
with far different matters. But it appears· doubtful 
whether one can think of one's work and. keep on 
thinking of it, if it be monotonous. The whole of one's 
consciousness, so to speak, is too big for such work ; 
one must have something more to think of, or cease 
to think. Now, it may well be that immediate en
vironment has less effect on workers who are reduced 
to a state of mental torpor; yet even such workers are 
susceptible to the influence of healthy or unhealthy 
surroundings, of physical comfort or discomfort. 
So much, at least, is recognised by the State, and 
legal enactments voice the national sentiment with 
regard to the necessity for healthy factory conditions. 
. The environment of workers may be roughly 
divided into three parts : (1) elements of which 
they are conscious; (2) elements of which they are 
not conscious; and (3) elements of which they are 
sub-conscious. The last - named are only noticed 
when a change occurs ; for example, the noise in an 
ironworks becomes painful to the workers when it 
stops. Elements of all three classes influence the 
workers. It is not often possible to say, " Beauty Certain 
here produced gentleness there " • or " A rest then broad effects 

' • • • may be 
saved a breakdown now!" But m vanous slight ~yclis-
and unexpected ways workers reveal the influence tinguished, 

which their surroundings have exerted upon them. 
They copy the factory decorations in their club rooms, 
if they are given an opportunity and the decorations 
please them ; but in an ordinary way· they cannot 
do this in their own little homes. Yet one feels 
conscious of a certain ease of bearing among factory 

7 
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girls whose surroundings are beautiful. There is a 
striking difference between workers" having a treat" 
in a garden open to them for a day and workers enjoy
ing a garden which they look upon as theirs ; the 
latter are quiet and methodical, where the former 
would be boisterous and clumsy. . Some people may 
question whether it is wise to accustom workers to 
beauty ; but it will scarcely be denied that beauty 

butnoteven will, if permitted, affect their senses as it affects the 
:;::bi:!f senses of other human beings. To converse with 
precise workers is of little use in ascertaining the effect 
::St.ure- on them, their appreciation or indifference. The 

conscious effect. is of little value in comparison with 
the sub-conscious, and that cannot be estimated 
without complete knowledge of the individuals. 
. The importance of sub-conscious influences can

not be gauged, and legal enactments are specially . 
necessary in connection with that portion of the en
vironment of. which, normally, the workers are not 
conscious.1 More or less definite standards have been 
established with regard to the general conditions of 
the environment, and we may briefly consider such 
standards before passing on to an examination of 
individual methods in advance of the legal minima. 

There is no In the first place, it may be noted that there is 
~~::cally commonly n~ precise, scientifically defined minimum. 
minimum The ventilatiOn of a factory, for example, must be 
:mv!~~':t such as " to render harmless, so far as is practicable, 
in general; all the gases, vapours, dust, or other impurities 
r:alare the generated therein that may be injuriOUS tO health." I 
standards " Sufficient means of ventilation " must be provided 
definite or · d " ffi • til • · • d " 1 completely an su c1e1_1t ven anon mamtame . . 
~tisfac_tory Experts differ as to what test should be applied 
m detail. • • • ffi . d . . th m esnmanng e oency, an m pract1ce e commonest 

test is the subjective, the value of which, from a · 

a For e;~rample, the drainage system in a factory. 
• I Edw. VII. c. 22, S. I (1) (d). 
• Ibid •• s. 1 (I). 
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scientific point of view, is open to grave doubt. The 
Secretary of State may, by special Orders, "prescribe 
a standard of sufficient ventilation for any class of . 
factories or workshops ".1 The Order of. February ExpertS find 
1902 1 stipulates for "not less than 6oo 'cubic feet of diffi.culo/.in . h l d , . determmmg fresh au per hour for eac person emp oye m tes~ ofthe 

·certain specified textile factories ; but " fresh air " is desuable. · 
not an unchanging commodity, and vague terms such 
as " efficient " and " sufficiently " are to be found 
even in cases of" special requirements ".8 True, "in 
cotton cloth factories in which humidity is produced 
by artificial means • • . the ventilation must be such 
that during working hours the proportion of carbonic 
acid in the air does not exceed nine volumes to every 
ten thousand volumes of air in any part of the 
factory,"• but this standard is applied to comparatively 
few factories, and even in these the tests are not 
always consistently and regularly carried out.. More-
over, .the carbon dioxide test is now out of date, and 
the test at present advocated by experts (notably Dr. 
Leonard Hill and his colleagues) is that of the kata
thermometer .• The desired object is not providing 
cubic space, nor increasing the amount of oxygen, nor 
minimising the carbon dioxide, nor banishing organic 
poisons, but simply preventing heat stagnation. 
Some experts will even go so far as to say that what 
has formerly been considered" bad air," when properly 
circulated, becomes" good". Thus with bewildering butins~ite 
rapidity do theorists change their standards, and :~~~:mg 
practical men, impeded by the material expression • 
of a past ideal, hesitate to give substance to its 
successor lest it prove but a stumbling-block in the 
path of progress. 

Fortunately, as a rule, the old ideal has indir~ctly practice 
served the new ; cubic space to some extent provided Improves. 

more oxygen and sometimes (incidentally, but not 

' ' Edw. vrL c. 22, s. 7 (2). • 1902, No. 79· 
1 Viele note, p. 39· 4 I Edw. vu. c. 22. s. 93 (2). 
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necessarily) lowered the percentage of carbon dioxide; 
the smaller qua·ntity of carbon dioxide was, as a rule, 
accompanied by fewer organic poisons, and now it is 
recognised, even by the devotees of the katathermo
meter, that ·past efforts. towards ventilation have in 
point bf fact tended towards preventing heat stagna
tion. Men . " builded better ~han they knew " ; 
and. that is well, for .kno'\yledge in these matters is 
still inadequate. Overcrowding might be deemed by 
the man in the ·street to have some definite relation 
to the qu~tion of purity of air. But a Depart
mental,.Comm}t;tee reports that. " in gas-lit rooms 
there is on· the whole a marked relative increase in 
carbonic acid (and so presumably in injurious im
purities) in rooms with a large cubic space per person" 
owing to the greater amount of gas burned; 1 and 
they assert that" the larger the size of the room, ••• 
the greater becomes the need of special openings." 1 

The most highly vitiated air met with by the Com
mittee was in rooms with an .air space of about 
Io,ooo cubic feet per person, or forty times the legal 

Legal t~sts minimum. So the legal test of overcrowding is 
t!t~~~!~ condemned by experts as of little use as far as pure 
and practice. atmosphere is concerned ; yet legally the test remains, 

and employers, outrunning the law to a remarkable 
extent in this particular direction, vie with each 
other in providing " space per person ". It may be 
wondered why this " test " still remains. It is 
apparently for little better reason than that it is 

. simple--any workman can form some estimate of 
the cubic capacity of a room, while few realise what 
is meant by the term "carbonic acid," and fewer 
still could carry out the test necessary for the quanti
tative analysis with Dr. J. S. Haldane's apparatus, 
simple though it be.3 Moreover, the fallacies of the 

1 Report of Departmental Committee on Ventilation, 1902 
(Cd. 1J02), P· 104. 

I Ibid., p. IIO. I Ibitl., p. us. 
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" test " are not obvious, and an " airy " room is 
easily confused with a "big" room ... Accord~ng to 
the Departmental Committee the freshness • of the 
air in a room depends; broadly speaking; ." on the 
volume of fresh air introduced per person and per 
cubic foot of gas burnt" ; 1 but this test is not applied 
by the law except in a few specific cases, and ihe 
katathermometer is as yet unknown to the law. 

With regard to temperature in factories generally, Tempera
the law demands that it be " reasonable," 2 but the ture. 
interpretation is again left to individuals. It seems 
probable that by means of wet and dry bulb ther
mometers or the katathermometer simple scientific 
tests for a "reasonable" temperature will before long 
become generally accepted; meanwhile, the subjective 
test of comfort may be slightly more reliable than in 
questions of ventilation, although the alleged parti-
ality of the cotton spinners for high temperatures 
might cast a suspicion on their capabilities as judge·s 
of their own physical well-being. The law is definite 
with regard to limewashing, painting, or washing 
factory walls and ceilings, but the requirements that 
every factory be "kept in a cleanly state" and that 
"adequate means" be provided for draining floors 3 

again indicate the scope for individual interpretation 
of the law, while the question as to what is" sufficient 
and suitable," in the way of sanitary accommodation, 
in spite of the Order of February, 1903, still troubles 
those who deal with minimum requirements. 

Let us now consider the practice in regard to 
these matters. The legal standard may be regarded 
as depending largely upon individuals for interpreta
tion; and, while this is to some extent inevitable, 
it renders the task of inspectors and of those who 

1 Report of Departmental Committee on Ventilation, 1902 
(Cd. 1302), p. IOJ. 

1 1 Edw. vu. c. 22, s. 6 (1). In " men's workshops " it need 
not even be reasonable. 

1 1 Edw. vu. c. 22, s. 8 (r). 
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endeavour to co~orm with· the minimum require-
ments all the more difficult. Vagueness in statement 

· cannot produce precision in practice. On the other 
hand, a definite .statement may, as in the case of 
overcrowding, mislead the best-intentioned em
ploy~. .It· is the adjustment of all the conditions 
which is of practical importance. Cubic space, for 
example, must be considered in conjunction with 
means of ventilation-matters beyond the knowledge 
of the average employer. Experts must design the 
buildings and arrange the positions of machines and 
of workers. But this is not sufficient. The ventila
tion in wit be regulated, if not by experts, at least by 
responsible individuals. Difficulties arise frequently ; 
perhaps a worker objects that there is a draught, or, 
less frequently, that the air is close. Complaints such 
as these are not disregarded by the best employers, 
though they rarely receive sufficiently careful con
sideration. Workers do not always understand that it 
is for th~ common good that they are forbidden to 
touch windows or ventilators; it lookslikepettytyranny. 
Yet' the Departmental Committee on Ventilation 
advises that " a foreman or other person in each room 
should be made responsible." 1 It mentions also 
that "the freshness of the air can best be judged of 

·on entering the room from the outside air." The 
practice of "going round" the factory at least once 
a day is not uncommon among so-called " \V elfare 
Secretaries." Such a person could, subjectively, 
judge of the freshness of the air more easily than the 
foremen; and, while one visit a day is, of course, 
insufficient for regulating ventilation, general super
vision by a· trained observer can materially help the 
foremen in such matters. It is curious how little 
ventilating systems are understood even by managers 
of excellent factories; and, especially with mechanical 

a Report of Departmental Committee on Ventilation. 1902. 
p. III. . 
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systems, there seems frequently to be· no one to 
regulate and to adapt them to meet varying needs. · 
No generalisation is possible with regard to ventila-, 
tion-if it were, the law would ·probably be less 
vague. Windows, roof-ventilators, plenum · and 
exhaust systems; all have their uses. The plenum 
system has an advantage in that the air can be warmed, 
cooled, moistened, filtered, or directed .. as may be 
desired, but it is llable to be felt locally as a draught; 
exhaust ventilation is more diffuse, but there i~ the 
risk of drawing in air that is not pure. J'he only 
generalisation possible is that there is invariably need 
for the specialised attention of experts. A recent 
development which affects ventilation directly is 
the adoption of machinery driven from below instead 
of by overhead shafts and belts.1 The Departmental 
Committee of 1902 somewhat deprecated the use 
of overhead shafting, while now (191 5) scientists are 
inclined to think that such machinery may, be bene
ficial. The idea was that it short-circuited air 
currents; now it is believed to prevent heat-stagna
tion. For example, a factory which coverd!ve acres 
consists of one huge room, even the three hundred 
yards of road down its centre being in full view of the 
workers. In this particular case there is much over
head shafting and the question of ventilation is 
rather complex.1 Factories like this are not to be 
found in the centre of cities. The tendency to build 
factories out of town conduces towards the provision 
of pure air for the workers ; but there is a further 
tendency for the towns to follow the factories and, 
unless precautions are taken, there is no guarantee 
that a factory whose present isolation makes it "like 

I Office partitions, too, are commonly made lower than in 
former years, or abolished, and so movements of the air are less 
impeded. Psychological effects of these innovations are con
sidered in Chapter IV. 

1 Fresh air is distributed throughout by means of under-
ground ducts. · · 
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a fever hospital " (a director's description of a recently 
moved factory in which, owing to fear of fire, the 

. pepartments were widely separated by strips of garden) 
will not <me .day. be as closely built in as Saltaire 
is flow, some sixty years after its foundation. Indeed, 
the river and park hard by the Saltaire factory retain 
for it more open ground than seems likely to be retained 
in most cas~s. One employer's attempts at providing 
a pure atmosphere' for his workpeople have extended 
even as fat· as an open-air workroom. But this is 
likely to be of little general importance in a climate 
like that. of England, and even in warmer countries 
factory workers need protection from hot or dusty 
winds. Moreover, wind is distinctly trying for the 
workers even though it be neither excessively hot, 
nor cold, nor dusty; and in point of fact the work
room described by the factory inspector as " open 
air " can be closed in if need arise. Certain pro
cesses render the difficulties of ventilation peculiarly 
great. Dusty work, for example, demands special 
care. Powder-laden air is occasionally drawn through 
water, but there is more commonly a draught for 
withdrawing the dust. According to the factory 
inspector's report for 1913, in the excessively dusty 
process of flax-scotching, "the outlook at the present 
time is distinctly hopeful for the future." "One or 
two mills" are reported to be "well equipped with 
fans which effectively remove the light dust. Several 
occupiers intimated their intentions to visit these 
mills and to do their best to provide equally good 
plants. The problem, though pressing, is difficult 
by reason of its magnitude and of the defective 
knowledge and resources of those concerned." 1 "A 
number of examples of well-planned installations, 
which in practice have secured the desired results " 
with regard to " the removal of injurious dust and 
fumes" have been compiled by Sir Hamilton Freer-

• Factory RelJort for 1913, P.· 14. 
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Smith "for the information of manufacturers." 1 It 
seems surprising that with regard to bronzing, for 
example, certain factories, whose owners pr~de them-~. 
selves on their care of the workers~ health,. have not 
yet reached the standard suggested by Sir flamilton 
Freer-Smith in 1906: 

Lighting necessarily receives careful consideration Lightfug 
from employers in so far as it is essentialto the work1. 

and it is perhaps on account of this that the law does 
not impose any general regulations with regard to it. 
However, it needs consideration also from the point 
of view of the workers' sight; and practice ·varies 
greatly in this respect. There are factories in which 
workers improvise shades to protect their eres from 
the glare of a low light, which is necessary for their 
work, and there are factories in which the employers 
themselves carefully shade lights, even attempting 
to ascertain what light or what coloured globe best 
suits an individual worker. There seems as yet no 
certainty as to what artificial lights are best, or in 
what positions they prove most satisfactory. Small 
lights on the needles of sewing-machines, for example, 
are being adopted by some employers, while others 
are abandoning them as injurious to workers' eyes. 
With sunlight there seem to be two essentials, quantity 
and diffuseness. The farther north the factory, the 
greater the eagerness for light. There are factories 
with walls almost entirely of glass; to prevent glare 
these have to be shaded on at least two sides unless 
the glass is prismatic and diffuses the light in trans
mission. Roof-lights are becoming very common, 
and the top floor of a building is often splendidly 
lighted. The most effective form is probably the 
saw-toothed roof, with the glass facing north at the 
least angle such that no direct light can enter, even 
in summer. The glass then presents a maximum 
surface; and the fact that, in these latitudes, it can . 

• [Cd. 3223]. 1go6, p. S· etc. 
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,be sloped in ~uch a way that the rain will wash it, · 
is an additional advantage. It would seem that the · 

· ·principle of the saw-toothed roof is not understood 
'by . many of those responsible for its construction. 
A biscuit fact~ry in the north of England, for example, 
has a saw-toothed roof in which only about one- · 
third of the surface is of glass and half of that faces 
south. The light may therefore fall directly on the 
work, and has to be shut out or else permitted to 
dazzle tl!.e eyes of the workers. 

Cleanliness. Few factories can he considered ideal as far as 
cleanliness is concerned. \Vails are often glazed, and 
so can readily be washed ; hut floors present special 
difficulties. Two hundred and fifty-three workshops of 
various trades were examined in Birmingham,1 and it 
was found that the floors of half of them had never 
been washed. Washing wooden floors is said to be 
of doubtful benefit-it is seldom a thorough cleansing, 
and it makes the floor rough, and a harbour for 
dirt; moreover, the labour entailed is serious. The 
first ·alternative is to have concrete floors, but they 
are not comfortable for the workers. Attempts 
have been made to use low wooden platforms or 
gratings on concrete floors, but these are not particu
larly comfortable, nor are they much better than 
wooden floors from the point of view of cleanliness, 
though of great service in damp places. Rubber 
floors are made, and there are many coverings for 
floors; but their cost is prohibitive. A floor which 
costs less than wood block floors and is seamless, 
fireproof, vermin-proof, and warm to the feet, is 
now made by several firms, the principal ingredient 
being magnesite. At first some difficulty was experi
enced in laying these floors, but they now appear to 
be giving satisfaction. Some such flooring might 
become general if sufficient attention were directed 
to the importance of this matter, but "the proper 

1 Factory Inspector's Report fot:. 1913, p. 4· 
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·. laying and draining of floors does not receive the 
· attention of architects and builders that it should." 1 

Factories in which floors are washed every week: 
are not common. In one factory some floors are· 
scrubbed every day, and the floor of each department 
is scrubbed once a week. This, of course, necessitates 
the employment of a special cleaning staff, and, though 
some employers of very good standing say it would 
" make their hair stand on end " 'if they had to 
employ a cleaning staff, there seems to be a movement 
in this direction. There are, of course, pros and cons. 
In favour of every worker doing his own little bit of 
cleaning, it may be urged that it makes a legitimate 
break in an otherwise monotonous task, and that 
individual responsibility for cleanliness is beneficial 
to the character of the workers. In favour of a 
special staff, on the other hand, it may be contended 
that a factory in which it exists generally looks and 
is cleaner than one in which the work is unspecialised, 
and working in a spotless workroom is at least as 
beneficial to character as hastily " taking off the worst" 
or " keeping the dirt under "-which frequently 
appears to be all that is done, even in "good" 
factories. The wealthier classes would be loth to 
admit that their love of cleanliness was less than that 
of those responsible for keeping their homes clean. 
As to the break in the monotonous task, more pleasing 
relief than cleaning floors can be found if desired. 
As a rna tter of fact, a cleaning staff is coming to be 
regarded as a necessary part of a large factory establish
ment. It may be urged that this work of cleaning will 
not be an acceptable task, and that there will appear 
in factories a kind of" domestic problem," comparable 
with that which has agitated the minds of house
holders for years past. There are, however, many 
indications to the contrary. First, the members of 
the cleaning staff of a factory have recognised hours, 

1 Factory Inspector's Report for 1913, p. 4-
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recognised standing, and the possibility of congenial 
companionship. Cleaners take a distinct pride in the 
appearance of the factory, and often display a marked 
·degree Qf interest in the business. Men as w·ell as 
women are employed, and in some cases a distinctive 
uniform suggests special responsibility. 

Drainage. Drainage· is a very important matter, but is of 
such a highly technical character that competent 
consideration of it is necessarily limited to experts. 
Practically, workers become conscious of the presence 
of drains only when they are out of order; and even 
then, those who are !!Ccustomed to a polluted atmo
sphere are slow to realise that anything is amiss. 
Local health authorities have control in this matter, 
as it. is recognised as liable to affect the health of 
the n~i~hbourhood, and to need constant expert 
superVIsiOn. 

General ap- More and more attention is being devoted to the 
pearance. appearance of factories, both without and within; 

and though huge blocks of blatantly useful buildings 
and long rows of hideous saw-toothed roofs still mark 
the spots where industry is making good progress, 
here and there are structures not devoid of taste, nor 
destructive of all dreams of rest. Even saw-toothed 
roofs can be rendered unobtrusive, without much 
additional cost, and one is all the more pleased to find 
excellent lighting in a building which has not pro
claimed from afar the method of its illumination. 
It is difficult to understand why architects do not 
insist more emphatically on the importance of their 
art. One architect, responsible for the designs of 
several northern factories, ·frankly admitted that he 
had not planned to make them beautiful without 
or within, though he said many improvements in 
appearance, and possibly in comfort, could have been 
made with practically no additional expense. At the 
same time, there is a certain straining after splendour ; 
some factories have exteriors and entrance halls which 
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suggest amusement or luxury rather than monotonous 
toil. It is unfortunately true that, it;l a factory 
approached by marble steps between growing plants, 
one may find in a remote corner a woman, working 
in a galvanised iron shed, half suffocated. by the fumes 
which enter from another room.1 Underground 
workrooms, moreover, are still found in factories which 
value their good name highly.1 Rooms in most 
large and growing factories appear to be of .unequal 
merit. In one, a splendid room, specially mentioned 
by the director's wife as. healthy and delightful for 
the workers, was in fact used merely as a storeroom. 
Public opinion is of great importance to many large 
employers; and externals readily appeal to casual 
observers. Some of the residents in a provincial town 
petitioned their council with regard to a certain 
factory which they considered a public nuisance ; · 
the owner was practically forced to do something 
to conciliate them, and this is said to explain why 
charming garden plots have recently sprung up in 
the factory precincts. Some factory gardens certainly 
have an obtrusiveness which suggests that they con· 
cern the public more nearly than the employees. 

The growing practice of using the processes of 
manufacture for ·advertisement has undoubtedly 
influenced the· internal architectural structure of 
workrooms. The most obvious examples of this are 
to be found in visitors' observation galleries, which 
are sometimes very simple, but, in at least one case, 
very elaborate. A broad entrance decorated with 
palms leads directly to a broad bridge which extends 
from end to end above the middle of the room, but 
leads nowhere. The processes being carried on in the 
room below can be watched with ease, and the whole 
presents a charming picture. Probably, however, this. 
attempt to please the public results in the room's 

1 ''Only when the wind is in the north," says the manag-er. 
1 Factory Report for 1913, p. + 
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being pleasanter to work in than most of its kind, 
and there should be no more objection on the part 
of the workers to being watched at their work than 
there is among the members of an orchestra. 
Certainly visitors are disliked by some factory workers, 
but this may be because they frequently make remarks 
which the workers consider insulting. Still, in most 
cases, the latter like to explain their work and to talk 
about it. In workrooms designed for show purposes 
the visitors are kept at such distanc~s that they 
cannot speak to the workers, and this, while doubtless 
a necessary measure when the public are to be admitted 
in large numbers and at frequent intervals, detracts 

· from the personal importance of the individual 

Supervision 
of work
rooms by· 
WeUare 

_ Secretaries 

workers. . 
Plants and flowers are by no means confined to 

factories which cater for visitors. .They are there 
to make the workrooms pretty, and their presence 
shows that workers are considered responsive to 
beauty. Sometimes gardeners are employed to 

·Jook after the plants and to change them weekly. 
Plants and pictures are possibly the most obvious 
of the decorations introduced, but attention is given 
to the general aspect of workrooms, and even machin
ery is sometimes arranged with thought as to its 
appearance. A room which is unobstructed from 
the workers' heads to the ceiling is much more restful 
than one crossed and recrossed by shafts and stays. 
These can often be avoided, and, as mentioned above,1 

there seems to be a decided tendency in this direction. 
It may safely be said that in many factories attempts 
are being made to make workrooms beautiful, even 
though they are not used as means of advertisement. 

We may now briefly consider certain workroom 
arrangements before passing on to those rooms pro
vided expressly for the workers' comfort. The \Velfare 
Secretary, or the official (whatever the name) to 
whom is entrusted the supervision _of the employees, 
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usually has a general supervision of the workrooms, . 
· and the most capable officers have' a very thorough 
knowledge of the work which is carried on. Personal 
experience of work is not carried very far in England, · 
-probably not so far as in America,-but it is an necessitates 

important factor in producing an intelligent interest ~~~ge 
in the individual tasks. One sometimes finds in charge of the work,. 

of a \V elfare Department men and women who have 
been employed in other capacities in the factory; but 
Welfare Secretaries seem generally to have had little 
or no previous factory experience, and comparatively 
few of them attempt to gain any direct knowledge 
of the various processes. This suggests a certain 
lack of thoroughness for which it is hard to find a 
reason in the case of many earnest and enthusiastic 
officers. . Possibly class distinction may have some-
thing to do with the seeming reluctance to work 
side by side with the " hands " ; but this reason, if 
it exist, must, as a rule, be sub-conscious.1 The 
officers really endeavour to understand what is going 
on, and some of them have been· able to suggest 
numerous little alterations in the arrangement of 
work or even in mechanical appliances. Sometimes . 
they do not realise how partially their theories are and its 

· d · · b th · · general carne mto practice, not ecause ey are.Impractlc- application. 
able, but because of the inertia of custom. The most 
glaring examples of discomfort are removed, but unless 
the secretary personally insists on the complete carry-
ing out of the idea it will go no farther. One finds 
an improvement made in the working of one machine, 
and others, to which the ~ame principle might be 
applied, still worked as before. For example, take The Welfare 

the feeding of a self-acting machine, than which no=~
more monotonous task can be imagined. In one sider the 

effect on the 
workers of 

1 In one case a factory worker has been given a position (1) machine!~, 
of responsibility comparable with that of a Welfare Secretary, 
and it is noteworthy that she lacks assurance in placing her 
opinions before the managers. 
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factory several meclianical feeds had been introduced, 
but there were still many cases in which the task was 
left to human beings. A further rather striking 
example was that of a factory in which the girl's 
position on a certain machine was considered de
rogatory to her modesty. The machine was altered; 
·and the old and the new arrangements were photo
graphed and displayed with some pride. Mean
while other similar machines continued to be used 
in the same factory, and seemingly there was no 

. immediate intention of altering them. 
Of course it would be almost impossible for one 

person to become proficient in every branch of an 
industry carried on in even one factory ; but some 
measure of personal experience of the work would be 

(a) guards, advantageous. The use of guards, for instance, is 
urged continually ; but the discomfort of those 
guards is not understood. Consider the guards, 
which are supposed to be worn over the faces of 
workers in aerated-water works. Girls say that they 
see the grating even after they take off the guards, 
if they use them all day ; and, seemingly, most of 
them prefer to take the sporting chance of being 
blinded for life. Guards are often far more than an 
annoyance or a hindrance ; they may be positively 
harmful. To one who does not realise the temptation 
it is surprising how often they are dodged. Some
times ·the only objection to them is that they make 
the work slower, which could be met by a rise in piece
rates. In such cases it is often possible to make the 
guard and machine interdependent, and so force on 
the workers the use of the guards. But there are 
physiological or psychological objections to some 
guards, and it may be that the workers are wise in 
dreading them more than the danger they are meant 
to avert. Certainly there appears to be ample scope 

. for intelligent study of the objections to them. 
Ambulances are fitted up in ~any factories, and 
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first-aid cupboards are quite common.1 Frequently~«: pro

there are certificated men or women in each depart- =~~ c;)d 
ment, and in some cases these are paid small annual first-.aid 
sums by way of recognition. In a number of the appliances. 

larger factories there are trained nurses always in 
attendance. There are small casualty rooms with 
boiling water and all necessary appliances ready. In 
some factories every scratch or bruise must be re-
ported to the officer, who immediately records· the 
time of the accident, its nature, and probable effects. 
\Vorkers dislike reporting mere ~cratches, but it is 
considered a wise precaution, and factory records 
show decided decreases in blood-poisoning after 
more stringent regulations have • come into force. 
Much stricter account of accidents is kept in the 
best factories than the law requires. As usual, the 
effect of this is many-sided. A man who is con-
tinually meeting with slight accidents is considered 
likely to have a serious accident some day. It is a 
rough psychological test ; and in some factories men 
are liable to be dismissed if they have an unwarranted . 
number of petty accidents. This of course i_ntensi-
fies their dislike of reporting. The broad question 
of accident insurance is equally complicated, and 
among good employers opinions are conflicting with 
regard to the attitude which should be adopted 
towards employers' mutual insurance. Some em-
ployers pay premiums and then help their workers, 
as far as they can, to recover from the insurance 
company. They say that this tends to keep the 
treatment of employees impartial, and, in effect, 
obtains expert consideration of every ·accident.; it 
makes it to the employer's interest to keep risk as- low 
as possible, but not to ·cut down compensation in 
any individual ~ase. On the other hand, it is urged 
by certain employers that it is inhuman to leave an 
injured man or his relatives to the tender ~ercies of 

1 Vide Appendix X. 
8 
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a company whose only desire is not to pay or to pay 
as little as possible. . 

and (4) 6re- The question of fire-escapes is much simpler, and 
escapes. in many factories legal requirements in this respect 

are far outrun. Fire-drills are by no means un
common ; some factories have at least one a week. 
The workers file out and in in a very few minutes. 
Comparisons between factories in this connection are 
worthless, hut the workers in one huge department can 
cease work, leave the building by one door, return by 
another, and resume work within, say, two minutes. 
The discipline of the department is not impaired, 
and the orderly break is by some considered to be 
of benefit both individually and collectively. There 
are in many· factories more or less elaborate fire 
brigades, engines, and so . on, but general fire-drills 
directly affect the greatest number of people. Fire
drills seem impracticable in some cases, because of 
the interference with work, hut where; the work is 
largely manual they can be carried out without much 
inconvenience in factories whose fire- escapes are 
adequate. 

Lan.tories 
demand 
special care 
in arrange
ment 

LAVATOIUES AND CLOAK.-Jt.OOMS 

Tlios~ concerned with the welfare of workers 
necessarily devote much attention to the considera
tion of lavatories. The best to be found in factories 
are as good as modem practice permits, but their 
position and their supervision need much care. Diffi
culties with regard to position cannot be treated in 
any· general way ; very rarely are lavatories placed 
so that their entrance cannot be observed ; and if 
they are so placed, some recognised supervision 
becomes essential. Some people say that the task · 
of supervising lavatories is not work that a responsible 
person will willingly undertake ; and this is made the 
excuse, even in good factories, _for allowing public 
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or semi-public supervision as a check upon waste of 8.!1~ super
time. In some factories, however, the supervision VISJon. 

of dressing-rooms and lavatories forms part of the 
work of a woman who in addition sews (mending 
uniforms, for example) or keeps records of various 
kinds. There seems to be no insurmountable diffi-
culty in obtaining a suitable person fm; such duties, and 
yet one may find that, even in a factory where excellent 
rest-rooms and lavatories are provided, girls have to 
hand their checks to a man before entering and 
receive them from him on their return. In one 
very striking example of this kind the explanation 
may be that there is not a woman in any position of 
authority in the factory. In one or two other cases 
it is curious how much more particular the workers 
are than those who make arrangements for them; 
and the fact th~t no complaints are voiced is by 
no means a guarantee that the former are satisfied. 
They will hesitate continually in matters of this 
kind, and a woman's oversight is therefore especially 
necessary. \Vorkers, articulating grievances, may 
complain of wages when what troubles them is poor 
lavatory accommodation. An example of the· extra
ordinary inconsistency of some well-meaning. em-
ployers may be given here. A dining-room, where 
about one hundred girls dined daily and where a 
cook and her assistants worked, was entirely without 
lavatory accommodation in connection with it. The 
factory proper was closed during the dinner hour ; 
yet not one of the workers dared mention such a 
grievance to the supposedly benevolent employer. . 

Waste of time is a terror to employers; but Re~ati?ns 
many attempt to avoid it in thoughdess, if not cruel, :ss:c:n~:t 
ways. To pay a respectable wage to a respectable sati;sfy the 

·woman for supervising lavatories and conveniences::;:~:. 
would not be difficult or dangerous to an employer, and tht; 
but the benefits to the workers are scarcely realised ~~~h~mence 
by anyone who has not personal knowledge of the workers." 
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misery caused by such conditions as are described by 
a lady factory inspector in 'the report for 1913. 
"There is no doubt," she says, "that glass panels 
in doors, commoner still, no doors, no bolts, no pro
vision for privacy, is all calculated to 'prevent 
waste of time,' and it is a pathetic comment on 
employment that there should be this improper 
supervision and control of decent and respectable 
women. That they do sometimes stay longer than 
is necessary in these places is of course well known 
to me, but to my thinking it only shows how great 
the strain is on women and girls that they should 

. desire rest so obtained. • • • Proper conveniences 
and the supervision of a nice woman," she adds, 
"would do away with all the drawbacks which em
ployers foresee in complying with the standard laid 
down in the Order of the Secretary of State so long 
ago as 1903." 1 It was disconcerting to find in 1914 
a "social secretary" substituting clear. glass panels 
for the wooden ones in cloak-room walls, and though 
this is hardly comparable with the horrible condi
tions described by H.M. Inspector, it betokens a 
lamentable· failure to realise the modesty of the 
workets, which is doubtless as sincere as that of 
educated women, though its expression may be very 
different. 

Cloak-rooms Supervision of lavatories can be very well com
are compul- bined with supervision of cloak-rooms, and this is 
soryonlyin 
a few cases, done in many cases. The law requires cloak-rooms 
~!e~;ot only in a comparatively few factories.1 Many em
provided. players provide accommodation voluntarily, but in 

man>:" up-to-date factories cloak-rooms· are con-

• Factory Report for 1913, p. 81. 
a Cloak-rooms must be provided in accumulator works, 

chromatic, horsehair, paint and colour, and white lead works; 
also where bronzing, explosives making, flax spinning and 
weaving, lead smelting, litharge making, red or orange lead 
making, tinning, vitreous enamelling, and yarn heading are 
carried on, and in cotton cloth factories a.nd potteries. 
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' . spicuous by their absence, and workers' garments are 
to be seen hanging in the workrooms. Various 
reasons are given for this arrangement, or lack of 
arrangement. Some employers say that the workers 
are so untidy that they hesitate to give them a room 
for their exclusive use; some, that the girls prefer to 
keep their discarded garmentr. within sight while at 
work, and so avoid loss; and some, that workers will 
not use accommodation provided. The workers them
selves often complain of the time occupied in going 
to and from a cloak-room and in extracting their 
garments amidst a hustling throng.1 In one large, s!>~e s_uper
well-fitted cloak-room the number of paper wrappings ;~~d:d15 

left about on Monday morning, when clean overalls ' 
. were donned, was quite enough to indicate the need 

for super\'ision. In that case women were employed 
to clear up after the girls left the room; but in 
others it has been found that thegirls will themselves 
deposit their waste paper in receptacles conveniently 
placed. Sometimes it has been considered advisable but con- . , 
t 't · 1 t t th 1 k t siderationot o perm1 no g1r o en er e c oa -rooms excep the workers' 
those specially told off to receive the garments handed ~onveni~nce 
to them and to place them in the space :rp.arked with 15 essen~al 
the owner's number. This necessitates numerous 
assistants or monitors, who are allowed to leave the 
workrooms somewhat before the others. It does 
not seem a plan capable of wide adoption, but it is 
very efficiently carried out in one or two instances. 
In one factory the girls pass through the cloak-rooms ~a.rlous de
from end to eng and take their garments from the I;~-::::i. 

1 Miss M. Galway, general secretary of the Textile Operatives 
Society of Ireland, said a factory girl told her that " they have 
a cloak-room at the end of the spinning room, and it is kept 
beautifully clean-washed out twice a week and disinfected ; 
the employer pays the girls and they pay a work girl a shilling • 
a week, and she brings all the clothes out and leaves them on a 
table at the end of the room so that each worker as she leaves 
work can pick up her clothes and walk out without any rush. 
That is the best idea I have heard yet" (Departmental Com
mittee on Humidity and Ventilation, 1914, p. II). 



as various 
difficulties 
have arisen. 
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pegs as th~y ·pass. This seems especially convenient 
when they are leaving.. The rush is usually less at 
the beginning than at the end of the work-period. 
In one factory corridors are used as cloak-rooms, and, 
apart from the question of supervision (which is 
important), seem quite convenient. The pegs must 
be placed so as to permit of the garments hanging 
freely without touching each other. The most 
elaborate cloak-rooms are those in which each worker 
has a locker, with room for hat, cloak, and shoes. 
The lockers are usually made of metal mesh (wire
netting, for example), and the rooms are heated when 
necessary. The best cloak-rooms are far in advance 
of the worst, but the law, as already pointed out, is 
nearly silent on the matter. Cloak-rooms of a sort 
are becoming common, especially in food manu
facturing industries. The whole question is much 
more complex than it appears at first sight--space, 
cleanliness, dryness, even the social distinctions 
between workers of various grades, must be taken 
into consideration, as well as time and the safety of 
the articles deposited. In some factories where no 
cloak-rooms are provided there may be seen in work
rooms lockers of small dimensions (a few inches each 
way), in which the workers place any special treasures 
for safety during work-hours. It seems to be true 
that workers will use good cloak-rooms and will even 
care for their tidiness ; but in many cases the ac
commodation provided is not of the kind they desire 

cloak-rooms or will use. Racks for drying wet foot-wear, for 
~notbe instance, are not likely to be utilised by workers who 
n cannot afford a change of shoes. It is interesting to 

note that, in the Factory Report for 1913, male 
inspectors, "without exception," comment upon 
the workers' "want of appreciation for the cloak
room accommodation provided in Cotton Cloth 
Factories." In one case only eighteen pegs out of 

unless the 
workers 
find them 
suitable. 

sixty were in use, and the work~' clothing was in 
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the weaving shed. This is considered " extremely 
disappointing," but it is very probable that if the 
workers themselves were consulted they. would find 
some way of making convenient cloak-rooms. 

Very often those whose social standard is con- The Welfare 

sidered superior fail to appreciate the necessity for~~~ 
treating with respect wishes of the workers which fully respect 

th hi A f 1 the workers' appear to em mere w ms. coat, or examp e, feelings 
may be a mark of social distinction. Between a • 
shawl and a coat there may be other, and subder, 
differences than the obvious ones. Only coats are 
worn by middle-class dames, and only shawls obviate 
the necessity for hats. The question of appearances 
cannot be considered of less importance to a" factory · 
girl " than to a " society girl " ; it is possibly of 
greater importance, as a factory girl is estimated almost 
entirely by her appearance. Any interference with it while . 

by an uncompr~ending" superior" is therefore Jik~y ~~:~~g. 
to cause trouble. In a north of England town one strike their 

"b d h f th "al b" d standards. I was attn ute tot e act at a socr secretaryo Jecte 
to the girls' wearing open-work stockings .. Few social 
secretaries would make so bad a mistake as ~is ; its 
sequel was the disappearance of the rash secretary. 
Workers will not tamely submit to an obvious inter-
ference with an accepted standard, even though it 
be only a copy of the idiosyncrasies of those who are 
traditionally "their betters". A standard cannot 
be destroyed, but it may be transformed ; and a 
social secretary may even determine the direction of 
the change, but only if it is treated with due respect •. 
To be effective, a standard must be set up by those 
who accept it ; the utmost that an outsider can do 
efficiendy is to present alternatives. Ready-made 
ideals do not fit. 

MESS-ROOMS 

Perhaps of greater importance than the provision Dining

of cloak-rooms is that of dining-rooms. In some ~~a:= 
factories, 
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cases it is dangerous for the workers to partake of 
food in workrooms,1 and it can never be considered 
desirable. Yet many workers prefer to 'have their 
meals on the premises~ for often there is no con
venient place in the neighbourhood and, on wet days 
especially, the' streets do not present an inviting 
prospect. This fact does not escape the notice of 
.employers, and in 1912 the Principal Lady In-

and are pro· spector could say, " many employers and an increasing 
i'~~:!:i:tg number are on their own initiative making provision 

'numbers. of go'od mess-rooms ..•• This in itself tends to 
spread desire among workers for so important an aid 
to health in other places." 1 According to the 
Factory Inspector's Report for 1913, "the admirable 
examples set in a small minority of cases by employers 
have • • • told in bringing the question [of mess
rooms] forward, and .•• many employers are 
readier to consider the matter whe:p :extending their 
undertakings than they ever were before, and are 
thus ready for any amendment of the law· in this 
matter •••• While the cases, even now to be found, 
where perfectly cooked food from a well-planned and 
liberal dietary is supplied at cost prices in a good 
dining-room, will probably always remain exceptional, 
there seems no reason to despair of seeing in the 
future everywhere a reasonable provision of cleanly, 

tIt is only in such cases that the Secretary of State has 
power (under section 78 of the Factory Act of 1901) to enforce 
Regulations for the provision of dining-rooms. The following 
Regulations applicable to the Manufacture of Paints and 
Colours (January 25, 1907) may serve as an example: 

·~ 8 The occupier shall provide and maintain for the use 
of all persons employed in lead process and at the roller mills . • • 
a dinmg-room, unless all workers leave the factory during meal 
hours." "9· No person shall be allowed to introduce, keep, prepare, 
or partake of any food, drink (other than a medicine provided 
by the occupier and approved by the Certifying or Appointed 
Surgeon), or tobacc? ~n any room in which a lead proces~ is carried 
on. Suitable provlSlon shall be made for the depos1t of food 
brought by persons employed." · 

• Factory Report £or 1912, p. 126. 
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properly-cared-for, and suitable rest-rooms where 
workers can eat and quietly consume the food they 
bring with them." 1 

But there are difficulties which must be faced. Unforeseen 
Even where mess-rooms are demanded by law and difficultimties 

• some es 
proVIded by employers, they are not always used. p~venttheir 
This is attributed not " to any stubbornness on the bemg used. 

part of the men, but to a sensitiveness in exposing 
their frugal meal to the gaze of their more fortunate 
fellow-workers." 1 They prefer to eat their food 
in secret-even at the risk of lead-poisoning. This 
very real difficulty cannot be overcome by supplying 
differently priced foods, for the man who can only 
spare 4-d. per day is still contrasted with the man who 
spends 6d. To make meals part of wages or to make 
compulsory deductions from wages for food is illegal, 
and the attendant dangers are too great to be over-
looked. Even with the "written consent" of the 
workers, a uniform deduction is unsatisfactory. 
Differences of meals rouse the curiosity of factory 
workers very readily and, since they generally indicate 
corresponding differences in economic standing, they 
are of considerable significance. No way of com-
pletely overcoming this difficulty can be suggested, 
except the Utopian granting of ample means to all.1 

Yet mess-rooms are used by men and women, 
girls and boys; and it is significant that employers' 
complaints as to non-use of the rooms they provide 
seem to come chiefly from quarters where such rooms 
are obligatory by law, and may therefore be con-
sidered as of minimum desirability. Speaking of There is 

mess-rooms in the Northern Division, a factory ~!ty in 

1 Factory Report for 1913, p. 81. 
• Ibid., p. 48. 
• Free dinners are occasionally given to wockers whose 

circumstances seem to the \\'elfare Secretary to warrant it; 
and a tactful secretary arranges for dinner checks to be given 
privately to sucb persons, so that the fact that they receive 
help in this way may not be observed. 

the kind of 
dining-room 
provided: 
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inspector divides them into two groups: (1) those 
to which workers can bring their own food, and 
(2) restaurants. The former " are often not satis
factory; the accommodation provided is frequently 
found to be unattractive, and the rooms bare, ill
kept, and comfortless. In the restaurants the arrange
ments are usually much superior, and the food is 
supplied at a wonderfully cheap rate." 1 Dining
rooms are to be found in great numbers and almost 
endless variety, though a likeness is noticeable between 
the dining-rooms of widely separated factories belong
ing to the same employer and also between those of 
neighbouring firms. Both good and bad examples 
are followed. The most homelike dining-rooms 
seen were repeated on a larger scale in another of 
the same firm's factories ; and a most cumbersome 
method of book-keeping evolved by one firm is to be 
found in use by another in the same tqwn.1 

i~ the first In its first stage the dining-rool;ll of a factory is 
stage, merely merely a place--possibly a part of a workroom 
aroomor 'll .. d ff I . . 
partofa partta y part1t10ne o . none qmte unpretentiOus 
room. factory such a place was described as " the dining

~oom," and then C!lme an explanatory addition
" where the girls take their hats off." _Such a dining
room does not inspire much enthusiasm, and when the 
hands are expected to keep it tidy they often dodge 
the duty or avoid the use of the place altogether as 
jar as possible. A· large unlovely, comfortless shed 
used as a dining-room in one factory was described 
by the matron as hopeless; even her suggestions, 

which is not labelled large on obtrusive posts, to the effect that 
greatlY: t d girls were expected to behave there " as at home," 
apprec1a e l d' d Th f h by the were power ess to prevent 1sor er. e act t at 
wor~ers, the plac~ was not like their homes seemed to have 

escaped her notice. If one lives with factory hands, 
sharing their rooms and their inconveniences, one is 

s Factory Report for 1913, p. 8. 
• Vide Appendix IX. _ 
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repeatedly astonished at their devotion to cleanliness 
and ·order. Their rooms may be stuffy and small 
and never perfectly tidy, but the amount of energy 
expended on them is out of all proportion to the 
apparent result. To take girls from homes where, 
by dint of much labour, only partial success can be 
obtained, to put them in a dining-room which nothing 
could make attractive, and to ask them to keep it in 
perfect order is to court failure. There is the differ
ence between hope and despair in the behaviour 
of girls in a well-appointed dining-room and the 
behaviour of the same girls in a shed. The girls 
who romped in the latter, who tossed food about, 
who threw paper on the floor, and used· utensils in 
ways for which they were never intended, became, 
by mere transference to a fine mess-room, orderly 
and decorous. The mess-room was not perfect, 
and the attendance was limited (the girls washed their 
own cups, etc.),~.but the matron said she had had no· 
cause of complaint about these very girls whom before 
she had considered hopeless. It is doubtless true in; contrast 
that side by side with this change there had been ::;~::~ter 
others, but there seems to be ample evidence that ments; · 

manners depend very largely on environment. It 
may be that, when an employer provides a dining-
room, the workers expect it to be better than any-
thing to which they have been accustomed ; their 
standard for their employer may be high, and their 
methods of expressing dissatisfaction crude. But 
that they are not merely imposing a fictitious 
standard upon a generous employer is shown by the 
fact that in the dining-rooms provided by co-operators, 
largely in the control of the employees who use · 
them, the standard is commonly higher than in those 
of private companies, though it never rises to that of 
the best dining-rooms to be found in factories. . th d 

I . d h d" . f f m e secon n 1ts secon stage t e mmg-room o a actory stage, 
has some arrangements for warming food and making faciliti~s for 

. , prepanng 
food. 
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tea-a gas-ring and ~ettle, perhaps, in the most 
primitive case. A few of the hands may be told off 
to prepare the room for the others some minutes 
before the dinner-hour, and for such services may be 
paid a time rate if piece-workers, or may receive a 
special bonus at stated intervals. 

In the third The next stage may be considered that in which 
stage some- • 1 d lei 1 k f th di . one i~ ap- someone lS emp oye so y to oo a ter e nmg 
pointt;d to arrangements, -but there are many ways in which this 
supenntend • d Th · 1 · hi h del arrange- lS one. e s1mp est lS not ng more t an a e-
ments. gation to one person of the duties performed by the . 

girls themselves in earlier stages-" hotting up " the 
food brought, boiling kettles, "mashing tea," clearing 
up papers and scraps, and so on. In addition to a 
small payment for such service some employers permit 
the attendant to sell food for profit .. This is almost 
equivalent to lending the dining-room for use as an 
ordinary shop or restaurant. It is probably con
venient to the workers at'times, but it is of the nature 
of a monopoly for the shopkeeper, and he has a direct 
interest in his own profits and none in the workers as 
such. One such shopkeeper in the factory of well
intentioned employers remarked that it was necessary 
to make the food " look a lot for the money " if one 
wanted to sell it. 

a duty often An advance is made when the Welfare Depart-
undertaken • elf 1 h 1" · h · bytheWel- ment 1ts contro s t e supp 1es Wlt a v1ew to pro-
fare Depart- viding suitable food. The ways in which this is done 
ment. d th d f . h hi h . an e egrees o success Wit w c 1t meets are 

again various, and they depend very largely upon the 
individual in charge of the department as well as the 
aims of the employers.1 · 

Thedetailed The tables and seats in factory dining-rooms are 
:.!~J~£ of many kinds. Attempts have been made to use 
such dining- movable tables-tables whose tops can be swung so 
:ri~~e as to serve as backs of seats when the room is used 

for entertainments, or tables which can be packed 
1 This subject is discussed in Chapt~r IV. Part II. 
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away when the room is wanted for dancing or for 
games. It is noticeable that, where the workers 
have most voice in the management of the mess
room (for example in Co-operative dining-rooms), 
there tend to be more comfortable seats (chairs in 
place of forms, for example), and also more home
like tables, with cloths in place of smooth washable 
tops-indeed, tablecloths are only possible when the 
workers take a decided interest in keeping them clean 
and in decent condition. In one or two factories 
may be found red or green cloths, and vases of 
flowers on the tables when they are not in use for 
meals. Such rooms are made very attractive, and can 
be quite free from any suggestion of places of toil. In 
one case the factory dining-room somewhat resembles 
a picture gallery, the walls of the large room being 
hung with part of a director's collection of paintings. 
It is noteworthy that the better the rooms the fewer 
the complaints as to the behaviour of the employees. 
In some dining-rooms the girls are waited on by a 
staff of waitresses, but the advantages of this are 
dubious. The provision of books in places of ready 
access appears to be greatly appreciated, though some 
may question the advantage to be derived from poring 
over their pages during the short dinner- hour. 
Where books are supplied the workers seem to take 
great care of them. In one case it was reported that 
not one book had ever been lost-goods were some
times missed from the factory, but from the dining
room never. The employers at that factory scorn 
the idea of "Welfare Work," and the homely dining
room seems to be largely the result of engaging a 
homely woman as matron. She said she found no 
difficulty in keeping the girls' tablecloths clean, but 
she had not succeeded very well with the men, whose 
bared arms found resting-places on the tables. 

The final step in the development of the factory 
dining-room may be considered that in which it is 
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In its final used as a domestic training school for the factory 
~g!!m girls. This stage· is not completed in any factory, 
iscombined but several show··indications of movement in this 
~th:h:;n- direction. That aspect of the question is considered 
for the further in connection with education,1 and the value 
~~ry of food is discussed in relation to physical well-

being.• . 
~~cost of The cost of the rooms themselves is rarely, if ever, 
~:,'~~-:1:' covered by payments from the workers, and dining-
various room charges (apart from payments for "food) are 
wa~ rather the exception than the rule, and are usually 

found in the less elaborate attempts.• Workers are 
sometimes asked to pay a penny per week for the use 
·of the room and hot water. In some cases the mess
rooms and rest-rooms are run somewhat on club 
lines, and only members are allowed to use them. • 
The subscriptions are n~essarily very low-a shilling 
per quarter perhaps-and vary with the standing of 
the employee and the class of accommodation to which 
he or she is entitled-

u estab- In contrast with factory dining-rooms, and in no 
lished for d elf 1. th dinin philan- wav to be considere as W are \Vor...., are e · · g-
thropic th r~ms sometimes provided in the neighbourhood of 
::S:Stsidc( factories by people desiring to assist the workers. 
~~~of To judge by the numbers who use them they are 
Work. welcome, but they tend to relieve the employer of 

the responsibility for his workers of which \V elf are 
Work is the expression. Doubtless they are of im
mediate benefit to workers, but in the long run they 

and tend to must, if they last, lower the wage-standard. It is 
Iowa: wages. possibly for this reason that many an employer is 

willing to subscribe to a dining-room for cheap good 
1 Post, p. 236. 
• Post, pp. 188 el seqq. 
• One large firm which does not supply food, but which 

arranges for '' preparing .. food brought by the men, estimates 
the cost of the room at £100 per annum (Document of British 
Institute of Social Service). 

· • In some cases factory workers object to the use of the 
name !! Common Room .. for a room set apart for their use. 
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dinners in his neighbourhood when he would not 
venture to run one in connection with his own 
factory. · .. • 

The standard of mess-rooms varies almost in
finitely ; but all those provided voluntarily by 
employers may be regarded as experiments towards 
improving working conditions. It is for this reason 
that the Principal Lady Factory Inspector. in 1914-
welcomes, "as an advance on last year," the erection 
of three or four "wooden huts" on fish-curing plots, 
though they are only '' about 9 feet square," and their 
outfits comprise only " a stove, kettle, cups, etc., a 
few pegs for clothes and some barrels for seats." 1 

REST-ROOMS, ETC. 

In considering rest-rooms it is necessary to unde~- Rest~rooms 
stand the needs they are intended to satisfy. These provlde for 

fall into two main groups-emergency needs and (1) emer
those of ordinary routine, which, though less con~ gencyneeds 

spicuous, are probably far more important. · In 
cases of sickness or accident it is obviously advan..: 
tageous to have a room where the patient 'canoe 
treated, and in cases of slight indisposition an hour's 

1 Factory Report for 1914, p. 96. A curious introduction 
of the u domestic problem " into industrial surroundings suggests 
itself as a result of a matron's scheme for a house in which 
her assistants--cooks and maids--could live. · She believed it 
would make a smaller staff possible, as she " could get some 
hours' work in the morning," she said; the meals would be 
good and entail practically no additional cost; moreover, she 
thought she would then be able to provide meals for other 
employers in the evenings, as many applications were sent to 
her by those working overtime or wishing to stay after hours 
in the neighbourhood of the factory. The matron's superior 
officers were too wise to permit the execution of such a scheme, 
and its association with the factory would probably have rendered 
it impossible; but the suggestion indicates how a capable and 
enterprising housekeeper can draw upon herself the trouble 
of the servant problem even when, by force of circumstances, 
she is set apart from it. The kitchen staff worked from 8.30 a.m. 
to 6 p.m., or 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. ; on Fridays they left at 5 p.m., 
and on Saturdaysat 11 a.m.; approximately a 54-hour wet;k. 
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rest in a quiet, comfortable room may be all that is 
needed to restor~ the worker to normal strength, 
while an immediate short rest may be far more useful 
than a deferred longer one. If a worker has to 
journey home in pain, a day's rest may be less effective 
than an hour's rest just when it is most needed. But 
quite apart .from sickness or accident there are times 
when a rest-room is eminently desirable and even 

and (2) essential to the best interests of all concerned. Needs 
:ett~ ~ing of two kinds arise in the ordinary routine of factories. 
ordinary Instances of the first kind are found in all factories, as 
~o~J:~ of all workers have normally part of the dinner interval 

free for rest or recreation ; instances of ' the second 
kind are found in those factories where work is 
necessarily more or less intermittent for some of the 
workers. In the first case the commonest method of 
meeting the need is ~o permit the use of the dining
room during the whole dinner interval ; often books 
are added ; sometimes a piano, and one may even find a 
sewing-machine for the girls' use in such a room.1 

.. , ·Roofs in cities, gardens, or open spaces in less 
crowded districts, are provided with increasing 
frequency, and it is not uncommon to find an Institute 

Special cluh or Club building near a factory or adjoining it. The 
~:~~:gs .. .latter, if wisely managed, with due conside~ation for 
uncominon,, ·the tastes of those for whose use they are mtended, 

can form centres of unlimited interest. Rooms or 
clubs of this kind are frequently at some distance 
from rooms in which the processes of manufacture 
are carried on. They are generally more or less 
ambitious, and are often used to a large extent after 
factory hours. Occasionally one finds a house or 
several houses set aside for the workers, and sometimes 
special buildings are erected. The houses have a 
much more homelike feeling about them, and some 
of them are very· tastefully, one might almost say 
extravagantly, furnished. One such house, set apart 

· 1 Factory' Inspector's Report for 1912, p. 150. 
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for use as a club by the superior employees of a certain 
large firm, bears throughout, though not obtrusively, 
traces of a director's hobby of curio-collecting. One 
finds elsewhere museums for the education of the 
employees, but this beautifully furnished house for 
their sole use is quite a different thing. Doubtless 
the report that the director is very proud of it, sug
gests that it is not an entirely altruistic scheme, but 
one whereby he casts upon his hobby the light 
of devotion to the interests of his employees; 
but the fact remains that, in the attempt, he has 
provided a delightful club for them. The club 
would not be worth a thought if considered as an 
alternative to a living wage, but it is not; and,· in 
effect, it seems as likely to arouse discontent with 
discomfort in homes as to create satisfaction with 
existing conditions. But there is in the hearts 9f 
Trade Unionists a distinct fear· of such efforts on the 
part of employers. They resent anything which, 
while beyond their wildest dreams for all, tends to... 
satisfy some. That which may some day in the near 
future be rendered compulsory for all employers 
is not disliked as are these luxurious extravagan.ces of 
well-meaning, generous employers. Class feeling, in 
so far as it represents a spirit of common humanity, . 
is one which Trade Unionists necessarily value highly, 
and they resent the selfish content of a group. . . 

Let us now consider the inconspicuous rest-rooms 
which are provided occasionally, but far too rarely, 
where work is intermittent .. If one walks through a Where work 
printing department of a factory, for example, one is ~tttert-

h · 1 · · f h hi b ml en may c ance to see g1r s wa1t1ng or t e mac ne to e there should 
set.1 They are paid by time, and so it may be !:n~fj~~ 
thoughtlessly concluded that delay is a matter of no rest. 
moment to them. But those girls waiting about 

1 As in many other cases, the work of women here presents 
special problems. Numbers of women have to wait between 
jobs for men to set their machines in order. 

9 
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in the workrooms, usually with no resting-place,· 
often without. seats, present a sorry spectacle; and 
the picture of one lying asleep in ungainly discomfort 
on some scrapped material should be enough to · 
suggest rest-rooms to any thinking employer. As 
usual, there are pros and cons. Employers say that 
if the girls are made comfortable· while they wait they 
tend. to wait longer, and for the same reason reading 
is forbidden in these intervals (though; in one case, a 
further reason seemed to be the Welfar~ Secretary's 
consciousness of her inability to 'supervise the reading 
material). But those who value discipline in a factory 
and those who consider the comfort of the· individual 
workers are beginning to provide seats, and then 
small apartments or recesses, for the use of the waiting 
girls •.. Here they sit, and are permitted to knit or sew 
or read (and, possibly, sleep) during the brief intervals. 
It may be that more perfect organisation might 
.discover some way in which they could be advan
tageously employed in other work in the factory 
Q.uring the setting of machines, but at any rate until 
such arrangements are made the waiting-time cannot 

· be disregarded. Girls often complete clean and 
·'pretty pieces of fancy-work in these little rest-rooms, 
· arid they certainly seem less likely to acquire lazy 
'habits in this way than by loitering in the work-
rooms. Seats are by no means as common as possible 
in factories ; where they have been provided with the 
utmost care they do not always meet with the approval 
of the workers, who say they can work more quickly 
standing and, if piece-workers, generally prefer to 
stand. But the presence of a seat is a great advantage, 
and it occasionally happens that workers believe that 
certain of ·their number are specially favoured by 
overlookers if they are kept long at jobs which permit 
of sitting. In some factories the seats (for machinists, 
for example) are carefully adapted to individual 
requirements ; and tables ~re made of various heights, 
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so that workers may not have to stoop or stretch 
unnecessarily. The employer hopes to be repaid by 
their greater efficiency. · 

\Ve may now briefly consider two points which, 
though not strictly connected with factory environ
ment, _are most conveniently dealt with in this chapter. 

UNIFORMS 

In many· factories, especially the larger ones and Uniform;; 
those in which food is prepared, girls wear uniforms. :;~ded 
The reason why these are more commonly used for more fie

women ~han for men is probably that women have not £o~'!~ thaD 

as yet" adopted a style of dress suitable to factory 
surroundings. In some few factories men wear 
uniforms, but they are commonly white overalls or 
blue dungarees, and their use is so obvious that they 
are not looked upon as uniforms. Doubtless there is 
sometimes an attempt at the spectacular in the choiCe 
of uniforms. An employer remarks that he cannot 
get the girls to wear them, and one feels, when shown 
a brilliant red blouse as part of the desired uniform, 
that the reason is not far to seek. "Factory girlS It is 
like brio-ht colours" is accepted as true by those nee~ to o . CO!lSlder the 
who do not .lmow " factory girls " ; and the mistake workers" 

of forcing brilliant uniforms upon them is made agairi taste 
and again. Girls' tastes differ greatly, and it is never 
an easy task to choose a uniform that will please all; 
when it is chosen, it will almost certainly not b~ a 
bright one. Caps are perhaps the sorest trial to 
factory superintendents. Girls who pride themselves 
on their hair will often cover it in some haphazard 
way, but generally they will be careful that the way 
becomes them, and they have a rooted and ineradic-
able objection to a cap which they consider ugly. A 
wise \V elfare Secretary, if she decides that caps are 
desirable, not only consults the girls as to their style, . 
but is prepared, if need be, to change it several times 
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before a satisfactory one is found, and she will not 
expect that it will prove satisfactory in perpetuity. 
Uniforms can be pretty, and in a number of factories 
the girls seem to like them ; they " save " their own 
clothes, and are comfortable ~nd convenient. If 
all the women (even" staff ladies") connected with a 
factory wear uniform of some sort, the social objection 
is to a great extent obviated. To denote standing 
by the colour of the uniforms is not uncommon, 1 

and occasionally departments are so distinguished 
from each other. In one factory where men and girls 
are kept apart as far as practicable, those men who 
are allowed to enter rooms where women are work
ing have special badges. To forbid the wearing of 
factory uniforms off the premises makes for cleanliness, 

·but the loss of time involved in changing, especially 
in the dinner-hour, must be considered; and perhaps 
the order is only reasonable when good dining and 
recreation rooms are provided. In many factories 
the uniforms are laundered and mended on the 
premises, but probably it is more usual to insist that 
the girls appear each Monday in a clean· uniform ; 
and often, to ensure that this is done, as well as for 

· the sake of variety, the colour or style is different on 
. ·alternate weeks. The commonest method of supply

ing uniforms seems to be to give one (or the material 
for it) as soon as the girl has served her probation, and , 
to expect her to buy another and to keep herself pro
vided with two thereafter, the material being supplied 
at cost price by the firm and weekly deductions being 
made from the girl's wages until the cost is covered. 
There are some factories in which the costumes are 
supplied ready made, and this ensures uniformity. 

and their . Where workers are likely to get wet, waterproof 
:~nience aprons and wooden clogs are commonly provided, 
matter. but it seems .that no apron has as yet proved quite 

J One employer issues collars of varying colours to denote 
varying merit. This is comparable with Owen's conduct blocks. 
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satisfactory.1 The law in relation to certain wet 
processes is that aprons of "suitable material" shall 
be provided by occupiers and worn by workers (in 
flax mills and linen factories). But the workers 
appear to dislike these aprons, especially the upper 
parts or bibs; and Professor Leonard Hill says that, 
for hygienic reasons, he " would not let them have 
those waterproof aprons at all," 2 even though they have 
to go home in their wet clothes, summer and winter. 
He suggests that the workers in humidified sheds 
should wear " something like a loose cotton robe, or 
overall, or pyjamas •.• a loose cotton thing that could 
be taken off-it would not matter getting wet in the 
mill-and hung up in drying rooms." There seem to 
be rooted objections to changing clothes at a factory, 
(1) because of the time it takes, and (2) because of the 
lack of privacy. Even when a factory girl "puts all 
her money on her back," she is not often able ~!l 
provide underclothing with which her dearest enemy 
could find no fault, and to be forced to undress in her 
presence is a trial not to be undergone. In course 
of time the result may be an improvement in_clothing 
comparable to that reported at certain Schools fo:r . 
Mothers owing to the stripping of babies. before 
weighing i but it is an exceedingly delicate matter, 
iri. its initial stages. Overalls and aprons merely put 
on over ordinary clothing are much easier to arrange 
on this account. · 

CHECKING ON 

One detail of factory management which does not Checking on. 
seem to be considered in relation to Welfare Work 
may here be mentioned, namely, checking on. Clocks 
which record the time at which a worker arrives are in 
many cases provided, but the expense is often con-

a Departmental Committee on Humidity and Ventilation, · 
1914, Q3431, etc. 

1 Ibid., Q3549, etc. 
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sidered too great by conservative English firms; 
and some firms really hesitate to supplant the old
fashioned time-keeper by machines. This may be a 
question of business management with no direct . 
bearing upon the welfare of the workers, but the old
fashioned checks are often a source of annoyance. 
They render mistakes likely; they are liable to be lost, 
and, the workers have to pay for a renewal. Girls 
are sometimes to be .seen holding metal checks in their 
hands during the dinner-hour,- and the care of checks 
is more bother to them than to men with numerous 
pockets ! · Of course, in many factories the checks 
are just transferred from one board to another or 
from board to box, and the question of losing them 
becom"es less important. .The most obvious dis
advantages then· are the possibility of mistakes and 

· th~ labour involved in recording the transfere-?ce. 



CHAPTER III 

WAGES AND HouRS 

(1) WAGES 

· A DISCUSSION as to the merits of the wage system, Attempts to 
and the possibility or desirability of its overthrow, is ~!tin~he . 
not to the point here ; , nor can we do more than wage system 
touch upon the distinctions between payment by :~:thly 
piece and payment by time. Many and varied are 
the schemes whereby employers have\ sought to 
modify the wage system ; they extend from the pay-
ment of an annual bonus to the complex attempts 
at prosperity sharing and co-partnership; many 
books have already been devoted to discussions and . 
explanations of these experiments, and mari.y more 
may safely be expected. The only aspect of tlie 
question with which we can now deal is its relation 
to the consciousness of the workers. Broad questions 
such as the justice or iniquity of permitting one man 
to purchase for himself the life-work of another do · 
not concern us here ; we are considering only some 
attempts at making the existing system work smoothly 
and their success or failure. 

The question of wages appears fundamental to the are feared by 
1 ' f 1 1 d th · workers rc: ation o e~p oyer to emp oyees, an e pnmary1est, by' 

d1fficulty wh1ch faces any employer· who ventures accep~g 
upon so-called "Welfare \Vork" is this-as soon as :fi!~~el· 
he spends money upon anything which .is intended fare Work, 

1 f h I h . d they seem to express y or t e emp oyees e seems committe to acknowledge 
the belief that he is already paying sufficient wages that their 

,
35 

wage~ are 
liUffiCieJlt, 
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andhas a margin with which to experiment. Now 
it is not within the range of possibility that the wages 
he is paying should appear sufficient to his workers, for 
their standard is an ever-rising one; it will rise while 
there is any desirable thing beyond their means of 
attainment. It is for this reason that a large employer 
says 1 the interests of employer and employees can 
never coincide, although they may tend in the same 
direction. It is for this reason that an employer who 
fixes wages a shilling or two in advance of what they 
have been and then thinks them sufficient becomes 

. a target for abuse.• There is not even in theorY' a 
level at which wages can be fixed so as to produce 
complete satisfaction on both sides. Frequently, 
for.example, a firm would like to build and equip a 
fine dining-hall, perhaps for the welfare of workers, . 
perhaps for show purposes. It is cheaper and much· 
more conspicuous in the world of purchasers than 
paying higher wages. Such a building may be 
accepted, even enjoyed, by workers if they are con
vinced it is but a form of advertisement ; for they 
understand something of the necessity for publicity 
in this day of competition. But if they think it is a 
make-weight in lieu of a rise in wages, they will none 
of it, for then it carries with it the tacit understanding 
that their wages are high enough. 

Before Welfare Work as such can be successful, 
wages must be at least as high as any in the neigh
bourhood, and as a matter of fact they are generally 
high in the most conspicuous. cases of Welfare \Vork. 

Not without Welfare Work as such deals with the standard of 
::rsd!,n- living of the workers, and to them the only measure 
sider money of that standard is the wage paid. The test un
!~~~~ consciously applied by those most nearly concerned 
their recom- is the money wage ; and this is not altogether un
pense i reasonable. Money wages represent the amount of 

• TluJ Wa)' to Industrial Pea&e, 191+ 
• Vide Appen~ IV, 
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uncontrolled command over commodities which the 
workers possess. There is a suggestion of economic 
freedom in the possession of money which does not 
escape their notice, and in a world swayed by finance 
it is but natural that hard cash should seem to them 
of the highest importance. . 

All those most deeply concerned in the welfare of hence the 
the workers are agreed that, as a matter of policy as :,:~o!~!e~ 
well as of justice, wages must be the first considera- ~s of great 
tion. But differences arise as soon as any standard is Importance. 

suggested. Yet in practice wages or rates of wages 
have to be fixed, and we may now consider how this 
is done. We may for the time neglect the difference 
between payment by time and by piece, for time rates 
have in reality a corresponding piece basis, and pi~ce 

· rates are set on the basis of the time the work'takes. 
~ ,~~ How th,~n are rates set l Throughout the~ in- They may be 

dustrial world they were formerly left to settle ar:~arilr 
themselves. The laissez-faire idea prevailed; em- :!stpe~od, 
ployers gave as little as possible, and workmen took as 
much as they could get. That they might be in a 
stronger position in this higgling process the workers 
combined. Bargains were made between groups of 
workmen and an employer or a group of employers, 
but the principle was still the same. Workers could · 
hold out longer, and some standard of ·living was 
gradually acknowledged to be necessary; , but the 
employers' object was to keep down wage-cost and 
the employees' object was to raise wages, and the 
rate was arbitrarily set after a test period. 

During that period employers took care to have during which 
excellent conditions, and employees took care to work cwoordk'iti~g 

1 1 'bl Th' n 1 ons as s ow y ·as poss1 e. IS system of rate-settling are ab-

prevails generally to-day in organised trades in normal. 
England ; and workers are said to have dawdled for 
six months at a stretch while they were on time 
work, in order that the piece-rate might be set higher 
than would otherwise be the case, This possibility of 
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dawdling is allowed for by the masters, and the 
workers in return demand an allowance for varying 
conditions; but there is much room for guess-work, 
and a premium is placed upon deceit. 

There are signs, however, of a development along 
other lines. First, employers are beginning to re
cognise that a high rate of productiveness presupposes 
a high rate of wages,1 and therefore wage-cost in pro
duction is not proportionate to wages paid to the 
workers. Thus, though no employer can far outrun 
his rivals, there is felt to be a possible advantage for one 
who pays higher wages, and so attracts and main
tains more efficient workers. The second movement is 

'towards a scientific estimation of the work actually 
inv6lved-scientific "costing" of the labour needed in 
produ<;tion. The work is analysed into elements and 
the elements are timed separately. As a simple ex-· 
ample, take the turning of textile bags right side out 
and packing them. The work might be analysed into : 

(1) taking work from machine; 
(2) putting it on the stretcher; 
(3) pulling it off ; 
(4) placing it on the table; and subsequently, 
(5) counting ; 
(6) tying; 
(7) removing. 
Instead of taking the whole process as one, each 

part can be treated separately, and timed to the 
hundredth part of a minute. The average time of 

1 "Most of the strife [between employers and workers] 
would disappear if it were more fully recognised that a high 
rate of wages has all the time been the powerful lever to reaching 
the low cost of production which practically rules t~-day [1893] 
in the industries of the United States .••. A high rate of 
wages expresses a high rate of productiveness, and i~ converse 
a high consuming power. A relatively high consummg power, 
high standard of living is required to make the laborer efficient, 
strong in body and in mind. Without this, labor remains 
economically more or less sterile " (J. Schoenhof, Economy of 
High Wages, 1893• p. 63). 
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several workers who are- considered average workers 
is taken as the time for the work, and this gives a 
more or less scientific basis for a wage rate. It might 
be possible for several workers to dawdle over the 
whole process to approximately the same degree, but 
the separation into elements will reveal any incon
sistencies. It is obvious that by such means new 
knowledge is gained, and it is essential to the well-
being of the workers that it shall not be a secret . 
weapon which can be turned against them. ~e Secrecy, not 
knowledge in itself is not a menace to the workers, 

15
!rndowledge, 

• angerous 
as some of them and some of the1r leaders seem to to workers, 

fear. Those who desire justice have no need to fear 
truth ; but they may well fear a monopoly of the 
knowledge of the truth, 'by those whose intereSts 
conflict with theirs. It must be noticed first.. that 

. "dawdling·" between the elements of work may be 
necessary for the health of· the workers, and that 
there is a danger that " record " times may be used 
as standards ; and, secondly, the knowledge of the 
time taken to accomplish a certain task does not 
carry with it ipso facto a knowledge of the proper 
rate of wages. Those who have the interests of the 
workers at heart must endeavour to ensure a wise use 
of knowledge. Just as it is easier to fight against 
a known foe, so it is easier to demand higher rates if 
there is no suspicion that the workers are unnecessarily 
dilatory. There is undoubtedly among workers a 
widespread fear of the knowledge of the time needed 
for any task, but experience seems to show that this 
fear fades as the knowledge becomes more exact. A 
definite knowledge of the time taken for a piece of. 
work may well involve a knowledge of the time 
needed for rest; for it necessitates knowledge o{ how 
long the rate of work can be maintained both at a 
stretch and over a long period. In England, a striking as is clearly 
example of a change of attitude is that of the em- sbo~ by 

ployees of a large firm which made careful " time- expenen~ 
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studies " in certain departments. The workers were 
ready to strike at the mere idea of such a thing, but 
the Trade Union officials were promised that they 
would be consulted about each case; and, finally, 
those departments which had not been "time
studied" requested that the new methods might be 
extended to them. Men do not guess the weight of 
flour they sell, nor the length of cloth ; nor do skilled 
workers guess the merit of their work; it must reach 

' a certain standard or be cast aside. It is the labour 
of the unskilled or semi-skilled worker which is sold 
without knowledge of its worth or even of its quantity. 
It is really to the workers' interest that more shall 

. be produced at less labour cost, provided that they 
receive their just proportion of the increased produce. 
If it were known that, by nothing more than greater 
diligence on the part of the workers, they could produce 
in eight hours what they now produce in ten, would 
it be considered fair that wages should be cut down 
in spite of the saving in running expenses which would 
follow? That is what workers fear-not without 
some reason. If they were confident that wages 
would remain the same so long as they produced the 
same quantity, and quality of goods, they would 
probably be able to reduce the time. Such at least 
seems the case where rates have been guaranteed. 

It is the duty of the Welfare Department to 
understand, as fully as may be, the worth of the 
labour, and to realise the relation which exists between 
a variation in wages and a variation in the standard of 
living. It may be said that this is likewise the duty 
of the Trade Union officials when the trade is organ
ised, and doubtless that is so ; but the difference of 
attitude makes the two functions quite different. 
It. is the Trade Union's business to enforce justice 
towards the workers; it is the Welfare Department's 
business to be just. Neither can succeed completely, 
but fo! success both are depende~t upon knowledge. 
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We may now briefly consider in a general way, in P!lyment by 

el ' h k h 'ki d'ff p1ece and by r at10n to t e wor ers, t e most stn ng 1 erences time differ 
between payment by piece and by time. Though in ~heir re-

th f d · 11 d h d'ff 'del action on the ey are un amenta y connecte , t ey 1. er Wl y worker's 
in their reaction upon the human mind. mind. · 

The nature. and the strength of the stimulus 
afforded by each must be carefully considered byany
one entrusted with the welfare of workers. What is 
the effect-or rather, what are the effects-of a know
ledge of an assured income? What are the effects 
of a certainty that every effort brings its reward ? 
How may the good elements of both be combined 
and the evil elements obviated ? 

Such are the questions which confront theW elfare T~ study the 

Department of a factory, and the conflicting opinions ~~~~~!s 
of Trade Unions as to the desirability of either methoa involved is 

f · h 1 • f h a duty of o remunerat10n suggest t e camp ex1ty o t e Welfare De-
p~oblems. involved .. Some Trade Unions prefer partments. 
p1ece' work, some tlme payment; and employers 
differ in the same way. Nor is it merely a question 
of the kind of work, or of the skill required. Certain 
kinds of work cannot be paid for by piece, but the 
distinction is less marked than one would imagine at . 
first sight. Even a manager may be paid according 
to output. "Odd jobs" may be paid for "by the 
piece"; and an "odd jobs man" may be employed 
by time, much as a doctor may be paid per visit or 
receive a salary per annum, or an artist may be paid 
for a masterpiece or be " pensioned " by the King. 

Trade Union objections to piece rates are con- Objections 

nected with the fact that work may not be supplied !~~i~~fe~oth . 
regularly or be of exactly the type specified, and methods of 
also with the fear of strain. Their objections to payment, 

time rates are based on the lack of discrimination 
between workers, and the tendency to level . down 
wages to those due to the least efficient. Employers 
are usually in favour of piece rates, as they lessen the 
need for su~ervision. Where great care is necessary, 
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but not mathematical precision in detail, employers 
say they dare not put workers on piece work, for it 
would necessitate such close examination of the work; 
but where every piece of work must, in any case, be 

· separately examined, workers are often paid by the 
piece~ 

.' As far as factory inspectors' opinions can be 
gauged, they seem to favour time payment, as being 
less trying to the workers.. This cannot be wondered 
at by anyone who has wandered through factories 
when~ each system was in force. A packing-room on 
time payment and a packing-room where workers are 

. paid by outputJresent curiously different spectacles 
· even to a casu observer. In any combination of 
the two systems the endeavour is to retain sufficient 
direct interest in the result to ensure diligence, while 
dispelling anxiety which might distreSs the worker or 
impair the accuracy of the work. ' I 

: and The first consideration seems to be the difference 
abet1;emptsdare in individual workers. Some are so constituted that 

mgma e h k ell. . d h . tomodif_yor t ey cannot wor w m uncertamty, an t e stram 
~ecombme of asking themselves whether they are working fast 

m. enough paralyses their activities. Workers of nervous 
temperament undoubtedly suffer greatly in this 
way, and careful Welfare Secretaries watch very 
closely the variations .in wages from day to day, and 
alter the work when necessary. But apart from in
dividual differences there are modifications of the wage 
system which are of more or less general practicability. 

In the first place, workers may be put on a ,part
piecework basis-that is to say, they may have a time. 
wage and in addition a certain interest in the o~tpu_t.' 
Again, this interest may be in the whole output or 
only in the·output above a certain minimum. For 
instance, a worker may be paid IOS. a week and 1d. 
per hut;J.dred after the first ten thousand articles 
handled. This method of remuneration certainly 
has two effects : h' makes those who cannot possibly 
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pass the ten:..thousand limit careless as to how few 
they handle, and it spurs on those who are already 
likely to work quickly. Obviously there are dis
advantages here; and wherever the minimum is 
placed, some disadvantages will remain. If the time 
wage is sufficiently high to dispel anxiety, the stimulus 
only acts on those. who need it least. Moreover, 
one case was witnessed in which articles handled by a 
slow worker were seized upon by a quick worker, and, 
though the slow one lost nothing, the quick worker's 
bonus was increased. Another modification is the 
substitution of group interest £or individual interest. Group in
The payment may be entirely by piece in proportion t~~~\~ti:Y 
to the work done by the group, or it may be combined ~u~d. for 

· h · · 11 d h md1vtdual wit a certam time wage as we ; an t e group interest. 
may vary in size from two workers to an entire depart-
ment or •even factory. Roughly speaking, the smaller 
the group, ·the greater the effect of the stimulus to 
individual ' effort. Group work has dangers and but group 

difficulties· of its own. The personalities of which d'~~u~tl~s of 
a group is composed may be antagonistic, and then its oWil. 

no adjustments will make the work go smoothly. 
But, in addition to this, group work has as a. rule to 
be based on an arbitrary differentiation between the 
members of the group, and it not infrequently 
happens that the greater additional effort meets 
with the smaller increase in reward. Sometimes 
groups can be arranged on terms of equality, with the 
right of changing jobs if desired; and these seem to 
work fairly well. But groups are dangerous to deal 
with, ~nd need constant adjustment and readjust-
ment.1 It is of great importance to all concerned 

• 1 Extract from a firm's notice re a system of rewards : 
" The Management wish it to be distinctly understood that they 
do not consider the group method of paying rewards by any 
means the most satisfactory that can be devised, and the method 
of paying which is now being put into practice is only a temporary 
one and will be modified as time goes on, so as to reward individual 
effort in place of shifts as far as possible." 
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that the method . of determining wages should be 
clearly understood, and that the relations which 
exist between the various members of a group should 

• be recognised. 
Grouppay- When the group becomes co-extensive with the 
ment may £ t • th • fi f th develop into ac ory, e group payment lS at rst o e nature 
pro~t- · of a bonu5y and then develops into profit-sharing, 
shanng or • h . d hi If ~partner- prospenty-s anng, an co-partners p. a stage 
ship. · of true co-partnership is reached, the relation of 

employer to employees ceases; . but, until that is so, 
these are but variants of the wage system, and their 

which are 
beyond the 
scope of 
Welfare 
Work.· 

' chief advantage is that they allow some margin for 
trade fluctuations or other vicissitudes. In so far as 
they are wage systems, they are intended to stimulate 
workers to their best activity. 

To decide upon questions of policy, such as the 
establishment of a co-partnership or even of a 
profit-sharing scheme in its strictest sense, is beyond 
the scope of the Welfare Department in a factory, 
and may be regarded as appertaining to the business 
management. But some knowledge of the labour 
involved in the processes is essential to a \V elf are 
Secretary, who should be conversant with the 
peculiarities of each kind of work. As has been said 
before, it is not customary in England for \Velfare 
Secretaries to pass through a course of training in the 
manual work of the factory, but some degree of 
familiarity with the work is acquired by them in their 
association with the workers; and until this, at least, is 
attained, the Welfare Secretary must hesitate to voice 
any opinion regarding the adjustment of wages, with 
regard to either individual workers or particular 
processes. It might be well if would-be officers in 
Welfare Departments had to spend a few weeks, 
perhaps months, in the ordinary routine of factory 
labour, even though the processes carried out were 
entirely different ~n character. In order to speak 
with authority on any question concerning wages 
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they must realise what efforts and what skill are 
required. The ordinary business management de
partment may be considered adequate to deal with 
the question of wages, as with other costs; but it is 
the special duty of the Welfare Department to deal 
with the question from the workers' point of view. 
Its officers, then, cannot afford to dispense with any 
opportunity of approaching nearer to those whom 
they are expected to understand. 

The degree to which wages are, in practice, Only in a 
supervised by Welfare Departments varies greatly; sfmatn· 

1 d h hd . hih h. . .. acorycan so a so oes t e met o m w c t e supervisiOn lS the Welfare 

carried out. In a small factory it has been found ~=~!~~y 
practicable to report to the secretary every day every supervise . 

worker whose output falls below a certain standard. t!di~~~e:~! ,. 
The secretary next day interviews each and ascertains · 
as far as possible the reasons for such deficiencies, 
which are generally remedied. Sometimes the mere 
fact of a kindly human interest being shown will 
suffice to remedy the defect ; sometimes the work is 
found to be unsuited to the worker, and change of 
work is all that is needed. Sometimes change after 
change is tried before the right work is found. In 
larger factories the Welfare Department staff is 
rarely sufficiently numerous to permit of daily 
examination, but weekly examinations are common, 
the wages department reporting to the employ-. 
ment department all cases below standard.. The 
value of this is obvious from the employers' point 
of view: it maintains the standard of efficiency. 
Its value from the workers' point of view depends 
entirely upon the personality of the officer who 
deals with it. A reprimand for inefficiency may 
be worse than useless, but a sympathetic examina-
tion into the cause of the shortcoming may reveal 
possibilities of improvement, either particular or 
general. ·, 

Wages as a whole are customarily revised at regular 
10 
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WeHare De- intervals.1 Age, length of service, exceptional conduct, 
partment d 1 · "d d h records form an genera ment are cons1 ere , t e management 
the ba.l!is for relying largely upon the records of the Welfare 
alterations D d h al . d . 
in wages. epartment, an . t e person JU gment of tts 

officers, to supplement the departmental managers' 
reports. The· relative importance to be attached 

· to these factors-age, service, conduct, skill-is a 
matter which closely concerns the Welfare Depart
ment, and decisions differ widely. The fact that all 
are taken into consideration indicates that wages are' 
not expected to be in direct proportion to the work 
accomplished.• The Co-operative Wholesale Society's 
scale of wages is sometimes used as a standard · of 
comparison, but no definite scheme is universally 
. acknowledged. Payment according to age suggests 
a basis of necessity, and payment according to sex is 
sometimes defended on the same ground ; payment 
according to length of service hints at a philanthropic 
or sentimental basis; only payment to conduct and skill 
can be s3;id to rely on the utilitarian quid pro quo. The 
question whether the rate of wages is fixed by economic 
law is chiefly one of language. "The affirmation is 
in a sense true, but it is not a very important or a 
very illuminating truth.. At any rate, the inference 

·drawn from it-that wages cannot be modified by 
human effort-is utterly invalid, and indicates a 

WeHare 
Secretaries,. 
when advis
ing on 
matters of. 

complete misunderstanding of the character of 
economic. laws." 8 One of the most important 
duties of a Welfare Secretary may be to watch the 

1 It is found advisable, especially with juniors, to revise 
wages frequently-four times a year at least. Young workers 
vary greatly, and respond readily to recognition of merit. 

wages,. 

• " The wages of many women and of a considerable number 
of the labourers are such that they cannot possibly be conceived 
of as determined by the efficiency of the labourer, and we must 
rather take it that they are determined by the operation of the 
balance of economic forces. It cannot be seriously maintained 
that these wages represent a harmony in the interests of capital 
and labour" (Rev. A. T. Carlyle, Wages, 1912, p. 94). 

1 John A. Ryan, A Living Wage, 1912. 
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effects of any modifications attempted by the em
ployer and to advise him in respect of them. But in· 
many cases so-called Welfare Secretaries · are not 
allowed any voice in discussions about wages. The must con-

h 1 • t d"ffi 1 If th sider both w o e question presents grea I cu ty. e the workers' 
WelfareDepartment is "the conscience of the factory," 
the situation is apt to be strained when the.conscience 
becomes really troublesome ! 

· There are two sides, however, to the question of· 
wages. From the employee's point of view the 
important things are the amount of the wage, its . 
regularity, 'and its permanence. From the employer's and the em
point of view the important thing is the effort to f~~lr~~ 
which it stimulates. What method of payment calls·. · 
forth the .best efforts of the workers without in any 
way injuring them.? This is a question which must 
occupy the attention of the Welfare Department. 
Very few· definite experiments have been made in 
this direction, and fewer records have been kept. 
One employer remarked that he had to be continu-
ally changing his scheme of bonuses, as otherwise the 
workers would find some way of winning the reward 
without meriting it! This suggests that the relation 
of the reward to the merit is at best capricious. In 
one case very careful experiments are being made, An example 
and it is probable that a complete record of them ~~~~=:fully 
will be published at some later date. They are at system of 

present inconclusive, but they seem to indicate that:~!~ fsa?:;re 
the most satisfactory. wage is one in which a fixed given. 
minimum is guaranteed; and the maximum reward is 
given for that effort which is the greatest consistent 
with health and comfort. This type of payment 
may be indicated by the graph on next page. 

Output is shown horizontally, 100 representing a 
good day's work for a good worker., The piece rate 
is such that it reaches (say) 25s. at this point (100 

output) ; a minimum wage is fixed at (say) zos. A 
line is drawn joining half this minimum on the wage 
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axis with the point of intersection of the 25s. wage 
·line with the 100 output line. The intersection of this 
line with the minimum wage line marks the output 
for which no extra reward is paid. Beyond this a 
~ower piece rate is paid, in addition to the minimum, 
up to 100 output. At this point a fixed rise (say 
2s. 6d.) is added to each worker's wage, and beyond 
that the lower piece rate is continued. The wage 
therefore rises irregularly, being always more or 

.less in advance of the stated piece rate until the out
put is considerably above a good day's work. It is 
farthest in advance when the output is zero, and 
least when it approaches 100, though at 100 it is 

40 60 .... 100 IZ& 
OUTPUT 

suddenly increased. The idea is that this guarantees 
a living wage, while supplying a certain stimulus 
throughout, the greatest stimulus being near the 
point to which it is thought workers can safely be 
expected to attain. Beyond that there is no special 
stimulus, as it is considered undesirable to encourage 
them to efforts which might prove injurious to them. 

This is but one of many schemes in operation by 
way of experiment at one factory, but .it suggests the 
line along which experiments are being made. A 
large percentage of the workers habitually reach 
or. even pass the 100 output. There are several 
obvious drawbacks to· such a system. Perhaps the 
chief is that, if there is a piece rate at all, it seems 
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inconsistent with ideas of· justice that only half or. 
two-thirds of that rate should be paid during a period 
of production. Then also the piece rate is in this case 
such that it always gives less than the actual wage, 
which certainly suggests that it is too low, or is merely 
a nominal figure in which no confidence can be placed. 

As was remarked above, it is of the utmost im- Itisessentiai . 
portance that the workers should understand the ~~rt~: · · 
system upon which they are paid, and that is the should . 

chief merit of the two simple systems-a fixed time ';b~~:ta:r: 
wage or a fixed piece rate. But if a little trouble upon which. 

be taken by the Welfare Department, such a system ~ail. are . 

as this of a " piece rate with a guaranteed day wage" 
seems readily understood, and it merely remains for 
the Welfare Department to ascertain the arrangement 
most satisfactory to all concerned. The psycho-
logical advantage of having a definite "reward" at 
a certain point is comparable to the "goal" in foot-
ball, which may convert the mere " kicking a bit of 
leather about a field " into a scientific game. Just 
as there are some men too weak to attempt to play 
football, so it is possible there may be some workers 
too weak to be confronted with a normal task. It 
is the Welfare Secretary's duty to recognise such 
workers both on account of their interests and those 
of the employer. 

It is also his duty to supervise fines and rewards 
of all kinds, not merely because the discipline of the 
factory is a matter for which the Welfare Depart
ment is generally responsible, but also because it is 
his business to understand as far as may be the 
effects upon individuals of rewards and punishments. 
It is always the duty of the Welfare Secretary to 
consider in all their bearings the complications which 
arise from the interaction of human personalitieS and 
abstract economic principles. . . . 

Before leaving the subject of ·wages, we may 
notice that the act of paying wages is sometimes used 
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as a personal link between employer and employee. 
Samuel Morley,1 for example, insisted on preserving 
this periodical communication with his employees; 
and to this day some employers maintain the custom • 

. It is possible that something of this nature might be 
useful in the administration of a Welfare Department; 
but the ·number of the staff is usually quite inadequate 
to cope with such a task in any really personal way, 
and probably any mechanical relations would be 
harmful rather than helpful. The Welfare Depart
ment has its raison d'etre in the selection and rejection 
of workers, and this affords sufficient formal connec
tion with the business management of the factory, while 
opening the way to personal relations. Further steps 
in that direction may well be left to the originality 
and initiative of the staff of the department. 

(2) HOURS 

Duringthe A century has passed by since Robert Owen put 
r:::e J:stury forward his theory that "in a pecuniary view rot 
been a hours per day could be worth as much as II f." 1 

!h~~=~~ The extreme theory among employers now is that 
workingday." the hours of women and girls should not exceed 

48 per week," 8 even for overtime,t and that for 
men " the normal hours " should be 48 per week.• 
An employer who has adopted· these hours speaks 
of their "practicability and economic necessity," 1 

in language less cautious than Owen's. Yet even 
before the war there were factories where men worked 
14 hours at a stretch on seven consecutive days, and 
an average of 12 per day throughout the year; and 
women, with the law's sanction, still worked 6o 
hours per week-occasionally longer. 

• Vide Hodder's Life of Samuel Morley, 1887, p. 203. 
1 Select Committee, May 7. 1816. 
•Industrial Organisation, p. 267. 
•Ibid., p. 148. 'Ibid., p. 161, •Ibid., p. 267. 
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In 1816 it was very exceptional for children ·to 
work only " 66 effective hours in the week " ; 1 and 
the contrast between those hours and the 8:z or 8.4-l 
hours worked by children in neighbouring factories 
must have been at least as striking as the present 
contrast between +Z and 6o hours for women workers. 

The change of tone from Robert Owen's state
ment, "In a pecuniary point of view only, I would 
not again alter (i.e. increase) the hours," to a modern 
employer's remark on the "economic necessity" of 
short hours is indicative of the general change in 
industrial circles, a change due to the growing belief 
that shorter hours are economically beneficiaL Its 
effect on legislation has been discussed ; 1 we may 
briefly consider here why shorter hours pay, how far 
the movement in this direction seems likely to extend_ 
in the immediate future, and what lessons are to be 
learned from the special efforts to increase output 
made at the outbreak of war. 

A century ago the only limit set upon the period Houn. ~ve 
of work in a factory was that of physical exhaustion, ~~tee: 
and to this day there is no general legal maximum "ways. 

imposed upon the work of men in factories. In-
directly, doubtless, the legal restrictions placed upon 
the work of women and children have affected the 
period of men's work, and in a more direct way 
Trade Unions have ac<;omplished much in this matter. 
From the anarchy resulting from a laissez -faire 
policy, men passed to a deliberate' struggle between 
employers and organised employees, and even un
organised trades reap the benefit. But one is forcibly 
struck by the primitive methods employed in deter-
mining the·. desirability or otherwise of limiting Experi

working hours. Doctors could be found who would:=:: 
assert that a child might work a dozen hours without therelati:O · m~m 

1 Thos. Whitelegg, Select Committee, 1816, r• Jamn Lees, output 
Son & Co •• Oldham. · . 

I Part I. Chapter IV. 
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injurious effects,1 and statistics crudely collected 
were produced to show that those who worked long 
hours lived long. On the other hand, a few stray 
employers asserted that they obtained satisfactory 
results with shorter hours; 1 but they were branded 
as philanthropists, and not regarded as disinterested 
witnesses. Recently, however, the subject has been 
treated more and more as one for scientific inquiry, 
until it is .now in some cases regarded from 
a purely academic standpoint. · Experiments con
ducted in laboratories have not yet enabled scientists 
to speak with authority on this matter, but in the 

. beca~e im- past year the nation has been forced to undertake a 
f:~a!~b~~k huge experiment in the matter of lengthening hours, 
of war since, when war came, no possible means of increasing 
(l9l4)· output could be neglected. It is too soon to judge 

finally of the results of this experiment; but the 
question is of such vital importance that it may be 
well to consider what has happened hitherto. After 
the first feverish rush it was found that, in at least 

The results two important districts, a employers refused to allow 
overtime, even though the men were willing to 
work. The experience of a Crown factory is said to 
be "that any lengthening of the day beyond 6 p.m. 
and a total of 8! hours' work daily exhausts the 
workers and is of no advantage in increasing output." 
Many employers give similar testimony.' The strain 

1 Robert J. Saunders, in his report of February 5. I835 
(Factory Inspection, I 8 55), says that" further personal inspection 
and examination of children " con:firmed him "in the opinion 

. that at I I years of age 69 hours' weekly labour " was !! not 
prejudicial to their health and spirits." · 

1 Vide Appendix II. 
• Leeds and Glasgow. Vide Factory Report for I9I4, 

[Cd. 8 SOI], I9I 5· 
'The Factory Inspector's Report for I9I4 is of unusual 

interest on this point ; the following instances are taken from 
it: 

(a) Wholesale clothier-woo women on Government con
tracts-the full period allowed under the Factory ~ct •. 8 a.~ 
to 8 p.m., is sufficient, and " any work beyond this lS qu1te 
useless: it exhausts the workers and does not pay." 
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of overtime, however, is, in some cases, less than are ren~ered 
· h h b d 0 · 1uncertain m1g t ave een expecte . ne mspector says · 

" she has been surprised to find so little complaint 
or ill-effect from long hours." She thinks that 
though this may be partly due to the better standard 
of living that the overtime money makes possible, it by the . 

is mainly due to the ideal for which the women are r:~~in
now working. "It would revolutionise industry," fiuences at 
she says, " if some ideal other than money could· be work; 

inspired during times of peace." . 
Summing up the evidence the Factory Depart

ment collected during the first few months of the 
war, the Factory Inspector asserted that there had 
been no increase of sickness, but in many cases it 

(b) Employer of 1000 women on War Office work "refused 
firmly to work them overtime." 

(c) In Bristol-manager found that an hour and a. half's 
overtime after 8 p.m. on three nights in the week had an injurious 
effect upon output, as well as upon health, if carried beyond a 
fortnight at the outside. Returned to normal hours ; output 
and quality improved. 

(a) Factory with 2000 women and girls ; hours 7-6, reduced 
to 8-S· Output remained the same. 

(e) Leeds factory occupiers refused to work overtime, for 
(i) it was not financially beneficial (output decreasing while 
standing charges remained the same), and (ii) the women could 
not stand it. 

(f) Powder bag factory - Glasgow - after some weeks 
piece-workers were making less during overtime than during 
normal period of employment. 

(g) Cardboard box factory-less . than normal hours-but 
output and earnings the same. 

(h) A biscuit manufacturer and (•) an apron manufacturer 
report as in (g). 

(k) "This firm have been working overtime continuously 
for some months, but have found it absolutely necessary to 
stop it for a week, as the strain was becoming too great and the 
number absent through illness was so large." . 

Hours were extended, in the woollen and worsted industry, 
to cope with the rush of war work (6 a.m. to 8 p.m. from Monday 
to Friday with two hours off for meals, and from 6 to 2 on 
Saturdays with one hour off for meals) ; but after two months it 
was found that production had been gradually falling off, and 
employers were voluntarily reducing the hours. A General 
Order was made, allowing not more than 9 hours' overtime per 
week, and this proved satisfactory ([Cd. 8501], 1915, p. 57). 

1 [Cd. 8SOI], 1915. P· 40. 
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was found necessary to reduce overtime because 
of the strain involved. " Looking at the question 
as a whole," he said, "it is probably safe to say that, 
whatever may be the future effects of so prolonged 
a strain, there is at present no sign that workers have 
been injuriously affected. There can be little doubt 
that the knowleage that they were taking an active 
share in the struggle in which the country is engaged, 
and feeling that they were thus 'doing their bit,' 
has enabled workers to carry on under conditions 
that in normal times would be insupportable. Em
ployers too, in almost every case, have ·used their 
overtime in a restrained and reasonable· way, and 
often provi~ed· free teas and refreshmentS for their 
workers." 1 

He addS, however, in speaking of output, " In
stances have repeatedly come to light where it has 
been found that production has gradually fallen away 

!>nt, ·speak- when long spells of overtime have been worked. • • • 
mg gt;ner- The men get stale," it is said, "and their tempers 
~~rt 1 • 
ap~ that are upset." ; •• "The who1e expenence of these 
~V:~ last months leads unquestionably to the conclusion 
does no~ that while long and even excessive hours can be 
~~1;:-~n- worked with advantage for short periods, continued 

·crease out- overtime, if not kept within proper limits, soon fails 
pllt. in its object and ceases to aid production." 1 . 

It will be noticed that the experiment which the 
nation has now tried is only that of returning to 
hours which had previously proved too long. Seeking 
a ready means of increasing output, it has glanced 
backwards, not into the future. War time may not 
be the. time for experiments, and there is always 
much hesitation on the part of employers in de
creasing the hours of work, for, should the change 
prove unsatisfactory, the return would be difficult. 
But in cases where working hours have been re
duced to as few as 42 per week it does not appear 

1 [Cd. 8SOT], 1915, p. 59- • lbi4., p. 6o. 
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that the output is worth less per week than where 
the hours are 55· The value per annum is likely 
to be greater in the former case, and the difference in 
the value per lifetime is likely to be still more marked. 
No definite records have been kept over long periods, M~re. • 

and it might be well if some definite scheme of record-~h .. 
keeping were devised by a scientific student of desirable~ 
sociology, and applied by various factory occupiers; 
the results could then be analysed scientifically. The 
whole scheme would necessarily be of great extent, 
and a generation would not suffice for complete 
investigation, but in a year, possibly even less, some 
very definite results might be obtained. As matters 
stand, the' whole question is left to . a haphazard 
conflict or concord of opinions, and permanent in-
dustrial peace on such a basis seems impossible. We 
may notice a few of the experiments which,, before the 
war, were being made in the direction of shortening 
hours. Dunfermline affords, perhaps, the best 
recent example. In this age of the paradox one is 
scarcely surprised to read that "the shortage (of 
female labour) in Dunfermline has apparently 
directly led to a shortening of the daily period of 
employment." 1 An 81-hour day was established in 
all the linen-weaving sheds.1 This was a 15 per cent. 
reduction, and was accompanied by a 5 per cent. 
increase in piece rates, but no change in time wages. 
The less industrious among the workers made about The shorten

the same as before; the best piece-workers lost about !'J~fshours 
10 per cent., and grumbled at first, though after a different 

short time no one would willingly have reverted to ili:f:;:,~tly. 
the old hours. The fact that it is the best piece- · ' · 
workers who suffer pecuniary loss when hours are 
shortened suggests that they may gain most in other 
ways ; they may have been taxing their strength 
unduly. Those who have dawdled can do as much or 

1 Factory Report for 1913, p. 72. 
1 Ten factories, with about 4500 workers. 
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even more in the shorter time, but those who have 
. worked at top speed all the time have a rest forced 
upon them. This may, in the long run, preserve 
the health and strength of the best workers, who are 
of special value, to the employer as well as to the 
nation. -

· its effect on The report of one employer is that the wage bill 
outputand increased about 12 per cent., while the turnover profits 

increased about 67 per cent. They obtained all 
the labour they wanted, and of the kind they wanted. 
They had less sickness, mu.ch less lost time, better 
work, and less expense for coal and gas. The ~m ployer 
least favourable to the change, however, ·said that 
the alteration had not succeeded in attracting more 
labour, and his output was 10 per cent. less. "He 
was of opinion that as soon as the other trades in the 
town felt the shortage of labour they would put up 
their wages, and that the only effect of the experi-

. ment would be an all-round rise in the price of labour." 
Another experiment may be recorded, one made 

by a firm in 1890.1 A reduction from 84 to 56 was 
made in the working hours of a firm· which employed 
over a thousand workers. Before this, shift men 
worked from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. and 6 p.m. to 7 a.m., 
with a double shift at the end of the week, so that 
one€ a fortnight each man worked 24 hours at a stretch; 
subsequently they worked from 6 a.m. to 2 p.m., 
from 2 to 10 p.m., or from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m., and 
the change of shifts was effected by two 12-hour shifts 
at the end of the week. Wages were paid per shift, 
and were reduced 10 per cent. as a precaution, though 
it was expected that nine men would do the work 

appears formerly dQne by ten. The number of men was 
. ~~tory therefore increased 35 per cent.1 This would have 

1 Times, February 7, 1895. p. 15. 
• Three shifts of 45 men each were expected to .carry 

on the work which two shifts of 50 men each had preVIously 
undertaken. 
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made a 21 per cent. increase in the wage biU, but the 
actual rise in wage cost per unit in the first year was 
only 14! per cent. The following year wages were 
restored to their former level ; and the wage cost per 
unit fell steadily, until in 1893 it was at the 1889 
level.l It was considered that the improvements 
which admitted of definite observation might "be 
summed up under the headings of greater regularity 
of attendance, increased application, and improved 
health." The men were reported to come to their 
shifts " regularly and • . . sober " ; they were no 
longer found asleep on duty; and a lower percentage 
were on the doctor's books.1 

Such results might be expected to follow the in th~ case of 

reduction of the hours from 84 to s6, but how far =tions 
could this be continued ? Some factories already of excessive 
work only 42 hours, and there seems little tendency hours. 
to increase hours once they have been reduced, except 
in times of national crises. It .would be interesting The limitat 

to discover what would happen if piece- workers :ili_'::~~ 
were given as much work as they liked to do, hours g . 
but only allowed six hours a day for five. days a ~:,C:ebe 
week in which to do it. Would they, after a time, . 
do as effective work in 30 hours as they now do 
in 42 ? And how would it affect their health l 

• Report to the Home Secretary by the Chemical Worb 
Committee of Inquiry, 1893. Cd. 7235 (Aug. 31, 1893). . 

1 Concessions in regard to hours are sometimes made by 
employers to certain groups of their employees. The com
monest concession is that made to young workers to en
able them to continue their education. Another is that to 
women and girls, who are sometimes allowed to come a few 
minutes later and leave earlier than men. A special example 
of this is to be found in Redditch, where in needle and fishing
tackle factories and workshops " married women are allowed to · 
start work half an hour after and leave half an hoUr before the 
close of the ordinary working day ••• besides being allowed an 
extra twenty minutes' pause at the dinner hour" (Factory 
Report for 1911, p. ISS)· It is reported that although in this 
case corresponding reductions are made in the wages \'ractically 
all the married women prefer it. Incidentally it is Said to have 
been accompanied by improved time-keeping. 
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'The most praCtical attempts to ascertain the effects 
of altering hours of labour have seemingly been 
those of employers, made usually with a view to 
industrial effi.cicncy.1 It would be well if careful 
records of such experiments could be kept in a scientific 
manner; but often their originator is unaware of the 
far-reaching importance of his experiment, and even 
when he errs on the other side, and exaggerates its 
importance, he frequently fails to realise the necessity 
for care in recording every detail, and so defeats his 
own aim.• Frequently, too, his results are . of no 
definite use to anyone except himself, owing to the 
differences in process involved. 

Welfare De
partments 
might do 
useful WOI"k 
iD such 
research. 

The Welfare Department of a factory might do 
work of far-reaching significance in this direction. 
At its disposal is all the available information as to" 
the health and activity of each worker. The nature 
of the information collected and the use made of 
it depend. almost entirely upon the head of lhe 
department. Remarkably few Welfare Secretaries 
seem to have tabulated their records. There is 
usually a separate record card for each worker~ and 
occasionally one finds records of departments,. but 
rarely does the secretary seem to have made out, for 
example, totals of "days lost " in each department, 
with the conditions of work therein:. at the time. 
The few that have been kept indicate that improve
ment follows immediate medical attention, but much 
more might be done if the whole were studied as an 
example of the reaction of work on workers. 

a Vide Appendix II. . 
• The Factory Inspector's Report for 1913 (pp. sg-6o) says 

that "no better object lesson could be found " than that of 
the fish-curing industry, in which the results of shortening hours 
!'have in all probability come as a surprise to the trade." The 
number of workers is not stated, but it is said that "in spite of 
reduced hours the output in a season by no means abnormally 
long was 2 s per cent. in advance of all previous records... . The 
vagueness perceptible in such statements may serve to indicate 
the difficulty of obtaining exact informati~n. 
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In view of the limited amount of general informa
tion available and the lack of method in its arrange
ment, even in individual cases, it is impossible to give 
any decided verdict as to the effect of shortening 
hours of labour, but results seem to indicate that it 
does not reduce output proportionally, if at all. The 
limit at which further reduction would be harmful 
has not been ascertained, but it is conceivable that 
too little time might be left for acquiring proficiency. 

There are at the present time employers who 
consider it cheaper to pay a fine annually during the 
seasonal rush than to alter their hours in conformity 
with the law. But these are exceptions. On the 
whole, short hours are associated with successful 
factories, and the two may be causally connected. 
~ The psychological effect on the workers· of any 
reduction of hours renders a purely physical estimate 
of results inadequate. The distrust which usually 
haunts the minds of any workers when their customs 
are broken expresses itself unconsciously in their 
movements. If a reduction of hours from 8 to 6 
were made without any stated reason, theywould prob-
ably think that there was a shortage in the demand, 
and they would perhaps be slow in order to prevent 
further reductions. If a reason were given, it would 
necessarily influence the result. This is a seemingly The reason 
insuperable difficulty in attempting any generalisation g~red·venti~or ~ . 

th ff fal . h E if. uconm as to e e ect o tenng ours. ven 1t were hours in-

possible to jermit factory workers to go when they flu:~ the 
had finishe a definite task, there is no guarantee res 
that the work would be done as quickly as possible, 
for they are always on guard against the unknown, 
'and possibly compromising, motives of the employer. 
Experiments can perhaps be best carried on when 
guarantees have been given by the employer to the 
employees; but even then success depends upon their 
confidence in him, and upon the attitude of both to 

·the outside world. 
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Experiments have then so far served to show that 
output and hours are not in direct proportion, 
but they have not~ yet shown with what hours 
,the output reaches its maximum per day, per 
month; per year, or per working life. Results tend 
to suggest, however, that the legal maximum is 
still too high. . 

In estimating the advantages or disadvantages 
derived from shorter hours, attention is apt to be 
concentrated upon wages. But the question of strain 
is of vital importance, and involves that of speed
ing up. The same amount of work may conceivably 
be accomplished in nine hours as in ten, and the wages 
received may possibly be the same ; but what is the 

The q~estion effect on the worker ? The whole question is very ==d complicated, and curiously little is actually known 
about the relative amounts of fatigue occasioned by 
long hours and by speeding up during short hours.1 

The choice as presented to a worker is rarely a simple 
alternative between longer or shorter hours. In one 

' factory where many experiments have been made, 
men paid per hour unanimously voted for a scrhour 
week, at the same wage per hour, in preference to 
a 45-hour week. That was a fairly straightforward 
case ; no question of speeding up was involved, the 
men were skilled workers, protected by a Union, and, 
in fact, paid above Union rates. Over and over again, 
however, one hears of piece-workers losing nothing 
by shortened hours, while those who are paid by time 
have their wages reduced even though they are ex
pected to maintain the output.1 

It is normally cheaper for the_ employer to run his 
machine nine hours instead of ten for the same out
put; it is conceivable that with properly adjusted 
intervals for rest, it is less strain for a worker to pro-

a Vide J. C. Goldmark, Fatigue and Efficiency. 
• Compare Factory Report for 1910, p. 114, and for 1911, 

p. 154-
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duce the same quantity in a nine-hour day than in a 
ten-hour day; but, even so, why should the return 
to the worker be reduced while that to the employer 
remains constant ? This is the question as it presents 
itself to the workers. The economic aspect of the must be con· 
problem is inevitably the most. conspicuous; but, sidered. 
rightly understood, it involves the question of strain. 
The effect of excessive strain must be considered 
from the point of view of the worker, the employer, 
and the nation. Even if employers and employees 
agreed to work short hours at high pressure, the 
nation might eventually suffer thereby. Attention 
has always been centred upon wages, but the workers 
have necessarily been more long-sighted than the 
employers, because for them the economic advantage 
or disadvantage affects their lives as a whole, not 
merely their lives as workers. It may be to an em-
ployer's advantage to work them either long hours, 
or short hours at high pressure, and, having done so, 
to scrap them when worn-out. But they themselves 
must consider all the years of their own lives, and thus 
they approach more nearly the national standard of 
economic merit. Yet the nation's economic in-:~!!~ in
terest in future generations often has little in common terestin that 

\1\-i.th the immediate economic interests even of the respect. 
workers; the nation unwittingly relies on individual 
parental instincts, which often conflict with in..dividual 
economic interests. With" an increase of knowledge 
and an abandonment of abstractions, it might prove 
that the vital interests (if not the economic interests) 
of all would coincide.t 

. In considering strain, not only is the number of 
hours per week or per day of importance; their 

1 ' Though the published statistics are exceedingly suggestive, 
I think they should be supplemented by the analysis of the 
records of large individual firms or groups of works whose hours 
and meal-times are similar and where the conditions of work 
are definitely known" (G. W. Rams bottom, "Fatigue," Economic 
Jounr.al. xxiv., 1914, p. 401. 

II 
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grouping has an important effect upon workers.t 
~ustom controls to some extent the' length of the 
working day, and still more the arrangement of 
spells and intervals within that day. There are dis
·tinctly different traditions in different parts of Eng
land; work before breakfast, for example, is greatly 
disliked in some districts, while where it is the rule 
attempts to change it often meet with opposition 
from the workers. Generally the employers' idea 

, seems to be to avoid the break in the work ; for it is 
at such times that discipline is strained. Moreover, at 
first sight it appears cheaper for employers to ruri their 
machinery for two spells rather than three of two
thirds the length. Starting and stopping entail con
siderable loss of mechanical power, in addition to the 
loss occasioned by the inability of the workers in
stantly to get into the full swing of work. The best 
arrangement of work-time and leisure is still a matter 
for consideration. The fact that the time taken to 
recover from fatigue is not in proportion to the time 
spent in work,' is now scientifically established, a and 
with care it should be possible so to regulate the 
length of spells that the maximum amount of work 
is associated with the minimum of fatigue. The value 
of the work throughout the spell should be considered, 
not merely the total output and the duration of the 
spell. . Short spells, in spite of the breaks involved, 
.may yet prove to the economic advantage of the em
ployer, because of the high level of efficiency which it 
is possible to maintain when the workers are never 
exhausted. The matter is, however, still left· to· 
chance or to custom in the majority of cases. There 
is certainly a dislike of innovations in this respect. 
Where employers have tried to abolish work before 
breakfast, they find considerable dissatisfaction. They 

1 " The essential thing in rest is the time at which it comes " 
(J. C. Goldmark, Fatigue and Efficiency, 1912, p. 88). 

a Vide J. C. Goldmark, Fat£gue and_ Efficiency. 
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suggest, in explanation, that, in addition to mere 
dislike of change, workers like to be sure of a com
fortable breakfast hour (or rather half-hour), and 
that they are not sure of this unless they have been· 
obliged to work before breakfast; and further, that 
the wives of workers object, because they 'like to get 
their husbands' breakfasts in peace after they have 
dispatched the children to school, or to lie in bed a 
little longer if there are no children to compel them 
to rise early. These are reasons given by employers;' 
but they are ridiculed by workers. It would seem butafive-. 

that the lengthenin~ ~f the spell is in its~l£ ~is~asteful ~:!fu~~~~e 
to the latter, who dislike any change which mvolves a recognise_d 
five-hour spell.1 The five-hour spell permitted by asexcesstve. 

law is coming to be generally recognised as too long, 
and is frequently broken by the voluntary arrange-
ment of the employer. Whether or not refreshments 
are provided, and whether or not they are free, are 
matters of detail; the important thing is the actual 
break in the deadening monotony of the task. _In 
practice it is the most mechanical tasks which are the 
most tyrannically monotonous ; many workers· per-
form just one short set of movements over and over 
again for nine or ten hours every day. The most 
wearying monotony is that in which the worker is but 
an adjunct of a machine, and is bound to keep in time 
with it from start to finish, varying neither the move-
ments nor their order nor their time. Change of any· 
sort is a relief -change of material, change of colour 
even; but a cessation of the changeless course of 
action is the relief which all desire. 

Careful time studies were made of the work of the By careful 
girls in a department where the work, though not mti·. vestiga-

1 h . 1 .d d 'all on many pure y mec aruca , was cons1 ere spec1 y strenuous ; difficulties 
I U""th . rtain ti may be 

nl ce excep ons no woman or young person may be overcome. 
employed continuously for more than 4! hours in textile factories, · 
but in print works, bleaching and dyeing works, and non-textile 
factories and workshops even children may be employed for 
five continuous hours. 
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and toward the end of a five-hour spell a marked 
slackening was noticed. It was decided, therefore, to 
make a break of ten minutes and to supply them with 
milk, and the result was found to be fairly consistent 
work throughout. It is believed that it may prove an 
economic advantage if the workers are never allowed 
to overwork themselves, even for a short time. The 
quality of the work is affected even more than the 
quantity; and by progressive firms quality is realised 
to be a matter of first-rate importance. Workers 
seem to detest five-hour spells, and for this they are 
harshly criticised by many people who never worked 
for five consecutive hours in their lives. To lunch at 
one and wait till after seven for tea may not be a 
hardship to some people, but by the average worker it 
is greatly disliked, and many little breaches of discip
line may be attributed to this. In the East End of 
London, girls engaged in the manufacture of food 1 

go to the unattractive lavatories for a break in their 
work and for a little food during the second five-hour 
spell. That happens in a factory where the discipline is 
intended to be strict, but elsewhere " many a manager 
or overlooker turD;s a blind eye to the 'snack' that 
is taken at the working bench." It is often feared 
that goods will be damaged if food is permitted in 
the workrooms, or that too much time Will be taken 
if a nominal ten or fifteen minutes' break is allowed. 
This is largely a matter of general factory discipline. 
There is no law against the five-hour spell,1 and 
there are many workers who do not formally object 
to it (even though they surreptitiously break it); 
but by the majority it is cordially disliked. If no 
change can be effected by persuasion, the inspector 
"can do nothing but explain the legal position to 
the workers and note their disappointment." 1 Com-

1 At 9S· to IOS. per week. 
• Except in textile factories. 
• Factory Report for 19i1, p. ISS 
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paratively few factories allowed a break for breakfast ~any 
ninety years ago. Three out of forty-six factories in ~~=!~~ 
Stockport were cited as so doing.1 A good many of ments are 
the larger factories have now a break in the afternoon,.made. 
and a few have a morning break for lunch, even though. · 
the spell is less than five hours. A break of seven or 
ten minutes at ten o'clock is granted in several cases. 
Sometimes all work is stopped during that time, but 
more usually the break simply takes the form of per-
mission to take food. Often. tea is brought round at 
such a time, and supplied free, or for a price such as 
2d. per week. Perhaps the extreme development of 
the granting of intervals for rest is to be seen in a 
biscuit factory, where the boys attending the ovens are 
allowed spells of twenty minutes after every twenty 
minutes' work. It is possible that considerable use 
could be made of this free time for education, but so 
far it seems nothing has been done, and other dangers 
are introduced by granting an excessive amount of 
liberty. Given spells and intervals of specific lengths, 
the time of day at ~hich they begin and end is of some 
importance. There is a tendency to begin work later, · 
especially in factories where women are employed,• 
and in some cases hours are varied in summer and 
winter. Two cases may be cited in which the altera-
tions are in opposite directions. One firm works only 
4+ hours per week during the three winter months, 
thus economising lighting power, while to make up the 
average hours to 8 per day they work 49 hours per 
week during the summer. The second firm works · 
491 hours per week from April to September, and 
sol hours during the. winter, the idea being to allow 
time for outdoor recreation during the daylight. 

In many cases there seems a growing desire for 

1 Vide an anonymous Sketch of the Hours of Labour, 
Meal Times, etc., in Manchester and its Neighbourliood, 1824 
and 1825. Manchester. 

1 Vid• Factory Report for 1913, p. 6o. 
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fre~ Saturdays. Where hours are as few as 4z per 
week, it is possible to work on five days a week only, 
·~nd this arrangement is likely to be distinctly pleasing 
to all concerned .. Perhaps it is most easily made in 
laundries,1 but it is not considered an impossibility 
in large factories, even where the hours are more than 
4z per week. In at least one laundry, Saturday work 
is regarded as a punishment for lateness on other days. 
· This brings us to a consideration of holidays. In 

addition to the statutory holidays, many employerg 
now allow their employees a week or even a fortnight's 
holiday during the year. This is not necessarily 
a boon· to workers, for, it may be of the nature of a 
temporary lock-out, and the loss of wages may be 
an important matter to tlwse whose living is practi
cally from week's pay to week's pay. However, if it 
is foreseen it can be provided for, and in some 
factories the holidays are paid for at the same rate 
as the weeks immediately preceding. Occasionally 

and P.aid for double pay is given to enable the worker to take a 
on sd~ti?ble holiday away from home. To such payments there 
con 1 ons, all h d di • •'th d are usu y attac e con twns Wl regar to con-

duct, time-keeping, or workmanship ; and it is 
reported that by this means great improvements 
can be obtained. Where fines have failed, the pros-

the results pect of a good holiday has succeeded; and with the 
have been memory of a good holiday the result, it would seem, 
excellent. 

is intensified, for the improvements are progressive. 
One example may be cited. In 1884 a scheme was 
first put into effect whereby "steady men" (defined 
as those who lost not more than ten days in the 
previous year) received an annual holiday on full 
pay. Forty-three per cent. earned it. By 1907 the 
definition excluded all who had lost more than two 
days in the previous year, and yet 97! per cent. 
earned their holiday. The Chairman of th~t Company 
said at the Ordinary General M~eting of 1908, "In 

1 Vide Factory Report for 1913, p. 107. 
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the old days, when we very mistakenly expected men 
to work 365 days a year, the rule was that a man. 
would work on and on until he could work no longer · 
through exhausted nature, and th~n he would spend 
some time away from our .employ in ways that did 
him no good. And at the end of that period; when 
his money was exhausted, he returned a very much 
worse man than when he left. Nowadays ••. the,r 
have their fixed week's holiday, no longer a fixed 
·week's wage, but, for the last six years, two weeks' 
wage to go away with for the week's holiday; they 
are steady throughout the year, and they come back 
much the better and the fresher for their holiday." 1 

Similar systems applied elsewhere have proved as 
successful, and one firm states that "the percentage 
of men entitled to holidays in the different depart
ments is found to vary in direct proportion to the. 
efficiency of the department." 

Occasionally there is no condition attached to the 
payment of a holiday bonus except that a ho1iday be 
taken; hut to grant an annual week's holiday on 
full pay to all factory hands, subject to certain con
ditions, is becoming of quite frequent occurrence. 
Sometimes a fortnight is granted to those whose 
association with the firm has been of long standing. 
One still finds, however, in some cases statements 
such as the following, made by a Company that 
grants holiday pay only for Christmas Day, Good 
Friday, and the August Bank Holiday: "It must •• ~ 
be distinctly understood that the payment for holidays 
is entirely optional on the part of the Company and 
may be given or withheld in all OI any cases they may 
think fit." Such a statement deprives the payment 
of any effect as a reward for fulfilling the conditions 
attached, besides being calculated to raise antagonistic 
feelings in spirited employees. 

1 It is worth noting that in this case shift men do not get Bank 
Holidays. and day men are not paid for them, 
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Holidays are not the only " rewards " offered for 
punctuality. For example, in one case the ru1es 

. given to employees state that at the close of the 
financial year the following rewards will be paid : ' . 

· " Where wages · 
are 6s. or under, the employee will receive ss.less IJd. 

for each time late. 
exceed 6s. but do not exceed Ios., the employee will 

receive 10s. less 3d. for each time late. ' 
exceed Ios. but do not exceed ISs., the employee will 

receive ISs. less 4!4· ~or each time late. 
exceed ISs., the employee Will receive zos. less 6d. for 

each time late." . . : 
Sometimes rewards are higher-" ss. each quarter 

for perfect time," and 7s. 6d. extra for four consecu
tive quarters ; and in one case the reward is in con
tinued arithmetical progression from 10s. per quarter 
with a zs. per quarter increa~e. One man thus 
received £5, 18s. as one quarter's prize, which meant 
nearly fourteen years without one avoidable loss of 
time. 

Quarterly payments are reported more effective 
than yearly payments, and occasionally weekly rewards 
are given for perfect time ; but the scheme for 
holidays seems on the whole preferable to and more 
effective than mere "rewards for punctuality". It 
has a reasoned basis, and that in itself is satisfactory. 
It can only, however, be arranged annually, which is 
a slight drawback. In the large office connected 
with one factory a second half-holiday per week is 
granted to all clerks whose time has been perfect 
and whose work is up to date. 

The importance of regu1ar time-keeping, of health 
and punctuality, is just suggested by the fact that 
almost 3 per cent. of the time of some 3000 girls in 
one factory is lost through sickness and unpunctuality. 
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If a week's annual holiday, which represents about 
2 per cent. of the time, could reduce this loss by 
one-half it would probably be profitable to the firm,· 
because of the greater efficiency of the workers during 
the rest of the time. Workers stick to their work 
when really not fit to do it well, if leaving it involves 
want. Of the effect of the hours of work both on can beim

health and discipline the \Velfare Department of ~~ci:!tbyau 
a factory should be able to speak with no uncertain Welfare De
voice. Moreover,· there should be careful super- partment. · 

vision of all intervals of leisure that are spent in the 
factory. The convenience. of the workers should be · 
studied in every case, and their tastes consulted as 
far as possible. One thing· essential in a Welfare 
officer is the eye which sees their needs. There is 
perhaps no more practical way of raising the whole 
tone of the factory, and the standard of comfort 
among the workers, than making their brief intervals 
of leisure miniature rest-cures, free from any element 
that might irritate or degrade, real oases in what it is 
to be feared many of them still consider a desc;:rt. 
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CHAPTER IV 

INCIDENTAL Ams TO WELFARE 

W1 pass now to the consideration of those incidental 
aids. to the well-being- of employees which, just be-

. cause their connection with factory life is less obvious 
and intimate, have attracted special attention from 
the public, and have come to be popularly regarded 
as· Welfare Work to the exclusion of the more funda
mental matters of wages, hours, and workroom con
ditions whose importance we have already noted. 

The arrangements made specifically for the welfare 
of work~rs may be. conveniently considered under 

, three heads, . according to whether they affect 
I. Their physical well-being; 
2. Their mental devdopment; or 
3. Their per~onal dignity. ' 

The three are, of course, intimately connected 
with each other; they are not always directly related 
one with another, and may even appear conflicting. 
Hence arise many complications, and the devoted 
energies of well-trained experts are needed for the 
solution of the problems involved. 

I. PHYSICAL WELL-BEING 

(a) Health 

Provided that the worker be normal and the 
work be not of an especially dangerous nature, the 
legal supervision exercised over the health of factory 

•ro 
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workers is slight. The younger employees are certified 
as fit upon admission, and thereafter nothing is done, 
unless a worker is actually ill and must have leaye of 
absence. Of course, there is a certain amount of . 
supervision as to the sanitary and other arrangements' 
of the. factory itself, but as far as the individual worker 
is concerned, there is normally none. · · 

The proportion of factories in Great Br~tain in 
which specific Welfare Work is undertaken is small, 
but it is not an unusual thing for employers to 
retain the services of a doctor for their employees. but doctors 
Occasionally as many as three doctors are engaged 
for their full time by one firm, in which case one . 
at least is usually a woman .. More frequently than 
doctors, trained nurses are to be found in factories. 
A nurse is sometimes in constant attendance at the or nurses are 

factory in case of accident or sudden illness ; some- ~iaU:e':f~Y 
times she is expected to visit the homes of those who employers, 

are ill and give help there as best she can. Such help 
can be tactfully given, and is usually welcomed; it 
does not seem to arouse any feeling of unwarranted 
intrusion upon the privacy of the home. Occasion-
ally employers subscribe to the funds for the support 
of district nurses~ instead of retaining· a nurse of their 
own. Similarly, the firm's doctor is not always a full-
time officer ; indeed, only the larger factories can 
afford that; in many cases the doctor attends at the 
factory one or more hours per week, or even an hour 
per day. Sometimes a fee is charged-" 6d. for three 
months," for example--but more usually attendance 
is free, and medicine is provided at a very low rate. 
A worker who wishes to consult the doctor puts his 
name on a list, and is called from his department with bene
when the doctor is ready to see him. The doctor's ficialresults, 

help in case of accidents. is doubtless an advantage, 
but first-aid treatment from a trained nurse is much 
more frequent, and the benefit accruing from it is 
very great. The insistence with which men are 
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comp~ll.ed to report "~ere scratches" is often very 
annoymg to them, but 1s reported to be accompanied 
by a decrease in blood-poisoning. 

though there Of course, certain critics allege that first-aid is 
~?ep~ons. but a flimsy cloak for bad conditions, that to retain 

a doctor is . to have expert evidence always available 
in case of legal proceedings, and that shares in a very 
profitabb co~pany blind even a medical man to 
very insanitary conditions in that company's factory. 

. Such criticism may not be wholly unfounded, but it 
Both is of exceedingly limited application. The fact is 
workers and h th f d th ·employers t at e presence o a actor, or even a nurse, on e 
usually . premises reduces the loss of ·working time through 
benefit by "ll "d I . . . d f d such ar- 1 ness or acc1 ent. 1; saves JOurneys to an ro, an 
rangements. by securing prompt medical attention it often averts 

a serious breakdown. That this is no slight gain, 
both to employer and worker, may be judged from 
the experience of a lady who set up a "hospital cup
board " in the neighbourhood of several East End 
factories far from a hospital. She said it generally 
involved missing half a day's pay if a girl went to a 
hospital, and from the employer's point· of view that 
means irregular ~ork, and less than the possible out
put. "Strangers. would be surprised," the lady said, 
"how much we, use our hospital cupboard ..•• I 
really think the girls are more grateful for this than 
anything else, and we find that now we go to our 
hospital cupboard every day we do not get the very 
bad poisoned fingers and feet as formerly." 1 That 
was written of a very poor neighbourhood, where 
the labour was badly paid and where, presumably, 
efficiency had not been brought to its level in a 
good factory. In many of the larger factories there 

which re- is a first-aid cupboard in each department. It is 
:~~rage- interesting to note that, though the law makes no 
ment from demand for treatment (except in certain dangerous 
inspectors. industries), H.M. Medical Inspectors of Factories 

1 Miss Jean Price. p. '13. 
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have seen fit to issue definite suggestions for rendering 
first-aid in factories, with a view to preventing subse
quent septic infection or blood-poisoning. These 
instructions are given in Appendix X. Special em
phasis is laid upon the instruction not to wash the 
wound; and, if convenient dressings are at hand, 
the treatment is very simple. Cabinets of first-aid 
dressings for use in factories are specially prepared 
by several manufacturers, and an increasing number 
are to be found in workrooms. Generally, too, in 
larger factories there are workers who have had some 
training in ambulance work ; for in many cases, 
before thewar,classes were held each winter.t ·Workers 
who superintend the use· of· first-aid cupboards are 
sometimes paid a small annual sum in recognition of 
their services. But apart from questions of accidents, 
there is the far more subtle question of strain. A 
Welfare Secretary must needs give special attention The Welfare 

h . h' h li bl d Secretary to t ose operattons w 1c are a e to pro uce a must guard 
strain. There is no regulation which prevents the workers 

f l'f · . h f lb from over~ women rom 1 tmg we1g ts o 70 ., or even a strain. 
hundredweight, and such weights are commonly 
lifted in many factories. But in ... some cases the 
greatest care is taken to minimise. such dangerous 
work. Workers themselves are ·frequently able to 
suggest ways of avoiding lifting, pushing, or stooping, 
and in many cases their suggestions are gladly carried 
out. A very important factor, for example, in the 
comfort of workers is the height of the table or bench 
at which they work; a little consideration can often 
discover a way of adjusting this to suit the individual, 
by means of stands or in other ways. A watchful eye 
can discover numberless ways in which the comfort 
of the workers (and so their efficiency) can be in
creased. 

Not infrequently a worker feels ill while at work. 
1 In one case such classes have been held for twenty years or 

more. 
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Women and girls especially are liable to feel the 
strain ~~duly great at times. In many cases rest
rooms are now provided for such foreseen emer
gencies. These rooms are commonly very unpre
tentious, but the essential thing is to have somewhere 
. to go, away from the noise and hurry of the work
room, and the trying, though kindly, observation of 
other workers. Rest-rooms where provided are 
probably little abused, and they are greatly appreci
ated.. Where there is a Welfare Secretary or a nurse, 
she does anything she can for the sufferer, advises as 
to going back to work or going home, and provides 
·water or medicine as may be required. 

Frequently neither attention at the factory nor in 
the home is sufficient to restore the worker to perfect 
health and strength, and in various way~ arrange
ments are made for hospital treatment or for a period 
in a convalescent home. An increasing number of 
firms have a convalescent home of their own, and 

. many of these keep it in use all the year round, 
sending there, from time to time, the workers most in 
need of a rest. In some cases such homes are provided 
gratis, .but more commonly there is a small charge 
made. One home, which began in I 889 ·with accom
modation for six- girls, now provides fot. twenty, and 
this particular type of Welfare Work seems to present 
fewer stumbling-blocks than almost any other. It 
appears in many forms : sometimes it is nothing more 
·than a bed or two maintained in a public convalescent 
home ; but the most successful ventures seem to be 
those which are run by the firm itself, on simple, 
homely lines. As an example may be taken a 
"Holiday and Convalescent Home," which is some 
seven miles out of the town in which the factory is 
situated, and can accommodate eight girls. Here 
one of the Welfare Department officers lives with a 
housekeeper. All have meals together, and the 
housekeeper takes a delight in the girls' enjoyment 
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of their holiday and in seeing them regain health 
and strength. The girls pay ¥· per week·.~towards 
the cost, although special arrangements are sometimes 
made for girls under sixteen, who are outside the 
Insurance Act. Such a home can be of continual 
benefit to the workers. In many ways it is of more 
value than larger "Holiday Homes," kept empty" Holiday 
most of the year and used only for the ;,tnnual holiday Homes," · 

of about forty girls at a time. Such homes are some-
times" owned by two or more establishments. con-
jointly, but forty girls, together with "seven ladies 
and two maids " to look after them, will not be likely 
to gain as much permanent benefit from their fort-
night's holiday as they would in parties of. eight in 
five successive fortnights; and the strain of looking. 
after them will be much greater. Sometimes country 
cottages are in use all the year round, sometimes 
during the six or seven warmer months only. 

In this connection may be ·quoted two extracts 
from a Handbook for Employees ·of a firm which re
pudiates the idea that it does anything in the way of 
Welfare Work: -. 

"Any employee requiring a change of air after 
illness will be sent to a Convalesc~nt Home, the firm 
paying all expenses." · · .. 

" Any employee wishing to have a week's holiday 
at a Seaside Holiday Hoi:ne can do so, the firm paying 
all expenses excepting railway fare." 

"Need" and" desire" are made the criteria. It 
has a hint of Utopia about it, but it seems to.work 
very well; indeed, it works so smoothly that there is 
no noise about it. It is part of the ordinary round 
of factory life. . 

Beds in hospitals are frequently at the disposal of and hospital 
employers in recognition of their subscriptions, but treatment. 
factorv workers themselves often subscribe as well. 
The ;ubscriptions take many forms-an hour's pay 
to the Hospital Saturday Fund once each quarter ; 
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a weekly ·collection throughout the factory ; proceeds 
of concerts, dances, or whist drives ; a penny each 
per fortnight; and so on. Not onlv does this 
provide an outlet for the natural gene;osity of the 
workers, but it gives them a feeling that they are 
not entirely dependent upon the charity of others if 

·the necessity arises for them to go to a hospital. 
Several Welfare Departments send books to 

· . workers who are ill, .and change them from time to 
time throughout the periQd of convalescence; and one 
Co-operative Society, its members being guided by 
their own needs in times of illness, lend their sick 
employees various appliances· such as bed-rests or . 
air-cushions. The fact that many of the co-operators 
are in positions similar to those of their employers 
makes their estimate of the needs of invalids especially 
suggestive. , 

There are a few other instances in which invalid 
appliances are lent .but to workers, one being' in con
nection with a trust fund bequeathed by the founder 
of the firm and managed by a committee. 

Dentists are Dentists are now engaged by many employers to 
sometimes look after the teeth of the workers, but even those 
employed. factories which have. one or two full-time dentists 

find themselves getting behindhand in the· matter., 
In the most extensive systems special files of dentistry 
cards. are kept, and workers are called to the surgery 
in the order of the urgency of their needs.1 In most 
factories where dental services are given to the 
employees there is a well-qualified dental surgery,; · 
but this is not always the case, patients having some
times to go to the dentist's own rooms. Even so, 

t Practice varies con.o;iderably : sometimes new-comers 
have their teeth put in order ; sometimes attention is only 
given free to those who have been with the firm a year or more .. 
As a rule no deduction is made in day wages for time spent in 
the dentist's room, and in some cases a time wage is paid to 
piece-workers to cover their loss. \Vorkers are generally ex
pected to pay at least half the cost of artificial teeth, though 
they may often do so in weekly instalments. 
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the time lost is sometimes paid for. Of those firms 
which refuse to accept any applicant whose teeth are 
not in order some offer dental services free, while 
some expect the applicants to make their own arrar ge
ments. The fact is that looking after the teeth . 
of a large staff of employees is a serious undertaking, 
and is never as complete in practice as in theory. 
The provision of to~th-brushes and dentifrice gratis 
or at a low price is a comparatively simple matter, 
but really adequate dental attention has hardly been 
provided by employers, though a great deal has been 
done. 

(b) Recreation 

Facilities for recreation and social intercourse Arrange-

b d · 1 b h 1 h el ments made may e arrange roam y y t e emp oyees t ems ves, for workers' 
or by a Social Secretary, or by both together. Broadly recreation 
speaking, it is well to encourage the initiative of the vary. 

workers, but to rely on it entirely is· perhaps to expect 
too much of those who have had little or no oppor-
tunity of managing anything on a large scale. The 
arrangements made for recreation in connection 
with a modern factory are often very elaborate, and 
a brief general account of a few systems at present in 
operation may be given. First we may take that of 
a firm which makes membership compulsory; 'second, 
firms which allow workers the option of becoming 
members; third, typical Co-operative· Social and 
Recreative Clubs. 

I. In the first case a condition of employment, said Where 
. to have been suggested by the workers themselves, ~e::be:hip 
is that of joining the Recreation Club, and authorising ~reaJon~iub 
a deduction of a penny per week from wages. This ~oanc~f~1• 
gives the Club an income of about [.6oo per annum. ploymen~· 
"The Recreation Club is entirely self-supporting .••. 
The Firm in the first instance lent the capital (s'ome 
[.1200 to £1400] necessary to provide pavilion, 
bowling greens, athletic equipment, etc., and this 

u 
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capital has all been repaid"; yet "The Chairman 
[of the company], the Deputy Chairman, and one 
of the Managers, together with two of the men, are 
trustees, and act as an Advisory Committee on financial 
matters." They have a right of veto only, and the 
two representatives of the men serve for a three years' 
term, with the right of re-election. They must not, 
however, be members of any other committee con
nected with the qub .. The secretary of the Club is 
appointed by the firm; he is, in fact, the Social 
Secretary. The firm nominates three men, of 
whom the. employees choose one as chairman of the 
Club. The treasurer is the firm's cashier. Of the 
auditors, one is the firm's nominee, the other is 
elected by the members. It will be seen that the 
firm can exercise a very great measure of control 
over the Club. A further control seems to be 
exercised in other ways ; for example, if the band is 
hard up for a mari who can play a certain instrument, 
the firm engages a· performer whether or not he be 
capable of filling a vacancy in the factory. Such is 
apparently the custom, and its effect is to produce an 
imposing band, which accepts professional engage
ments, but is too costly for the entertainments of 
the Club itself ! A further trouble in this Club · 
seems to be that certain sections tend to ·get more· 
than their share of the income. It was pointed out 
that very little was done for the girls, and the men 
thereupon suggested that the girls should "hold an 
indignation meeting." The Club does not run very 
smoothly, and apparently the reward is to the strong~ 
Regarded as "Welfare Work," it seems anomalous· 
that the employees should refund the capital spent 
upon grounds, buildings, and equipment, which 
nevertheless remain the property of the employers, 
and that the company should exercise control over 
th~ funds which are subscribed by the employees 
themselves. 
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z. (a) On somewhat similar lines, except for the Where . 

matter of subscription, is the Recreation Club of=~~=: 
another company. The" supreme management of the ~mployer.;• 
Club " is " vested in a Council appointed by. the :!;e:JU 
Directors" (the number of Councillors not being prevail. 
stated) "and four Representatives elected annually 
by the general body of members." The appointed 
members do not attend the meeting very often; .the 
" power of the purse " is retained, otherwise prac-
tical self.:· management is permitted. The subscriptions 
vary from zs. 6d. to 7s. 6d. per annum, according to -
the number of sections joined, and there are about a 
thousand members. A pavilion, containing a hall, 
reading-room, and library, was erected at a cost of 
{,12,000. 

(b) In another case the annual subscriptions are 
as follows : · 

I! Gents. 

s. d •... 
"Crickef . . 4 0 
" Cricket Practice . . 2 6 
"Tennis. . 4 0 
''Hockey . 3 6 
1' Football . 3 6 
1' Cricket and Tennis • - 6 6 

1. ' ' Cricket and Football . . 6 0 
1' Tennis and Football . . 6 0 
1' Cricket, Tennis, and Football 8 6 
1' Cricket and Hockey . . 6 0 
"Tennis and Hockey . 6 0 
" Full Member • 10 6 

!'Ladies. 

s. d. 

2 6 
2 0 

••• > 

3 6 

''Lads 
under 17. 

s.d. 
2 6 
I 6 

2 0 
2 0 

3 6 

.. 
The subscription of each section is determined 
annually by the Management Committee-elected 
by the Directors. "The Pavilion, Gear, etc., and all 
accessories appertaining to same " are to "be recog
nised property of 'the Firm, who shall have power if 
necessary to frame rules for the using of same, and to 
whom application (is] to be made formally by each 
branch of sport." The Management Committee and 
the Finance Committee consist of Directors. The 
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General Committee is elected by the Club members; 
officers of the Welfare Department are on this Com
mittee, and it may reasonably be supposed that their 
relation to the firm influences their election. From 
the personnel of these committees it follows that the 
control exercised by the firm is very great and very 
direct. · ~ 

(c) In . a third case in which . memb.ership is 
voluntary, the Cl'!lb is governed entirely by its 
members ; the firm gives whatever assistance is 
desired, but the arrangements are left to the ·workers. 
The subscription is fixed at one penny per week (half
penny for those under 18) .. The firm permits this to 
be deducted from wages. h includes the fee for all 
sections (cricket, football, tennis, swimming, and 
several others), the subscription to the works magazine, 
and tickets for two annual entertainments. Instead 
of a penny per ~eek, a "Composit~ Fee" of 6s. per 
annum (5s. for women) may be patd ; the- payment 
of this fee entitles a member to attend two additional 
entertainments. 

3· We may now consider a Recreation Club in 
one of the Co-operative Wholesale Society's works. 
The annual subscriptions are thus stated : 

!• Employes (Males) • 
''Employes (Females) [sic] 
!• Relatives of Employes • 
~·Honorary Members (Friends) 

The sectional fees are : 
''Bowling 
.''Cricket 
f• Football 
'' Orchestra . , 
'' Photographic · 
'' Swimming • 
''Cycling 
!'Rambling 

s. d. 
0 6 

• 0 3 
• 2 6 
• 5 o" 

• I 6 
• 2 0 
• I 6 
• 0 6 
• I 0 
• 0 6 
• Free 
• Free" 

The Society grants £10 per annum, and there is a 
right to make a levy on members in exceptional cir-
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cumstances. Charges are made for dances and whist
drives held in a room provided for employees. From 
the money thus obtained, the Club, in addition to 
paying its way, makes grants to charities. It is 
governed by an Executive Council, two men being 
elected annually from each department. They elect 
the officers, but if any Councillor be elected to an 
official position_he must resign, and his department 
elects another representative; for "No officer shall 
vote on any resolution before Committee." Coun
cillors must be employed in the departments they 
represent, and the President, who is elected annually, 
is entitled to preside at all meetings-this appar
ently being the manager's chance. That considerable 
amusement is extracted from the business meetings of 
the Club is suggested by the following regulation : 
" Three, members shall be elected as Auditors at the 
Annual Meeting. • • • They shall receive 2s. 6d. each 
for their services, and reasonable refreshments." 
The secretary is paid Iss. per quarter ; his assistant, 
5s. per quarter. 

In another C.\V.S. factory, the Social Club has 
grown up round a Dramatic Society which gave an 
entertainment in aid of a sick employee. The sub
scription is a penny per week, and about half the 
employees are members. The principal part of the 
income, however, is derived from dances and whist- . 
drives, which are held monthly for eight months a 
year, the charge being ¢. each. The Club's 
orchestra, conducted by a packer, plays; and the 
members present each receive a box of chocolate or 
two cigars, in addition to refreshments. £s0:..£6o 
per annum is given to charities by this Club. The 
Committee of twenty is elected by ballot, the 
manager, who is a very active member, being in
variably elected President. It is probably due to 
the President's influence that sections such as the 
Dramatic, Choral, and Orchestral prosper better than 
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ouuiOOI' sections in this Ouh. The pride d tbe Ouh 
is still the Drmutic section, which produces Shle
~ and modem phys, with a hhourer and a 
Wllod woder in the frincipal parts.. In this Ouh, 
members d the office suH and bctory hnld.s associate 
on eqml terms, and the ~~ infue:nce is TUT 
great. This is probably due to his strong persom.Ety; 
he is, unconsciously, a beneficent tyrant, by whose 
side hmnhler woden seem dwuied and ~oni£a.nt. 

To -:u There ue, then, two distinct wz, in which the 
::;;:.:.,. initiative of employees nuy be h.andia;pai, (1) by 
is~ tbe mastednl control of the £n.ances of the Cub, 
~ and (z) by the domimma; whether comciom or Ull

ia p&tiu'!'w conscious, of a strong, confu!ent persolWity. The 
• ~~-danger of the former is greatest in the D!e of large 

successful £rms; the latter occms in some ases where 
there are }'l"Ofessiow SocW Secretaries, but is as 
Elely to occur 'Khene¥er a person in autllaity u1es 
an active part in the work.. Only a Tery wise ~oer 
can mare freely in the soc:W actirities of the employees 
without dominating them.. Yet some employen, and 
some Soc:W Secret:aries, are apahle of eff.acing them
selves when occasion wunnts it. The tempttrion 
to impress everything with the sttmp of ODe's own 
penonility is doubtless great, but to en~~ the 
development of personality even in the hmnblest 
employee is the professed aim d :many employen, and 
the m.ive statement of C. W .S. employees mzy suggest 
a similar ideal Their object is " to promote the 
recrurive and soc:W weTibeing of the employes by 
means of games, ent:ertainments, etc., as the Com
mittee nu:y deem ad'Tiuble.." Nowhere is the 
tempurion to put things right, even by coerciTe 
methods., ~oer th.m where enerml critirum is 

a.m-.. feared or e:rte:rml appr<llation desired. Vniformed 
~a b bands and fire brigades, even sports, an.i wmb 
ad~ ~ouines, can be, and sometimes an; used as a.iTer
J*llWS rising medU., and even the - matt public-spirited 
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employer or the most devoted Welfare Secretary 
must be sorely te:r;npted to soften the crudities which 
are bound to result from the efforts of untutored 
work.ers. It is not yet commonly recognised that the 
value of educative effort cannot be estimated by the 
finish of its by-products. The neatness of a drawing 
rather than its imagination, the spelling of an essay 
rather than its originality, are still the customary 
criteria of a child's progress; and, similarly, in a 
factory the idiosyncrasies of individual employees 
are frequently discouraged, partly through lack of 
understanding on the part of employers and Welfare 
Secretaries, partly through fear of countenancing 
anything that may be ludicrous, and partly because 
of the large numbers involved. Speak.ing generally, are of little 

it may be said that the Oubs which provide the best !::=:othe 
recreation for the work.ers have least to show the 
world. 

When a factory Recreation Ouh is inaugurated 
there follow inter-departmental contests of various 
k.inds ; and as soon as factory teams, hands, or 
brigades feel strong enough to face others,- inter
factory contests are initiated. These are frequently 
of rather an informal character, hut they sometimes 
give rise to definite \Vorhhop Leagues, with specific 
rules and regulations, membership of which is not 
always confined to factory Oubs, hut may include, 
for example, tramway or post-office employees' Ouhs. 
The effects of such inter-factory contests are as varied 
as those of the factory Club itself. The contests 
may become little more than agencies advertising 
for workers. In one extraordinary case a gentleman 
who employs several thousand workers has, possibly· 
with the best will in the world, converted their sp(>rt 
into an object of scorn by the means he has adopted 
to encourage it. In point of fact, however, this 
employer may he only a little more frank than many 
others ; his curious arrangements with regard to the 
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Cricket Club are here given. "As a stimulus to 
members (of the Cricket Club) to take an interest in 
the welfare· of the Club, and as a reward for good 
play, Mr. X. gives one halfpenny for each run scored 
from the bat. Half a crown to any bowler who takes 
three wickets in any one innings. Five shillings to 
the bowler wlio takes three wickets with successive 
balls. • • . Fjve shillings to the Club Funds for each 
win, a~d half a crown for each draw • • • a prize of 
not less than fifteen shillings to the batsman who 
heads the batting averages, and the same to the 
bowler at the head of the bowling averages.· As 
a further incentive ••• Mr. X. entertains both 

· elevens and officials." 
In view of the fact that rewards such as these are 

given by various employers, a certain Co-operative 
· Society may be pardoned its boast 'that its . em

ployees "~ave a football team," although it does 
"not give overcoats to goal-getters." 1 

Factory It must not be supposed that such an arrangement 
~lu~ ci!'-:1~ is typical of factory Clubs. Many are as worthy of 
:emble the name of Sport as those associated with schools or: 
school Clubs, colleges, and indeed are run on similar lines. Many 

factory Clubs, both struggling and successful, are the 
outcome of the strenuous efforts of those who them
selves keenly appreciate sport, and are eager to bring 
its advantages to the workers. Especially does this 

~hough the latter apply to girls' Clubs, for to teach factory girls 
~deaofsport -not to play scientific games nor to play well but 
1s novel to • ' ' 
many just-to play is often surprismgly difficult. Perhaps 
workers. the spirit of childhood within them has been dwarfed. 

The necessity for earning daily bread has loomed so 
large on their horizon, and that of their parents, 
that all activities which are without recompense or 
reward seem to them poor and purposeless. The 
rough-and-ready plan of paying for skill in games 

·doubtless supplies a motive for playing, but it kills 
1 Wolverhampton, Co-operative Wheatsheaf, April 1914. 
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the spirit of sport. It is difficult to formulate the 
ways in which that spirit can be developed, but 
probably the most effective is personal influence, 
through presence in the playground and participation 
in the games. Most Social Secretaries adopt that 
method. Though it cannot be affirmed that those 
who actually play games are always the.most successful 
secretaries, still ability to play smooths many of the 
difficulties in the path. In factories where there. 
are several officers in the Welfare Department, the 
Sports Secretary is generally the most popular. 
He or she may at first have to contend with 
slackness and carelessness in matters of sport, but 
improvement in this respect is usually rapid and 
encouraging. . · 

Recreative or Social Clubs frequently form part W?rkers 

of a. general factory Institute, which has libraries, :~~~any 
literary· societies, and even dining-rooms under its sport, out of 
supervision. We may here briefly indicate the forms doors 
of recreation which find favour in the sight of factory 
workers. Cricket (both for men and for girls), football, 
hockey, tennis, bowls, rounders, croquet; quoits, 
basket-ball, rowing, swimming, cycling, rambling 

, and angling, all figure among the open-air sports of 
factory workers. In one case a small golf course 
attached to a factory is reserved for the use of em
ployeesl to whom clubs are lent upon application. 
In many cases all requisites are provided for use by 
members on Club grounds ; this applies to Co
operative Clubs as well as others. Of the men's 
sections Bowling Clubs are among the most success
ful; they are usually associated with similar Clubs 
in a League through which matches are arranged. 
Rambling Clubs are rather dependent upon the 
initiative of the Welfare Department, but some are 
very popular. As a rule, places of historic interest or 
beauty in the neighbourhood are made the objectives, 
but the expeditions have in some cases extended to 
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brief Continental tours. These Clubs, which are 
among the most difficult to originate, may become 
sources of permanent enjoyment to their members. 
A photographic section can well be associated with 
such a Club, and photography is a hobby which has 
its devotees ~mong factory employees. 

Before the war gave· Rifle Clubs and Cadet Corps 
associations which removed them from the realm of 
recreation, they were apparently very successful in 
many factories. Rifle practice was of daily occurrence 
in some cases, and miniature ranges have been 
set up on roofs. Military camps were looked upon 
in the light of pleasant holidays, and permission to 
attend them for a fortnight was considered a privilege. 
Sometimes ordinary wages, or half wages, in addition 
to the military pay, were granted to those employees 
who spent their vacation in military camps. Troops 
of Boy Scouts have been organised in the factories as 
well as troops of Girl Guides. The former seem much 
more popular than the latter, which have been dis
banded in some cases. In one large factory, tents, 
with all manner of camping requisites, are provided 
free for those who will use them, but the demand is 
not great. Camping depends for its popularity 
largely upon an organiser. If a Social Secretary 

· enjoys camping, he can make the boys enjoy it; but 
in many cases it has been tried and found too trouble
some or too expensive. Occasionally an employees' 
camp is given up in favour of some such arrangement 
as that of the " Seaside Camps for London Working 
Boys," the firm contributing towards the boys' 
expenses. · 

Of indoor games, billiards is perhaps the most 
popular. Charges of about a penny an hour per 
person are customary for this, only grown men being 
allowed to use the best tables. Inferior tables are, 
however, frequently supplied for use by juniors. 
Chess and Draught Clubs are to be found more 
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rarely. · Tournaments of many kinds are arranged 
among members of Recreation Clubs. Annual 
athletic sports are often upon a most elaborate scale, 
with numerous and valuable prizes. In some cases 
they are managed by the employees themselves, but 
almost invariably the heads of the business take a 
conspicuous part in connection with' them. The 
wives of employees, besides being invited to such 
functions, are not infrequently permitted to join the 
Recreation Club, especially the sections devoted to 
social entertainment and the tennis sections. Their 
subscriptions are sometimes the same as those for 
women employed by the company, but there are· 
cases in which a man pays little more for a "double 
ticket " than he would have to pay for his own. 

Dancing is perhaps one of the most popular amuse
ments. In one factory where dances are held fort
nightly throughout the winter, the manager and his 
wife are present at every one. Special charges are 
usually made, and · the proceeds divided between 
the working expenses of the Recreation Club and 
local charities. -

The recreation grounds available for the use of 
employees vary greatly; they may consist of . the 
roof of the factory or of acres of beautiful gardens 
and well-kept playing-fields. Even the provision of 
a flat roof in a crowded city is by no means to be 
despised; and the addition of a few pot plants makes 
a welcome break in the monotony of walls and pave
ments in a crowded city. An asphalted playground 
with swings and see-saws is not without its pleasures, 
but its hard contours do not suggest 'the relaxation· 
which the workers need. Public playing-fields. are 
frequently used by factory teams, and many factory 
Clubs hire grounds ; still, a large number of factories 
have grounds of their own, some being very beautiful. 
To go straight out into the garden to play tennis· 
appears as normal to these factory operatives as it 
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would to a student, and in some cases at least there 
is as little supervision as in college grounds. 

To be able to dispense with supervision altogether 
is a veritable . triumph, and it augurs well for the 
discipline o~ the factory and the quality of work 
done therein." The expense of watching workers at 
their work is' an important item in the cost of pro
duction; sam~ seek to eliminate it by making fear 
the taskmaster-fear of poverty, even fear of starva
tion. But fear saps the strength of the workers, and 
defeats the ends it was meant to promote. To 
eliminate the expense of watching by strengthening 
the characters of the workers, so that each can be 
implicitly trusted to perform the task undertaken, 
is the goal of those employers who provide untram
melled opportunities for the enjoyment of health
giving recreation. · 

(c) Food . 

Where food The question of the provision'o{ food for factory 
is provided, workers is of special importance in the case of women. 

and girls. Girls are notoriously careless about their 
. meals, and, moreover, their wages are lower than 
men's and they can afford less for food. There may 
be something, too, in the fact that families tend to. 
reside near the. work of the main breadwinner, so 
~heir homes are more readily accessible to men than 
to girls. Possibly, moreover, men are more apt . to 
suspect patronage. Employers sometimes hesitate 
to provide dining-rooms for men for reasons not 

.directly connected with their works; for example, 
one employer stated that dining-rooms for his men 
would mean that those dependent upon them got 
worse food, as the only person in the family with 
whose food one must not tamper is the father.1 

Nevertheless, there are many dining-rooms for men, 
l'This is borne out by 1\:lrs. Pember Reeves' experience. 

Vide Round about a Pound a Week. · 
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and in many cases one kitchen supplies meals for both 
men and women, generally in different rooms, often 
at different times. Prices are usually somewhat the chief 

higher for men, and the helpings larger, though some- ~~-:~in~ 
times the only adjustment is made by the workers' cheapness 

selection from the menu. The food is, of course, · · 
purchased at wholesale rates by managers" of the larger 
dining-rooms, and this can make a considerable 
difference in the cost of meals. However, the advan-
tage is almost counterbalanced by the uncertainty 
as to numbers. Herein lies the chief difficulty : how 
to reconcile free choice on the part of the workers 
from day to day with certainty on the part of the 
manager as to what will be needed. The larger the 

. number the more accurately can the demand be 
gauged; and experience brings with it a knowledge 
of daily seasonal fluctuations, so that by an efficient 
manager waste can be almost eliminated without wit~ 
Jimiting the choice of dishes. vanety 

The winter mon~hs are generally. those in which 
factory dining-rooms are most appreciated, presum
ably on account of the weather. But in each week 
there are fluctuations in the numbers. The opening y-hile allow

of a good fish-and-chips shop in the neighbourhood, :;c~~ting 
for example, may decrease the numbers on Friday numbers. 
more than on other days. As a rule, however, Monday 
is the " small day," as many workers bring from 
their homes what was left from Sunday's dinner. 
The numbers generally tend to increase towards 
Thursday, but no hard-and-fast rule can be laid down. 

In connection with a small dining-room established 
by ladies some twenty-six years ago in the neigh
bourhood of several factories the numbers varied from 
70 to 200 on ordinary days, and from none to a hundred 
on Saturdays. To cope with such fluctuations is 
impossible, if hot joints are to be prepared and prices 
to be low. To gain some idea of the expenditure, we 
may look at the yearly expenses of this little dining-
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room (A)l and the quarterly balance-sheet1 of a factory 
dining-room (B) where, on the average, about 110 
dinners were· purchased daily. 

(A) 

Food for ~ year cost about • 
Rates and taxes • . • 
Lighting and heating • 
Wages. .• • 

• £357 
71 
69 

Rent ·• • • 
Utensils and repairs 
Laundry • 

Expenses. 
Flour, sugar, etc. • 
Small groceries 
Butter and tea 
Butcher's meat • 
Vegetables and fruit 
Fish, eggs, etc. 

• £59 
• 30 
• 38 
• 38 
• 20 
• 13 

Cake • · • • · • I I 
Milk • 21 

• 
. £230 

Portion of wages paid by 
Institute • • 48 

Depreciation 4 
Balance : 7 

(B) 

120 

13 
19 
14 

£663 

Income. 
Meals paid for by em-

ployers • • • £254 
Meals, for staff, visitors, 

students, and Com
mittee; and Works 
tea. 35 

- In the first case (A), no attempt was made to do 
more than cover the cost of food, as the dining-room 
was run on philanthropic lines. In the second (B), 
the balance-sheet (in greater detail) was submitted 
to a committee 'of employees which nominally con
trolled the dining-room. Rent, rates and taxes, 
lighting, fuel, laundry, and part of the wages were 
left to be paid by the employer. The dining-room 
cannot be considered one of the most efficiently 
managed, nor must the amateur nature of its manage
ment be attributed entirely to the committee of 

1 1913. 1 January-to March 1914. 
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employees. In a neighbouring county, another 
factory dining-room (q, also nominally controlled by 
a committee of employees, was found to be charging 
only from one-half to one-quarter of the prices charged 
here (B) for dishes similar in quantity and quality.• 
The fact that the former factory. (q caters for 
girls only cannot explain the ~screpancy ; for men 
receive larger portions and pay proportionately more 
(m B) ; but the fact that the employees' committee 
in the second case consists entirely of women may be 
of importance in this connection. The men may be 
more anxious to pay their own way ; the women . 
may be better managers. As far as can be judged, The result 

the difference in cost appears to be largely due to =~u~ 
management. Not that either is badly managed; manage
but there is in one case a tendency to persist in old ment. 
methods even when they are proved unsatisfactory.• 
An expert at the head of a catering department, or 
at least one who intends to become an expert, is 
essential to the successful provision of cheap, good, 
varying meals. This seems repeatedly overlooked. 
One finds, for example, a young typist, without an 

· idea about the subject, flung into the position of 
. manager of a huge dining-room. The marvel is not 
that things run in a haphazard way, but that they 
run at all. \\'here an expert has been given control 
of this department, the results seem to· justify the 
action. A factory dining-room managed by one who 
had previously catered for the requirements of an 

1 Charges for WOffteJJ alld Girls- (B) (C) 
Chop and mashed potatoes • • 6d. 
Roast beef. mashed potatoes, and vegetable 4d. 
Steak pie and potatoes • • • 4d. 
Liver, onions, and potatoes • • • 3d. 
Tripe and onions • • • • 3d. 

2d.. 
I }d. 
I d. 
Id.. 

Fish, parsley sauce, and potatoes • • 3d. 
Fish pie • • • • Id. 
Shepherd's pie • • • • 2d. ld. 
Puddings • • • • • Id. id. 

• The card given in Appendix IX suggests that the office 
expenses of the dining-room are needlessly heavy. 
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hotel covered all expenses except the manager's 
salary and the rent.1 The meals provided were 
cheap and good, and the menus varied ; 1 the numbers 
increased, and became more regular. 

The average factory menu would appear somewhat 
as follows : . . I 

Soup' • •. • 
Meat and two vegetables 
Made-up dish • • 
Pudding •. 
Tea 

• Id. 
3d. 

• ltd. 
• 1d. 

td· 

Soup is not generally taken, except when it is 
substituted for meat. Scotch broth proved very 
popular in one factory, where dinner frequently con
sisted of a penny bowl of broth and a penny pudding .. 
In some factories soup is given gratis, the idea being 
to.train the workers to appreciate it; but the success 
of the experiment is doubtful. "Nothing for a 3d. 
dinner is so popular as Roast Beef," was the report 
from ·one factory, where meat, potatoes, and vegetables 
were sold for 3d. ; but it was· added that the girls 
rarely spent more than zd. each; ·so presumably ii 
was among the men that beef was popular ! \Veekly 
tickets at Is, 6d., providing six breakfasts and five 
dinners, are sold in one factory. The tickets must 
be purchased ·on Saturday for the next week; thus it 
is hoped to ensure the workers good food for the 
coming week.' Incidentally it would decrease fluctu
ations ·in the catering; but the scheme does not 
appear to be very popular. 

The importance of a varying menu can scarcely be 
realised ~y the many caterers who repeat the same 

.~. ... None of the firms visited have endeavoured to make the 
mess-room self-supporting; most are satisfied if th~ cost. of 
the food is covered, but one or two make charges JUSt high 
enough to cover the wages of the kitchen staff as well " (Miss 
Whitworth in Factory Inspector's Report, 1913). One firm, 
employing 6ooo or 7000 workers, reports a loss of about £700 
per annum on its dining-rooms. 

I Vide Appendix IX. 
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series week after week. The lively curiosity of the 
girls in one factory was raised by the manager who 
varied the menu seemingly ad infinitum. There is 
always some risk in introducing a new dish, but once 
the confidence of the diners has been.-yvon they assail 
new dishes with alacrity; and a distinct influence 
tan be exercised over their· choice of food.1 The 
caterer in one factory dining-room remarked that a 
fixed menu is a needless expense. She bought accord
ing to the market, not according to a preconceived 
plan, and no waste was permitted in her department. 
A debit balance on the year's working, however, is not The balance 
a proof that the dining-room is economically unprofit- sh~tet.is nof 

bl h 
. Th d .. cnenono a e to t e propnetors. e return expecte IS m success, 

··the greater efficiency of the workers. · 
The Chief Factory Inspector in his report for 

1913 1 says, "It is gradually being recognised that 
the physical fitness of the worker has an important 
bearing on the output of the factory, and so it is found 
that dining-rooms and restaurants are slowly becoming 
more general, more especially in the modern and most 
up-to-date factories, and in those so situated that the 
workers cannot return home readily for their meals." 
He adds, " The experience of a Bristol. firm is most 
instructive on this point. They have no .less than 
five restaurants in one group of factories, each large 
enough to accommodate 1000 people, and the meals 
are provided by the employers at cost price or 
slightly below it. The first restaurant was started 
five years ago for one department only, and it was as indirect 

?bserved that a gradual reduction .in.the sicknes~ rate :.d~:,.~es 
m that department followed, until ·eventually 1t fell accrue to 
to one-half the amount experienced previously, when employers. 

the bulk of the workers had not the opportunity of 
obtaining a good midday meal. Similar results were 

1 Menus actually used for a month in one factory are given 
in Appendix IX. 

I P. 8. . 
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experienced when the restaurants were extended to 
other departments." The matter is simply stated, 
and it is regarded in this way by most employers, but 
there are other points of view. We may consider first 

But that of'_the wor~ers. There is a certain suggestion of 
!'~~~r::~~ " charity " about dinners supplied below cost, even 
!~'here f?Od though it be patent that the employers expect to reap 
;:'p~~~~tl; financial benefit indirectly. This suggestion is dis
at a loss. pleasing ·to many workers, and if they considered that 

the food was supplied at a loss there would probably 
be more irritation than there is at present. The fact 
seems to be that the food does not cost less than the 
workers customarily pay, nor does it look more in 
quantity; it 'is only the quality which is better, and 
that is less noticeable. If the finances of the dining
rooms were entrusted to a committee of workers, it 
might be that in other cases besides the one cited 1 

prices· would be higher; but it is really not quite 
justifiable to entrust the finan~es to them without 
allowing them some voice in the management, and it 
is the undisputed control of the management which 
many of the employers want, even at the cost of several 
hundred pounds a year. By that means they hope to 
exercise a beneficial influence over the dietary of their 
empl6yees; and for this they are willing to pay. It 
is, in effect; paying more than the nominal wages, 
while' securing a certain amount of control over their 
expenditure. The immediate effects on the em
ployees are doubtless beneficial, as physical health 
and strength is the first object of the employers. But 
it should be carefully considered from the workers' 
point of view whether what is actually wages should 
not be recognised as such. ; 

Truck Acts There are various methods of deducting from 
:':!~. nominal wages for food supplied, and these sometimes 

involve employers in breaches of the Truck Acts. 
Deductions for victuals must not be made without 

I P. 191· 
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the written consent of the worker, and must not exceed 
the true value of the goods supplied.1 The legal pit
falls are fewer in cases where the full wages are paid 
in coin, and workers buy from the factory dining
room what they desire; and this certainly sa-yes much 
labour in book-keeping, and is the usual practice.· 
To what extent food supplied gratis becomes part of especially 

' h f h 1 d t where food wages m t. e eyes o t e. aw oe~ not ye appear. is supplied 
Beer supphed to workers m laundnes was cons1dered gratis. 

part of wages; cocoa or ginger-beer subsequently 
substituted was still part of the wages ; and, when 
it was no longer provided gratis, an addition had to 
be made to the money wages. 2 

Milk is frequently supplied gratis in factories to 
some of the workers, and tea is sometimes taken round 
to all the hands during the afternoon. In one case 
tea (hot or cold) is provided free, as the management 
thinks drinking cold water during hot weather is 
injurious to the health, and so forbids it .. [300 per 
annum is spent by 'one firm on milk to be given to 
young, employees, and in another case a late director's 
bequest supplies free tea with dinner. The legal 
aspect of such "gifts" from employers does not 
appear to be considered. Custom may convert them 
into "rights " on the part of employees. 

In some smaller factories the catering is lianded A direc~ 
over to an outsider; the dining~r~om becomes a rent- b~o!~~t~t 
free restaurant, or even a subsidised restaurant. It the sale of 
appears that a profit can be made out of selling food food, 

at low rates to factory workers, and the question 
arises as to whether employers wish to make their 
dining-rooms pay. Their real object is, as a rule, to but, as the 
induce the workers to eat good food, and the only way emb_plot~erst' 
f d . 1 . d f d . 1 o Jec 1S o o omg so apparent y iS to put goo oo m paces raise the 

easy of access, at the same price as that for which fu~dardof 
inferior food can be obtained elsewhere. Most em- • · 

1 I and 2 Will. IV. c. 37, s. 23. 
I Factory Inspector's Report for 1913, P· ros. 
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ployers seem quite satisfied with the results, but these 
cannot be achieved by entrusting the dining-room to 
one neither interested in the employe~s nor under the 

they prefer supervision of those who are. To. ·give the workers 
i!saf[!ren~ contro~ ,of a dining-room may be to defeat the end 
transfer of for which it was established-namely, to raise the 
control to d d f h • a1s th · . the workers. stan ar o t eu me -yet upon etr co-operation 

the success of the venture must needs depend. A 
share in the management of the dining-room is 
sometimes given to the workers themselves through 
a committee, generally elected from the various de
partments. A monthly meeting may be held to 
discuss their likes and dislikes with regard to the 
menus, the methods of serving, costs and nutriment, 

But their. and various details. Frequently very good suggestions 
=f:,ation are made by the workers, and they gain some know-
secured, ledge of the difficulties which have to be overcome, 
· and a touch of .dignity through responsibility. In 

one· case, girls meet weekly and select menus for the 
coming week. In one or two cases they are allowed to 
take a turn in the kitchen for a month at a time, but 
this privilege is not greatly appreciated, and cannot 
be forced. Its success or failure depends upon the 
personalities concerned. In one factory, the manager 
said that girls about to be married seemed inclined to 
take advantage of the opportunity of learning how to 
prepare food. The fact that appliances in a factory 
are usually incomparably superior to those found in 
ordinary working-class homes detracts from the value 
of the experience gained. 

·even at the The finances of the dining-room are rarely sub-
~~':i~'!-a~te mitted to the workers, and perhaps never in their 

·trouble. entirety. In one case, where all accounts pass 
through the ordinary clerks' hands, the caterer says she 
dare not purchase margarine or any stores which are 
not considered first-class, as complaints would arise 
instantly, even though there were no perceptible 
difference in the food provided. It is probably 
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much more troublesome to permit the workers any 
share of control than to run the dining-room auto
matically; but .in' those cases in which the former 
method has been· attempted the results seem to 
warrant the extra trouble involved. , 

It is no easy task to supply .several hund~ed hot Various· 
dinners within a few minutes, and the dining-rooms arra~ge
need to be well arranged. Especial difficulties arise :!~e

9

t~re 
in connection with payments which tend to cause'~~~:~!!.~ceo~ 
delay. Most factory mess-rooms have special schemes, hot dinners, 
more or less efficient, to expedite the service. One 
of the most elaborate is as follows : places at table 
are assigned to all those who signify their desire to 
dine regularly, and an officer• (one of the factory 
hands) is appointed to look after each group of about 
twenty. Typed menus for a week are placed on the 
tables.1 There are also cards on the table, one for 
each worker.1 On Thursday at dinner one marks 
one's card with an order for Friday's meals, on Friday 
one orders for Monday, and so on. If one thinks on ~ 

. Friday that he will want roast beef, vegetables, and 
'Yorkshire pudding on Monday, he marks, opposite 
" Monday dinner," a cross in the " 40," column and 
another in the " 9 " column (as those are. the menu 
numbers of the desired dishes)~ The cards are 
collected, and clerks count up the orders, which are 
then sent to the catering department. The appointed 
girls, leaving work somewhat early, get the dinners 
ready for their groups, so that the others merely 
walk to their places and find there the food they 
ordered. Those who do not mind waiting, and who 
are willing to take the risk of not getting what they 
want, do not order the day before, but wait at a 
counter till their turn comes. The scheme is not 
very expeditious, and more labour is needed for 
book-keeping than with other systems. At the end 
of the week the totals are reckoned and deducted 

a Vid1 Appendix IX. • Vid8 Appendix IX. 
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from wages. A stream of several hundred workers, 
.all desiring to be served at the same instant, needs 
careful control, and probably the best arrangements 
are somewhat as described below. · · ·· · 

A large separate building of some three floors is 
devoted entirely to the use of the factory workers, 
. being used each day for meals, and occasionally for 
social entertainments, whist- drives; dances, etc. 
The kitchen is well fitted with appliances for pre
paring and cooking food on a large scale, and the 
dining-rooms themselves are provided with long 
counters, the greater part of which consists of " hot
plate" for keeping the food hot after it has been 
portioned out in expectation of the advent of a large 
number o~ hungry and impatient workers. Before 
the counter, at intervals, are placed barriers, similar 
to those l;>efore ticket windows at railway stations, to 
guide applicants "in " and " out". For the rest, 
the rooms are fitted with tables and forms or chairs, 
the tables being composition slabs some 18 inches wide, 
on metal stands. Chairs are to be seen only at a 
few tables which are recognised as those of the 
overlookers. The heads of large departments have. 
separate' rooms, and ··somewhat apart from the· rest 
are the rooms for the use of the managers or directors. 
About an hour before the expected rush the dinners 
are being cut and placed in the hot-plate. Then, 
with the sound of the whistle one hears the rush of 

and to avoid feet. Bills of fare are exhibited at the entrance. 
"delay int Each worker, on entering the building, buys from a 
paymen. b h d clerk checks to the value of the food to e pure ase , 

and only these checks are taken in payment in the 
dining-rooms. The workers pass to the counter,· 
different parts of it being reserved for different types 
of food--one part, hot meat and vegetables; another, 
puddings ; a third, beverages ; a fourth, pastries ; 
a fifth, fruit. No change is given; counters of the 
exact value of the dishes required must be given-
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and the workers quickly and quietly carry their food 
to their appointed places if they are habitual cus
tomers, or to th~ place set apart for occasional users 
of the dining-rooms if they come rarely. Friends 
will sometimes arrange to get each other suppl\es, the' 
only limit being that one must not purchas~ more 
than can be at once carried away from the counter. 
In this way all· the diners are quickly supplied with 
hot food, the clerks at the entrance have within a 
quarter of an hour totalled the receipts, and, at the 
counters, the separate receipts show the demand for 
the different dishes. Once this is in working order 
on a large scale, it can be run to within a very narrow 
margin without any previous· ordering on the part 
of the workers, and the privilege of being able to come 
in and buy just what one feels one wants at the 
moment is by no means insignificant. In one case, 
workers are served at dinner-time in the order in 
which they arrive at work in the morning. The 
necessity for such a plan arises solely from the inade
quacy of the means provided for keeping the dinners 
hot; it is little more than an admission that some. 
workers will get cold dinners. 

For a thousand workers to be served at one counter 
in 2: few minutes and to carry their food to places 
scattered over a huge room migh~ seem to involve a 
good deal of noise or confusion or inconvenience. ; 
but in practice it can be managed with perfect 
order, and apparently to the complete satisfaction of 
all concerned. The chief conditions are: an efficient 
serving staff, adequate means of keeping the dinners 
hot, and a good system of making payments. Many 

·factories have arrangements of this nature, though 
no two are identical. 
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(d) Baths and Gymnasia 

It has long been recognised that cleanliness. is 
essential to health. The provision of baths in factories 
is no :pew idea, as they were certainly provided by an 
employer so long ago as 1820. Nor can the need for 
them be denied, even with regard to factories where 
the work is not especially dirty or dangerous, for 
workers still come from homes where bathing is a 
luxury not readily obtained. Baths in factories may 
be classified as : (1) those needed because of the 
nature of the work; (2) those needed because of the 
absence of baths in the workers' homes; and (3) swim-

sometimes ming baths. Some work makes the workers so dirty 
!~: !~~kre of that they must wash before they can go home. But 
makes them even in such cases the provision of baths has only 
necessary, slowly become customary. An inspector, writing in 

I9I.h could say that in sugar refineries baths have 
come to be looked upon as necessities, but it appeara 
that in at least some cases the employer did not 
think of these necessities until he saw his men bathing 

in which case in the water used for washing the sugar sacks. In 
~eyp~ be. certain cases the provision of baths is compulsory. 

m ry' For example, a regulation for lead-smelting reads as 
follows: 

"There sh~ll be provided and maintained in a 
cleanly state and in good repair for the use of all 
persons employed in any lead process • . . sufficient 
and suitable bath accommodation (douche or other) 
with hot water laid on, unless the water supply 
provided • • . is so arranged that a warm douche 
for the face, neck, and arms can be taken." 1 

Where nitro- and amido-derivations of benzene are 
concerned, the Chief Inspector may permit the use 
of public baths, and employees engaged in specified 
processes must "take a bath at least once a week, 

1 No. 752, 1911, Regulation u. Cf. (1) Pottery Regulations, 
No. 2, 1913, Part l. u (d). 
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and [also] when the materials mentioned in the 
Schedules have been spilt on the clothing so as to 
wet .the skin." t Persons may be exempted from 
this regulation by a" signed entry of the Surge~m in 
the Health Register." ~ , · 

It is not uncommon to hear the complaint that 
men will not use baths when provided; the reasons 
probably differ greatly, and are difficult to discover, 
being often personal. An inspector tells a tale of 
how he visited some bathrooms which the employer 
told him the men would not use ; and then, turning 
to the employer, he said, "Well, would you l" But 
the fact that even excellent baths are not always used 
is illustrated by another firm's experience. Fifty 
shower-baths, six slipper-baths, and a hundred dress
ing and drying-rooms were erected, and lockers were 
provided in which working clothes might be left at 
night. The total cost was estimated at about £4-ooo, 
and four years after their erection a director still 
complained that they were not used. It is possible 
that the explanation might be found in the general 
discontent prevailing in these works, but the experi
ence has been similar in works otherwise satisfactory. 
However, this complaint is not general, and where 
good baths-or even fairly good baths-are pro
vided, and the manner of their provision does not 
annoy the workers, they often avail themselves gladly 
of the advantages. 

The second reason for the provision of baths is sometimes 
that the factory must have cleaner workers than tthhenatukreo,f 

. hb . h bl f 1 • T ewor ers ne1g ourmg omes are capa e o supp ymg. o homes 
the workers such an assumption might seem an insult ; :F"~esb~em 
and doubtless they have some ground for indignation esua • 

at the thought that their own labour cannot purchase 
for them even the means of fitting them for it. It is 
a mistake to think that workers prefer homes without 
· 

1 No. 1310, 1908. Cf. Electric Accumulator Regulations. 
1903. Regulations 14 and 20. 
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bathrooms, or that baths iue not used for bathing 
because they are .covered by table-tops or serve as 
pantries. The bath may be filled with household 
provisions during the greater part. 'of the week, for 
space is· valuable in a small house; but occasionally 
it is emptied of its heterogeneous contents and devoted 
to the purpose for which it was designed. But even 

·. such pantry-baths, concealed under the table of the 
living-room, are not frequent, and not even all L.C.C. 
flats furnish the luxury of a bath. This may be a 
matter for national regret, but it is certainly not 
a IJllatter for personal shame, among factory hands. 
But apart from all question of blame, the employer, 
more especially the food-preparing employer, has to 
face the fact that he wants clean workers. In many 
cases two or more ordinary little bathrooms are all 
that he deems necessary. Unless the factory be 
small, or the number of baths large, it is impossible 
to make bathing compulsory, and it is usually optional 
at first. For example, in one corset factory "four 
bathrooms were provided • • • and if any worker 
asked for a ticket during the day, she might have a 
bath, soap and clean towels being always furnished. 
A clerk regulated the supply of tickets and the use 
of the bathrooms ••• the baths were very much 
appreciated, and constantly in use." 1 One large 
firm charges its employees zd. for a hot bath (in
cluding soap); but charges in this connection are 
not usual. In one factory every girl has a bath once 
a week in winter, twice a week in summer-always 
during working hours. The girls are not paid for 
bath time, but they are generally working in groups 
and the work .does not stop. Bathing is not com
pulsory, but all seem to appreciate it; and the bene
ficial effect on the atmosphere of the workrooms is 
said to be marked. In a certain jam-making estab
lishment the casual hands employed during the 

1 Factory Report for 1910, p. 119. 
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seasona] rush were anxious that opportunities of bath
ing should be extended to them as well as to , the 

. regular hands. The baths were occupied by the latter 
from Monday to Friday, but it was suggest~d that on 
Saturday mornings the casual hands might be allowed 
to use them. It is not improbable that the latter are 
in greater need of such opportunities; and, since they 
actually handle the fruit more than the regular hands, 
the public are directly interested in their application 

·for baths! 
Thirdly, there are swimming-baths, which are Swimming

generally appreciated by the workers. They are ~!~~:'es 
often erected without much expense or inconvenience provided. 

to the proprietors ; in one case, they are emergency 
tanks; in another, they occupy land over which it is 
hoped the factory will soon extend; and ip. another, 
they are roof tanks.1 Sometimes swimming-baths 
are erected by the proprietors of a factory at a little 
distance from it, and presented to the neighbourhood 
with certain reservations; sometimes employers 
merely make arrangements whereby their employees 
obtain special terms at baths already existing in the 
neighbourhood. Swimming-baths seem to be very 
popular, but they are used for recreation rather than 
for cleanliness, and, as a rule, only by a section of the 
factory community. · 

Baths are sometimes adjuncts to a factory gym- Factory. 

nasium, the pupils taking a bath immediately after ~:~~Y 
their gymnastics. Soi)le fine gymnasia are to be of recent 
found attached to factories. "This is not a gym- date. 

nasium; it is Buckingham Palace!'' was the remark 
of a carpenter who had been employed in erecting one 
factory gymnasium. Such gymnasia are mostly of 
recent date,1 and are a development of the "empty 
room used for drill," examples of which are still to be 

1 Vide Factory Report for 1913, p. 101. 
1 Vid8 Appendix 111 (d) for mention of a factory=gymnasium 

before 1845· 
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s~en serving useful purposes in spite of their simplicity.· 
Attached to each completely fitted gymnasium, there 
are generally one or two full-time expert instructors, 
and they are sometimes assisted by a pianist who plays 

,Gymnastic for. musical drill or dancing. Lessons, sometimes 
training is • • k • 1 1 
often given gtven m wor s ttme, are compu sory for at east some 
in ;<:>rk time of the workers. Girls or boys under eighteen are 
;~ne:~ny-·. ·generally the first to be formed into classes. But 
enjoyed. compulsory physical training under an expert teacher 

is to be found in factories where as yet very meagre 
attempts have been made at equipping a gymnasium, 
and discipline and keenness seem to be largely inde
pendent of the building. The lessons are enjoyed; 
there is hardly an instance to the contrary. This is 
partly due to the physical pleasure in the movements, 
but probably also to the fact that enthusiastic experts 
are generally employed as teachers. A class of factory 
girls can be the bane of a teacher's existence, if 
finished grace is the chief object; but if the 
keen enjoyment, the devoted enthusiasm, and the 
improved physique of the pupils are sufficient reward, 
the gymnastic teacher of factory hands is likely to meet 

The ~ft~t. with all he desires. The discipline appears marvellous 
~a:~lpline at times to an observer, perhaps not so much during 
great. the actual lesson, when perfect order seems normal, 

as in the assembling of the pupils. In one large 
factory, where the work is of a dirty and rather un
pleasant character, girls from various departments are 
grouped together in each class, the work of the depart
ments continuing with little disturbance, and girls 
being suitably classified for purposes of instruction. 
Nothing could excel the way in which those girls go to 
and from their lesson in a rather dingy' empty room; 

·and the fact that they are workers of a class not ranked 
high among the factory grades, makes their conduct 
all the more striking. The whole effect on their 
general conduct it is impossible to measure, but it 
must be beneficial. An hour twice a week is what 
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most compulsory schemes· enforce ; many of the 
voluntary (evening) classes have only an hour once 
a week. There are, of course, no fees for compulsory 
classes, and the fees for voluntary classes are often as , 
low as Is. per annum if there are fees at all. Costumes Arrange- . 

d h 1 "d d • b · ments vary an s oes are frequent y prov1 e gratis,· ut m many greatly. 
cases they can be purchased by the wearers at cost 
price, say, ss. There are instances in which boys are 
required to drill throughout a longer period than 
girls (e.g., boys till 17 years of age, girls, 16), but, as a 
rule, gymnastic classes are provided first and foremost 
for the girls. To what extent this is due to the fact 
that men teachers demand higher salaries does not 
appear. It is possible that girls need instruction 
more than boys owing to the nature of their occupa-
tions and the greater facilities for exercise commonly 
available for boys. 

In one city several firms have united to form a 
"Girls' Gymnastic Association" {1913). There are 
some 6oo girls in the Association, a small fraction of 
the number employed by the firms. Classes are held 
in the evenings ; they are not compulsory; even when 
the instruction is free, the cost of a costume often 
deters a girl from joining. Instructors are shared by 
some of the factories. Inter-factory competitions are 
held, and there is an annual display and prize-giving, 
with a high dignitary of the city to distribute the 
prizes. Doubtless there are excellent reasons why 
such an Association should be formed; it excites a 
spirit of emulation and sets up a standard not too 
difficult of attainment. But the amount of ostenta
tion about it is perhaps out of proportion to the merit 
of the methods employed. It does not include the 
factories wherein the greatest attention is paid to 
the physique of the workers. In one factory, where 
gymnastics are compulsory, there are competitions 
between the various classes, which interest all the· 
junior employees who take part in them; the emula-
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tion excited is as keen as ·could be desired. The 
gymnastic course extends over three years, and is in 
the charge of several competent teachers, whose sole 
duty it is to care for the phjsique of the workers in 
that establishment. 

Dancing of some sort, principally Mo~ris Dancing, 
is frequently associated with gymnastic lessons, and is 
.enjoyed heartily. Even before a professional teacher 
was engaged, one factory sent representatives several 
hundred miles to compete at the Shakespearean 
Festival (1910), and there was great delight when 
three prizes were gained. Girls and boys danced 
together, and the Social Secretary was astonished 
at the excellent behaviour of the boys, whom, on 
other occasions, she was inclined to consider rough. 

As a rule, instructing a dancing class is not entirely 
satisfactory when undertaken by an amateur .. 1\luch 
enjoyment is found in the classes, but the discipline 
is not very effective.· Dancing classes afford a 
valuable opportunity of teaching thoroughness. The 
pupils' enthusiasm generally carries them far, even 
in face of difficulties, and the systematic presen
tation of these difficulties keeps it aglow. But 
further, an expert has an adequate knowledge of the· 
~rtistic possibilities of dancing, and knows how to 
awaken the latent imaginations of pupils. The 
spectacle of twenty or thirty factory girls, dancing to 
represent the joyous return of spring or the desolation 
of winter, may, to the casual observer, seem merely 
pathetic or ludicrous ; but to one who can realise the 
joy of creation behind, it presents a triumph of art. 
The same joy can doubtless be achiey~d by ot~er 
means, but few present the same oppotturuty, through 
enthusiasm, to overcome the necessary drudgery. To 
factory girls who have been kept for many hours each 
day in strict confinement, performing actions which 
are little less mechanical than those of machines, 
freedom to move is in itself a joy; to be able to put 
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meaning into that movement is thrilling. It matters 
little, comparatively, whether others can read the 
meaning or not. 

. .. 
(e) Housing 

It is not proposed to enter at any length into the ~odel · . . 

subject of housing employees.· The question i~ a :a.::!uilt 
very vexed one, and one or two of the best known facturers · 

" model . villages " built by large manufacturers ~~n=cted 
have lain quite outside the scope of Welfare Work; with Welfare 
they have been built, not by employers for their Work. 

employees, but merely as experiments in connection 
with the general housing problem. Houses in such 
villages are frequently occupied by families with no 
connection with the experimenter, though he may 
chance to be a member of a firm with works in the 
neighbourhood. In the thoughts of the public the 
name of such a village is apt to be associated with 
the name of the firm, but in fact there is no essential 
association.1 There are only a few examples of villages 
established expressly for employees, and a detailed 
examination of them is not possible here. We must On account 

be content to regard them as a part of the general ~~e~~;S:g. 
question of the provision of housing for employees. of workers 
This question has presented itself with special in-~~me 
sistence since the outbreak of war, for it has been urgent 
necessary to call together large numbers· of workers problem. 

into spaces which afford no adequate accommodation. 
It has never been found easy to move numbers of 
workers, though some fairly successful attempts have 
been made by employers who desired to move out 

. of a town into the country. If the localities are not 
widely separated, the workers readily adapt their 

'1 Bournville, for example, has no direct connection with th~ 
tirm whose name is frequently associated with it. It was founded 
by an individual member of the firm in the neighbourhood of 
the factory; but only a very small percentage of the employees 
live there, and comparatively few of the inhabitants are em
ployed at the factory. There is no pre~erential treatment. 
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habits to meet the necessities of the case; but if 
the distance between old and new factories is great, 

:ro deal with a change of dwelling is necessary. The 'Welfare 
~:,~v~~;es .. Department in a factory must deal with both these 
Wellare De· cases-must arrange for suitable means of transit 
partment. or for suitable lodgings. Often, by an arrangement 

with companies, trams or trains will be run at con
venient hours; sometimes, with but a slight altera
tion in the factory hours, services already in existence 
will suffice. For example, if trains convey workers 

· to the factory only at ten past six or twenty to 
· seven, half-past six is a very unsatisfactory time for 
beginning work. Adjustments to overcome such 
inconveniences are readily made. The problem is 
much more serious when nothing but the provision 
of dwelling:-places will afford the necessary facilities. 

Provision of Provision of board and lodging for workers is not 
~a;!;n~ co~~on, and a. factoty inspector has express:d the 
employers is opm10n that " mdustnal workers should not m any · ~:~bl::n· way be lodged by their employer." 1 

On the other hand, another inspector expressed 
the opinion that a lodging-house attached to a 
country factory " might be a boon to delicate town 
workers, who could thus be able to enjoy a few months 
in fresh country air, and at the same time earn the 
needed wages." 1 She admits, however, that an 
experiment of this nature was not altogether satis-

Some 
hostels pro
vided for 
girl workers 
prove fairly 
satisfactory, 

factory •. 
In one or two cases, hostels built for the accom

modation of girl employees present a rather attractive 
appearance. A factory inspector writes of one in 
which, in 1913, full board and lodging cost only 
ss. 6d. or 6s. 6d. a week. It had " recreation, rest, 
reading and dining rooms' as well as dormitories, a 
large number .. o~ "cubicles, ·dressing-rooms with 

. 1 Factory Report for· 1913, p.·75· This, of course, relates to 
normal times, not to time of national emergency. 

1 Factory Report for 1910, p. III. · 
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apparatus for drying wet clothes, and a laundry." 1 

A "girls' home," which has gradually come to be 
associated with one factory, began some ten years 
ago, when lodgings were found for two girls. It has 
gradually developed, until now twenty-four girls 
can be accommodated in a convenient· hostel am,id 
pleasant surroundings. About eighty girls have been 
in residence for longer or shorter periods-the longest 
being nearly six years, the average well over fifteen. 
months. Nearly a third of the girls who have left 
did so only at the time of their marriage, yet in at 
least half the cases some dissatisfaction, either on the 
girl's side or on that of the employer, was said to 
have been the reason for leaving ; · and now there 
appears to be a slight tendency for girls to leave after 
shorter periods. Some of the girls still in residence 
have, however, made the hostel their home for years 
together. Probably it is one of the most satis
factory of those connected with factories, and the 
explanation appears to be largely in the fact that it 
is of gradual development. It has grown with the . 
growing needs of the girls, as they became known to 
the Welfare Secretary. It was not established in any 
demonstrative manner, and is simply the outcome of 
careful consideration of the workers' comfort on the 
part of a discerning woman. 

But the provision of an excellent hostel is by no but ~h~ 
means a guarantee that it will meet the wishes of the ~~~:i~~~~ 
employees. Liberty is worth considerable incon~ with ~hem 

. d' f d • • bl h are dlS-vemence, even 1scom ort ; an meVlta y t ere are tasteful. 
rules attached to hostels which conflict with the desires 
of the girls. One firm relates that for accommodation 
in its projected hostel "there was not one single 
applicant out of over 6oo girls employed, this being 
undoubtedly due to one of the rules making it im
perative for the residents to be .in by 9.30 p.m., 
unless they had special permission to be out later 

1 Factory Report for 1913, p. 100. 

14 
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from the matron." Another firm, which built ' a 
"Bachelors' Hall" for the accommodation of 100 
men, and provided four meals a day at a charge of 

. us. 6d. per week, found there was but small demand 
for such accommodation.1 This was attributed to 
the fact that no alcohol was to be taken into the 
building, and that the .men must be in by eleven 
o'clock, " clean and sober ". On the other hand, 

~~are this firm found that four-roomed cottages which 
• they built for their married employees let readily. 

The. rents were low, and there were no irritating 
restrictions. It would seem that, generally speaking, 
cottages meet with more favour than hostels in the 
eyes of the workers; but here the danger of tyranny 
is quite · as great, if less obvious. The Medical 
Officer of Hyde in 18-f.Z pointed out that "families 

though high paid a high rent for their cottages when they were 
~~J:es living under their masters " ; 1 and this appears to 
charged. be true still in certain cases. It is difficult to deter-

A Welfare 
Depart-
ment's 
duties in 
regard to 
housing 

mine what rent can be considered just, and there is 
no doubt that men who work. at a factory are willing . 
to pay more for cottages in its neighbourhood than 
for others more remote. Hence it is easy for .an 
employer to charge his employees more than others· 
would pay. . . 

On the other hand, it is dangerous for the workers · 
if an employer rents cottages to them below their · 
market price, for in so doing he may, unobserved, . 
establish an insidious form of Truck. The market 
price is a genuine protection to the worker, and, • 
though he is not ,always conscious of the cause, he. is , 
uneasy whell; it is set on one side, at any rate in respect·. 
of what he regards as necessaries. As far as housing 

· is concerned, then, it is Iik.cly to be most satisfactory 
if the employer, as such, is not the Lindlord.· Never
theless, the \\:elfare' Department has definite duties . 

~ i~nty::eght men' wece in residence. • -
are manifold, • Assistant Poor Law Commissioners. 1842, p. 83: 
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in regard to the provision of suitable accommodation 
for the employees. In all cases it is possible to record 
addresses of workers, the distance between each home· 
and the factory, and the means of transit 'QsUally 
adopted. Further than this a Welfare. Department 
can, by keeping reliable records of available accom
modation, exercise a certain amount of influence on 
the class of lodging-house which their employees 
choose. But, except in extreme cases, it does not 
appear desirable that the employer should directly 
provide accommodation. A certain degree of super
vision seems inevitable in such cases, and this is irk
some to the most independent workers, while any lack 
of consideration of their feelings is bound to produce 
friction. 

The workers' home influences are often felt to be· and of great 
of such vital importance to an industry that the imp(lrtance. 

employer feels justified in attempting to ascertain 
that they are comfortably and suitably housed, even 
if he does not himself provide the accommodation. 
The extent to which an inquiry into the home sur
roundings of workers may safely be prosecuted by 
.a ·Welfare Department depends upon the spirit in though 
which it is conducted, upon the personality of the ~~~gly 
officers, and especially upon their tact. In some c • 

cases the home of every girl engaged is immediately 
visited; in others, girls and men are visited only 
when they fall ill or meet with an accident. Such 
:visits are often appreciated by the parents of the girls 
and by the employees . themselves ; but everything 
·depends upon the individual • officer to whom this 
duty is entrusted. In most cases it has proved to 
be practicable, the ,initial stages being the most 
difficult. The direct benefits·· derived from such 
visits are usuallyslight, except. perhaps in the case of 
trained nurses ; but the establishment of a channel 
of communication between home ·and factory. ,has 
oft_en far-reaching' effects. Difficulties which ~eem 
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insuperable may be overcome through the mutual 
understanding which personal intercourse makes 
possible. Especially are friendly relations between 
the factory authorities and the parents of young 
workers deemed advisable. They afford oppor
tunities of discussing the hopes and aims and possi
bilities of the young worker. Parents may be eager 
to help their children, but ignorant of the means 
available. A Welfare Secretary should be able and 
willing to give whatever information is desired, and 
in return will-learn what may reasonably be expected 
from each young worker. An Englishman's house 
is his castle, and no one who is merely an official sent 
by an employer has the right to enter it. But if a 
Welfare Secretary can become a friend of the workers, 
he or she will be gladly welcomed by them, even in 
their homes. . 

. The provision of gardens forms ·a much easier 
subject for experiment than does the provision of 
houses. No irritating restrictions are necessary, 
and the issues involved are not of vital moment, for 
gardens are of the nature of luxuries to factory workers. 
Land lying idle can readily be utilised in this way. 
In many cases, blocks purchased by a firm with a view 
to future expansion of the factory premises are, in · 
the meantime; divided into allotments, of sizes 
varying from about one to thirty poles, and are let to . 

and gener- employees at rentals more or less nominal. Such 
~{success- arrangements generally prove highly acceptable to 

the workmen. In I8.f.8, Horner quoted 1 the example 
of an employer who" offered about 200 square yards 
of land, gratis, to as maJ?.y as wished to have it." 
Twenty men accepted the offer, and the employer 
expressed himself as "amply repaidby seeing that it 
had been a great means of enjoyment to them and 
the_it , families." In .. the following year, Robert 
Saunders pointed out 1 that more than half the allot-

• 1 xXii_ 1849. p. i48. • xxiii., 18so. p. 223 •. 
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ments available for gardening in the neighbourhood 
of Keighley were held by factory employees. " Even 
at the apparently exorbitant rents 1 charged," he 
said, "land is sought after with an infatuation that · · 
is almost incredible." To-day a similar eagerness ig 
to be noted, and there is little need to encourage 
gardening by the offer of prizes, though this is some
times done. One firm, to encourage flower-growing 
among their employees, supplied them with pots of 
bulbs. The flowers were to be grown in the homes 
of the workers, and prizes were to be awarded in the 
spring. The first attempt was a complete failure, hut 
it was intended to repeat the experiment. Annual 
exhibitions of flowers and vegetables are held in 
connection with some factory gardens, and the 
spirit of emulation possibly heightens the interest 
with which they are cultivated. The profit derived 
from these plots is not inconsiderable ; in one case a 
man is said to have made £5 outof a plot for which 
he paid 5s. in rent. 

In cities there is often no possibility of gardens, 
except, perhaps, on the roof; but factory gardens 

· are becoming more and more common. There are 
pathetic little patches of gardens, reminiscent of East 
End window-boxes, and there are gardens many acres' 
in extent. There are gardens for growing vegetables, 
gardens for recreation, and gardens to attract the 
notice of the public : their usefulness is manifold 
and has long been recognised. David Dale provided 
playing-fields for his workers so long ago as 1792, and 
the park in connection with the Saltaire mills (built 
in .1853) 1 is still used by the operatives, and witnesses 
to the excellent intentions of its founder. The striking 
characteristic of the best modern factory gardens (of 
which there are happily more examples than those 
known to the general public). is· their homeliness. . -· -

a Average £7 per acre.. . , • 
1 G. 1\.L Doule, Harper's New Monthly Magazine, 1872 • 

• o I o' 
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They really seem to be regarded as the property 
of the workpeople. 

The kind of garden depends very greatly upon 
· the cost of land in the neighbourhood and the pro
prietor's hopes as to future extensions, but there is 
undoubtedly a tendency to consider it a desirable, 
if not a necessary, adjunct to a modern factory. 
Here· employers are unconsciously anticipating 
possible legal regulations as to the proportion of 
land which may be covered by factory buildings, 
and it is interesting to note that such regulations are 
already made in connection with scientifically planned 
villages. 

2. MENTAL DEVELOPMENT 

The educa· . The law is strangely silent, or at best coldly per-
tionof missive,.with regard to the education of persons over young 
workers. is · fourteen years of age in England. A boy or girl entering 
~heg~n:i! of a factory is freed from the Local Education Authority 

. employers. and plunged into a whirl of industrial life, where the 
sole authority appears to be that of the employer, 
whose will becomes almost tantamount to law. 
Further education depends to a great extent upon the 
attitude which the employer assumes towards it •. 
Many employers are merely indifferent to the matter, . 

. therein being on a par with the majority of the 
nation, whose lack of interest is shown by the lack of 
legislation.t Trade Unions, as such, have not paid 
much attention to the question, and the efforts of 
working men in this direction must be treated entirely 
as the work of Co-operators. But in an increasing 
number of cases employers make attendance at classes 
obligatory upon all young employees. . 

What induces·them to take such a step? Their 
motives are, undoubtedly, mixed, and are· liable to 

J Vide A. Mansbridge, Continuation Schools of England, 
edited by M. E. Sadler, 1907, p. 373· 
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be called in question. Self-interest is always expected; 
we may consider how far this expectation is justified. 

The employer's economic interest lies in his 
workmen as producers and in his customers as con-
sumers. Thus it is his immediate interest to make In technical 

good producers of his employees, while their own ::o~~~!n,d 
interest, rightly understood, carries them farther. employe~ 
The employer's interest in them as producers, how- =-:o~~ect 
ever, has practically forced upon him the provision- interest. 
directly or by subsidy-of technical education for, 
at any rate, some of his young workers.1 

Technical education as at present understood is 
really a product of the nineteenth century. It came 
into being with the decay of apprenticeship, the 
extension of the field of industry, and the straitening 
of the scope of individuals within that field. It 
became practically necessary for firms engaged in 
many forms of industry to give their most promising 
young employees special facilities for learning their 
trade; otherwise, the industry in general, ·and the 
firm in particular, would have been left without 
managers and foremen capable of co-ordinating 

. the numerous specialised processes into which the 
trade had been divided. If we take an engineering 
workshop, for example,1 we find that an ever-increasing 
number of boys and labourers "progress" from one 
process to another with little direct instruction, 
until, by mere practice on a succession of machines, 
they become qualified turners or fitters. The up-to
date employer, however, finds this process accom
panied by the drawback that the majority of such 
workers, from lack of definite technical instruction, 
are incapable of any ~ut the simplest routine work. 
He is therefore co~p~ed, in. his own interests, to 

1 This is, generally spe~king. tr~e of the metal, building, and 
printing industries, the chief exceptions being the boilermakers, 
the Sheffield trades, and the stonemasons (vide S. and B. Webb 
Industrial Democracy, 1902, chap. x.). · · ' 

• I Ibid., p. 472. 
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insist upon technical training for the youths he em
ploys. He may enforce upon all some degree of 
education with a view to subsequent selection; or he 
may at once select the best of them ·and insist upon 
their being trained with a view to becoming fit to 
superintend a workshop. Although these boys, 
selected for special instruction, may be called by the 

The term old name of." apprentices," they are no longer the 

ti
". app,r.en- rank and file of those who enter the trade and hope 

ce 1S now . 
limited to to become skilled workmen, but those who may not 
:1:!:e~ for unreasonably hope to acquire some share in the 
spe_ci~I management of the works. 
trammg. Technical education has been, more or less effici-

Public sub
sidies to 
industrial 
education 
need not 
supplant 
voluntary 
efiorts. 

ently, ·provided for a handful of such apprentices in 
many industries. " The movement for encouraging 
the more scientific training of apprentices seems to 
have begun in the engineering trades. It has also 
become strong in several other branches of industry, 
especially in the building trades, textile trades, print
ing and lithography, leather industries, plumbing, 
cabinet- making, plastering, house- painting and 
decorating, and dressmaking." 1 

But the fact that such instruction is at present 
provided only for a small section of the manual workers 
must not be forgotten. Even in dressmaking, for 
instance, few of the workers master the whole trade ; 
nor does it appear to be to the immediate financial 
interest of anyone that they should do so. 

In 1887, when asking leave to present a Technical 
Instruction Bill, Sir Wm. Hart Dyke alluded to" the 
vast voluntary efforts which had already been made 
with regard to technical instruction." "I may be 
asked," he said, " ' If you once establish the principle 
of rating, do you not thereby lessen the amount of 
voluntary effort l ' I believe that we shall · do 
nothing of the kind •••• I believe that those who 

1 Report of the Consultative Commi_ttee on Attendance at 
Continuation Schools, 1909 [Cd. 47 57], P• ¢. 
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are spending money voluntarily for this are doing it 
in a cause they know to be the best one in which 
they can spend their money, and where for all the 
money spent more than compound interest will be 
paid in the result." 1 

To this day it will be found that technical in
struction is given largely because " it pays," and 
that opinions vary about the profitableness of literary 
education. The national interest would doubtless and are in 

be best served by some more complete system of f!:e¥~~~c 
education. 

" It is worth noting that, in such a town [as 
Leeds], it is most probable that if the leakage between 
jobs could be stopped by a complete organisation 
of the market for boy labour, it would be possible to 
raise the school age by one year without appreciably 
affecting the amount of work done and the wages 
earned by the whole boy population up to the age 
of twenty years." 1 Even if this could not be done 
immediately, much might be accomplished by the 
establishment of training schools in connection with 
the Labour Exchanges, where all young persons who 
are unemployed must report for certain hours daily.3 

More general education would probably prove of 
economic benefit to the nation, not so much because 
of the "one great industrial genius" whose value 
is "sufficient to cover the expenses of the education 
of the whole town," t as because of the men of mediocre 
talent, who, without education, will fail to develop 
their powers. The man of genius may find out a way 
for himself ; the ordinary man needs help. 

Many of the workers themselves do not see beyond The econo

their primary interest as producers; and so they :fi~:.:-: 
1 Hansard, July 19, 1887. · 
1 A. Greenward, Juvenile Labou, Exchange and After Caf'e, 

1911. p. 10. 
1 Vick suggestions iri Way ro Industf'ial Peace, 1914, p. 170, etc. 
• A. Marshall, Principles of Economics, 6th edition, 1910, 

P· 217. 
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desire technical education, while scouting the idea 
of literary education. The \Vorkers' Educational 
Association is doing its best to combat this tendency, 
and may perhaps be pardoned if it over-emphasises 
the importance of the other side of the question. 

and em-: Financ~al recompense to the employer becomes 
~~'Z~h:i- problematic when educational advantages are extended 
?I education to the rank and file of the employees, or the instruction 
!:b':I!us is of a non-technical character. The opinions of two 

• large and experienced firms, the majority of whose 
employees are not highly skilled workers; may be given 
in this connection. The first informed the Consul
tative Committee on Attendance at Continuation 
Schools that, in their opinion, it was "economically 
advantageous to employers to encourage their younger 
employees to continue their education, except in the 
case of certain trades which make an unfair use of the 
human material employed by them." 1 The second 
firm " doubted whether the firm itself obtained 
any purely financial advantage from parts of their 
educational scheme, though they thought that, 'If 
similar methods were employed continuously and 
universally, the physique and intelligence of the 
working classes would improve, and employers would 
thus obtain better labour.'" 1 It is worthy of note 
that the latter statement is made by the firm which 
carries on probably the most extensive educational 
work undertaken by any English employers at the 
present time. 

The Consultative Committee, however, after 
careful consideration of the matter, gave their con
clusion in the following words :. " It is probably safe 
to say that a large number of employers are in no way 
hostile to education, but simply indifferent to it. 
Its practical results upon their own business have 
not been brought home to them. It is all to the 
good, therefore, that those great firms which have 

I [Cd. 4757]. 1909, p. 129- - I Ibid., P· 130. 
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become pioneers in the education of their workpeople 
have defended their policy p'urely on business grounds. 
That many of them have been influenced largely by 
philanthropic. motives as well is, of course, well 
known. But they have been consistent in claiming 
that their methods are those of sound industrial 
finance, and it would be idle to ignore that in an 
industrial community this is the argument that will 
have the greatest missionary success. It must be 
remarked, too, that it is not only in the highly skilled 
trades that the education of the workers has been 
found to increase and improve the quality of the out
put, nor is it only technical education that has been 
demanded. It has been found by experience that 
even in factories where the work is comparatively 
unskilled and monotonous, the continued education 
of the employees has had a marked effect upon the 
work. The manual dexterity of the workers may but nev_er~ 
not be touched. But they become steadier and theless It 15 

1£ 1. h · If · h · real. more se -re 1ant ; t e1r se -respect mcreases ; t eu 
physique improves by better ordered lives; their 
pride in their work is increased. The result is two
fold: the employer profits by diminished waste and 
improved work; the worker profits by his ability to 
earn larger wages, by the knowledge of how to spend 
them better, and by increased happiness and health." 1 · 

This brings us to a consideration of the individual The value of 
worker's attitude towards continued education. Self- education 
interest may be expected here no less than in· the 
case of the employer, but it may not be of the same 
type. Upon his education depends not only the 

·worker's power to earn money, but his power to spend 
it-his power as a consumer, not less than his power 
as a producer. But in boys or girls just released from is often 
school and plunged into industrial life, the desires of un~er-ted 
the moment prevail over visions of future prosperity ; ~~g 
and they are apt to turn away from continuation workers, 

I [Cd. 4757), 19()9, pp. 121-.2. 
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classes without a thought as to their influence on 
after years. No doub~ those who are above the 
average 1 will attend evening Classes for technical 
instruction, and the keenest of them will not be denied 
the knowledge which alone can make plain the path of 
progress. Of the stumbling-blocks in their way they 
make stepping-stones. But it is the young workers of a 
"rather tame ~nd uninteresting type," 1 without vice 
.as without ambition, who most readily allow them
selves to be drafted into continuation classes whose 
purpose they cannot discern. The average factory 
worker at fourteen years of age, already forced to work 
hard for some nine hours per day, can scarcely be 
expected to desire lessons in literature or arithmetic. 

Speaking generally, then, it may be said that 
economic reasons account for the fact that employers 
insist upon, and even provide, technical education, 
and that workers attend such classes ; but that for 
both the provision and the appreciation of purely 
cultural classes the reason must be sought elsewhere. 
In the extension of educational advantages to the rank 
and file of their employees, and in providing non
technical education, employers pass beyond what can 
be considered immediately and directly profitable. 
It is to such education that the firm quoted above 1 

referred. There is probably no purely financial re
compense, but from time to time an employer, 
looking upon his workers, has seen, beyond factory 
buildings and factory hours, men and women living 
lives empty of interest as he understands interest, 
devoid of pleasure as he knows pleasure, and he has 
willed it otherwise. Truly, his wisdom may be at 
fault when he attempts to give to others what he , 

• Vide W. Beclrit Burnie and A. 0. Jennings, Paper read at 
the Summer Meeting of the Association of Technical Institutes, 
July 1914, p. 5· 

• Albert Mansbridge, Continuaticm Schools of England, 
edited by M. E. Sadler, 1907, p. 383-

1 P. 218, vide [Cd. 4757], 1909, p. 130. 
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himseli would value ; but certainly he is actuated by 
neither pride nor profit. 

It is not intende'd to suggest that the dividing Hence arise 

line is clear, but merely that the extremes are remote, ~ti~ 
and that the efforts of employers to provide instruction em:clng 
for their workers, though mainly dealing with the !te:~ 
economically profitable, extend over a considerable 
range. Any attempt on the part of an employer to 
transcend the limits of the obviously profitable is 
liable to further question. It presents once again the· 
distasteful possibilities of a patronising philanthropy, 
and, moreover, is apt to be interpreted as an attempt to 
gain an intellectual, as well as an economic, hold upon 
the workers. As has been pointed out elsewhere, it 
is frequently felt that an employer trespasses upon 
the rights of the workers when he touches anything 
not directly profit-producing. 

\Ve may now pass to a consideration of the in- The Jaw 

fluence which employers can exercise ever the educa-=1iia 
tion of their employees. The English law at present ~pl~s 
permits them such control over the time of young =ence 
workers that comparatively few of the latter~ even for education. 

the sake of future advancement, willingly add to the 
labour of the day, and many are physically unable to 
do so. Factory workers are, perhaps, better off in this 
way than domestic servants and others whose labour 
is without any legal restriction and often without 
definite limits, but even the Factory Acts are based 
upon the assumption that young persons of If to 18 
are primarily workers, not potential workers in process 
of development. At 14· an abrupt division is made in 
the life of a boy or girl who goes to work in a factory. 
From being a pupil, studying various more or less 
interesting subjects, under careful supervision, for 
some thirty hours per week, he or she normally be-
comes a full-time wage-earner, working up to sixty 
hours per week at some more or less monotonous task. 
The foundations carefully laid during childhood are 
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. rudely .shaken, and only exceptional young people find 
that those foundations remain firm enough to serve for 
future building. If he will, an 'employer can do more 
than insist that certain }lours shall be spent in study 
each week ; he can arrange the hours and dictate how 

but might and where they shall be ·spent. That he has such 
:; :!k~- power may be resented, but it cannot be denied.• 
him de- , It would be well if there could be an extension of the 
·~~~~ble.'· principle of the Scottish Act,• which, recognising his 

' . . 
• 1 "By far the most effective weapon at the service of the 

employer is to make regular attendance at Continuation School 
an absolute condition of employment. This appears, at first 
sight, a strong step to take, and where tried in actual practice 
it has been found in some cases to give rise temporarily to some 
slight ill-feeling. In one large firm, a few of the young em
ployees tried at first to make trouble at the classes, but an 
intimation from the head of the firm that the order was going 
to be strictly enforced soon had its effect, and it is now stated 
that it is popular both with pupils and parents. There are 
other firms where the same policy has been adopted, and in 
most cases, so far as the Committee are aware, it has been 
successful. It is clear, however, that so long as the adoption 
of such a policy is voluntary, it must have one obvious limita
tion, namely, that young persons who do not like the conditions 

·will seek elsewhere for employment. In places, therefore, 
where there are many competing :firms, the policy would probably 
be unworkable, as any individual firm which adopted it might 
experience considerable difficulty, anyhow at :first, in securing 
a sufficient number of good workers" ([Cd. 4757], 1909, p. 123). 

• Vide 8 Edw. VII. c. 63, s. 10 (1) and (3). In Scotland, 
since 1909, it has been the duty of a school board "to 
make suitable provision of continuation classes for the 
further instruction of young persons above the age of fourteen 
years with reference to the crafts and industries practised in 
the district (including agriculture if so practised and the 
domestic arts) or to such other crafts and industries as the school 
board, with the consent of the Department, may select, and 
also for their instruction in the English language and literature, 
and in Gaelic-speaking districts, if the school board so resolve, 
in the Gaelic language and literature • • • also • • • to make 
provision for their instruction in the laws of health and to afford 
opportunity for suitable physical training." And it is "lawful 
for a school board" (in Scotland) "to make, vary, and revoke 
bye-laws for requiring t;he attendance at continuation cl~es 
until such age not exceeding seventeen years as may be specified 
in the bve-laws, of young persons above the age of fourteen years 
within' their district who are not otherwise receiving a suitable 
education, or are not specially exempted_ by the school b~ard 
from the operation of the bye-laws; and that at such times 
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authority in this matter, makes him responsible, where 
the Act is adopted, for the continued education of 
young factory hands. · ' 

His influence may extend beyond his immediate 
employees. For example, in one instance, a large 
firm, by threatening to withdraw its pupils from the 
local school, was able to enforce its desires as to hours 
and curriculum.l 

. We have seen 1 that, through his selection of.' 
workers according to their educational. attainments, • 
an employer often exercises a distinct influence over 
the school-leaving standard of a district. As matters 
stand at present a further control is exercised by the 
employer who grants leave from work for the purpose 
of study. He demands a voice in deciding the sub
ject of that study, and he is scarcely to be blamed if, 
being possessed of dictatorial powers, he unconsciously 
brings them to bear upon the matter; to leave to 
chance the expenditure of the time he has voluntarily 
granted is more than can be expected of him. 

To limit the power of the employer in this con- ~elaw: . 
nection, it has been suggested 3 that the·law shoul4 !:,~~~mit 
enforce hours of leisure for young persons, so that con.= hours for. 
tinued education would become reasonably possible=~ 
for normal individuals in " their own time". 
and for such periods as may in such bye-laws be specified. 
Such bye-laws may also require all persons within the district 
having in regular employment any young person to whom such 
bye-laws apply to notify the same to the board at times specified 
in the bye-laws, with particulars as to the hours during which 
the young person is employed by them" (8 Edw. VII. c. 63, s. 10). 

1 A special case of the influence of an employer· over local 
schools may be noted. The employer gives prizes at the rate. 
of ros. per three months to the boy or girl above six years of 
age who is first in any class, provided he or she is the son, daughter, 
brother, or sister of any of his workpeople. He also gives prizes 
for conduct and attendance. All prizes are to be selected and 
presented by the head teacher of the school " Any of these 
girls or boys will receive special consideration and encourage
ment if they should, when old enough, wish to work at the 
factory." Is the employer endeavouring to establish a lien on 
the labour market ? 

1 P. 8J. · • Burnie and Jennings, op. cit., p. n. 
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·The employer's control over· young people of 14 
to t8.r.ears now-is directly comparable with his con
trol· over young children in the early nineteenth 
centurr ; and just ~s . univ~rsal compulsory primary 

astheearly educatwn was associated with the Factory Acts, so 
~~~ll~ted may technical and continued education be associated 
thc;iseof with future factory legislation. Moreover, as the 
children. early factory schools of individual philanthropic em-

tployers served·. as evidence of the possibility and 
. a?-vantages o~ ·education for factory workers, so the 
• factory schools o~ to-day, whether technical or con
. 'tinuation schools, pave the way for legislation. One 

But while great difference may possibly be that, whereas the 
eedlementitary primary schools were originally more or less intimately 

ucaon • d "hth . . 
became dis- associate Wlt e factories, and m course of time 
=!:ted became completely separated from them,-passing 
factories, from the domain of the factory inspector to that of a 
· special Education Department,-technical and con-

continuation tinuation schools may conceivably become more 
:!:: fu:ay closely connected with factories in the future than they 
clos': con-.· have been in the past. The chief difference is that, 
ili~!~11 

With. up to the school-leaving age, children were removed 
·entirely from the factory, whereas the young workers 

There are must necessarily remain associated with it. The new 
food r~~ons schools must needs serve as a link between school and 
c':U::; work, a~d the closer the bond the more definite will 

the diffi
culties are 
not insur
mountable, 

be the continuity. 
. The fact that so many difficulties arose in con-
nection with the combined education and employ
ment of children between 9 and 13 years of age in 
the thirties. and forties of last century does not imply 
that it will be equally difficult to-day to provide for 
the combined education and employment of young 
persons between 14 and 19. One great problem in 
1833 was how to ascertain the children's age. That 
now presents no great difficulty, as the child is kept 
in sight from the time he is 5 years of age. Again, 
a boy or girl of 14 can, to some extent, be held 
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responsible, wherea~ the· weary child of 9 or 10. c<?u~d 
hardly be blamed 1f he dodged school. Mor!fOver, 
the former is already under the supervision of a 
public department (in the school) and would merely 
be transferred to another branch of that department; 
he would not have to be " discovered " by a factory 
inspector.· Further, it is highly improbable that any 
law .eniorcing continued education would apply 
exclusively to factories, and leave' lo'opholes in all 
directions for the escape of pupils. : Indeed, wheri· 
we realise how many of the difficulties' of 1833 exist. 
no longer, we marvel at the temerity of the Legis~ 
lature which then attempted to enforce education 
upon factory children, and become optimistic about 
future progress. 

It is. too early to predict with certainty along 
what lines compulsory education will be extended. 
Existing factory schools for workers of from 14 to 19 
years provide examples which are worth considering. 
There are special difficulties in the case of small 
factories. Moreover, as was mentioned above, young 
factory workers form only a portion of the boys and 
giils to whom such educational facilities would be 
extended. The trade schools of Germany (notably 
those of Munich) simplify the problems involved; 1 

but English legislation tends to build upon com
plicated customs, and the schools extant in factories 
seem to be worth encouraging. The type may 
survive by the side of more general continuation 
schools unconnected with particular works. 

One of the chief advantages of a special factory and its ad

school is that it greatly facilitates the arrangements :~~f:S:Ue 
,. between schoolmaster and foreman. At present, 

foremen, justified by common practice, and to a 
great extent supported by the law,• regard the normal 

1 Vide Georg Kerschensteiner, The School and the Nation, 
translated by C. K. Ogden, 1914. 

· •." The [Factory] Acts are based on a common misappre
hensiOn-that Juvenile Labour is the basis of National In-

IS 
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working hours of young persons as · practically co
extensive with those of the adult, and somewhat 
resent encroachments upon their time. Adjust
ments, however, can be made, and are most readily 
made when the_ wishes of the foremen or depart
mental managers are consulted. A factory school
master, writing in June 1913, said: "Every innova
tion meets with' prejudice, and the schoolmaster who 
comes int_o a factory has to beat this down or qualify 
for a martyr's halo. But prejudice is synonymous 

,. with ignorance, and our policy is to invite managers 
to visit ouf classes, and especially to note the work of 
the lads in their department. This is a great in
centive to boys to do good work." 

In the case of technical schools, an up-to-date 
factory presents special facilities; the essential unity 
of purpose pervading it becomes manifest; the work
room demonstrates the utility of the laboratory and 
the laboratory reveals the wonder of the work
room. "What is th~ use of it?" is the cry of the 
youth· tied down to study. " Where is beauty ? " is 
the unvoiced question of the child of toil. Every
thing which brings into closer co-ordination these 
two elements, use and beauty, in the realm of industry, 
increases the value and intensifies the interest of 
life. Doubtless abstract, academic knowledge is 
indispensable for the higher branches of technical 
education, but for the average worker the consumma
tion devoutly to be wished is that he should find 
romance in the trivial task of every day, and see in 
its proper context that which in isolation appears 
meaningless and vain. It is just possible that bringing 
classes actually into workrooms, as is done now in 
one or two factories, may prove too valuable a method 
dustry-and we hope that the time will come when Bills will 
be drafted on the assumption that National Industry is based on 
Adult Labour, and that Juvenile Labour must only be used where 
it is compatible with the preparation of the young person to be 
an efficient adult worker" (Burnie and Jennings, op. cit., p. 10). 
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to be entirely abandoned when a wider sch.eme of 
education comes into being. In any case, the special 
factory school is worthy of the attention of the public. 

It is not unusual to find that employers sub
sidise continuation schools in the neighbourhood, 
or pay the fees of their ovm workers at various local 
institutions ; but in only a few cases are special schools 
attached to factories. Probably a gymnasium is the 
type of classroom most frequently found. : • 

There are obvious disadvantages in a school Several ob

which admits pupils from one factory only: (I) The= may 

workers do not mix with those from other factories against 

and other grades of society, and thus they miss much~. 
of the widened social intercourse which should be one • 
of the greatest benefits of an educational institution; 
(2) the personality of the employer may, more or 
less unconsciously, dominate the school, and thus 
strengthen his hold upon the workers and weaken 
their initiative ; (3) the comparatively small numbers 
male the expense proportionately great, so that it 
may not be possible to engage very good teachers. 
Let us examine each of these difficulties. (I) With (1} ~b. 
regard to the first, in practice, where schools are =~n:r
established in connection with a single factory, the ~are 
bulk of the instruction is commonly given in works u:stricted. 
time, which leaves the rest of the day free for social 
intercourse. 1\loreover, in a large factory such as 
would be likely to maintain its own school, the oppor-
tunities of social intercourse are not narrowly re-
stricted; and from whatever limitation of interests 
a factory school may sillier on account of its exclusive-
ness, the balance may turn in its favour when, in butthlscan 
connection with the school, there is a good social be remedied; 

club. In one case a club is open nightly for boys 
who attend night-school on one evening a week. 
Facilities of this kind are necessary if a school is to 
fulfil its possibilities. The social a5pect of an educa-
tional establishment is always important, and, as l\Ir. 
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Mansbridge of the Workers' Educational Association 
says, "Evening schools should be, as far as possible, 
the instrument of a social institution for which the 
boy or girl has already a liking or respect." 1 (2) At 
present, the employer is usually careful to refrain 
from interfering more than is necessary with the 
school routine and curriculum, leaving such matters 
to· professional teachers whom he employs for the 
purpose ; and in any compulsory extension of the 
system the school would, presumably, be under the 
Education 'Authority, so that the will of the employer 

butthi~ would not be unrestrained. The danger is a real 
~~:f~~~\~ot one, and must be carefully guarded against ; -but 
factory merely removing the school from the factory will 
schools; not avoid it.1 (3) The salaries of teachers are 
(3) the com- not commonly so large as to weigh seriously with 

. ~!::Jively an employer contemplating · an extensive school 
numbers system, 8 and the expenses of the factory schools can 
~~~=!~e be adjusted with reference to public authorities 
greater, but just as easily as those of other schools. At present 
that need · 
not affect they commonly receive grants, and in such cases are · 
thechoiceof under the supervision of the Education Authority. 
teachers. F d f d . bl or a groupe course o stu y smta e to young 

factory workers (other than apprentices) a grant 
of about 32s. per pupil per annum can be obtained 
(in England). Something like two-thirds of the 
teachers' salaries may in this way be recovered, but 
no definite general statement can be made in this 
respect, as the rates are determined by the Board of 
Education in each case, and occasionally differences 

• Continuation Schools in England, 1907. edited by M. E. 
Sadler, chap. xi. Mr. Mansbridge further says: ''Evening 
schools should always have at least one room where workmen 
and boys can, without hindrance, work independently of the 
teacher, do home-work in fact. 1\Iany homes m which respect
able artisans live-not over-crowded-are inconvenient for the 
purpose." 

• Vide p. 223. 
• About [150 per annum is said to be the s_al~ry ~ked by 

I! a qualified school-teacher, who has· also specialised m gym
nastics." 
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of opinion arise as to ·the desirability of any particular 
subject or group of subjects.1 . • 

We have seen that, in the present state of the The Welfare 
English law, the time which can be devoted to educa- ~;ei~~~~nt 
tion is largely a matter of voluntary concession on the matter~ of 
part of the employer,• and therefore he is the only educatton. 

person who can make continued education compulsory. 
To ~pend six hours per week in a classroom can be 
made, ancl sometimes is made, a condition of employ-
ment. Such a step on the part of employers un-

1 Regulations for Technical Schools, etc. 
[Cd. 5329]. I9IO. 
[Cd. 6925]. I9I3· 

Course: 
Minimum, 20 hours. 
Minimum hours per student, 14. 
Minimum age for students, I 2 years. 

- Grouped course : 
Minimum, 4 hours per week. 
Minimum, So hours in all. 
Students' minimum average, 6o hours in all. 

As a rule not more than I6o hours per annum .per 
pupil receive grant for: (I) preparatory (ele
mentary) work; (2) literary and commercial; 
(3) art; (4) manual instruction in wood,- metal, or 
other materials; (S) science; (6) home occupa-
tions and industries. • 

Physical training, 6o hours. This regulation is 
relaxed for a grouped course. 

Rates-" determined by the Board": 
Preparatory, 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d., as a rule. 
Singing, IS. 6d. to ·2S. 6d. 
Literary and commercial, 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. up 

to ss. ; and up to 8s. 6d. Honours Degree. 
Art, 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. up to Iss. 9d. · 
Manual, 2s. 6d. to JS. 6d. up to ss. 
Science (including mathematics), 2s. 6d. to 

JS. 6d. up to Iss. 
Home occupations and industries, 2s. 6d. to 

3s. 6d. up to ss. 6d. 
Physical training, Is. 6d., or less, if more than 

20. 
1 '' So far as I can judge ••• the idea of enforcing attendance 

at evening continuation classes without also limiting the hours 
of employment of all young people up to 17 years of age is 
regarded with less favour than was the case two or three years 
ago" (Albert Mansbridge, chap. xi., Sadler's Continuation 
Schools in England, 1907). 
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doubtedly opens up a way for legislative extension 
of compulsory education, and it is high time that 
the matter received public attention. Meanwhile 
the individual employer must walk warily, lest he 
unconsciously become a tyrant. It is the especial 
duty of the Welfare Department to safeguard him 
by voicing, as far as may be, the inarticulate desires 
of the young ·workers, and by obtaining the advice 
of experts on education. 

So~e con- ' It is not merely that if the conditions of employ
=~ to ment become too irksome the young people will look 
necessary. for work elsewhere. That is an extreme case ; but 

anything which annoys them detracts from their 
efficiency as workers as well as from their happiness 
as individuals. Moreover, instruction which is forced 
upon pupils is hardly education in the true sense. 
To compel a boy or girl to devote certain hours to 
study is rarely advisable without some concession as 
to hours of employment, although compulsion of this 
sort is by no means unknown. In many cases shorter 
work-hours are permitted in consideration of the time 
spent in study; in one factory, which works only an 
eight-hour day, about five thousand hours per week are 
allowed for classes. Apprentices often have time off, 
but the ordinary workers much less frequently. Classes 
held in the day-time are judged to be most beneficial, 
but, apart from technical and gymnastic classes, 
they are comparatively few in number. When such 
classes are arranged, day-wages are not reduced, and 
piece-workers are said to make up for lost time. It is 
considered "very doubtful whether it is really \\Orth 
while encouraging juvenile students •• '. to attend 
shorter courses " than those which range from 8o to 

· 120 hours per annum.1 This would mean, in prac
tice, at least two hours per week. Such a moderate 
concession might readily be made to all young workers. 

In the case of apprentices, educational facilities 
• Report of the Board of Education, 1913, p. 90-
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are usually more readily granted. A day or more per 
week may be allowed for attendance at classes. In 
some cases " the ' sandwich ' system is adopted, the 
winter months being spent by the apprentices at the 
Technical School and the summer months at the 
works. In other cases, a definite period (one term to 
two years) is allowed off the period of apprenticeship 
in consideration of attendance at college courses." 1 

It must be a matter for careful consideration in Indi-ridual 

every factory, perhaps in each individual case, whether :_:ive 
the hours and the fatigue of work are such as to from the 

permit of further tasks, and herein lies another duty~~~
of the Welfare Secretary, whether the school be con-
ducted on the premises or elsewhere, in works hours 
or at night. Employers sometimes make it a condition 
of employment that workers shall not, without per-
mission, undertake any other regular duties ; and 
there is reason behind such a condition. The willing 
worker ·will overwork as readily as the shirker will 
avoid his fair share. To study the individual and, as 
far as may be, to adjust circumstances to his peculiar 
needs are the duties of a 'Welfare Secretary.-

It may be of interest to glance at the arrangements The example 

of what may be considered the best factory school ~g~ ~
existing in England at the present. time. There are schoo'f J:lws 
two sections, boys and girls, being taught separately. 
There is a principal for each section, and a staff of 
sixteen trained teachers devotes its whole time to the 
school. The classes are so arranged that between 
12 and 20 pupils are in each. The principals arrange 
the classes, consulting with the \Velfare Secretaries 
and the heads of the departments in which their pupils 
are engaged, and when once the idea of work-hour 
classes has become familiar, there is little difficulty 
in making the necessary arrangements. Each girl in 
her first year has to make a blouse and a skirt, and 
appear in them before the principal for her criticism ; 

I (Cd. 4757]. 1909, P· I2J. 
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in her second year she learns cooking ; and in her third 
year, housewifery in its various branches. Lessons 
missed have to be made up-indeed, the courses are 
specially extended for any who have failed in pro
ficiep.cy or in attendance. Girls spend half an hour 
per week in the gymnasium ; the boys spend four 
times as long-a somewhat unusual arrangement, for 
factory gymnasia are generally provided more speci-

. fically for girl-workers. The boys learn woodwork 
in their first year, and elementary science subse
quently. English and mathematics are taken for an 
hour each per week throughout the three years. In 

• additio:p. to the classes held during works hours, the 
boys are expected to attend from 5.20 till 7.20 p.m. 
on one evening a week. It was found that the 
" effective value " of these classes was much less than 
that of day classes, and no mathematics are now 
attempted in the evenings. It is reported that the 
boys sometimes fall asleep over their books at night ! 

thatthe . We may notice in somewhat greater detail the 
~ arrangements made for the boys' section of the school. 
mentsasto There are about 350 boys, arranged in 18 classes. 
!:~r:.can be These are drawn from various departments, and the 

principal says: "The great problem is to satisfy the 
teacher who aims at homogeneity, and the depart
mental manager who wants to send lads to class on 
days and at hours that suit his own work. Obviously, 
the larger the number of your classes the more easy 
it is to make individual changes required by the 
departments. Moreover, with only 20 boys in a class, 
there is opportunity for indiv~dual teaching in cases 
where a lad is below the average ability of the class. 
My experience is, however, that heads of depart
ments magnify their difficulties,-they think we 
magnify ours,-and that if you gain their interest 
and goodwill they will accept whatever arrangements 
you make ••.• As regards dislocation of factory 
organisation, there need be little; The teacher must 
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realise that the factory comes first. It would be 
foolish for a teacher to draw up his time-table and 
his classes, and expect to impose it on the factory 
without consultation of departmental managers. 
In our own case the classes work quite automatically, 
and with the regularity of tides for three months at a 
stretch. Foremen know exactly what boys will be 
absent each day and at what times, and they arrange 
the work accordingly." As there are classes held 
every evening, and as a master is always in attendance 
at the boys' club room, the principal finds it difficult 
to allow his assistants sufficient free time in the even
ings for association with their personal frien,ds, who. 
are normally occupied during the day and at liberty 
in the evening. It is not well, even from the point 
of view of the pupils, that teachers should be isolated 
men; and their own feelings on the subject are often 
strong. Classes in this factory school are held from 
7.30 a.m. till 7.20 p.m., and each master has classes 
from 5.20 till 7.20 on four evenings a week, while on 
one evening he is on duty at the club from 7 p.m. till 
9 p.m. The masters' hours are necessarily some
what irregular. It may here be pointed out that if 
the school hours are ten per day and individual 
masters work but six hours per day, a staff of five 
masters means a ~' teaching strength " of only three 
at a time on the average. Classes of from 12 to 
20 pupils are considered as large as is compatible 
with the amount of individual instruction generally 
required. If, then, a· teacher is expected actually to 
teach for thirty hours' per week, one teacher is needed 
for every 6o to 100 pupils if they are to have six hours' 
instruction per week. This proportion is the same 
whether all the classes are held in works hours or 
not. Of course, the same classrooms, if sufficiently 
ventilated, can be used for classes all day long-one 
gymnasium, for instance, is in use practically with
out a break throughout the working hours of the 
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factory, three instructors sharing in the work of 
teaching. 

~he addi-. Six hours each week for four years, namely, from 
~o:d'1 :~~! 14 to IS years of age, are regarded by those in authority 
on y:ung here as the minimum time in which a normal youth 
~~=~~~ can so strengthen the foundations of his education 

. considered that they may serve for future intellectual develop
ment. But. this minimum is rarely attained even 
where employers insist on attendance at continuation 
schools. It really is more than can be fairly expected 
of a boy or girl who works the same hours as adults. 
The adult workers, once their day's work is done, may 
go where they will; is it fair to expect the youth to 
work as long as the man and then go to school ? In 
the case of girls the strain is even greater, for many of 

before 
classes are 
made com
pulsory. 

No effort 
should be 
spared to 
make 
education 
attractive. 

them have to take their part in the work of the home 
before and after factory hours. It is no wonder that 
women factory inspectors look apprehensively upon 
compulsory education for factory girls without any 
concession as to hours. Compulsion is undoubtedly 
needed, but not only for the workers ; the employer 
must allow his young workers time for classes, and 
boys and girls must spend their time in the appointed 
way. 

It must not be. supposed that young people are 
always unwilling to attend classes, or even indifferent 
to them. It is possible to make classes very attractive, 
but a basis of compulsion is. necessary if continued 
education is to become universal. Probably some 
workers would be physically unfit to attend classes in 
addition to working, even for shorter hours ; and 
such cases would need to be treated individually. 
Individuality must be allowed some expression too 
in the choice of subjects, but it will be found that the 
secret of the attraction of classes does not lie wholly in 
the subject. The personality of the teacher counts for 
much, and among factory teachers are to be found men 
and women of initiative and zeal· whose devotion is 
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repaid by the enthusiasm of their pupils. But here 
again a difficulty presents itself. In• many evening 
schools the teachers are distinctly overworked and 
unable to do themselves justice. 

The importance of having good teachers can 
scarcely be over:..emphasised. Frequently the salaries 
offered are too low to attract the type of. men and 
women calculated to inspire their pupils; and with 
inferior teachers the continuation classes may be 
worse than useless. Though this danger is slight at 
present under a voluntary system, it must not be 
forgotten in the contemplation of any compulsory 
measures. 

Let us pass now to the question of curricula. Curricula 

What branches of study should be encouraged, and 
by what means? The desires of the young workers 
must not be overlooked. Certainly girls and boys can 
be treated very much more autocratically than their 
elders, but the wisdom of such treatment is doubtful, 
and there are certain undefined limits which must not 
be overstepped. Granted that boys and girls may 
reasonably be expected to attend classes, granted even 
that the employer can dictate conditions of employ-
ment, still the choice of subjects remains of great 
importance. 

Considerable freedom of choice is permitted to the 
workers by some employers, who undertake to pay 
the fees at schools· in the vicinity of the factory for 
almost any subject, provided that sufficient attend
ances are made. But in the case of a factory school, 
whether held in the day or in the evening, the choice are limited 
is limited by the school. curriculum; and~ generally, btay circum-

£ k bth h 
.snces, 

actory wor ers, y e mere fact that t ey work m 
factories, are prevented from· joining certain classes. 
Let it be granted that six hours per week are to be and the 
d d d • 1 h k f d "d" choice of evote toe ucat10na purposes; t etas o ec1 mg subjects is 
how to apportion that time is not light. Physical v~ry 

. ·u 1 I fi d I h . difficult exerc1se w1 a most a ways n a p ace on t e t1me- · 
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table, and will be highly appreciated by the pupils. 
" Reading, writing, and arithmetic," or their suc
cessors, "English and mathematics," generally appear 
in any course arranged for workers (not chosen by 
them), but teachers are driven almost to despair by 
the well-nigh hopeless task of revealing to the pupils 
something of the beauties of English Literature in an 
hour, or _perhaps two, per week, when the founda
tions upon which they must build are, at the best, 
inadequate, and the pupils are neither well graded 
nor few enough to permit. of much individual 
instruction. It is found easier to interest them 
in woodwork, or even elementary science, than in 
mathematics or English Language -and Literature. 
Probably their interest is most readily sustained in 
something like this order : dancing and physical drill; 

. handicrafts or lessons involving practical experiments ; 
literature (when lessons are not limited to gram

especiallyin matical niceties); and mathematics. Girls often seem 
the case of to differ widely from boys in their appreciation of subgirls. 

jects, preferring literary classes to" handicrafts"; but 
it must be remembered that the cl~sses generally pro
vided for them are " cooking, sewing, and house
wifery," which are too nearly allied to work to have 
much recreative interest. It should never be for
gotten that ~to m,ost girls mending and cieaning are 
part of their home duties; and thus their classes, 
though possibly more immediately useful than those 
of the boys, are not nearly so entertaining. Evidently, 
factory employers who establish domestic economy 
classes for their girl-worke;rs c:onsider them as house
wives of the future, not as factory workers. Otherwise, 
how is it that in, probably, the finest factory school 
for girls existing in England to-day, the classes are 
confined ·to "Gymnastics, Needlework, Cookery, and 
Housewifery" ? It is a remarkable school, with a 
staff consisting of a head mistress and eleven assistants, 
all fully trained and qualified, but " the curriculum 
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is framed with the view of training the girls to become 
proficient housewives." The tragedy of a factory 
girl's life could scarcely be expressed more eloquently ! 
She toils in the factory to earn her daily bread ; ,she 
often drudges at home, because it is expected of her; 
and when "education" is granted her, it is merely 
that it may fit her to become a" proficient housewife". 
As a thinking, sentient being she is given little or 
nothing ; she is trained to work, not to live. More
over, she is trained for two entirely different types of 
work, in neither of which can she hope to attain the 
ideal. She is hardly likely to rise to an important 
post in the factory, nor dare she hope for such a home 
as she may learn to picture. No doubt this fac
tory school is excellent in its way. Cottages, built 
specially for the purpose, are managed entirely by the 
girls in their third year; and the apparatus includes 
kitchen ranges similar to those to be found in most 
working-class homes in the neighbourhood. As a 
Domestic Training School it is excellent, and possibly 
the nation will follow in the footsteps of this employer 
and compel all girls to become " proficient house
wives " ; but should they not also be given some 
opportunity of acquiring wider knowledge? 

In schools for boys the curriculum is less limited, A wider 

and" what to teach during the few hours which can ~~~e ~f. 
be devoted to education" is described as "the most g!n~:u;' 
knotty problem of all" by a master who solved it ~tted to 
by devoting two separate hours weekly to gymnastics 
and two to a handicraft or experimental science. 
This, he said, left " a paltry two hours to satisfy the 
claims of many other needful subjects." Geography 
and History he " discarded, because they consist 
largely of the teaching of facts which any intelligent 
lad can gather himself. Mathematics had strong 
claims, partly from a utilitarian point of view, but 
mostly from its value as a training in careful and 
exact thought, a quality the working man does not 
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possess. One hour, therefore, was ear-marked for 
Mathematics; but," he says, "we regard a logical 
statement ,of a problem of primary importance. 
We disregard all rules of purely academic interest, 
and also all calculations involving unwieldy and 
impractical quantities." The remaining hour is 
devoted to "some systematic teaching of their 
mother tongue." "If, then, the ideals of our factory 
school were realised," says this master, "we should 

. develop, as our highest product, a lad sound in heart 
and lungs and muscles ; able to think in a logical 
manner; to express his thoughts in good English 
by word of mouth or in writing; to appreciate the· 
best that has been written in our language ; and 
possessing a fair amount of manual dexterity." Such 
an ideal may be beyond attainment, but the fact that, 
in a few factories in England, it is actually animating 
those to whom the care of the young workers is en-
trusted, may serve as an inspiration to others. · 

There is considerable difference of opinion as to 
whether it is d~sirable to make continued education 
compulsory, but there appears to be no doubt that 
the power of the employer in the matter is paramount. 
Some of those who desire to see an extension of educa
tion plead that facilities should be cqmpulsorily pro
vided for the young workers, wh'o should be free to 
avail themselves of them or not as they pleased, for 
they say: "The present system to£ voluntary attend
ance at evening schools entails advantages which it is 
extremely desirable to retain, and which it would be 
impossible .to preserve under any system of com
pulsion •••. The good qualities of the evening 
student are in part the outcome of the bad conditions 
from which he suffers. • • • The average evening 
student is made of better stuff than the average 
human being." 1 · 

On the other hand, Mr. Albert Mansbridge of the 
1 Burnie and Jennings, op." cit., p. S· 
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\Vorkers' Education Association says: "Only 'com
pulsion ' exercised through the employers can remove 
••• disabilities placed in the way of many young 
people by the conditions of their employment •••• 
It is for this reason, chiefly, that we should support 
a ~easure of statutory obligation to remove them." 1 

Possibly the- explanation of this difference of 
opinion may be the fact that the former specially 
desire technical, the latter literary, classes. The 
question is not clear cut, because compulsory con
tinued education practically involves a further 
limit+tion of working hours for young persons.· 

In Scotland, the time of employment, plus the 
time of education, must not exceed the period of 
employment permitted by Act of Parliament,21 and 
the general opinion of experts seems to be that for 
girls, at any rate,' continuation classes are not desirable 
without some reduction in the hours of labour.• 

C.oncessions to workers can only be made universal 
by compulsion. Though the employer's true interest 
may lie in this direction,• it is not ~o evident as to. 
obviate the necessity for vigilance on the part of the 
nation. Just as short hours were actually beneficial 
to the cotton trade, but nevertheless had to be 
made obligatorr., so continued education of the rank 
and file of the workers will have to be enforced by 
law. 

Individual employers led the way for the first The example 

legislatiye ~~~on of hours_, and we m~y still learn =!u:e 
much from mdiVIdual factones. There 1s, however, of individual 

in addition to these local examples, the more extensive :!;1~ . 

experiment with compulsory continuation classes in tJu:warfor 
Germany, which desenes close examination by any legislation. 

nation contemplating legislation on the subject. 

1 A. Mansbridge, Ccr&liJuuuiott Sclwols, edited by M. E. 
Sadler. chap. xi. 

8 8 Edw. VIL C. 63, S. 10 (5). 
•[Cd. 4757]. 1909, p. 2o.z.. • Vide pp. 217-20. 
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We may briefly outline the experience of one 
firm in the matter of compulsory classes. In 190o-1, 
they found that 1.4· per cent. of their employees under 
17 years of age were attending evening classes in the 
town schools. The firm offered to pay all fees J.or 
those who made 6o per cent. of the possible attend
ances. The numbers increased in the next year to 
38 per cent. of the workers under 17; the scheme 
was then extended to include all males under 20. 

In 1902-3 it was found that 73 per cent. of those 
under 17 had joined classes, and attendance was 
made compulsory. In 1904-5 the standard of com
pulsory attendance was raised from 6o per cent. to 
85 per cent. of the possible atte,ndances. The scheme 
worked weU, and was extended to girls, attendance 
being at first optional for all, then optional for those 
between 17 and 20 and compulsory for all under 
17 years of age. Three nights per week these young 
people are ·.expected to be at school, but certain 
concessions as to time off are made to them. 

Very diHerent tales, however, are told by other 
firms.;. One hears of fifty entering a class, of only 
forty actually attending, and only six completing the 
course. Compulsion alone will not solve the diffi
culties which lie in the way of continued education, 
but it appears to be a necessary step in the process. 
The State should consider whether it can safely permit 
the power of compulsion to be used, abused, or left 
unused by employers. 

Libraries. Means less direct than classes are frequently 
adopted by employers with a view to improving the 
intellectual standing of their workers. The chief of 
these is probably the provision of books to read. 
As in the case of classes, those concerned with the 
technical side of factory work may be considered to 
have the most direct bearing on the productivity of 
the worker. However, technical libraries are not 
as frequently found in factories as those of a general 
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character ; and even before the time of universal· 
compulsory education factory libraries were by no 
means unusual. One, founded more than sixty 
years ago, now numbers over 4000 volumes. In 
1848 we find a factory library with 700 · volumes,1 

and another in 1857 with 1300.1 Occasionally a· 
library has been established by the employees them
selves, and it is by no means unusual to find a small 
charge (even as much as twopence per week) made for 
the use of reading-rooms and the papers and magazines 
there and the right to borrow books from a circulating 
library. Sometimes an attempt is made to guide 
the younger workers in their choice of books ; some-
times reading clubs are established. It is noticeable rea.diiig 
that a number of the 'clubs which aspire to read the clubs, 

most difficult books are those organised and managed 
by the workers themselves. It would be interesting 
if records were kept of the books factory :workers 
choose to read. In some cases, the employer makes 
an arrangement with a local library, whereby books 
are brought to the factory once a week. The workers 
are usually allowed to change their books more' fre-
quently, if they so desire, by going to the library. 
Magazines published periodically in connection with 
factories serve very diverse purposes. They are works. 
sometimes mainly advertising media for the firm ; magazmes, 

but occasionally they really interpret the· minds and 
feelings of the workers. The crude attempts at" 
grandiloquence to be found in some factory magazines 
are frequently the evidences of genuine interest on 
the part of employees, who devote much energy to 
the production of a journal which deals with the 

. doings of themselves and their associates. Though 
such magazines may not appeal to the general public, 
they are of distinct value in the social life of the 
individual factory. 

1 Factory Report, June 2, 1848, p. 11. 
1 Reports. 1857 (2),v~l. xvi. p. 2JS· 
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bands. · · Music is recognised as an important element in 
education, and factory workers, as a rule, will be found 
keenly appreciative of it in some form or other. The 
establishment of a brass band, which is now frequently 
a conspicuous feature in the factory life, is perhaps of 
little educational value. Indeed a band, in proportion 
to the degree of show attached to it, is apt to be detri
mental to the general factory life. Said one \V elfare 
Secretary: "The worst of the band is that the manage
ment import professional men into the factory, and 
give _them jobs they cannot do, for the sake of the band. 
And when one of your own factory hands becomes 
proficient in playing an instrument he goes off to 

and singing something else!" However that may be with bands, 
classes singing classes commonly prove of great benefit to all 

concerned. One hears the idea of" singing at work" 
ridiculed, but it is no uncommon thing for factory 
girls to sing at work, even where no encouragement is 
given. They sing anything, hymns and comic opera 

contributeto indiscriminately, until they are bidden to cease. If a 
~t!clc,;!tal little training can improve the quality of the singing, 
ment of while exercising some control over the choice of song, 
workels. it is not to be despised. Overlookers say that work 

often proceeds more quickly while the girls are singing. 
At any rate, singing classes are generally greatly 
appreciated by the workers themselves, ·and appear 
to have comparatively few difficulties connected with 
them. 

Many em
ployers fail 

· to consider 
their 
workers' 
feelings. 

3• PERSONAL DIGNITY 

The way in which some great firms disregard the 
feelings of their workers is lamentable, and that their 
attitude is so calmly tolerated is both surprising and 
pathetic. It may not wound the dignity of a firm for 
it to say, that when it pays for holidays, it performs 
"acts of grace ••• not included in the contract of 
employment," but when it distinctly tells its em-
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ployees they " are not entitled 1 to any payments for . 
holidays or other absences " or to any share in the 
profits, and then institutes a profit-sharing scheme and 
pays for public holidays, it places an employee in the 
difficult position of one bound to receive less than 
others for services rendered or to accept what appears 
to be charity. The firm which violates the personal tc? the great 
dignity of its individual employees does not secure ~;:ntage 
for itself a trustworthy staff, nor does it consider the parties. 

true welfare of its workers. It is much better for all 
concerned that hard-and-fast rules should b~ laid 
down ; there may well be a sliding scale, but it must 
be definite, and not depend upon the caprice of the 
employer. "If you are not late, thus and thus shall 
your diligence be rewarded." " If you are regular, 
you shall be paid for holidays." " If we make ten 
per cent. profit, you shall have a tenth of it." These 
statements are definite and dishonour no one; but to 
say, " If you are not late, we may give you a prize," or 
" If you are regular, and acknowledge: our beneficence, 
we may by an act of grace pay you for your holidays, or 
even give you a share in the profits which are ours, 
and to which you are in no way entitled," surely 
is to put too great a strain upon the patience of the 
self-respecting employee ! 

Here is" an example taken direct from the printed 
pamphlet of a well-intentioned employer which shows 
how completely such a man may fail to feel with his 
employees. It refers to the bonus granted in a profit
sharing system. "It should be clearly understood 
that this bonus is given on the understanding and 
express condition that the depositor has no right 
whatever to it. The bonus is a pure gift and may be 

. withheld at any time, without notice, either wholly 
or in any particular case." 

It cannot be well for the firm-to say nothing of More 
the individual-that its employees should be willing to courtesy, 

1 Italics iD the original. 
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t.Ue money to which they have "fUI rigl:t rr:l:atn'n ".• 
Let us assume that an employer would never be 
capricious in granting or withholding bonuses. Then 
he must have some basis for his actions, and he may 
well vouchsafe to his employees some l:nowledge of 

less aeaecy. this basis. Even if he said no more than " profits 
permitting and conduct warranting," and reserved 

· to himself the sole right of deciding thereon, it would 
tale out the sting of the statement7 even though it 
altered the facu not a whit. " That secrecy las been 
a good deal overworked is now one of the commonest 
admissions. ••• A great deal more information 
about employers' methods can be given to the work
men without the slightest injury to the business." • 

-d wid~ - Often all that is lading is consideration for the 
::~~011 feelings _of the workers. It may be said, " H they get 

. ·the em- • •• the money they don't mind how"; and this is the 
playa' .attitude of many employers. But some workers do 

mind ; and it would probably be better if they all did. 
It is not for an employer of fine f~ to blunt their 
suscepttoilities, but rather to give them credit for 
feelings as fine as his own. One employer, in opening 
a dub connected with his wor~ said: " A strong 
spontaneous expression has come to me from the em
ployees, which accords perfectly with my own ideas 
and sentiments, that this dub should not be re
garded as a charitable institution, but shou1l be self
supporting •••• None of the employees ••• I am 
than1fnl to say, are in need of charity. They are 
self-respecting, self-reliant7 and self-supporting." 

IJDD«61eir This conception of the workers' ~onity can be 
.,.. RWUd. preserved throughout the whole factory life, and firms 

which ha¥e been careful to respect the feelings, and 
even the prejudices, of their employees ha¥e found the 
results beneficial Where punishments which wound 
the dignity of workers have failed, rewards which 

11 Italics in the originaL -
• J. G. Brooks. ]011rrul of Soci4l Sciewu. N.Y .. 1904-
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recognise their merits have succeeded; and it is note
worthy that "natural rewards" prove more effective 
than artificial ones--that is to say, time off for 
holidays in place of time saved by industry, or pro
motion for conspicuous service, are more highly ap
preciated than mere money prizes. That the workers.· 
should recognise the justice of any reward or punish
ment is always to the good, and efforts to render them. 
responsible for the discipline of a factory generally 
meet with considerable success. An early attempt in Some 
this direction may be noticed. While weaving was !!t:u~~ts to 
still largely a home industry, in 1829, an employer,- discipline to 

d b h d. f h h h d workers have vexe y t e 1sappearance o men to w om e a met with 
advanced money on account of work to be done in considerable 

th · h d hi k n1 h success. eu omes, propose to pay s wor men o y w en · 
the goods were brought to him. The men would 
thus have had to buy on credit, and to avoid this 
they formed a society, to indemnify the employer 
from loss if he made an advance. A weaver applying 
for work was referred to the society, and only with 
their consent could he be employed. Mter the 
workmen thus became responsible for the money 
advanced, less than one-five-thousandth part is re
ported to have been embezzled. The employer in 
return had to agree to pay the same price to all 
weavers for the same work.t 

Other examples of this nature might be cited, 
but the functions of such a society seem to have been 
rather arbitrarily divided between Trade Unions and 
employers, and though attempts are now being made 
to render Trade Unions responsible, to some extent, 
for breaches of factory discipline, their possibilities 
in this respect have been generally ignored. Mean
while some employers have devised various methods 
by which they hope to distribute responsibility. 
Committees of workmen are frequently formed, and 
these vary from a general " Works Council " to a 

1 Repo,.ts, vol. xxiii., 1840, pp. 99-100. 
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Any re- small departmental committee. Works Councils are 
:r::\~ility sometimes expressly denied any share in matters which 
wo~kersorto concern discipline or wages, their attention being 
the~rre· fi d " ll h . hi hd presenta· con ne to · a t e many pomts w c o not come" 
tives sh~uld under those headings. They may then " collect 
be defi.mte, d' f h k . f th . · . uect rom t e wor men suggestiOns or e Improve~ 

though its 
extension· 
should be 
gradual. 

A sudden 
transfer of 
authority 
seems im
practicable, 

ment of their surroundings, and put the matured 
· proposals before the Directors for approval." One 
·Council, with powers so restricted, was reported to 
meet only on special occasions, as it felt that it had 

, no definite function to perform. An employer who 
has attempted to establish what he calls "diffused 
management". says that experience shows '~that the 
best way to improve management is not to make too 
rapid strides in promotion, but to commence to raise 
to more efficient service by the formation of com
mittees in each department." From each of such 

·committees are drafted one or two representatives to 
for:rri a Council, ~' who can take a broader view of 
management." There are several Councils, and from 
these are· drawn the Directors. " We do not take a 

. man as a Director who has not gradually worked up 
to the highest position in his own department as 
manager." The committees in this case deal with 
breaches of discipline, but their finding is subject to 
revision by the Qlairman of the Company. It is 
possible that "a few nice, mild employees on the 
Board " may only strengthen the master's hands ; 1 

yet employers'. attempts to " diffuse management " 
may fit the workers for further responsibility of 
this kind. They possibly indicate a way in which 
industry may be" governed by rulers appointed from 
below." 1 

No sudden transition in workshop management 
i!' likely to prove practicable; but the experiments 
of employers; even though not completely successful, 

1 G. D. H. Cole, Wcwld of Labo~r, 1913, p. 334-
1 Ibid., p. 383. 
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may guide future developments .. Certainly anumber 
of them are sincerely trying to help their workers to 
educate themselves in methods of management. 
Sometimes regular courses of lectures on factory 
management are held ; but the most important 
thing is that definite responsibility of some kind be 
given. . . · · ' . 

Only responsibility fits men for further responsi- but responsi· 

b"l" . bility fits 
1 1 ty • workerlj for 

In such matters, for example, as the prevention of further. 

petty theft within a factory, much might be accom- bm~~~si
plished. Instead of employees being " liable to be 
searched on leaving the premises," and demanding 
that" searching" be carried out" in the firm's time," 
it might be possible by a diffusion of responsibility 
to prevent theft, rather than to punish it. . 

By Welfare Work in general employers hope to 
stimulate in each employee a sense of individual 
responsibility, but there is room for much more 
definite and conscious effort in this direction., It .is 
worth noting here that "Works Committees" are 
often without any real connection with the workers. 
In one case, for example, employers who, even at first; 
only ventured to admit two representatives of the 
foremen, to a committee of ten, subsequently severed 
even this connection, the committee being entirely 
composed of the Directors' nominees.l It is generally 
simpler merely to impose authority upon the workers, 
but it cannot prove as satisfactory in the end. 

The question of insurance is very intimately Insurance 
related to that of personal dignity, for in many cases schemes, 

employers make provision for their employees in times 
of sickness or other trouble. To some extent the 
National Insurance Act has rendered this obligatory, 
and so removed it from the realm of Welfare Work, 
but many supplementary insurance schemes are still 
in force. It is not intended to discuss their details 

1 Experiments in Industrial Organisation, pp. 202-3. 
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here, but we may. co~ider the pe~sonal relations 
involved. · · · 

The fundamental idea of insurance is that, for 
~ontingencies which. are only probable, it makes 
positive provision. ·Certainty is essential. Now, in 
many cases employers provide generously for their 
workers; .but, far too often, there is no specific con
tract, and the provision assumes the form of a bounty 
bestowed upon a deserving worker by a considerate 
superior •. This is really opposed to the spirit of 

.Welfare Work, as it is coming to be understood by 
those who carry it out. A recognition of the rights 
of the workers, not a charitable attention vouchsafed 
to their needs, is the foundation upon which some 
employers, at least, are building a new ideal of in
dustrial relationships. Th~ Directors of one firm, 

lessen the for. example,l " felt that, to enable any workman 
workers' • · .ful:filli th di · 1 k f d anxietY for ng e necessary con nons, to oo orwar to 
'thefu~. ·'a pension' as a right, and not as a matter of charity, 

l which could be given or withheld at their pleasure,' 
would be a means of lessening anxiety as to the 
future." Anxiety as to the future saps the energy 
of a worker. If it ·can be avoided, he is happier; and 
his work improves. So, not only for sickness, but 
for old age, and for death, employers have decreed it 
wise to make definite provision. If only they could 
understand the cruel anxiety which the workers feel, 
they would all realise the deadening effect it has upon 

Some industry. Uncertainty haunts the workman through
f::tee ~ out his existence ; his very work is often uncertain. 
tinuity of Merely to guarantee that (1) no worker shall be 
employment dismissed without a week's or a fortnight's notice, or 

(2) suspended without the consent of some recognised 
authority which is removed from the influence of 
personal annoyances, is to give new energy to the 
workers. It may be suggested that fear of dismissal 
is a necessary spur; but experience proves that it is 

s Vide Appendix VI. 
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nothing of the kind. Fear is a 'paralysi;ng taskmaster. 
It is hope which spurs men on. . , . . . · 

By promising continuity ·of employment, an similarly 

1 b · th · h • k f · · frendersthem emp oyer o tams e ng t to as or contmmty o more 
service; and this brings an iznm:ediate. recompense. efficient. 
Changing workers is an expen.sive process,1 and one 
which a wise employer tries to avoid. Here, as in so 
many other cases, the interests, of ·· employer and 
employee are reciprocal. Workers' respond readily . 
to the manner of their treatment. The. employer 
who respects their feelings, even when he does ·not· 
understand them, will in return receive . respect ; 
and, further, he will find no more faithful service 
than that of a self-respecting worker. His own self-· 
interest suggests even more consideration of his 
workers than one would imagine from the words .of · 
an American who seems to place profit above all else, 
and who says : " Employers have recently learned , 
that an important factor in lowering costs is 'per-· 
manence in the labouring force. • • • Workers, when 
they know they are likely to be discharged any moment, 
do not have the interests of the business at heart, 
and do not give their best service. • • • From the 
management's standpoint, the pension is the premium 
he is willing to pay for continuity of service, and the 
increased efficiency it affords." s But without the 
brutal candour of such a writer one may realise the 
danger of anything like" deferred pay". He advocates 
it as a method of holding the workers, and apparently 
sees no further. But "deferred pay" may become a 
source of annoyance to them, 1 and workers who are 
annoyed are not efficient. Insurance should be on 
sound actuarial lines, and every worker should be 

1 N. A. Brisco, E&otwmics of Effidency, 1914-
1 Ibid., p. 76. 
• '! We think it will ever be difficult to consolidate organisa

tion in any body where a system of deferred pay either in the 
form of perquisites or pensions prevails" (23rd Annual Trades 
Union COngress, Parliamentary Committee's Reporl, p. 24). 
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made acquainted with the conditions before being 
expected to join. Above all, there must be some 
recognised " surrender value " of every policy. 

This is important even from the employer's 
standpoint; for men who cling to a business merely 
on account of " deferred pay" are those whose service 
is not indispensable. Everything must be open and 
aboveboard in the interests of all concerned. " We 
insist upon your being insured ; for we cannot have 
you worrying about the future while you should be 
thinking about your work." That is perhaps all the 
employer can say without risk of infringing on the 
liberty of the employees. Still, it does not seem un
reasonable that he should stipulate the amount of 
the insurance, in view of the wages paid ; and possibly 
{indeed, probably) facilities above the average can 
be given by a firm employing picked workers under 

Despotism ·conditions which are above the average. But charity 
a~ charity must be quite ruled out on the one hand, and despotism 
a e on the' other. Justice is all that the worker asks. 

must give 
way to 
justice. . 

Th.ere is,. of course, no reason why, as. occasion 
offers, employers should not .make presents to their 
workers--at marriage, for instance, or to celebrate 
an anniversary. But the basis of the relation between 
them must be simply justice. To quote again the 
words of Mr. D. H. McGregor: "Whatever objec
tions may be made from the point of view of demo-
cracy to the philanthropic nature of such schemes 
will become less and less as the idea of employment 
, •• is felt to involve in its very nature this wider 
endeavour." 1 

I Ths Evolution of Industry, 191 I, p. 144-



CHAPTER V 

THE ScoPE oF THE WELFARE .DEPARTMENT 

\VE have dealt with the relation of work to worker, 
with the industrial environment and general con
ditions of work, and with incidental aids to the 
workers' welfare. Let us now pass to a consideration 
of how the Welfare Department deals with each and 
all of these. . 

It must be borne in mind that no Welfare Depart
ment actually accomplishes all that is here described; 
but nothing is included which is not attempted in 
at least one factory. A superficial inspection of a 
factory can afford little reliable information as to the 
value of the work carried on by the Welfare Depart
ment, and statements made by proprietors or directors 
are necessarily somewhat prejudiced. The reading 
of printed matter about a factory often gives an 
impression absolutely contrary to that conveyed by 
a visit to the works. Good theory and excellent Even with 

intentions are not safeguards against invidious prac- :!:en~!.. 
tices. Even if an employer desires nothing so much 
as the good of his workers, how can he, with the 
burden of business upon him, enter into a minute 
examination of individual needs and interests ? 
A striking instance of the need of expert knowledge 
and specialisation is that of an energetic and enthusi-
astic employer carrying on his family traditions in a 
business employing between 2000 and 3000 work-
people. With the hearty co-operation of one or two 
members of his family, he confidently attempts to 

•so 
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- iadiridul know personally all his workers and their family 
~ joys ani sorrows. He is deeply and sincerely con
~-- scious or his own responsibility, and the variety of 
a his care ways in which he shows his interest in his employees = is astonishing. He has attempted nearly everything 

that other employers have attempted, and he has 
devised a number of schemes of his own. But many 
of them do not work, and he seems ignorant of th.t 
fact. He has built kitchens, and is unaware th.t they 
are badly managed; he has provided baths, and does 
not know fut they are neglected ; he has founded 
clubs, and is unconscious of the fact fut they are 
not well run. He expends an ertraord.i.mry amount 
of energy and devotion, endeavouring to manage 
everything,. either directly or through members of 
his family, and this is an imposs1"ble task.. There 
is a certain amount of personal contact. He is a. 
real human being to his employees and to their 
families, but he recognises personality on their part 
only in so far as it expresses itself through the institu
tions established by him. He encourages suggestions, 
education, games ; but everyone who comes into 
the business is stereotyped with his ideas. Few, if 

·any, of his employees have the energy and enthusiasm 
which characterise him, and details everywhere suHer 
from lack of careful attention. He says th.t he has 
for years looked unsuccessfully for a foreman who 
will run a department in accordance with his desires; 
and he is unaware that he himself stifles the initiative 
for which he searches in vain.1 He is master
absolute master-and his employees but servantL 
He treats them en:ellently, as he understands excellent 
treatment ; but an observer wonders how human 
beings can be content to be so dominated by another 

1 U an employs' impresses his will upon his WO£ken be cu~ 
away from them opportunities of carrying .on the rude ~ 
mental puc:ess by which they may learn wisdom and 1ind their 
BOUls (Vide J. A. Hobson. Wori ad Welj111e, 1914- p. u6). 
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human being. The place lacks mental and spiritual 
vitality; and the reason seems to be the overwhelm
ing influence of the master-mind. However extra
ordinary that mind may be, it cannot dispense with 
the minds. of the workers, nor can ·one personality 
act and react effectively upon tw~nty;_fi.ve hundred 
personalities. 

The employer himself is obviously unable to~ expert· 
cope with this difficulty except by appointing Welfare 15t!~e~ to 
Secretaries, competent officers to devote their whole problem: 
time to these matters. What cannot be dispensed !!'do~~e~ 
with is an eye which sees the needs of the workers, outthew!k, 
and that is missing more frequently than the will to · 
supply what the workers need. The seeing eye does 
not necessarily belong to a worker, for custom can 
make one blind; nor does it necessarily belong to a 
person of culture and goodwill, for the workers'· 
own standards and tastes must be f.rimarily con
sidered. Goodwill, indeed, is essentia , but it is not 
all that is essential. In the rush of factory life, only ·. 
one who is at leisure from the economic turmoil 
has adequate opportunities of discovering the true 
wishes of the workers, how they can be guided, and 
how they can be gratified. It is most desirable, there- devoting the 
fore, that the Welfare Secretaries should devote the ;h~e time 
whole of their time to Welfare Work. Indeed, the 

01 
• 

difficulty is to know how to limit the hours of such 
officers. They are needed in the morning early, 
and they are needed after work hours, and they feel 
that it is advisable to know what is happening all 
day long. Where several can share the duties, the 
matter becomes simpler; but generally a greater 
number of officers merely indicates increased duties. 
Where night- shifts are worked, the matter is 
even more complex. To be confronted with a task 
which it is a physical impossibility to perform is 
paralysing, and a wise \Velfare Secretary, like a wise 
Director, delegates many duties to others, and 
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merely superintends the work of the whole depart-
ment. . . 

.It is by a wise ch?ice of person~lities, through 
wh1ch to extend the mfluence of his own, that .a· 
leader most powerfully and consistently controls a 
multitude. It is no light task which he entrusts to 
the Welfare Department, and he must exercise great 
care in selecting as its chief a man or woman on whose 
judgment he can rely. In practice, if a man is in . 
. charge .Pf the department, he needs the counsel and 
assistance of a woman in all matters relating to women 
and girls. Where the department was originally · 
placed under the direction of a woman, its extension 
has generally necessitated the appointment of a 
man tp assist in the work among the men and boys, 
and to ensure due consideration of their interests, 
though in some cases the co-operation of men already 
engaged in the business has been deemed sufficient. 
The fact that frequently no woman of education, 
standing, independence, and initiative has been 
associated with the management of a factory, makes 
the appointment of a woman Welfare Secretary of 
vital importance. There is, of course, no need to 
insist that, where a man and a woman are both 
appointed as Welfare Secretaries, one shall be placed 
in authority over the other. But there must be 
complete co-operation in the work of the two sections, 
and there must be unity of purpose throughout . 

. Where two sections of the department work apart 
-one for men and boys, one for women and girls
the results do not seem altogether satisfactory. 

The Welfare Secretary must have considerable 
organising capacity. All arrangements must be made 
methodically, and all the work must be done in a 
business-like manner. It is an advantage if both the 
head of the department and the junior officers have 
had some experience in processes of manufacture, 
either those of the factory concerned or of some 
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other. In America it appears to be usual for a (2l a know-

elf S "dl hr h f lellge of the· \V are ecretary rap1 y to pass t oug a course o work done, 
' instruction in every branch of' the work-actually 

performing, so far as limited skill permits, every 
operation which workers are called upon to perform 
in the factory he or she is to supervise.· This method 
is not very frequently pursued in England; ·but it 
has distinct advantages, as it gives a better under7 
standing of the labour involved in each several task. . 
A Welfare Secretary needs sympathetic understanding (3) sym
of the workers, and tact in dealing With "difficult pathy, 

situations, which are bound to arise in adjusting 
relations between large numbers of individuals. To 
direct the good intentions of an employer into 
channels where they will really benefit, and not annoy, 
the workers, often needs infinite tact. To issue and (4), 

commands is easy ; to enforce obedience perhaps ~ve all, 

not difficult for one whose word controls the source · 
of livelihood ; but to command so wisely t~at 
obedience is but the natural expression of the 
individual wills necessitates a comprehension of· 
individuals and infinite tact. The wise- Welfare 
Secretary does not attempt to dominate the social 
activities of the workers, or even to direct them; but 
merely to observe their trend, to encourage what is 
deemed to be good and to discourage what is believed 
to be evil. For instance, a wise use of leisure is of 
vital importance, even with regard to the work of 
the factory. But the Welfare Secretary must beware 
lest in arranging for recreation he unwittingly infringe 
the right of the employee to complete freedom during 
leisure hours. This is no imaginary danger.t There 
are periods of leisure which are necessarily spent in 
the factory or its precincts, and these demand the 
,wise vigilance of some responsible person. At 
the breaks for tea, for instance, a little care in 
providing comfort for the workers may be ·of infinite 

1 l-'ide sufwa, Chapter IV. (Part II.). 
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benefit to them and. indirectly advantageous to 
output. 

To sum up, business capacity, knowledge, sym- · 
pathy, and· tact-these are essential for a Welfare 
Secretary; and the greatest of these is tact . 

. Let us suppose that the employer has selected the 
right person for the position of Welfare Secretary, 
and let us briefly consider the factory in which the 
~ork is to be carried on. The ideal factory is, of 
course, non-existent, but nothing is described which 
does not actually exist. · 

The ideal factory is neat, even if not beautiful; 
and there are adjacent grounds devoted to gardens 
and playing-fields. The ventilation, heating, drainage, 
and lighting have all been made the subjects of 
expert consideration. The floors and walls are con
structed, and the machinery placed, so that it is 
possible to maintain a healthy state of cleanliness; 
and no arrangement has been made without due·. 
regard to the number of workers who will be required 
in any room, so that there will be no overcrowding 
or inconvenience of any kind. 

The workrooms have been the subject of special 
care. The machines are effectively guarded, and 
ample provisions have been made in case of accident. 
Every workroom has its first-aid cupboard, and some 
ready means of communicating with an ambulance 
department. Provisions for escape in case of fire not 
only fulfil the requirements of the law, but render 
frequent fire- drills practicable. Lavatories and 
sanitary conveniences are private, and yet easily 
accessible. They are adequate in number and 
suitable in arrangement. Perhaps there are bath
rooms in addition; possibly a swimming-bath and a 
gymnasium. At any rate, there are cloak-rooms, 
dining-rooms, and rest-rooms such as will please 
the workers and satisfy their needs. 

Such factories were not built in the days of the 
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Industrial Revolution, and the vast majority even now The Welfare 

leave much to be desired ; but there is undoubtedly ~:t:Zust 
a tendency to build new factories on some such plan arrange-

h h li d Ad . d · ments to as t at ere out ne . aptatwns are ma e In meet 
older works ; a·nd, although it is more difficult to ~ging 
remodel an old, inconvenient factory than to build a nee s. 

convenient one, there are not lacking examples of 
old factories which have been adequately adapted to 
the progressive needs of the workers. Movement from 
a city to a suburb, or to the country, is often associated 
with the building of a more convenient factory.· It 
must not be supposed,however, that a factory can be so 
built that it will be convenient for ever. Adaptations 
will be necessary with every development. To keep a 
watchful eye upon the whole of the factory environ
ment,so that it may always be convenient and comfort-
able, is the first duty of the Welfare Department. 

\Ve may now consider the relation of the depart- HeJr:eeps 
ment to the individual worker. It should record all ~:C:~cisd· 
available information concerning each worker, for • 
reference as occasion demands. For this purpose 
careful and detailed records must be kept; and it 
is usually found most convenient to do this by means 
of a card system. The cards in use in factories differ 
greatly. A specimen record card, given in Appendix 
VIII (No. 1), is one of the simplest in use. Rightly 
interpreted, it serves to indicate the scope of the 
\Velfare Department. 

Upon the Secretary devolves the duty of making h!l ~ro
the first selection of workers.1 He or she determines ~~fsany 
whether or no an applicant is fit to be admitted into workers. 
the factory at all in any capacity. In many cases 
applications are filed in advance. Occasionally an 
application form, such as that given in Appendix VIII 
(No. 2), has to be filled in by the worker, with the 
Secretary's assistance; and this is only the first of 
many opportunities of giving help, especially to the 

1 Oerks and manual workers are engaged in the same way. 
17 
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young worker who is plunging into the unknown 
world of industry. 

The decision as to the general suitability of any 
applicant is left to the Welfare Secretary, who is 
advised by a doctor on questions of physique. With 
regard to educational attainments, either some re
cognised standard such as a school certificate is 
accepted, or the applicant is submitted to an examina
tion, oral· or written. From general appearance and 
style, some estimate is formed as to whether he is 
likely to make a good worker and a desirable com
panion for other workers. 

·The Welfare Secretary records the home address 
of the applicant; and a knowledge of the locality 
often indicates the type of home from which he 
comes. Occasionally the homes of young applicants 
are visited, and the parents are consulted with a view 
to ascertaining what possibilities lie before the boy 
or the girl. Commonly, the parents of young appli
cants are asked to ·sign agreements that their children 
shall attend school.and receive medical and dental 
treatment as directed by the employer. Whether 
the boy or girl lives with the parents or not, is con
sidered of great importance. If not, particular care 
is taken to ascertain why not. If the worker lives far 
from the factory, employment may be refused on that 
ground alone, if the journey is thought to involve too 
great a strain. When necessity arises, the Welfare 
Department has to make all possible adjustments for 
the transport of workers, and sometimes their fares 
are actually paid by the employer. Occasionally it is 
deemed· advisable to provide hostels or other accom
modation for those who are unable to find suitable 
lodgings in the neighbourhood. 

The Welfare Secretary records what previous 
experience the applicant has had, and, as far as 
possible, satisfies himself as to the reliability of any 
statements that are made. 
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In England, ·the Welfare Department rarely 
attempts much more than this in selecting workers. 
Though in America Miss Catherine Blackford claims 
to have made an exact science of the selection of 
workers for particular kinds of work, in England, at leaving t~e 
any rate, it is left to the" practical men" to estimate, :-d~~~~~e 
as best they can, by virtue of their experience, , the mental · 
suitability of any individual worker for particular managers. 

work. The final selection is thus left in the hands of 
the man who is to be responsible for the execution of 
the work. 

It is not intended to suggest that the Welfare De-· 
partment engages a number of workers it would like to . 
employ, and then sends them round to departmental 
managers, until one is found to have a niche to fit the 
worker. The whole of the Welfare Department~s 
selection is carried out in reference to the need for 
certain workers. But, since the interests of the whole 
establishment must be consider~d prior to those o~ 
any special department', the fundamental require
ments of the Welfare Department must be. satisfied 
before any worker is permitted to enter the factory. 
It is quite possible that a worker whom it recommends 
may be rejected by the manager for whose depart
ment he was intended; but, with experience, the 

. \Velfare Secretary soon learns to discriminate with 
considerable success. 

When he has chosen the worker, and the depart- The Welfare 
mental manager has agreed to his appointment and Secre?rJr 

• • . exerc1ses 
determmed the work which he may reasonably be a general 
expected to perform, the rate of wages is fixed more superv15th. ion • over e 
or less automatically. In the factory whose card we wages and 
are considering a" time wage" is stated a minimum the hours of 

' ' workers 
below which the worker when on piece-work is never ' 
supposed to fall except on account of illness. Any 
falling off demands an immediate report to the Welfare 
Department. If, at any time, the fall is occasioned 
by failure of machinery or other cause, for which the 
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individual worker is in no way responsible, the " time 
wage" rate is paid. If the worker is considered 
responsible, the case is carefully examined, and he 
is. warned, transferred to other work, or even dis
missed. Should the state of his health he considered 
~e cause of the failure, the medical officer is called 
ln. 

In addition to considering the wages of individuals, 
the Welfare Secretary co-operates with the heads of 
other departments in arranging methods of deter
mining wages and bonuses. Group payments, for 
instance, may appear very effective to a departmental 
m"anager, but may, in practice, prove annoying to the 
workers. It is essential that the latter should under
sj:and the system upon which they are paid. This 
principle, recognised by law in so far as it demands 
the specification of particulars, can be extended by 
a Welfare Secretary, who is in a position to dispel 
disquieting doubts by:an authoritative explanation. 
A system of bonuses or of premium payments loses 
its effect unless it is thoroughly understood. The 
Welfare Secretary must be especially careful when 
any system is established, first, that it will not cause 
workers to exert themselves unduly ; second, that 
they will feel that their efforts are justly rewarded. 
Every bonus, every advance in wages, should be re
corded, so that at the periodical revision of wages 
the Welfare Secretary may be able to pronounce an 
opinion as to the respective claims for increased wages 
of individuals in different departments. He can 
make comparisons which departmental managers 
are not in a position to make, for their outlook is 
limited to their own departments, while that of the 
Welfare Secretary should be wider. 

their in- A further duty of the Welfare Department is to 
&truction, superintend the instruction of the workers. This 

is of two kinds, that of the workroom and that of the 
classroom. Departmental managers are immediately 
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responsible for the first ; arrangements for the second 
are left to the \Velfare Secretary, though technical 
classes are best arranged in conjunction with the 
heads of departments. In arranging them, it must 
never be forgotten that the whole organisation of 
the factory is based upon work. The men and 
women, girls and boys, assemble to co-operate in 
production. Classes must therefore cause as little 
interference as possible with factory routine ; and 
those held during work hours must be carefully 
arranged to suit the convenience of those who direct 
the work. Classes for young workers are found to 
be most beneficial when held in the daytime, and 
time is frequently allowed for them. It is probable 
that continued education should not be obligatory 
unless some such concession is made. With the 
co-operation of departmental managers. classes can 
be managed with little friction; without it, they are 
practically impossible. 

The instruction most' highly appreciated by 
workers is that in physical culture. The works 
gymnasium is a source of great pleasure to the workers. 
One or more special instructors are needed upon the 
staff of the Welfare Department ; and the employer 
finds himself recouped by the improved health of the 
workers. 

Their health may be considered the especial their health, 

province of the Welfare Department. It keeps care-
ful records of illness and accidents, and endeavours 
to discover whether they occur from preventable 
causes. Fatigue being a predisposing cause both of 
illness and of accident, the Welfare Secretary makes 
a special study of fatigue, and endeavours to prevent 
it-at all events to prevent overstrain. "With 
subdivision and the loss of craftsmanship, monotony 
of work in greater or less degree is inevitable, and 
may well be accepted as such. For when once 
monotony is recognised as a real hardship, and is in 
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itself a source of fatigue, rational means of relieving 
it may be sought, in shortening hours of monotonous 
labour and alternating work of different kinds." 1 . 

The duty of deciding what hours of work and intervals 
of leisure are most satisfactpry devolves upon the 
Welfare Secretary; and, without his knowledge, 
no worker is permitted to work overtime. He 
arranges when, for what length, and upon what 
conditions holidays shall be granted to the workers, 
in addition to those required by law, and he adjusts 
them as best he c~n to suit the convenience of in
dividuals, and that of the departments in which they 
work. Where necessary, he also arranges a- satis
factory way of spending a holiday. The idea of a 
week or a fortnight of idleness and quiet enjoyment 
is rather an" upper-class" notion, but it is one which 
is readily adopted by workers, and the benefits of 
such an interlude are likely to be greatest where the 
need for rest is greatest. \Vith a view to further 
safeguarding the workers'. health, the \V elf are Secre
tary, through the works dentist, makes certain that 
the workers' teeth are properly cared for ; and, if 
all attempts to maintain health fail, the assistance of 
the works doctor and nurses is obtained, and ade
quate provisions· are made for hospital treatment 
whenever it is necessary. 

The Welfare Department superintends recreation 
and the social side of factory life, although, if the 
Secretary is wise, much responsibility is left to the 
employees. Those Welfare Departments which lay 
the main emphasis upon the social side of their work 
miss the fundamental idea of a factory Welfare 
Department, which should be more closely associated 
with work than with play. 

The Welfare Department deals with all questions 
of insurance beyond that which is mechanically 
arranged in accordance with legal requirements. It 

1 J. Goldmark, Faticue and Efficiency, 1912, p. 67. 
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is recognised that worry weakens the workers; and, 
to prevent this, if not from humane motives, the 
employer makes some provision for old age pensions, 
and for allowances to widows and dependents. 
Probably it is best that such provisions should be on a 
contributory basis, and all schemes should be clearly 
defined. It is a Welfare Secretary's duty to see 
that workers fully understand the arrangements, to 
explain whatever puzzles them, and to give them 
the best facilities possible for providing against 
want. Workers are ready enough to insure, but 
their opportunities are limited. If "Works Funeral 
Clubs " replaced their haphazard funeral insurance, 
there would be an immediate gain to the working 
classes, who at present pay excessively for such 
insurance. If. they are to be in a position. to 
show what they consider due respect to a reb.tive 
upon his death, insurance is absolutely necessary; 
the insurance companies, which provide facilities for 
this, are able to charge extravagant premiums. The 
question as to whether the workers should spend so 
much on funerals is not one for the Welfare Secretary 
to decide. His immediate duty is to see that 
their wants are supplied satisfactorily. He . can, 
however, to some extent, guide their desires by 
making possible the fulfilment of those he wishes to 
encourage. A savings bank in the works, for example, 
will encourage saving, provided the workers trust the 
employer. Their instinctive fear is that, if the latter 
k.nows they are saving, he will cut down wages. In 
some cases arrangements have been made for officials 
from a bank to come regularly to the factory to receive 
the workers' savings. Apart from permanent savings, 
they often desire to save temporarily for a specific 
object, such as an annual outing, or Christmas 
festivities. Even a pair of boots or a new garment 
means for the humblest workers a careful accumulation 
of funds. The \Velfare Secretary therefore arranges 
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for periodic saving upon a basis satisfactory to the 
workers rather than advantageous to the shopkeeper 
or the individual who, :with an eye to a commission, 
arranges a " Money Club." " Money Clubs " 1 are 
commonly forbidden in factories, but the only effective 
way of abolishing what is, for the moment, con-

. venient, is to arrange for something more convenient. 
He is, in a · '{he Welfare Department is responsible, in a 
general way 1 · f h d' · li f h f Rul responsible 'genera way, or t e 1~c1p ne o t e actory. es 

.~or discipline are, as far as possible, made to apply to the factory 
~!c~~:r. as a whole, not left to the caprice of individuals. 

Bad time-keeping, carelessness, and disobedience are 
punished according to definite standards, recognised 
throughout the factory. Indirectly the discipline 
is strengthened by suitable environment, and by 
wisely conducted instruction and recreation. 

In determining the nature of rewards to be offered 
the Management seeks the advice of the Welfare 
Secretary. He is consulted about promotions, and 
all personal complaints must be made through him. 
With him lies the responsibility for seeing that no one 
is unjustly treated, and no one may be dismissed with
out his knowledge. Except for a serious offence 
against factory discipline, no one is dismissed without 
due notice. Sometimes during the last week or 
fortnight before dismissal, an employee is allowed 
time to visit the local Labour Exchange with a view 
to securing another position without unnecessary 
delay. This privilege can hardly be looked upon as 
profitable to the employer, but it is an advantage to 
the individual worker and to the nation. 

and for con- When workers are asked to suggest arrangements 
=~ent of for their own comfort, their proposals often seem 
workers. crude, absurd, impossible. But a wise employer 

1 " Money Oubs " are formed in many ways ; for example, 
twenty workers contribute sixpence each per week, and, by 
drawing lots, determine the sequence in which they shall have 
xos. to spend. · 
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carefully considers their suggestions nevertheless ; 
and, broadly speaking, the most successful of the 
larger schemes are those which have some recognised 
means of consulting the feelings of the employ~es. · 
The happiest appear to be those which are so small 
that personal touch has not been lost, but in such · 
cases the characters of the employer and of the officers. 
in charge are of supreme importance. The workers' 
peace of mind is really one of the employer's most 
valuable assets, and therefore he treats their desires 
with respectful consideration. Where the number of 
workers is great, to deal with them individually 
becomes increasingly difficult. Recognising Trade 
Unions as the most adequate medium for the expres- · 
sian of their wishes, an employer occasionally affords 
their officers facilities to collect subscriptions on the 
factory premises, perhaps even during the hours 
of work, and invites them to inform him of any 
cause for complaint as soon as it arises. Such com
plaints may be referred by the employer to the Welfare 
Secretary, who can easily deal with them if all that 
is needed is a slight readjustment of conditions. If 
the matter is more complex, the Welfare Secretary 
may at any rate be able to give useful advice, for his 
records supply the most accurate information available 
concerning the effect of conditions of work on workers. 

A Welfare Secretary has to serve three masters : 
(1) the employer, whose interests are directly con
cerned with output; (2) the worker, whose life and 
happiness are involved; (3) the nation, to which both 
are of vital importance. 

It is the employer who appoints and pays the Though ap
Welfare Secretary and the staff, and he expects them ~inte~ by 

to justify their appointments on purely economic pl~;er:_ 
grounds, even though he may be actuated by other 
motives than that of self-interest. Hitherto there 
has been no attempt to entrust the appointment of a 
\Velfare Secretary to anyone else, but it has been 
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suggested that he might be appointed and paid 
by a Trade Union. This would hardly be feasible 
unless the workers had a greater share in management 
than has yet been given to them. 

the Welfare · lt need not 'be supposed, however, that workers 
;;:~~es • are. at the mercy of a Welfare Secretary and must 
theworkers.,;necessarilysubmit to any arrangement which he deems 

desirable. Cases have occurred where the employees 
so strongly disapproved of measures adopted by a 
Secretary that a strike ensued and the officer had to be 
dismissed. This is an extreme method of evincing 
the employees' control, but there are others as 
effective, if less dramatic. Threatening to strike 
may suffice, or they may attain their object by 
tacitly declining the services of the Secretary and 
so rendering his efforts unavailing. If the Welfare 
Secretary fails, he is dismissed by the employer, even 
though his failure be due to excessive zeal in the latter's 
service. If an employer, for instance, desires osten
tation, while the employees beg for a rise in wages, 
the Welfare Secretary must steer a middle course, at 
the risk of continually failing to satisfy either party. 
Fortunately, such instances are rare, for most em
ployers who engage a Welfare Secretary are genuinely 
determined to promote the welfare of their workers, 
and will appreciate his efforts even if he does not take 
the exact course they expected. 

He must The employer desires a certain end; it is the duty 
reconcile the of the Welfare Department to devise means whereby 
demandsof • b • d · h · f · · h · h the employer It can e attame Wit out m nngmg upon t e ng ts 
~th the of the workers. 
fe~~g~~1 To safeguard· individual liberty and to respect 
the workers. class feelings is the central problem of Welfare \Vork. 

To illustrate the difficulty of solving it, a typical 
question may be considered. How best can cleanli
ness be attained without infringing upon the workers' 
feelings of liberty ? Is it better that a man should be 
compelled to be cleanly or that he should be free to 
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choose, even though he choose to be dirty? The 
Welfare Secretary has to supply a practical answer 
to this question, giving, as far as may be, complet~ 
freedom, but making cleanliness so easy and attractive 
that the choice cannot be matter of doubt ... • . · · 

The most desirable arrangements will . not :be . 
tolerated by self-respecting workers if they are made:. 
in a patronising manner, and arrangements made With· 
the best intentions in the world will not become 
popular unless they fitly supply what workers con
sciously desire. Certainly, the desires of the workers 
can be stimulated by their employers; but placing 
volumes of Homer in a factory will not enco_urage a 
love of literature, and a cold, dark, dreary bathroom 
will do little to promote a love of cleanliness. 

Very many are the ways in which an appeal can 
be made to the sympathetic understanding of the 
workers, but each is beset by pitfalls. The fact that 
workers' standards are commonly very different from 
the standards of those who make arrangements for 
them, leads to many a difficulty. Because workers 
dine at midday without napkins, some people think 
they do not appreciate tablecloths; because they 
will not toil at cleaning when they are tired with 
their day's work, some think they do not love cleanli
ness ; because they will not accept charity, some think 
they do not desire good things ; because they are not 
grateful for what they consider less than their due, 
some think them incapable of gratitude. 

In most cases the underlying reason for the un
responsiveness of the workers lies either in the attitude 
of the employer or in the unsuitability of his provisions . 
for them. The effect (especially the moral effect) 
of any arrangement must be considered from the 
point of view of those affected, and their standards 
cannot be set aside nor their rights infringed with 
impunity. The \Velfare Secretary must exercise 
great caution lest he trespass upon the individual or 
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the class rights of workers. It may be that public 
officers hav.e authority t~ enter homes when so in
stz:~cted by the Government, which, in name at least, 
r~presents the people ; but no individual employer or 
employer~s agent can claim the entry into a home, 
excepf at the invitation of its head. The secretaries 
and nurses who visit the homes of employees must 
'beware lest. their position at the factory, and not the 
desire of the inmates, gains them admission. Most 
factory vi~itors are cateful"in their dealings with the 
homes of the workers, and no doubt they are frequently 
very welcome ; but it is a risky undertaking, liable to 
become an ·unwarrantable intrusion. There are em
ployers who throw open their own homes to their 

1 employees in a wonderfully simple manner, but they 
are few and far between; and the.lack of reciprocity 
is always a barrier between those separated by social 
distinctions. Within his own home at least a man 
has a right to expect freedom from class distinctions, 
and any factory visitor who comes in a paternal or 
patronising manner is violating a tradition of which 
Englishmen are proud. It is greatly to be regretted 
that the way of patronage is often made so easy. 
Cringing workers are undesirable for economic reasons, 
for their service is likely to be eye-service ; the man 
who can be relied upon to work in the same way 
whether watched or not, is the man who is worth most 
from an economic standpoint. 

It is not merely upon the privacy of homes that 
employers, through their officers, occasionally intrude ; 
they threaten the links which bind together the 
members of the same class. Too frequ~ntly the em
ployer has "not attained to a. conception ·of social 
morality for his men," 1 and has imagined that, for 
them, virtue lies in docility. It may be laid down 
as a general condition that the employer, and the Wel
fare Department acting in his name, must never offer 

1 Jane Addams. Democracy and Social Ethics, p. 148. 
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sleeping draughts to the conscience or to the class
conscience of the employees •. 

The sympathetic understanding of the workers, Onlyinso 

h. h 'd h W If S - far as he w 1c must gUl e t e e are ecretary at every step, gains 
has sometimes led to the idea that he is the "repre:- the confi-

. " f h 1 B h • .- denceofthe sentatlve o t e emp oyees. ut one,w o ·IS ap- workers, 

poi~ ted ~y the employer, and holds hi~ _position_ only ~:'eh~h= 
durmg h1s pleasure, can represent the employees only ·representa
in so far as he gains their ·confidence. This he does tive. 

to an extraordinary degree in some cases, but br no' 
means invariably. , 

It is beyond the power of rules and _!egulations, 
beyond the power of legislation, to control 'the 
feelings of workers ; and even though their feelings 
run counter to their true interests, they cannot be 
ignored, although they can be educated. The idea of 
paid factory inspectors was . ridiculed by workers less 
than a century ago, yet to-day they look upon in
spectors as their rightful champions. More recently, 
they viewed with suspicion the system of self-inspec-· 
tion, by means of Welfare Secretaries and similar 
officers, which was here and there voluntarily estab
lished by employers. But gradually they learned to 
appreciate the services of these officers, and now the 
principle has become sufficiently recognised to be 
incorporated in the law relating to one industry 
(Potteries),1 and it may be gradually extended .. 

\Ve have considered the position of Welfare 
Secretaries with reference to the employer and to the 
workers.- We may now glance at their relations with 
the public and with one another. 

As far as the general public is concerned, Welfare :zbough 
Work, 'in its best forms, is little known. Hasty ~ored baly 

1. · db 1 hk · nl. gener genera 1satwns are rna e y peop e w o now 1t o y public. 
as a form of advertisement. If the fact that com
modities were produced under good conditions 
always proved an effective advertisement, it would 

1 Vide Appendix XII. 
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suggest a high sense of responsibility on the part of 
consumers ! But, in practice, the efficacy of such 
an advertisement depends largely upon the nature of 
the· product. It is high where food is concerned, 
apparently because cleanliness is deemed most desir
able in th~ preparation of food. It is perhaps highest 
where the food .is of the nature of a luxury, because 
the desire for cleanliness is then accompal}.ied by the 
ability. to pay for it. But in many cases where the 
consumer has no direct· interest in the conditions 
under which goods are produced, those conditions are 
carefully watched over by Welfare Secretaries. It is 
safe to say that Welfare Work is less directly influenced 
by the general public than is commonly supposed. 
On the other hand, considerable influence is exerted 
over it by the experts who represent the public-that 

his work is is, by the factory inspectors. They appreciate the 
. ~~~ value of all experiments in improved conditions of 
by factory employment, and, by their approval, do much to 
inspectors. encourage employers to make new efforts. They also 

spread the knowledge of any advances made. 
More, however, is needed in this direction, and 

the desirability of an interchange of ideas between 
those experimenting in Welfare Work has been 

Conferences strongly felt, and has resulted in the holding of Con
ferences of Welfare \Vorkers. Two only have been 
held in England so far-the first at Birmingham in 
1909, and the second at York in 1913.1 Seventeen and 
twe~ty-seven firms, respectively, were represented at 
these Conferences. Addresses were given, and dis
cussions followed ; arrangements were made whereby 
those associated with \Velfare Departments could 
compare notes, exchange visits, and discuss plans: 
The Conferences were believed to be of distinct value 

· 1 They are not " Annual Conferences." as suggested in 
the Factory Report for 1913, p. 100, but two separate Confer
ences held by invitation of two employers interested in Welfare 
Work. · 
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to those concerned. A more frequent exchange of 
ideas would be an advantage; it '\"'auld prevent 
repetitions of mistakes, and stimulate to renewed 
activities. The chief difficulties in the way appear 
to be lack of frankness (which perhaps is unayoidabie 
between rival firms), and a lack of knowledge.as to the 
true significanceo£ the experiments carried out in any 
particular factory. Only one attempt at an exhaustive a~d publica·_ 

treatment of the experiments of. an English firm has ~~c:f~l:~ve 
as· yet been published .. It would be well if others WeHare_ 

uld "b · "1 f ~ h • · · • Secretanes. wo contn ute s1m1 ar accounts o t etr expen- . 
ments. At present, most of the publications which 
deal with the Welfare Work of individual firms are 
little more thari advertising media. Even these are 
eagerly studied by those interested in the work ; but 
increased facilities for learning from the experience of 
others would be appreciated by the keenest Welfare 
Secretaries. 

Of course, it must not be assumed that an experi
ment which proves successful in one factory will 
necessarily succeed elsewhere. The taste of individual 
workers is the criterion of merit for general-arrange
ments, and particular circumstances determine the 
success or·· failure of any scheme of Welfare Work. 
Yet rules must be made for workers and laws for 
factories. Ru1es and laws alike are necessarily open 
to various interpretations,1 and both leave countless 
details unregulated. . 

The \Velfare Secretary's duties become increas
ingly important and increasingly difficult as they pass 
beyond the· range of regulation and enter upon the 
realm of personality, where it is necessary to adapt, 
to the individual, arrangements made for the many • 

. This is the service which theW elf are Secretary renders 
the community-to restore the personal element, lost_ 
in the rush of material progress-to socialise the 
economic relation of employer and employed. 

1 Vid1 note supra, p. 39· 
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EMPLOYERS' INFLUENCE ON EARLY FACTORY LEGIS
LATION (fHE TEN HouRs AcT) · .. 

(a) JOHN WOOD AND WILLIAM WALKER 
' 

THE part played by Wood and Walker in the Ten 
Hours Movement is thus described by Samuel Kydd : 1 

" Among those who have been least conspicuous 
but most helpful in the accomplishment of this great 
and good work, must be ranked the names of' Wood 
and Walker,' the eminent worsted spinners of Bradford, 
in Yorkshire ; their aid has been continuous, their 
labours incessant, and of the kinds most required. 
In public efforts for social and political ends, it may
be truly said, ' money is power, and good example a 
wholesome external influence,' and of both have this 
firm been liberal .••• 

[Wood began his worsted business in 1812] : .. ~'He 
began, at an early period, to grant ameliorations, and, 
to adopt a course of liberality towards his workpeople,'· 
so that by the time he had been in business ten or twelve · 
years, he had carried out an improved system .••• 

" • • • -The extension of the factory system brought 
on a more glaring amount of suffering and injury to 
the children and young persons working therein, and, 
about the year 1830, the evil became so great that 
Mr. Wood felt impelled, by a sense of ..duty, to make· 
efforts for their deliverance. No law then existed, 

1 11 Alfred's" History of the Factory Movement, 1857, vol u. 
pp. 275-80. 

18 
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in the woollen and worsted mills, to restrain mill
owners from enforcing lengthened hours of working, 
and some of them exacted from those juveniles of 
both sexes, l.f., 16, and even 18 houn of daily toil, 
the year round!' Although• Mr. Wood never worked 
his mill so long as any of the houn, per day, above 
mentioned, he felt that even from 12 to 13 houn a 
day were far too protracted for human endurance ; 
he determined to adopt a plan whereby 10 houn 
working per day was the rule for the younger, and 
II hours for the elder, branches of those employed 
at his works ; he also then established a school on 
the premises with a master and mistress, the latter to 
instruct .the girls in needle-work. When the parents 
did not furnish their children with materials for sew- • 

· ing, calico and other cloth were provided by :Mr. 
W oed, and the articles, made up by the children, 
were sold to the parents at the cost of the cloth. ·In 
these arrangements Mr. Wood was greatly assisted 
by the Rev. George Stringer Bull, then incumbent 
of Bierley, near Bradford, whose zeal and success, in 
promoting the education and !hysical improvement 
of the poor, have been surpasse by none. 

"Mr. Wood not only deemed it right to place 
his own workpeople in an improved position, but also 
to engage in arduous efforts to obtain parliamentary 
powers for enforcing proper hours and other regula
tions upon the whole factory system of the United 
Kingdom. He opened his mind and heart-as has 
been previously related-to his friend Mr. Richard 
OastleL... . 

"From 1832 to 1847 ••• no more than II hours 
a day were worked, and the reason why 10 hours 
was not the restriction arose from the fact that the 
sacrifice [l] annually made by working 11 hours, · 
instead of those longer hours practised by their com
petitors, was as large as could be prudently made ..... 

"We have heard Mr. Oastler narrate how he and 
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Mr. Wood have stood on the steps of the counting
house facing the mill-yard, and watched the hungry 
children rush into their previously prepared and well
arranged dining-room (a luxury known then to few 
factory. children). They- had watched the children's 
return, after dinner, in groups of twos,- threes, fours, 
and fives in animated conversation. Some running 
and romping, others shouting and singing, until 
suddenly, in joyous expectation of the ~better time 
a-coming,' they would unite in their dioru:; : 'We will 
have the Ten Hours Bill, that we will, that we will.' 

"There was then in Mr. Wood's face an expression 
of satisfaction and enjoyment, which' stores of gold' 
could not have· awarded. :Mr. Wood embarked in 
the Ten Hours Bill movement under a strong sense 
of religious duty; over him, neither commercial, 
personal, nor political influences had any longer 
control. He knew that he was rich, but his enjoy
ment of wealth was tainted by the impression that 
many had endured grievous wrongs during its acquisi
tion, and he most heroically resolved that, come what 
might, all factory children should for the future be 
protected by the law ; for the attainment of that end 
he was prepared to make every sacrifice. Though 
a man of most retiring habits, when the factory 
children required his presence, he was in the busiest 
of the throng. Public speaking was to him abhorrent ; 
when his voice could serve the cause, no matter how 
numerous the assembly, that voice was heard. Dis
putes in newspapers were obnoxious to his habits, 
but when a mill-owner's opinion was required, in 
defence of the interests of factory children, his pen 
was used in their service. o o • When the Ten Hours 
Bill was before Parliament, :Mr. \Vood was in London, 
advising and instructing members of both :Houses on 
the merits of the question. It was ·his habit to 
attend, when asked, all the more important of the 
committee meetings in Yorkshire and Lancashire. ••• 
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With a generous heart~ and a liberal hand, he opened 
widely his well-filled purse, and made its contents 
tributary in every place to the requirements of the 
factory movement. ' , •·. 

" • • • We have trustworthy authority for asserting 
that, uniting the sacrifices consequent on the practice 
o£ working shorter hours. than other capitalists in the 
neighbourhood, to the actual money spent by him in 
the furtherance of the Ten Hours Bill movement in 
connection with the firm of Wood and Walker, and 
Walkers and Co., the total would amount to so,oool." 

He retired from business and became a country· 
squire. He refused all invitations to become a member 
of Parliament. He "courted privacy". 

Grant (History of Factory Legislation, p. III and 
els~where) supports these statements : " Of those 
not in the House, it is but a well-merited compli
ment to Mr. John Wood to say that never did man 
manifest greater interest in any cause: day after day, 
week after week did he spend in London, advising 
with, and cheering to increased energy, not only the 
parliamentary advocates of the measure, but the 
operative delegates in London, rendering pecuniary 
and other aid to all who were engaged in the struggle. 
The factory workers owe l that gentleman a debt of 
gratitude which they can only pay by their prayers 
for his present and future happiness. Mr. William 
Walker was also constantly in attendance and with 
almost herculean strength devoted day, and often 
night after night, to that cause which, of all other 
human things, was most dear to his heart." 

(b) JOHN FIELDEN 

"Honest John Fielden," "the Self-Acting 
l\1ule," 1 did not shine as an orator. "Neither his 

1 Vide W. Cooke Taylor, Life and Times of Sir R. Peel, 
vol. i. p. 104. · 
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elaborate industrial statistics nor the m.inute details 
of his descriptions of distress in the manufacturing 
districts were appreCiated by the House." But his 
"industrial position and early personal experience 
of factory labour gave great value to his parliamentary 
support (of the Ten Hours Bill). He .indeed went 
further than his conservative allies, and demanded an 
eight hours bill in the interests both of m~sters and 
men." 1 · 

Speaking of Fielden's Curse of the Factory System 
(1836), the Qttarterly Review 2 said: "Its general 
merits would demand attention, but the name and 
circumstances of the author heighten its value : he 
is a gentleman of vast practical knowledge in every 
stage and department of the business ; he has carried 
on for many years the trade of a manufacturer~ and 
that on no contracted scale; for we speak from 
authority when we say that the firm in which he is a 
partner works up nearly one-hundredth part of all the 
cotton-wool imported into this country .••. This, 
at least, affords a presumption that his advice is 
tempered by just views of interest, and that he 
cannot be rushing, with the temerity of a pauper, 
into every proposition of enthusiasts or coxcombs." 

R. H. Greg, also a master manufacturer, says: a . 
"The authority of Mr. John Fielden has had great 
weight with the pub1ic. He is himself a very }arge 
manufacturer, and worked in a mill when a boy, and 
he is a zealous advocate of the 'Ten Hours Bill.' 
Mr. Fie1den's opinions, however, must only go for 
what they are worth, those of an individual, of an 
individual, too, holding, what the public generally 
will conceive to be, not only extremely erroneous, 
but fliolent opinions on the New Poor Law .. . The sound
ness of his judgment may still further ~e .impeached, 

1 Vide Dictiona~y of National Biography. 
• Article VII., Dec. 1 8 36, p. 399· 
• The .Facl<w)l Question, I8J7, p. 68. 
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as the· advocate for a ltgislatifJe interference with 
wages, and tb~ establishment of a hoard for the regulation 
of them, for which, we believe, he prepared a bill, if 
he did not actually . bring i~ into Parliament. A 
person who advocates an Act of Parliament for the 
regulation of wages, and who does so on such grounds 
• • • can scarcdy have heard of the' name of Adam 
Smith." 

Samud Kydd wrote of Fidden : 1 "He had worked 
as factory operative in his father's mill, and, there
fore, in a limited degree, knew from personal trials 
the sufferings endured by others. • • • He fdt he 
was the trustee of the interests of those he employed, 
and was unceasingly watchful for their welfare. This 
twofold knowledge of workman and manufacturer 
enabled its possessor to judge of the fedings of em
'ployers and employed. Every important act in 
the life of the late Mr. Fidden was settled in the 
region of the understanding • • • few men had less 
of show. • • • From details he ascended to principles, 
and was, in consequence of sincere convictions, a 
strenuous advocate for shortening the hours of labour 
in factories, a measure alike favourable, in his judg
ment, to the interests of the employers and the em
ployed. Mr. Fidden contended that a reduction of 
the working hours in factories was an indispensable 
condition of the future success of the cotton trade." 
He "contended that ••• 'the masters and work
men, by cultivating a good understanding with each 
other, and by union of effort, ought to do it for 
themsdves, without seeking for legislative inter
ference on the subject'; ••• but 'that what society 
ought to do and failed in doing, it was the duty of 
government to realise if possible by law.' He did 
not allow his ;regard for voluntary action to neutralise 
his legislative efforts." 

Fidden took to himself the sins of mill-owners, 
1 ~' Alfred.'• voL i. pp. 325-31. 
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especially rt the cholera panic of 1832. "W,ti found 
hunger, nakedness, •• •" he said. "What', of that? 
Neither of these was catching. Ah! but pestilence 
was!" 1 In point of fact, among his workpeople he 
himself was "sympathising, friendly, and easy of access 
to all who had grievances or remonstrances to com-
municate." 1 · 

(c) JOHN EDWARDS, OF HALIFAX 

" The firm of John Edwards and Sons, of Halifax, 
set the country the spirited example of working a 
large factory 10 hours -a day. The Edwardses of 
Halifax had been long conspicuous for their support 
of the Ten Hours Bill movement. Mr .•. Henry 
Edwards (better known as Major Edwards, and who, 
from 1847 to 1852, represented Halifax in th~ House 
of Commons) had often contributed most generously 
towards the funds of the short-time committee of his 
own district, and had perseveringly advocated regula
tion by law. This union of precept and example was. 
most important ••• [and] contributed very powerfully 
to check the force of long-cherished adverse opinion." 8 

(d) JOHN RAWSON, JOSEPH BROTHERTON, 

JOHN BROOKE, THOMAS COOK, ETC. 

John Rawson, of Bradford, who, having been a 
factory operative, became a master manufacturer, 
was chairman of a Short Time Committee.& 

Of Joseph Brotherton, M.P., the Quarterly 
RerJiew says he " began the world as a factory child, 
and has been ever since an able and zealous advocate 
for a limitation of Labour." 1 

1 The Cuf'se of the Factof''Y System, 1836, p. 38. 
•., Alfred, .. vol. i. p. 326. 
1 ., Alfred,'' vol. ii. p. 247. 
• Vide!! Alfred,'' vol. ii. pp. 288-92 • 

. 
1 Article VII., Dec. 1836, p. 434, note. 
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Samuel· Kydd makes special mention amongst 
oth~~s of John Brooke, of John Brooke and Sons, 
Anmtage Bridge, and Thomas Cook, of Hagues, 
Cook, and Wormald, Dewsbury.1 Grant mentions 
that John Leech of Huddersfield "lent his valuable 
aid," and that William R(h)and of Bradford, J. R. 
Kay of Bury, William Kenworthy of Blackburn, " and 
some other large and influential manufacturers, did, 
by their presence in London and on deputations to 
the home secretary and prime minister, give import
ance to the cause." 1 

Of Robert Gardner, Philip Grant (who spells 
the name " Gardiner '') says : " These, and many 
other illustrations in favour of shorter hours, were 
carefully collected (1845) to meet any further argu
ments that might be brought forward on the ground 
of injury to capital." • 

(e) W. R. Guc 

Several of the Greg family figure in the history of 
factory legislation, but apparently the only one to 
advocate the Ten Hours Bill was William Rathbone 
Greg (b. 1809), who, when about twenty-two years 
of age, after some two years as manager of one of his 
father's mills, published a pamphlet giving a" detailed, 
graphic, faithful, but deplorable account of the con
dition of the population of Manchester and district." • 

This pamphlet (which is not to be found in the 
British Museum) was, according to the eldest brother, 
Robert Hyde Greg (b. 1795), "freely drawn upon for 
evidence against the' Factory System.'" Robert Greg 
admits that, "being a mill-owner himself, he, like 
Mr. Fielden, speaks with a kind of authority," but 

• ~! Alfred," vol ii p. 292. 
• Philip Grant, History of Factory Legislatiott, 1866, _p. 111. 
•Ibid., 1866, pp. 116-7. For a detailed descnption of 

Robert Gardner's experiulent, vide Appendix IL 
• .. Alfred.'• vol. i. p. 26o. 
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affirms" that the pamphlet of Mr. Willia~ 'Greg was 
little more than a college thesis written before he· had 
any experience, and scarcely any acquaintance with 
factories, or factory population.! .•. His only experi
ence, if a trifling acquaintance deserves the name, was 
with concerns in which he had just become or was going 
to become a partner." 1 The fact that his partners 
contradicted him before the Factory Commissioners 
was deemed by Robert Greg sufficient refutation. 

The family seems to have determined to forgive 
and forget his pamphlet. It is· noteworthy that 
William Greg was, with his brother Samuel, a failure 
as a cotton manufacturer. He" was very efficient in 
the general administration of the mill-prompt and 
resolute-but he did not take that pleasure in making 
money which many IJlen have. • • . It was difficult 
for him, with his antecedents, to believe that the 
capitalist could ever wield his power otherwise than 
honourably and with due consideration for his work
people .••• His relations with his workpeople were 
always interesting to him, and were of the most 
friendly nature. He was very popular among them, 
and when, at the time. of the disturbances, the mob 
threatened to attack his mill, they all came forward 
to defend it." • 

His brother, Robert Greg, strenuously opposed 
factory legislation; yet he was so excellent a master 
that Lord Shaftesbury suggested his elevation to the 
peerage.• 

1 R. H. Greg, The Factory Question, 1837. p. 69. 
1 Me~oir, ~ .. W. R. Greg's Enigmas of Life, 1891 edit!on, 

pp.xxvu,xxxvlll. 
1 Lord Shaftesbury's Life, 1892, voL ii. p. 302. 
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EMPLOYERs' ExPERIMENTS IN REDUCTION OF HouRs 

THE following experiments in the reduction of hours 
are described by Horner in his Report, May I6, I845, 
pp.· I9-22 (Reports; vol. xxv., I845): 

"An experiment which has been made at a Factory 
in Preston, of reducing the hours of work from I2 to 
I I, has recently excited a good· deal of public attention 
in this district. · 

[It was undertaken by Mr. Robert Gardner, 
occupier of a Cotton Spinning and Weaving Factory, 
employing 668 hands and considered a large establish
ment.] 

" The reduction· from I 2 to I I hours began on the 
2oth of April I84f, and has continued ever since. 
q"he declaration made is, that the same quantity of 

· produce, and at the same cost, has been obtained by 
. the master; and that all the workers, day hands as 

well as those who are paid by piece-work, earn the same 
amount of wages in the I I hours as was done before by 
the labour of I2 hours. 

"I reasoned thus,-if the experiment is good for 
anything, it ought to prove that the result above 
mentioned was obtained, the speed of the machinery, 
the quality of the raw material, the nature of the 
machinery and of the article manufactttred, remaining 
unalured from what it was before. Now, as the 
quantity produced must, in the main, be regulated 
by the speed of the machinery, it must be the interest 
of the mill-owner to drive it at the utmost rate of 

lh 
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speed consistent with the. following condition,s, viz., 
the preservation of the machinery from too rapid 
deterioration; the preservation of the quality of the 
article manufactured; and the capability of the work
man to follow the motion without a greater exertion 
than he can sustain for a constancy. · 

"One of the most important problems, therefore, 
which the owner of a factory has to solve is, to find out 
the maximum speed at which he can run, with a 
due regard to the above conditions. It frequently 
happens that he finds he has gone too fast, that break
ages and bad work more than counterbalance the 
increased speed, and that he is obliged to slacken his 
pace. I therefore concluded, that as an active and 
intelligent mill-owner would find out the safe 
maximum, it would not be possible to produce as much 
in II hours as in 12. I further assumed that the 
operative, paid by piece-work, would exert himself to . 
the utmost, consistent with the power of continuing 
at the same rate; and that, therefore, he could not, 
permanently, produce as much in II as in 12 hours. 
Thus I inferred, that any abridgment of the hours of 
labour must necessarily be accompanied by a reduction 
in the produce, in a well-regulated factory. · 

" I saw both managers, and they not only answered 
every question and every objection I made, most 
openly, but offered to lay their books of produce and 
wages before me. They unequivocally stated that 
their produce had been the same since they worked the 
shorter hours. 

Wages-

Spinners 
Weavers 

Average per week. 

l anuary 6 to April 20 to 
pril 20, 1844 June 29, 1844 
(12 hours). (II hours). 

38/1 38/xt 
10/It 10/3! 

Machine,.y-
Spinning-Speed increase 2 %
Carding Engmes-somewhat more. 
Weaving-No increase. 
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"Th~ produce of the carding engines is dependent 
upon the. speed of the machines, and scarcely at all 
upon the persons who attend them. 

"Facts being thus opposed to my preconceived 
theory, and they did not deny the correctness of that 
theory, so far as it went, I asked them how they 
accounted for the result that had been obtained. 
The explanation they gave showed that I had left 
out an important element, viz., the extent to which 
fligilance and attentt"on on the part of the workman can 
influence the amount of production. 

"They stated that, by greater assiduity on the 
part of the workpeople while they are at their work, by 
coming in punctually at the stated times, and by 
avoiding needless wastes of time throughout the day, 
the object was accomplished.> : 

" I afterwards saw 16 'of. the workpeople, some 
spinners, and some weavers, who came to me at my 
inn, and they confirmed all I had heard from the 
managers. They enumerated the many advantages 
and enjoyments they derived from stopping an hour 
sooner at night ; and among others,1 they stated, 
that whereas, while they were working 12 hours, 
only 27 people in the mill attended the night school, 
there are now 96. • • • 

"Mr. Gardner ••• expressed his contip.ued con
viction that the experiment was fairly made, and that 
the result has been perfectly satisfactory. 
· "The statement that 'they had been keeping 

more steadily to the same kind of work ' was denied. 
· " The experiment was copied by Messrs. Horrocks 
and Jacson. 

" Horrocks and J acson's used to work from I till 
7·30 p.m. 

" Mr. J acson senior told the workers ' he would 
stop half an hour at 4 o'clock for tea; and, if they 
kept up their former produce, that he would not add 

s It is Homer, the education enthusiast, who writes. 
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·that half hour to the working day.' [He worked n! 
hours inst.ead of I 2. This arrangement 'began _on 
October I, I8f4; on March 3I, I8f5, it was found 
that the full amount had been kept up.] 

" Finding the result so favourable, the masters 
resolved to try whether they could go to 11 hours. 
They began on the Is~ of April • • • had not found 
any diminution in quantity; but they were at the 
same time satisfied that they were then at the utmost 
limit of reduction of hours, consistent with keeping 
up quantity. · · · 

"There was one uniform statement by all, that 
the quantity had been kept up, and without any 
extraordinary. exertion ; and they all agreed in the 
cause, viz., that t~ere was a greater economy of time 
while they were ~ t their work ; the spinners said, 
'We work with more spirit, we have the reward ever 
before us of getting away sooner at night, and one 
active and cheerful spirit pervades the whole mill, 
from the youngest piecer to the oldest hand, and we 
can greatly help each other.' ... 

" When they work I I hours the division is made · 
thus-s! to 8!, 9 to I, 2 to 6.1 

" The success of the experiments must be considered 
to be unrefuted, until they are disproved by something 
more conclusive than a priori reasoning. . • • 

"Although the experiments of Mr. Gardner and 
Messrs. Horrocks and J acson may have been successful 
to the fullest extent stated, anq form a good ground 
for experiments being tried in other mills of the same 
description, they do not, in my mind, form any ground 
to justify a further legislative restriction of the hours of 
labour in factories. : • • In a very large proportion 
of the factories of tlie United Kingdom, a reduction 
of hours must of necessity cause a reduction of the 
quantity produced •••• I could go into such details 
as would prove this. . • • 

1 Four hours' spelL 
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" As the whole question rests upon the assertion · 
that the master gets the same amount of produce, 
and some advantages beside, and the workman the 
same amount of wages, there is no necessity for legis
lative compulsion; the asking for it would be an 
admission that there are cases where it would be to the 
disadvantage of the master to work the shorter period; 
if the interests of the master and workmen go together 
there is no occasion for a law, the matter can be 
best settled between them. A mutual arrangement 
brought about by a common interest is also likely·to 
promote a better understanding between the employer 
and the employed ; and there is this further advan
tage, that if, by any circumstances, and these perhaps 
of a temporary nature, the .produce and the wages 
should not be kept up, there i~ a' margin to fall back , ' . 
upon. . . ,: 

Robert Gardner himself describes his experiment 
in a letter to Horner, dated April 22, I845 (pp. 26-7) : 

•' So fully satisfied am I on this point, that if it 
should please God to spare my life to the season of 
the present year when we light up again, it is my 
present intention to make a further reduction of time 
to Io! hours, without the slightest fear of suffering 
loss by it. I find the hands work with greater energy 
and spirit ; they are more cheerful, and apparently 
more happy. All the arguments I have heard in 
favour of long time appear based on arithmetical 
question-if I produce· so much, what will I 2, I 3, or 
even Is· hours produce ? This is correct as far as the 
steam .engine is concerned ; whatever it will produce 
in I I hours, it will produce double the quantity in 22. 
But try this on the animal horse, and you will soon 
find he cannot compete with the engine, as he requires 
both time to rest and feed. 

"My much respected manager and friend, Mr. 
Heaton, tells me he has passed all the grades of a mill, 
and has worked 11, I 2, I 3, and even I 4 hours per. day, 
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. and was daily exhausted, hut he says they knew thei:: 
hours, and worked accordingly-that he would have 
done more and better work in less time. It is, I believe, 
a fact not questioned, that there is more bad work 
made the last one to two hours of the day than the 
whole of the first nine or ten hours. .There can be 
no doubt but I I hours are quite sufficient for anyone 
to exhaust the whole. of his or her strength in any 
one occupation, situation, or atmosphere, although the 
work is not laborious . 

. "It can be no small gratification to any employer 
of a large number of hands to see them healthy and 
happy, with an opportunity of improving their 
minds. I am satisfied those mills that work short 
hours will have a choice of hands, and then individual 
interest will accomplish 'what is necessary, without . 
the intervention of the Legislature. 

" I beg to state that"about 20 years ago ••• in our 
Manchester warehouse ••• to increase the quantity 
of the work, I requested they would work (instead of 
II) I2 hours. At the end of the week I found they 
had got a mere trifle more work done, but, supposing 
there was some incidental cause for this, I requested 
they would work I 3 hours the following week, at the 
end of which they had produced less instead of more 
work. The overlooker told me the hours were too 
long, and invited me to be in the room with them the 
last hour of the day. I saw they were exhausted, 
drowsy, and making bad work and little of it; I 
therefore reduced their time two hours, as before. 
Since that time I have been an advocate for s;hqrter 
hours of labour." · · 
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' 
EXTRACTS. FROM INSPECTORS' R£PORTS RE EMPLOYERS' 

INTEREST IN THE WELFARE OF THEIR WORK

PEOPLE 

(a) From the Report of R. J. Saunders, Feb. 15, 1836 
(Reports, vol. ix., ·1836; p. 166) .: · 

"TuosE who have had favourable oppo~tunities 
of witnessing and examining the interior economy of 
mills and factories under various circumstances, can 
understand from whence have arisen the very opposite 
opinion and statements that have been published as 
to the effect of that description of labour on persons 
employed therein. I can conceive no one general 
system that can admit of greater diversity of situation 
for the operative of every age. 

" There are not wanting abundant proofs that it 
is in the power of the occupier of every mill and 
factory to adopt regulations which will ensure to all 
employed under him, a degree of comfort and advan
tage, greater in my opinion than is ordinarily enjoyed 
by any others of the same class in society •••• 

" No law can secure to all classes the advantages 
derived from the superintending influence of a truly 
benevolent master or resident manager; but I con
sider its effect might eventually be more extensively 
felt, if some discretionary power was granted, admit
ting a modification of the general rules and regulations 
in favour of mills, wherein the health and the moral 
and religious education and improvement of all 

•88 
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classes were consulted wi~ zeal and perseverance by 
the occupiers. 

" I continue to receive from some of 'the manu
facturers who have adopted any improved plan of 
education for the younger class, gratifying assurances 
that the improvement effected is evident and con
siderable .••• 

"The advantage invariably resulting to the mill
owners themselves,. from diligent and persevering 
exertions in upholding a system of high moral feeling 
and regular conduct among the workpeople, ought 
to be sufficient to induce others to adopt similar 
plans, but experience proves great difficulty to exist 
in persuading persons to. change their ordinary habits, 
especially when the.least.additional trouble or expense 
is to be first incurred f~r a prospective advantage, the · 
value of which they cannot fully and correctly estimate. 

"While this difficulty requires that a law to ensure· 
reasonable protection to the young, and comfort and 
security to all, should be strong and firmly enforced, 
[it] also makes it very desirable that every en
couragement be offered to the exercise of humane 
and charitable feelings." 

(h) From tht Rtport of Leonard Horner, Jan. 18, 1837 
(Reports, vol. xxxi., 1837, p. 40) 

"The hostility to the Act, to which I have alluded, 
and which has in many instances considerably impeded 
its operation hitherto, was evidently created, not so 
much by the interference itself, as by indignant 
feelings in the minds of many of the most extensive 
and respectable mill-owners arising from the great 
injustice with which they have been treated in the 
various discussions and publications to which the 
factory question has given rise; where accusations 
of the most discreditable conduct and motives have 
been unsparingly brought forward against miU-

•9 
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owners, as a body, without distinction. That there 
were some whose conduct had been such as to merit 
the terms of reprobation employed was unfortunately 
too clearly proved by the evidence laid before Parlia
ment; and that there are still many who appear to 
be indifferent either to the health or moral state of 
the children they employ, and to view them in no 
other light than as tools let out to hire, is too clearly 
proved by the prosecutions which have taken place 
in my district in the last hili-year, and by the little 
disposition evinced by them to forward the humane· 
objects of the Act by a small sacrifice of trouble 
and expense. But, that instances of cruelty and 
oppression are common, or -occur in a greater. pro
portion among mill-owners than other classes, or 
that there is among them a smaller proportion of 
benevolent good men, may be most confidently 
deni~d. Indeed, I know of no description of persons 
of whom so many instances may be brought forward 
of active benevolent exertions and large pecuniary 
sacrifices to promote the welfare of the people they 
employ. To this I bear the most willing testimony 
from very ample opportunities of observation." 

(c) Extracts from Leonard Horner's description of 
a model factory in r845 

(Reports, vol. xx., 1846, PP· 573-7) 

A heading in Homer's Report, Nov. 26, 1845, 
reads: 

" PLANS FOR. THE WELFARE OF THE WOR.KPEOPLE." 

He says : " I have often heard some of those best 
acquainted with the humbler classes in the manu
factUring districts lament that a better understanding 
between masters and their workpeople does not more 
generally prevail; that masters do not give more 
time and bestow more pains_ to become personally 
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acquainted with the individuals whom they collect 
together, and by treating them more as fellow-men, 
having a common interest with themselves, and aiding 
them by friendly advice, lessen the difficulties and. 
alleviate the privations that are inseparable from the 
condition of those who live by daily labour. I am 
aware of many exceptions to this state of indiffer
ence among the occupiers of factories in my district, 
and I had the satisfaction of making them known in 
former Reports. • • • The Inspectors have it in their 
power to do much good, by availing themselves of 
the opportunities they possess of making known, in 
other parts of their districts, plans for improving 
the comfort and condition of the workpeople, which 
they have seen carried successfully into operation; 
for I am fully persuaded that many masters would 
gladly promote the 'welfare of their people, if they 
knew of any practical mode of doing so. It is very 
natural for them to view with incredulity the practi
cability of plans suggested by mere good intentions, 
without being supported by. examples ; but they 
will take a different view when an instance can be 
produced of the successful working of arrangements 
in an establishment similarlv circumstanced as their 
own. I will, therefore, now give an example of what 
has been done." : 

To the Managing Director's "personal influence, 
enlightened views, and unwearied zeal, much of the 
success of their plans is to be ascribed. I asked 
Mr. N. for the particulars I am now about to narrate, 
for the purpose of making them public, and it was not 
until after much solicitation that I could obtain his 
consent to my doing so." His only objection was to 
the publication of names. He said, '"I confess I 
think it should not be needful to inake such proceedings 
public ; if those interested in such establishments 
were but aware how much exquisite gratification to 
themselves is derivable from the performance of 
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their duty to their workpeople, they would not need 
any urging from without.' However, when I repre
sented that the example would lose more than half 
its value in the eyes of those I wished to profit by it, 
unless I could name the factory, he yidded to my 
solicitations." 

N.S.M. COMPANY.' 1845 

854 hands: 68 children, 378 young persons 

ARRANGEMENTS: 

I. Health. 
Surgery on premises : surgeon at factory daily (12-1) : 

surgeon visits homes, and gives medicines~ salary, 
{.200 per annum. 

Hands receiving more than 49. per week contribute 
Id. weekly. 

Hospital tickets are available. 
In eight months · 

634 surgery cases and 
53 home cases were treated. 

IL Education. 
200 factory children and children of employees attend 

school daily. 
Reading. writing, arithmetic, geography, history, and 

sewing are taught. 
Attendance at night school (8-9 p.m.) is irregular. 

4o-5o names on books. 
· III. Religious Instruction. · 

School open 9-11 am. on Sundays. 
3oo-330 scholars. 
Two separate rooms for adults. 
!! The instruction is given by 70 teachers, all volunteers 

from among the ot.'erlookers and others employed in the 
miU.'" Some attend weekly, others fortnightly. 
•• one of the proprietors, the manager. and book
keeper, acting as superintendents and secretary.'" 

Spelling, reading, and Church Catechism are taught. 
Church service between 11.15 and 12.30, in schoolroom: 

3CXJ-400 persons. 
Attendance at Sunday school compulsory only on 

short-timers. The Directors, three in number, are 
respectively 

(1) Church of England, 
(2) Unitarian, 
(3) Wesleyan Methodist, 

while' many of the workers are Roman Catholic: 
t! all acting together in one Christian spirit.'" 
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IV. Lending Library, yet in its infancy. 
(300 volumes.) 

Horner gives the Catalogue. 
It includes 

Novels, 
Biographies, 
Books on 

History, 
Natural history, 
Sacred history, 
Religious subjects, 
Arts and sciences, 
Geography, 
Voyages and Travels; 

Tracts (the Spectator among them) J 
Journals, Magazines, etc. 

Additions are made at Christmas. 
V. Brass Band. 
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24 Performers. . 
Instructor " paid principally by the pupils themselves.". 

VI. Savings Bank. · 
Open every Saturday to receive sums of 6d. to ss.; 

s per cent. interest is allowed !! on undisturbed 
accumulations of six months." 

VII. All fines go to Sick Relief Fund. 
VIII. Festive Meetings. · . 

1. All who "give satisfactory proof of being in the 
habit of attending some place of instruction, or of 
public worship on the Sunday," receive a free ticket 
for the annual picnic. The party numbers 6oo-7oo. 

2. New Year's Day-" Teachers and singers and 
members of the band are invited by the proprietors 
to a supper i~ the schoolroom " ; a concert and 
speeches follow. 

IX. Fire Escape (described in detail), and . 
Fir~ Brigade, with monthly practices. 

"The example of the N.S.M. Co.," says Horner, 
" is greatly increased in value by the circumstance 
of their factory being in a large town." 

(d) Ff'om the Repof't of Leonard Hof'ner, 18.}8 
(Repo1'ts, vol. xxii., 1849, p. 151) 

" The instance I have now to gi~e is one of 
especial value, because it shows what may be done in 
the heart of a large town. It has often been observed 
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to me while talking with mill-owners on this subject, 
' These things are all very good, and may be accom
plished in country situations ; but what can be done 
in such a town as Manchester l ' Messrs. M. of • • • 
New Mills in ••• Street have answered that 
question. This communication has greater weight, 
inasmuch as both gentlemen have themselves been 
factory operatives." Mr. M. wrote that they decided 
that " the use of intoxicating, drinks was the first 
great cause of their [the workers'] ignorance and 
misery"; so they called together the most intelli
gent workers, who formed a committee of fifteen. 
Three hundred out of five hundred (and both em
ployers) became teetotallers.1 

" we now set about improving their physical 
condition, by introducing a system of complete ventila
tion in the various rooms of the works. . • . We 
fitted up about 1500 ventilators of various kinds, 
suited to the different processes of spinning and 
weaving, one card-room alone costing upwards of 
[,1oo, but the health and activity of the workers 
were so much improved that we felt ourselves amply 
repaid for the outlay. One case of improved health 
may serve as an illustration of the value of this much 
neglected sanitary portion of a factory." (A woman 
of forty, who suffered from asthma, spent Is. per week 
" on a bottle of physic," as she said, " to enable her 
to breathe." This became unnecessary after the 
installation of ventilators.) 

"We next turned our attention to open- air 
exercises, and formed an extensive gymnasium and 
playground, running parallel with the large mill, 
and to connect this land and the mill-yard we con-

• From the notice issued by the Committee : " Although 
there is no doubt that the working classes suffer much from bad 
laws, low wages, and other causes, yet we are deeply convinced 
that they have in their own hands the power of making one 
change." Then follow suggestions re abstaining from alcoholic 
drink. 
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itructed a six-feet wide promenade on the margin 
of the river. • • • On the playground we placed a 
giant-stride and swings for the juveniles, skipping 
ropes, etc., for the girls, leaping-bars and skittles 
for the adults, and cleared a space of ground for the 
boys to play at marbles, etc., and the girls at merry
go-round and other girlish games. The whole of 
the land we surrounded with strong seats, so that all 
might enjoy their meals in the open air, or rest awhile 
from their sports, and it is no unusual thing to see on 
a fine summer's mom from so to 100 thus enjoying 
and invigorating themselves. 

"Having thus far succeeded in improving the 
physical condition of our people, both in the mill and 
out .of it, by means of ventilation, open-air exercise, 
pure drinking water· (having put up a large :filter for 
this purpose), and many other little matters, we 
thought ourselves in a fair position to commence the 
more important work of improving the moral and 
mental condition of our workers. \Vith this end in 
view, you may remember that I consulted you in 
184-5 as to the best means of carrying our object 
into practical effect, when you were kind enough to 
give us much encouragement and the benefit of your 
great personal experience. We at once commenced 
operations, and so far we have not had a single reason 
to induce us to regret the steps we have taken." 

Fide also Jfanchtstn Gtltlrdian, Nov. IS, 1848 
(p. 5), for an account of their Mutual Improvement 
Society: 

C.N. Mills. MMIUIJIIMP,wmlelll Soeiety 

Therewere-
1 teacher paid by the firm, 
1 teacher paid b:y subscribed fund, 

and 3 teachers unpa~d-the latter being •• young men employed 
by the firm." 

Attendance averaged 6o to 70. 
Library-6oo volum~ per week subscription. 

News Room and Library ul. per week. 
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Managed by a Committee of thirteen, chosen every six months. 
President, Secretary, and teachers are employees in 
.the mill 

There was also a Co-operative Association. Tea and coffee were 
bought wholesale: "1 of the discount they obtain (I 2} per 
cent.~ is so much saved to the hands; the other third goes 
to the Society." · 

The Savings Bank was of but twelve weeks' standing ; /.71 stood 
to the credit of the members. • • • 

· " Mr. M.. • • · • referring · to ·. the. Society • • • 
said he believed that instead of doing harm, as they 
had been told it would do, by raising up a spirit of 
insubordination amongst their workpeople, he could 
say honestly that he believed there was not a better 
set of workpeople in any other mill ; a more sober 
set he could say there was not ...• Out of 500 hands, 
there were 300 who had signed the pledge, and of the 
15 overlookers, 13 were pledged abstainers." 
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" Gooo EMPLOYERS " 

IN raising the standard of industrial conditions, 
the influence of the good employer is undoubtedly of 
great importance. But to determine in any indivi
dual case whether an employer may justly be deemed 
"good" is a matter of considerable difficulty. No 
more reliable opinion can be obtained than that of 
expert factory inspectors ; yet even they may be 
mistaken. Experience has made them cautious, and 
they now hesitate to praise what appears good, lest it 
prove but a cloak for evil. The general public is apt 
to suspect the motives of an employer who makes any 
unusual arrangements for his workpeople's comfort or 
convenience. By the standard which he himself sets 
up, an employer is popularly judged. Any attempt on 
his part to improve conditions in one respect renders 
him liable to be adversely criticised in all other 
respects, even though in these he differ not at all 
from his fellows. Occasionally such criticism has given 
rise to libel actions,1 but commonly matters do not 
proceed so far. There is an undertone of dissatis
faction; and though the actual cause is the low level 
of average conditions, the immediate cause appears 
to be the raising of the level in one respect by an 
individual employer. 

It is usual for factory inspectors now to decline all 
personal hospitality on the part of employers, but a 
display of excellent conditions is a much more subtle 

1 Compare Reports, vot xxv., J84S. p. S4· 
"97 
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bait, and when an inspector has been "duly impressed 
by the general excellence of a factory it is difficult to 
condemn some seemingly insignificant breach of the 
law. Doubtle5s it is true that those firms whose 
working conditions are generally excellent are likely 
to be glad to rectify any defect ; but it is not safe to 
rely on this probability, and so factory inspectors 
hesitate to. express their approbation as cordially as 
they otherwise would. 

That an employer, good in some respects, may in 
others fall short even of the minimum requirements 
of the law is shown by the following quotations: 

(a) Horner, in a letter toN. W. Senior, Leeds, on 
May 23, 1837, said: Some employers, "able, good, 
and benevolent men . . . have done much to improve 
the moral condition and add to the comforts of their 
workpeople .••• Some of them, at least, I know to be 
men of a warm temperament and of a proud spirit, 
who wish to have their own way of doing good, and 
who kick against any attempt to force them to do 
good in any other way." 

He points out that the Courts have fined men " of
whose benevolent exertions for their people I have 
spoken to you and others with the highest praise." 

(b) James M'Nish, " a witness entitled to the 
utmost credit, even by the admission of the Com
missioners," 1 was a worker who suffered con
siderably on account of the outspoken way in which he 
attacked the evils of the factory system. No one 
would employ him; and when he set up a shop, no 
worker dared deal with him, for to be seen going into 
his store was to become a marked man. M'Nish 
certainly did not beat about the bush in his letters, one 
of which Inspector James Stuart has handed down to 
us in all the pathos of its original orthography. One 

1 (Jvarlerly Review, Dec. 11136, p. 437. 
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rather wonders at Stuart's temerity in preserving such 
a document with its forceful indictment against 
himself. In this letter, dated October 22, I838, 
M'Nish said : · 

"I am aware that I told you in the casual 
conversation, that I had the information re
specting Deanston, from the Parantes of the 
Children • • . the workers dare not be seen speaking 
to me .... 

"I recolect having stated to you in our casual 
conversation, that there were children were children 
under I 3 working I 2 hours per day in the Deans ton 
Factory you found that to be groundles, I wish to 
know what Plan you adopted to find out whether it 
was groundless or not, or if you had not Dined with 
Mr. Smith, and Pertook of a bottle or two of his Wine, 
before you attempted to find out, whither my infor
mation was groundless or not,-Smith is welcome to 
the high Elogy you pass upon him, I have no doubt 
he entertains a very high opinion of you also, but I 
have been informed he is one of the greatest Tyrants, 
that any workman ever had the misfarten to be under, 
one single fact is enough to refute all your assertions, 
viz. Smith is paying his workers full 30 per cent. lower 
wages, then any other Mill-owner in Glasgow, I 
believe I may add in the country so much for the -
substantial Comferts he is Deffusing." 1 

(c) Inspector R. J. Saunders, writing of certain 
cotton manufacturers in Leicester, in I8SI, said: . 

" The general mode in which the business of this 
factory has been carried on in all that respects the 
health and comfort of the persons employed, has at all 
times given me much satisfaction, and I have noticed 
favourably in former Reports some of the regulations 
adopted by this firm for securing to their workpeople 
advantages for which the Factory Act contains no 

1 Reports, voL xix., 1839, p. 526. 
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provision." Moreover, the hours were shorter than 
those commonly worked. 

The firm was on three counts charged. with 
having infringed the Factory Law. The defence 
was that it was "not a factory," as only cotton 
winding was carri~d on there ; and the case was 
dismissed. · 

Subsequently the same firm was charged on 
another count, ¥ld again the case was dismissed. 

(l) Writing in 1854-t Inspector Howell said: 
cc In the County Tyrone ••• is a flax factory of 

conspicuous pretensions, and distinguished by the 
Scriptural designation of 'Sion,'-with day and 
Sunday schools,-musical instruments,-two libraries, 
"'"'-()De containing 500 well selected volumes,-enjoy
ing, in fact, all the educational appliances which 
characterise what are commonly called 'the Show 
Mills ' in .the cotton districts of England." 

A boy was injured by an unfenced shaft in the 
factory; the occupiers were convicted and appealed 
against the verdict. The conviction was quashed on 
a technical point, and the affair is said to have been 
" marked by unusual and discreditable incidents." 1 

&ReP!Jrls. voL xv •• I854-55. p. 301. etc. 
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DESCRIPTION oF WoRK UNDERTAKEN BY ONE CoM

PANY, PRIOR TO 1852, FOR THE BENEFIT. OF THEIR 

WoRKPEOPLE: THE APPOINTMENT OF A FACTORY 

CHAPLAIN 

(From the" Quarterly Review," Article 1., Dec. 1852) 

"HAVING in past times looked upon mechanics 
as no better than live machinery, and now, after the 
horrors of Factory Reports, having subjected our
selves to Factory legislation, we are in danger ·of a 
re-action that will carry us into the profitless extreme 
of plausible impracticabilities." . 

So the writer read with pleasure the "Special 
Report by the Directors to the Proprietors of • • • 
Company." 

The Managing Director, Mr. James Wilson, 
"thought it possible, without loss or hurt to. the 
texture • • . to humanise and Christianise ' the 
hands' •••• 

" The first step in the movement began among 
the young .••• This movement was quickly and . 
warmly encouraged by him ; nay mor~we have 
reason to believe that he had paved the way for it 
by many quiet and unpretending measures-above 
all, by so exercising his patronage in the distribution 
of superior posts as to impress every observant 
member of the community with the importance 
of some educational acquirement. But he carefully 
avoided making himself prominent as the founder _ 
of a new system. He desired, if possible, to avail 

301 
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himself of the voluntary action of the minds com
mitted to his care. His great ambition .was to form 
independent characters, in the good sense of the 
word, who might afterwards walk alone without 
leading strings. • • • 

" 'The schools,' he says, ' began in a very humble 
way by half a dozen of our boys hiding themselves 
behind a bench two or three times a week, after they 
had done their day's work and had their tea, to practise 
writing on scraps of paper with worn-out pens, begged 
from the counting-house. The foreman of their de
partment encouraged them, and as they persevered 
and were joined by other boys, he begged that some 
rough moveable [sic] desks might be made for them. 
• • • My brother encouraged them with some books 
as prizes. ·• • • The fact of the whole being the work 
of the boys themselves seemed to form so large a part 
of its value that we carefully abstained from inter
fering in it further than by these presents of books 
for· prizes, and of copy-books, spelling-books, and 
Testaments, and by my being-(though not till long 
after the commencement, and after being much 
pressed, and being assured that it would cause no 
restraint)-always present at the school to give them 
the sanction of authority, but taking no more part 
than hearing the boys their spelling.' 

"This was the secret," says the reviewer,-" this 
being ' always present ' ; this drudging on with dull 
boys at their spelling ; this kindly sacrifice of leisure 
••• this practical sympathy ••• toil and oversight, 
as distinct from interference. • • • 

"'Now, there was one part of the factory,' says 
Mr. Wilson, 'which we had long looked upon as very 
dangerous in case of a fire occurring. We gutted 
all this part • • • making in place of the two lower 
store-rooms one lofty school-room, big enough for 
about 100. It was in the winter of I8.j.8 that the 

·boys got into this first school-room, still working 
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entirely by themselves, so much so that the prayers 
with which the school closed, now that the separate 
rooms had set them free from the bustle of the factory, 
were always read by themselves.' 

" After this, as older boys came in~ it became 
necessary to have the school placed more under auth
ority, though Mr. Wilson still guided· rather than 
governed all. The new room began to be overcrowded 
• . • a second school-room was built, and, by and bye, 
theCompanyhavingtaken the business of-(another 
factory], the school system, now including girls, 
required still further expansion. • • • At an inspection 
which took place in I 8 5 I, when the schools were 
emptiest, 512 scholars were present; and in the winter, 
when business would be slack, Mr. Wilson was con
fident of numbering Soo. . • • 

" Mr. Wilson felt that he was requiring a good deal 
of those who had been hard at work all day, to spend 
a couple of hours at the evening school, with their 
' spelling-books and their Testaments ' • • • especially 
••• youths whom penny theatres and all the low. 
pleasures of low London life were beckoning away : 
he therefore set himself to smooth the trial. · 

"'With this view,' he says,' we repeatedly in the 
spring and summer of 18.1-9, asked all the school to a 
tea-party in the new room. The first tea was an 
interesting one. • • • Those who came untidily or 
dirtily dressed to our first tea, feeling themselves out 
of keeping with the whole thing, tried hard to avoid 
this at the next party .•.• By the help of these tea
parties we made the boys who did not belong to the 
school feel awkward and uncomfortable about not 
doing so; and very many joined-several, however, 
stipulating that they were not to be asked to the 
next tea, lest that should be supposed to be the 
motive for joining. • • • 

" ' In following up our plan of combining as much 
pleasure as possible with the schools, the next step. ,.. 
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was to teach the boys c~i~ket :-yet it was anything 
but a pleasant occasion which decided the time for 
beginning this. In the summer of 1849 the cholera 
came ••. it was decided that fresh air and exercise 
out of the factory were the best preventives. We 
therefore closed the school entirely, and a gentleman 
(Mr. Symes) having most kindly let us take possession 
of a field which was waiting to be occcupied by a 
builder, we set to work hard at learning cricket after 
working hours. • • • The cholera seems an odd reason 
for taking to cricket, but I dare say the cricket had a 
very happy effect on the general health of our boys, 
and so may have strengthened them against catching 
it. We lost only one (an amiable and well-conducted 
boy of seventeen), although many lost relations living 
in the same houses with them. Always when the 
game was finished, they collected in the corner of the 
field, and took off their caps for a very short prayer 
for the safety from the cholera of themselves and their 
friends.' •.• 

·"In 1850 they played in the same field three 
nights a week, working in the school the other three 
nights. Bricks and mortar, however, soon drove 
them out of that field-and they got another of above 
six acres, the edges of which were allotted to gardens. 
Many now took to gardening-and, though perhaps 
thev at first' just barely knew which end of the spade 
went downwards,' the novel pursuit by degrees 
inspired in not a few ' feelings and tastes they had no 
idea of before, and of a nature to have a most softening 
influence upon them.' . . • · 

"The three nights when the hays were schooling, 
the men were got to play-and then at last boys and 
men were brought together. . 

"'What gave the game the greatest start was, 
that some of the boys took it into their heads to send 
a challenge that twenty-two of them would stand the 
eleven of a cricket club, formed by a few of our men, 
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who, having been cricketers before coming to the 
factory, had joined themselves together to keep up 
their practice of the game, as they best could, on 
Kennington Common or elsewhere. Son:te of this 
eleven ••• treated the challenge with great con
tempt, their captain saying he would play the twenty
two himself. • • • But the boys • • • to the great 
astonishment of themselves as well as of all the rest 
of the factory ••• beat the men in one innings.' ••• 

"The grand difficulty in factory work and in all 
co-operative labour on a large scale is that people 
are together without knowing or caring for each 
other ; it is community without communion, co
operation without concord; ••• as a living system, 
utterly fragmentary, disjointed, unsympathetic, cold, 
without any link whatever between part and part. 
\Ve must get them away from the calico or the candles 
and bring them together in some unbusiness-like way, 
if we hope to give the business portion of their life a
proper tone. • • • 

":Mr. \Vilson's next movement was to have a 
'day of it' ••• among the fine hills that overlook 
Guildford. Here they strolled about, played a 
cricket match • • • and in the middle of the day • • • 
in a small church • • • chanted their part of the 
service. It must have been a striking and touching 
scene-that first, we fancy-of the sort-the holiday 
workers of a London factory chanting the Psalms in 
the old Norman chapel .••• :Mr. Wilson had some 
doubt how far divine service would chime in with 
the other proceedings of the day ; it answered per
fectly. The country itself seems to have made its 
impression; 'it was,' as he says, 'so absolute a 
contrast in its quietness and extreme beauty to all 
the common life of these boys, that one felt what a 
world of new ideas and feelings they were being 
introduced to. From the way they looked at and 
spoke of the country to each other when they were 

20 
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there, and spoke of it after returning, I am sure many 
of them, if they live till ninety, will remember that 
one day, and with a feeling more beneficial to their 
minds than any which months of ordinary schooling 
would be likely to produce.' · 

~' The next ·year an equally successful expedition 
·was made to Herne Bay. This last season they 

· received an invitation to Farnham Castle from the 
Bishop pf Winchester, in whose diocese the factories 
are· placed .... They were suffered to ramble at 
will over the stately old palace and its picturesque 
grounds ; they were treated and trusted as friends, 
and they felt the treatment. No high-born com
pany could have behaved more decorously than those 
five hundred artisans, young and old, thus let loose 
for a summer's day. . . . 

"The cricket and the excursion, let us remember, 
were used as a sort of reward-tickets for those who 
had stuck well to the winter evening school, and the 
Manager is quite ready to defend his use of such 
sugar-plums :-

"'When it is considered how very much you are 
asking of a boy • . ~ you will not be surprised that, 
while always holding out the improvement as the 
grand inducement to belong to the school, we are 
glad with the general run of them to avail ourselves 
of other inducements also. The matter might be 
settled very simply by authority :-but with boys 
beyond a certain age any such attendance as that 
would do them harm instead of good.' • 

" Himself more and more occupied with the 
commercial business of the growing concern, Mr. 
Wilson felt it essential to have one who could give 
up his whole time and care to what he regarded as a 
still higher department of duty-and accordingly 
he added to his staff a clergyman of the Church, who 
seems to have entered on. the work with the same 
earnest spirit. 
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" ' I look upon this ·appointment,' says the 
thoughtful and modest Manager, 'as the means of 
binding together and securing all the efforts for good 
that are being made in the factory, for there are 
many of us anxious to help forward all that is good, 
but we are all busy, and it seems much better that. the 
originating and superintending of the educational 
arrangements should not be with any of us, but with 
some person with nothing else to attend to, and that 
we in our several positions in the factory should only 
have to back him up and assist him.' 1 

"The ••• chaplain has no sinecure. At a 
quarter to six every morning he gives a short service 
for the men who are inclined to attend it before 
commencing work, and are there joined by men who 
have been working all the night-a sort of family 
worship on a large scale. . . • This occupies about 
twenty minutes, and then another short service· is 
commenced for the boys. When this is over the 
chaplain attends in the [Factory] School till breakfast
time four days in t..1.e week ; and the other two 
mornings he spends a similar space in the· [second] 
Factory Morning School-being there occupied with 
a class of the most forward boys whom he desires to 
train as monitors for the evening school. After 
breakfast the brother managers, and their foremen ••• 
have a short service with the chaplain before the 
counting-house work commences. At five minutes 
to nine the day-school opens, ancl the chaplain visits 
and works in it. In the afternoon he visits the sick 
at their own houses, and thus becomes acquainted 
with the factorv families. • • • 

"'The si"t:. o'clock service for the men was 
begun.. • • while the factory was still in the state of 
excitement attending the search during many days 
for the body of a youth drowned while on a boating 

• This is perhaps the earliest example of a full-time official 
appointed to superintend the weUare of the workers. 
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excursion with four other employees. The counting
house service • • • arose like the cricket, in the 
cholera. Seven of us had been in the habit of going · 
to the early daily service at • • . Church, but when 
the cholera became very bad, as the way to and from 
the church was through a low part of • • • , in which 
it most raged, and passed through two church-yards 

·in which cholera burials were going on at the tate of 
from forty to fifty a day, we got frightened, being 
all of us more or less unwell.' 

"The engagement of a chaplain led naturallv 
to the provision of a Chapel, with Sunday services ... ·• 

" And how-many will ask-how did all this sort 
of operation affect the shareholders of the • • • 
Company? We gather that to this question a very 
satisfactory answer may be given. The good name 
·of the Factory made it an object in the neighbourhood 
to get employment within it, and hence the managers 
had a choice of the labour in the market, the very 
games added to the skill and manual dexterity of the 
people ; cricket ; exercised its influence " on the 
work; "the good cricketers acquired a fineness of 
hand which gave them increased facility in their 
work. But, moreover, the sympathy and confidence 
bestowed upon them inspired many a heart with an 
interest in the Factory distinct from and above what 
mere· wages can create ; and, above all, by degrees 
th~ Manager found himself in possession of a set of 
intelligent assistants, older or younger, on whom 
he could depend for a zealous participation in his 
views and plans towards the general amelioration of 
thoughts, sentiments, and habits •... 

. " ' One can only generally say that the whole 
spirit of a Factory such as I trust ours is now in the 
prospect of becoming, will be different from one in 
which the giving and taking of wages is the only 
connection between the proprietors and their people. 
One feels intuitively • • • the difference does by 
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the very laws of human nature and religion ensure 
to the one much greater prosperity than to the other, 
although it may be impossible to trace out the details . 
of this, and say such a hundred pounds spent upon 
the boys at such a time has brought back two hundred 
pounds before such a date afterwards .. If I were 
forced to come to some particular proved instances of 
benefit to the business, I should take first • • • a 
number of boys working so steadily and well at what 
a few years ago we should not have thought of truSt
ing to any but men. • • • Yet even here the exact 
pecuniary benefit cannot be stated, for the boys ••. 
are not substitutes for men but for machinery. It 
is the fact of our having at command cheap boy
labour which we dare trust, that enables us to make 
now by hand the better sort of -- which we used 
to make, like the other sorts, in the machines, and 
which, on account of the hardness of the material, · 
when so made were never free from imperfections •. 
The benefit will come to us, not in saving of wages 
(for had the choice been only between the men's dear 
labour and the machines, we should have stuck to 
the machines), but in increased trade, through the· 
imperfection ••• alluded to being removed.' .•• 

"No less a sum than 3289l. was spent. And this 
outlay, be it observed, came wholly from the pocket 
of the acting-manager, Mr. James \Vilson, who had 
a salary of 10001. a year. The expense of his own 
experiment was wholly his own. The Company •• ' • 
had no hand, until very recently, in the noble work 
set on foot within the walls. • • • 

" The Directors began by nominating a Com
mittee for full inquiry, and having received a Report 
warmly commending all that had been done, they 
called a meeting which opens out a new and noble 
scene in commercial life. The Directors now re
solved with cordial unanimity to adopt the whole 
system introduced by Mr. Wilson, to reimburse him 
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the money which he had laid out without-any thought 
or idea of repayment, and to take upon themselves 
for the future the charge of the various schemes at 
the cost of some uool. a year .••• 

"Mr. Conybeare (a member of tb_e inquiring 
Committee), in proposing that C)OOl. a year should 
be expended on the schools, expressed himself as 
follows:-

" ' It seems to me as if by having done so I had 
already in some measure relieved myself of a burden 
which has long been weighing upon me. • • • Some 
eighteen months since a gentleman ••• mentioned 
those [schools] connected with our Factory as among 
the best managed in the neighbourhood, and spoke 
in terms of the highest commendation of our Com
pany for the great attention we paid to the education 
and moral welfare of our workpeople. He said that 
our Company had achieved great success, but that we 
had deserved success. • • • Of course, I immediately 
disclaimed, on behalf of the Company, all credit for 
what was no work of ours •••• Need I tell you 
that it pained me to make such an explanation, and 
that it was with feelings of shame that I admitted 
that as a Company we did not as yet morally merit 
the success we had attained? Speaking as a Director 
I would impress upon you my own firm conviction 
that the school system which we, as Directors, re
commend is highly conducive to the pecuniary success 
of our business. The good effects of that system 
permeate and pervade the entire working of the 
factories. Not long since I took a friend, himself a 
manufacturer on the largest scale, over our factories . 
• • • He exclaimed, "I never even imagined that 
factory labour could present a scene so cheerful and 
so pleasing." ••• But suppose that the pecuniary 
advantage to which I have alluded • . • is purdy 
visionary •••• It is said-you must have frequently 
heard it-tha~ Joint Stock. Companies have no 
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conscience. Let this Company prove itself an excep
tion to any such rule, by acting towards its factory 
"hands," as not forgetting that those "hands" 
have human hearts and immortal souls.' 

'~Mr. Blackmore ••• added ••• 'We have the 
prospect of really carrying out in practice what is so 
much spoken of in theory,-the raising of the social 
condition of the working classes, and the effecting 
of a happy union between the employer and the 
employed.' ••• 

"Mr. Wilson •.. declined receiving back into 
his own pocket one farthing that he had laid out •.• 
he only received it on the distinct condition that the 
whole sum should be expended on the erection of a • 
suitable chapel within the walls of the factory, in lieu 
of that which he had rented.hitherto without ...• 

"One more quotation from Mr. Wilson's letter. 
" ' In nine cases out of ten,' he says,' a manufacturer 

attending to other things instead of his factory, seems 
to be giving up a very high position, for in reality 
a less high, though it may be a more showy one. The 
best that a clever and energetic man can expect from 
going into " society," or from getting into Parliament, 
is a certain amount of usefulness and happiness; but 
he has already under his feet, in his factory, a mine of 
untold usefulness and happiness to others and to 
himself-difficult enough to open, no doubt, and 
requiring perhaps a good deal of apparently profitless 
digging at first, but containing veins of such richness 
as, when once struck, to repay ten times over any 
exertions it may cost to reach them. In " society " 
and in Parliament a man has to deal with minds as 
much formed, as little pliable as his own; so that, 
without extraordinary power, it is not much that he 
~an hope to do in the way of influencing them. But 
m the factory he needs no such powers. His mere 
position disposes every mind in it to form itself upon 
his, and the extent of his influence is bounded only 
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by the limit he may himself choose to put to the 
trouble he will take to acquire it. I think manu
facturers getting into Parliament, and then asking for 
education bills, are acting as if fathers of families were 
to devote themselves to parish business, and use the 
power thus acquired to procure the creation of a lot 
of additional beadles to go and manage their families 
for them in their absence.' • • • 

"How reasonable will be the joy and gratitude 
of ~he Nation should such examples indeed spread 
largely •••• It is, we must repeat, certain that 
many master-manufacturers, however wisely and 
benevolently disposed, could not in their own persons 
do for their people what the Messrs. Wilson have 
undertaken ••• but one thing they can d~and 
that no trifle. In the cost of any great establish
ment of this class, the addition of a chaplain can be 'no 
serious item: and indeed we are quite satisfied that 
the services of such a functionary would always be 
• • • speedily and abundantly overpaid in the in
creased order, decorum, and honest diligence of the 
workers." 1 

1 This Company still (1915) employs a chaplain, and 
daily services are still held ; but no striking advance seems to 
have been made recently in the direction of Welfare Work. 
Doubtless the personal in1luence of the Manager was very great 
jn I8SZ. 
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THE DmLOPMENT oF A \VELFAU DEPAJlTMENT 

IN order· to obtain an idea of the natural development 
of the \V elfare Department in a modern factory the 
extensions in an individual case are outlined, from the 
information available. It must not be considered 
either completely typical or unique. It is one of the 
most highly developed to be found in England, and 
appears to rank high in the opinion of inspectors, 
although it is not very widely known. The reader 
must bear in mind the fact that the personality 
of the originator always moulds the scheme, and that 
throughout its history the character of the people 
who guide it is an important influence. 

The lady in whose words the tale is best told 1 

is closely associated with the Company. Speaking 
of times prior to 1856, she says: "At busy times, 
when there was a rush of work, my Grandmother 
and her daughter used to help to nail the labels on. 
••• My Grandmother, too, is said by many of the 
\Vorkpeople to have been very sympathetic with them 
in times of trouble or illness. She managed a Ooth
ing Oub for them, and added a bonus to the money 
they paid in. Then at Christmas-time she used to 
buy a stock of drapery, which was retailed to the mem
bers at cost price. ••• The children of the village 
were cared for by a School which was in charge of 

1 Yuu British Museum Catalogue. 1o827. df. n. published 
1905. pp. 84-131. chap. vii. _ ,., 
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Maria Gogman, 'a kind old body,' as I hav~ heard 
her described. • • • · 

"In the later years [towards 1856] some of the 
boys employed at the Mills used to put in an hour a 
day at School, half of it being during the Firm's time, 

·and they were taught by Mr. Thos. Winter, whose 
long connection with the Counting House Staff 
dates from 18.4-9· . At one time, too, a night school 
for boys was carried on by my. Grandmother's 
sister •••• 

"It would seem· that occasional outings were 
arranged for the juveniles. At any rate it is men
tioned, in one of my Father's letters in 1855, that 
' about a score of the Infant School children are gone 
• • • for a run on the beach.' 

" On Valentine's Day my Grandmother used 
to give each child a present of a penny and a 
bun. . 

" The School-room • • • was used also on Sunday 
for Services. • • • 

" Services were entirely unsectarian, people of all 
denominations conducting them. My Father had a 
horror of carrying on anything connected with [the 
factory] on denominational lines. He was proud to 
say that ' politics and religion are as free as they can 

_be.' 1 ••• 

"In 1850 the .•• Reading Society was founded, 
with my Grandfather as President, and my Father 
as Vice-President. The entrance fee was one shilling, 
and the subscription one penny a week for members 
over '16, and half this for younger ones." There 
were 48 members and a Library of 167 volumes. 
They also took in some half-dozen periodicals, but 
the Society lived only about a year. 

" Lectures were occasionally given in the School-
room •••• 

"The Brass Band which was started ••• about 
1 Ibid., p. 128 •. 
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1855 is de~erving of some refe~ence. The members 
seem to have known little or nothing about instru
ments at the start, and it is said ' everyone wanted 
to play the cornopean.' ••• 

" There was also a Singing Class • • . of about 
40 members who paid one shilling a quarter .••• 

"An occasional Pantomime and a Fair in the 
neighbourhood seems [sic] to have provided a lighter 
form of amusement. • • • · 

" Cricket seems to have been played towards the 
close of the time [1856], and I judge that my Father 
took considerable interest in it. Before that one 
hears of the game of Camp, which seems to have 
been a sort of forerunner of football, though played 
on a less restricted ground. 

" An annual tea was held for the Workpeople. • • • 
These Whitsuntide gatherings were continued for 
many years [after 1856] ••• being held in .my 
Father's garden and adjoining meadow, until their 
size made them unwieldy, and it was thought best to 
substitute an extra day's holiday in their place. 

"The Counting House Staff, too, seems_ to have 
had an annual gathering, which is still (1905) con
tinued, my Father's Diary recording in 1849: Had 
our usual party of Clerks. A pleasant evening, and 
they all seemed to enjoy it. 

" At Christmas-time the giving of pork to the 
Workpeople was quite an institution. Pigs were kept 
at-partly to consume the refuse ~ .. and at Christ
mas-time each Workman had a gift of pork varying 
in size according to his family; an institution which, 
in a different form, is still kept up~ As my Father 
once wrote, after having been • . . to see about the 
distribution, 'It will be some satisfaction to know 
that though they have not a Christmas dinner of 
turkey and its accompaniments, they will get some
thing quite as savoury.' My Grandmother's recol
lections went back to still earlier times, when the 
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distribution was made from the scullery at the Mill 
House. 'It is very pleasant,' (she wrote to my 
Father in 1876, after receiving her annual present of 
pork,) ' to be identified with old customs, and my 
thoughts go back to early days when you were Alan's 
age [nine years old], and Uncle was the Manager, and 
gave the pork· (little in quantity then in comparison) 
from the wash-house ••. and took tea afterwards in 
the parlour;'· 

" In earlier days still the arrangements for the 
Christmas dinner must have been yet more patriarchal 
in character. James Barnes told me: 'When I first 
wen1: ••• (in 1830) we used to get a Christmas 
dinner in the -- mill, and we have had it in the 
granary, and in the coach-house. The men used to 
go indoors after dinner, and the women used to go 
into the other room along with Mrs.--' 

" Outside interests, one supposes, were fewer then 
than now ...• 

'' The workers ·were allowed flour at 2s. a stone 
whenever the selling price was higher than that, 
this arrangement having been made • . . on a 
Coronation day-probably that of Queen Victoria
but [after 1856] ••. it was found some used to sell 
the flour again, and as the privilege became abused 
it had to be modified. 
· "Both my Father and Mother were anxious to 

do something to provide meals for the Workmen at 
reasonable rates, and the Kitchen, which was started 
in 1868, was carried on under her supervision. In a 
letter of that year she alludes to her various engage
ments, including two dinner parties ••. 'the very 
idea of which is destructive to my peace of mind,' 
and expresses the hope ' in a week or two to begin 
cooking for our Workmen, and that will be much 
more to my taste.' The work was not without its 
difficulties. Thus, in 1869, she related in a letter 
to her husband: Soon after I~ we went to the 
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Kitchen as we heard Mrs. ·wilson was in dismay as 
the copper fire would not draw, the water would not 
boil, and the dumplings would not get cooked ! Mter 
some difficulty we procured some gunpowder and 
cleared the flue, but it was quite a worry as you may 
suppose. As Lucy and I were there to carve, etc., 
we got the dinners all ready in time, and then I gave 
orders for having the flue swept out before to-morrow's 
cooking. 

" The details of the School management, both 
scholastic and architectural, were left largely in my 
Mother's hands (1857-1871). . 

"As the number of girls employed at the Works 
increased, it became- eminently desirable that there 
should be someone to work amongst them, as wdl 
as someone already appointed amongst the men,1 

during the hours when they were not at work, and 
in times of illness. In 1874- Miss Kate Southall was 
engaged for this purpose. The work grew quickly. 
Four years later my Mother wrote to her husband: 
' I strongly feel that Miss Southall is doing a great 
deal of good in a quiet way amongst the girls by 
showing them how willing she is to take any trouble 
if she can but teach them to be better women and 
better wives as they grow up. And I have been 
thinking there is an immense amount of work to be 
done, especially now that the girls are beginning to 
buy calico and flannel, and want to be taught how to 
make it up,'-this letter being preparatory to a request 

In 1855 a gentleman was appointed "partly to look after 
the welfare of the workmen and their families" (p. 112). His, 
death occurred soon after, and it is not possible to discover what 
arrangements were then made. The only reason which can be 
ascertained for the appointment of either this gentleman or 
Miss Southall is that the number of employees had increased. 

· Miss Southall retired from the work about twenty-seven years 
ago. As far as is known she had no special training. A doctor 
and nurse were first introduced in 1868. The staff now (1915) 
includes a doctor, three nurses, and some twelve others, as well 
as a number of servants. All except the doctor are employed 
full time. 
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for more help, which, it need hardly he said, my Father 
and his Partners were willing to supply. In super
intending this part of the work, and that of the 
Sick Nurse employed to visit the families of the 
Workpeople, my Mother's help and counsel were 
constantly 'drawn upon." 

In 1862 about 500 of the employees were taken 
to the International Exhibition in London. "My 
Father wrote ••• 'A good many, I understand, 
were up at 2 o'clock. Our time for starting was 
+30, and within five minutes we were off, reaching 
London most comfortably at 9 ... and in quarter 
of an hour the twenty buses started, and in about 
an hour landed their passengers at the Exhibition 
ready for breakfast •••• (At night] about seven or 
eight were left behind, and had to come by Mail 
-one I understand got to the wrong train and went to 

. Ipswich, but with this exception there was not a 
hitch of any kind-and I was very thanl:ful when we 
pulled up safely ••• at I 1.20.' 

· " A larger and more comprehensive scheme of 
Pensions, started in 1899; of which one feature is 
that every member joining the Fund must by small 
weekly ·payments add a percentage to the Pension 
granted by the Directors, takes the place of the more 
casual plan adopted previously. The Directors felt 
that to enable any Workman fulfilling the necessary 
conditions to look forward· to a pension 'as a right, 
and not as a matter of charity which could be given 
or withheld at our pleasure,' would be a means of 
lessening anxiety as to the future." 
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EXTRACTS FROM THE DIRECTORY OF THE \VELFARE 

DEPARTMENT oF ,.. MoDERN FACTORY 

To give some idea of the extent of the Welfare 
Department in a modern factory the " Directory " 
of one may be given in outline. It must he horne in 
mind that no two are identical in size or system. 
This \Velfare Department was begun in 1905. 

The " Di,-ectory of the Social Depa,-tmmt " is as follows : 1 

•Lady social workers • • • • S (women) 
•Gymnastic instructresses • • • 3 (women). 

. •Surgeon dentist • • • • 1 (man). 
•Works doctor • • • • 1 (man). 
•N urses • • • • • z (women). 
•Social Secretary and Editor of Magazine • 1 (man). 

Social Committee (every Tuesday afternoon)..;... 
Two Directors, two social workers, and two others. 

Wo,-ks Council--
. Chairman, a Director, eight men and six women repre

senting various departments ; and, in addition, ten 
men and three women (one being a gymnastic instructress} 
representing twelve clubs. 

Gi,-ls' Ambulanu (Thursday evenings, 7·30)
Two women doctors instructing two classes. 

Nuning Class (Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday evenings, 
7·15)- ' 

Two teachers. 
Plai11 Sewing Class-Elementary (Tuesday and Wednesday, 

7·15)-
Two teachers. · 

Plai11 Sewing-Advanced (Monday and Friday, 7-ZS)
One teacher (one of the two above mentioned). 

1 All the officers are different persons, except when the con
trary is stated. Those marked • are full-time officers. There 
are, in addition to these, ten teachers who are paid for the lessons 
they give. 

31!1 
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Embroidered Clothes Class (Tuesday, 7-IS)
One teacher •. 

Dressmaking Classes (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 
Friday, 7·30)-

Three teachers.. Subscription, IS. 
Cookery Classes (in the kitchen : Advanced, Tuesday and 

Wednesday; Elementary, Monday, Thursday, Friday: 
7·IS)· . 

Subscription, 6d. for 24 lessons. 
Association Football Club. Ground •••••• 

Matches...... Two teaxns .••.•. in- Leagues. 
Departmental Competition. Honorary Secretary ....... · 

Captain •••••• 
Subscription, 2s. 6d. 

Rugby Football Club. Ground •••••• 
Two teaxns in - Leagues. Honorary Secretary ••••• ,.. 
Subscription, 2s. 6d. 

Musical Society. General Secretary •••••• 
Choral Section (Tuesday, 7-9)

Choirmaster (the Social Secretary). 
Orchestral Band (Monday, 7·30)

. Conductor •.•.•• 
Reed Band (Wednesday, 7·30)

Learners (every evening, 7.0). 
Conductor (as above). -

BO')Is' Club. President •.•••• and Captain-Secretary •••••• 
Institute. • • • • • (each week-day evening except Saturday). 

Secretary ..••.• 
Gymnasium (Sections, Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, 

7·30-9·30). Saturday (open to all), 7-IS-9·30· Secre-
. taries (two) .•...• 

Football. Ground...... Two teaxns. 
Secretary ...•.• 

Camp. Subscriptions for annual Camp will be taken throughout 
the winter.· Treasurer (Secretary of Boys' Club). 

Old Boys' Section. Games Room and Classes. Secretary •••••• 
Girls' Hockey Club. Subscription, IS. Apply Lady Social 

Worker. 
Girls' Base Ball. "Any girl possessing a badge is eligible to 

·· · join." · • 
Girls' Gymnastic Club (Tuesday, Wednesday, two classes)

Instructresses as above. 
Debating Society. Meetings held fortnightly on Wednesday 

and Thursday alternately. Secretary ..•••• 
Temperance Society. First Monday in each month. 
Savings Fund. Apply to foremen or forewomen. 
Saturday Social for Girls and Morris Dances. 6-9 p.xn. 
Men's Social Club. Every night, 7-11 p.m.: Saturday, 3-11 

p.m. 
Subscription, 3s. quarterly. Honorary Secretary .••.•• 

The following are the summer sports clubs : 
Cricket Club. Honorary Secretary ....... . 
Girls' Cricket Club. 
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Girls' Swimming Club. -
Men's Swimming Club. Honorary Secretary •.•••.• 
.Angling Club. Honorary Secretary .••••• 
Bowling Club. Honorary Secretary •••••• 
Tennis Club. Honorary Secretary •••••• 

At branch factories in other dties two 'more 
social workers and two more dentists are engaged, 
as well as teachers. 

· It may be well to point out that the superior 
organisation indicated by the definite arrangements 
with regard to officials, teams and grounds, for the 
men's clubs, left largely in the hands of the workers 
as they are, would appear to be typical. It may, 
however, be due in this case to the tact and skill in 
dealing with the men and boys displayed by the man 
who acts as Social Secretary. 

The instructive nature of many of the facilities 
afforded the girls may also be considered typical. 
Doubtless, with six or more women social workers, 
this was intended by the employers. The disparity 
between the numbers of men and women officially 
connected with the social work in a factory is ·not 
often as great as in the case cited, though there would 
seem to be a tendency towards employing more 
women than men in this capacity, in spite of the fact 
that the work appears frequently to have been begun 
by engaging one man. · -

n 



APPENDIX VIII 
A FEw SPECIMENS oF PRINTED FoRMS IN UsE IN VARious WELFARE DEPARTMENTS 

·No. I.-EMPLOYEE'S RECORD CARD. 

I Check 
No. I 

~ 

Name Came Ltjt 
Address Bo- Reason of Leaving. 

Lives witle Dept. - Tz'me Wage 
' Prevlous Record 

Change of I :::::[ I I 
1- . 

I I I Time Wage. 
~ 
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No.2 

APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT 

Date---------I9I • 
Name (in full)·----------------,-
Address------------------------------------~------
Age Date of birth-----------
Single, Married, Widowed?-----::-=--:-------
If under IS are you willing to attend Evening Classes?----
Is your general health good?--------~-------
Have you any physical defects?----::----------
When necessary, are you ~illing to have your teeth attended to by 

the Co.'s Dentist? · . 
Name of School attendea--------:------------.. 

Stan dar..._ _____ _ 
Situation desired? ___________________________________ _ 
Have you ever been employed by us before?-------------
If so, when, and for bow long?'----------------------
Why did you leave?----------------
Have you any relations working here?-----------------
Give names and relationsbip'---------------------------
Are your parents living?--:--------------------------
What is your father in business?'--------------------
Do you live at home?-----------------------------
Are you willing to come a week on trial 1-----------
Have you a birth certificate?--------------------~--
References (in addition to late Employer)------------------

Previously employed at :- Occupa- Length Reason Wages1 
of Time for Re-

Name and Address. tion. there. Leaving. ceived. 

' 

lnterviewedby·-----------4-------------·r------------
Remar~KS~--------------~-------------1------------
Height and Appearanu:..------------------------------
Suitable for·-----------------Cleanliness.------------
Seen by Chosen by·-------
Passed Dr·--------------JLJat Clas"-----
Engaged by Date--Wages_No-Dept--

ALL APPLICATIONS EXPIRE IN SIX MONTHS 

AU engagements are subject to the applicant satisfactorily passing a 
medical examination. 



No.3 

REPORT ON ABSENTEES 

Dept. Week ending 

Name. Days Absent. Cause. Visited. · 
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No.4 

ORDER FOR DENTIST 

To (Forewoman) 

Please sign this form if the girl mentioned below may have 
her teeth attended to at the time specified ; if not, please say 
the earliest time you can spare her. 

Name~.~---------------------------- No .. ---

Dat.e-------------------------- Hour·-------

Signature of Forewoman------------------------

Time left Dentis>t--------------------------------

Retumed to Dept.·----------------

Forewoman's initials>----------

Ne~te.-similar Corms 8le used Cor men. 
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No.5 (a) 

PERFECT TIME RECORD 

.................................................... 
Your Time Record for quarter ending •••••••••••••••• 

has been perfect. Thank you. 

Herewith please find ss. in fulfilment of our promise 

to you. 

[Name o~ Firm.] 

" If men would only see it, great men and great 
Institutions simply reflect natural laws. The astronomer 
knows that law so well that he will fix a telescope on the 
heavens and know that a certain body which he is looking 
for will be there on time, because he knows that nature will 
always be on lime." -SHELDON • 

. . 
I • 

N .B.1 If you succeed in earning four consecutive quarterly 
premiums of ss. an additional re'Ward of 7s. 6d. will be 
paid to you on producing four' of these cards at the 
end of the year. · 

[This card is given only to men over twenty-one years of age.] 
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No. 5 (b) [The reverse side of S (a)] 

To THE YOUNG PEOPLE WHO DO NOT KNOW AND THE 

OLDER ONES WHO SOMETIMES FORGET 

ADVANTAGES OF THESE WORKS 

1. Constant employment. Opportunities· for earning good 
~ages all the year round. . 

2. Every effort is made to keep the place clean and tidy. 
J. Superior lavatory accommodation. 
4· The only Spinning Rooms in Yorkshire which are supplied 

with an abundance of fresh filtered air. 
5· The best artificial lighting in the Kingdom. The light 

that is most comfortable and least harmful to the 
workers. 

6. Fresh hot Tea is distributed free throughout the Works 
during each afternoon. 

7· An Institute, managed by a Committee of the workers, is 
provided for the comfort and convenience of the whole 
working force. Good Meals are supplied in the 
Institute at very low prices. The Matron, As~istant 
Matron, and Staff are always ready and anxious to 
render any assistance that may be required. 

8. A growing desire and endeavour, on the part of everybody 
(workers and management alike) to raise the tone of 
the place generally, by helping one another to become 
brighter and better men and women. 

9- There are always vacancies for a few careful Doffers and 
Sideminders. Appli~tio~ for employroent 'may be 
made to the Matron as follows, namely:- ' 

Monday • 9 to 10 a:m. and 2 to 3 p.m. 
Tuesday • 2 to 3 p.m. 
Wednesday • 9 to 10 a.m. and 2 to 3 p.m. 
Thursday • 9 to 10 a.m. 
Friday • • 9 to 10 a.m. and 2 to 3 p.m. and 5.30 to 7 p.m. 
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No. 6 (a) 

GENERAL RULES 

1. Overalls and caps must be put on or taken off 
in the Qoak Room. 

2. Qean overalls and caps must be put on each Monday 
morning, and must 'be in good repair. · 

. . 
. 3· Hair must be worn under the caps, and no brooches, 

earrings, or pins worn. 

4· H;;_tpins and bags, etc., must be left in Qoak Room. 
These can be given into the care of the Qoak Room 
Attendant. · 

S· Overalls must not be worn out of work hours. 
When taken home to be washed, they must be put into 
parcel. · 

6. All girls must be ready to go into their departments 
when the bell sounds. 

1· When the dismissal. bell sounds girls must leave their 
work at once and march out, keeping step. ,. . 

; : S. When new girls are started in any department it 
is expected that the older ones will ~elp to make them 
comfortable. 
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No.6 (b) 

RULES FOR GIRLS WORKING IN FILLING ROOM 

1. Any bogie filled with jars containing jam, etc., must 
be pushed by two girls. · ~ 

2. Any girl who use.'> her hands instead of the spoon 
when filling jars with mincemeat, will be suspended. 

3· When filling glass jars with jam or marmalade, each 
jar must first be placed inside a vessel provided for the 
purpose. 

4· Fillers must not put their scoops into water except 
when they are to be washed ; when it has been washed, 
the scoop must always be dried. 

S· Any girl who puts her hand beyond the guards in 
the mincing or mixing machines, will be suspended. 

6. Each scummer must keep her. tissue box tidy. 

7· All breakages must be reported at once to the 
Forewoman. 

8. All breakage boxes ~ust be emptied before leaving-
off time. · ' • · ... • 

9· At 10.20, u.so. 3·50, and 5·45 fillers must wash 
the floor in front of their table. At 12.50 and S·4S tables 
must be scrubbed. 
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No. 6 (c) 

RULEs FOR MEN WORKING IN BOILING ROOM 

1. Oean overalls must be put on each Monday morning. 

2. Overalls and clobi m'ust be put on in Ooak Room. 

3· Caps, boots, etc., must be kept in Ooak Room and 
not left in the Works ·. . 

•· 
'· 4· Men must be at their work when the second bell 

sounds. 

· S· Men must k~ep themselves clean and sm:u-t. 

6. All utensils must be kept in their proper place. 

7· Wooden pails are only to be used for fruit or jam, 
and when not in use must be tilled with water. For 
cleaning purposes zinc pails are to be used. 

8. Cigarettes, pipes, and tobacco must not be brought 
into the factory. 

g. Each man is expected to take a bath once a week 
at a time fixed by Foremanr . 

10. When the last boil is' taken ofl at S·4S. pans and 
floors must be washed and left clean. When the bell 
sounds men will fall in and march to the Ooak Room. 
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Note.-The cards here given [6 (a),. (b), (c)J are 
selected from about a dozen in use in this factory. 
There are general cards and cards for each department, 
for men and for girls. . 

The reader might easily receive quite a wrong 
impression from such rules as Number 7 [6 (a)]. . A 
visit to the factory would re~ove any suspicion of 
harsh discipline. Similarly, Number 9 [6 (b)] might 
suggest petty tyranny in matters of clean:Iiness, but 
as a matter of fact the workers are proud of their 

.. spotless factory. The spirit pervading the factory 
may be gathered from the scathing remark of a work
girl, when she heard that another factory was "pre
paring " for a visit from the King. " He can come 
here at any time," she said; " we should be ready 
for him." · 



APPENDIX IX 

FACTORY DINING-ROOMS 

I. (a) A WINTER MONTH'S MENUS FROM A FACTORY 

WHERE A GREAT VARIETY WAS ACHIEVED (1913) 

. 
Wed~esday, Ocl. 1 

d. 
Thu,sday, Ocl. z 

Haricot Bean Sou~Pr • 
Baked Cod and awn 

l Spring Soup • • 
Liver and Onions • 

Sauce . . 2 Hot Pot 
Salt Brisket · • . 2 Apple Charlotte .• 
Marmalade Pudding . I T~pioca Pudding ,• , 
Semolina • • . t Rice • • ... :. 
Stewed Prunes . Stewed Figs • . . . 

.. F,iday. Oct. l Monday, Ocl. 6 

Kidney Soup. • · • l Tomato Soup • 
Sausage and Green Peas. 2 Stewed Steak and 
Cocoanut Pudding~ . I Savoury Balls . 
Tapioca. • . . t Fig Pudding • . 
Stewed Figs • . . t Semolina • . 
Stewed PluiDS . . t Stewed Prunes . 

Tuesday, Ocl.7 Wednesday, Oct. 8 

Scotch Broth. I Lentil Soup • . 
Boiled Mutton and Onion Stuffed Veal • . 

Sauce. . 2 Apple Tart • . 
~mRoll • · • . I Rice Pudding . 

rnfiour Pudding. . l Stewed Prunes . 
Stewed Figs • . . t 

Thu,sday, Oct. 9 F,iday, Oct. 10 

Split Pea Soup . . l Tomato Soup . 
Haricot Mutton . . 2 Hot Pot • 
Bread and Butter Minced Steak and 

Pudding • . . I Cabbage 
Tapioca • . . l Apple Dumpling • 
Stewed PluiDS . t Semolina Pudding. 
Batches 1 and Salmon • I Stewed Figs • . 

Batches . . 
1 !' Batches " are large rolls. 

33'1 

d. . l . 2 . I . I . l . l . l 

. t 

. 2 . I . l . l 

. t . 2! . I . t . ! 

. t . I 

. 2 . I . t . l . I 
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Monday, Oct. I3 Tuesday, Oct. I4 
tl. d. 

Verinicelli Soup • . * Spring Soup . . * Steak and Kidney Pie . 2 Irish Stew . . . 2 
Lemon Jelly • . I Boiled Co~ and FTawn 
Ground Rice Pudding . * Sauce . 2 
Stewed !Tunes . . * Queen of Puddings . I 

Tapioca . .. . * Lemon Jelly . . .. * Apple Tart • . . •t .. 
Wednesday, Oct. IS Thursday, Oct. I6 

Lentil Soup • • • * Pea Soup . . . l 
Sausage and Green Peas 2 Roast Mutton . . 3 
Marmalade Pudding . I Queen Puddings . . I 
Semolina ~ . . l Sago • • . . l 
Stewed Prpnes . . * Stewed Figs • . . l 
Batches. . . . I 

Friday, Oct. I7 Monday, Oct. 20 

Brown Soup • • • l Potato Soup • · . . l 
Sausage and Green Peas. 2 Haricot Mutton . . 2 
Roast Mutton . . 3 Golden Pudding . . I 
Apple Tart • • . I Tapioca. • . . . l' 
Ground Rice Pudding . l Stewed Prunes . l 
Stewed Figs • . . l Batches and Butter -- . I 
Stewed !Tunes . . l 

Tuesday, Oct. 21 Wednesday, Oct. 22 

Green Pea Soup . . l Kidney Soup • • . l 
Liver and Onions • . 2 Savoury Potatoes • • I 
Apple Charlotte . . I Salt Brisket and Vege-
Sago Pudding . . l tables. • • • 2 
Stewed Figs . . . l College Puddmg • . * Batches. . . . I Comdour Pudding. . * Stewed Prunes . . • 

Thursday, Oct. 23 Friday, Oct. 24 

Tomato Soup. • • • Scotch Broth. I . 
Steak and Kidnd Pie • 2 Boiled Mutton and 
Salt Brisket an Vege- Onion Sauce . . 2 

tables. • • • 2 Baked Cod . . 2 
German Apple Tart . I Bread and Butter 
Rice Pudding . . t Pudding ~ . . I 
Stewed Figs • . . l Rice Pudding · . . t 

Sago • • · • • \-Stewed !Tunes and Figs . 

* Prices not given. 
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Tuesday, Oct. 28 .. Monday, Ocl. 27 

Tomato Soup. . • 
Stewed Steak and 

d. 
! Minced Steak • . 

Jam Roly-Poly • 
Ground Rice Pudding 
Stewed Figs • • 
Batches and Butter 

'd. 
'~. 

Savoury Balls • 
Lemon Pudding • 
Sago Pudding . • 
Stewed Prun~s ·• · · • 

.. 

• 2' 
,. • .I 

.. i 
. . . i 

• Wednesday, Oct. 29 
Green Pea Soup . . • 
Braised Veal . • 
Savoury.Potatoes. • •• . 
AppleTart . . . • 
Tapioca Pudding • .. · 

' Stewed Prunes , • . •• 
Batches and Salmon . • 

. 
Friday, Ocl. 31 . 

Toad in Hole. · • 2 
Boiled Steak Pudding • 2 
Bread and Butter 

Pudding • 
Rice Pudding · • 
Stewed Figs • • 

• I 

·: i 

I 

t 
I 

Thursday, Ocl. 30 . ' 
•' 

Vermicelli Soup • • 'i 
Sausage and Green Peas. 2 
Col4 Veal and 'fongue 

. · Pie • • . ,· · • 2! 
Bread and B-qtter 

Pudding . . I 
Rice Pudding . . t 
Stewed Figs • • . i 
Batches and Butter . I 

I. (b) FOUR OF THE MOST NOTEWORTHY SUMMER 

MENUS FROM THE SAME DINING-ROOM 

Thursday, JuneS .... · 
d. 

Roast Beef andYorkshire 
Pudding • 3 

Toad in Hole • • 2 
Blancmange and Prunes. 1 
Semolina Pudding I 
Almond Ices • T 

Thursday, June 12 

Lentil Soup . • 
Cold Salt Brisket • 
Liver and Bacon • 
Tapioca • • 
Jellies and Cream • 
Ices 

* Prices not given. 

• 2 
• 2 

i 
,. I 

i 
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Tuesday, June I7 .. 
d. 

Boiled Cod and Hall 
Sauce • • • 2 

Macaroni and Tomatoes. I 
Chocolate Mould • I 
Lemon Sago • i 
Vanilla Ices • • 

Wednesday, June 2~ 
d. 

Steak and Kidney Pie • 2 
Cold Roast Mutton· and 

Scotch Brawn · • · · • 2 
Jellies • • • I 
.Fruit Salad • l 
Strawberries ; . · · • • 1 
Sultana Pudding • t 

Nominally, two cups of tea, coffee, or cocoa for id.; in· 
practice, cups are refilled at pleasure. 

2. CARD . (REDUCED IN SIZE) AND WEEK'S MENU FROM A 
. NORTHERN FACTORY DINING-ROOM 

~ . -. 
.. ,. I 

[In spite of the great· care obviously given to the 
elaboration of this card, the system ·of book
keeping involved is needlessly expensive.] 
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THE -- INSTITUTE 

MENu-Week ending Friday, September 6 . . . 
Mondal(

·No. 
40. Roast Beef and Vegetables 
35· Meat and Potato Hash • 
19. Peas and Potatoes 
9· Yorkshire Pudding 

16. Ginger Pudding • • 
1· Rice Pudding • · • 

11. Stewed Fruit and Custard 

· Tuesday-
41. Roast Mutton and Vegetables 
29. Meat and Potato Pie 
18. Beans and Potatoes 
9· Yorkshire Pudding · · • 

13. Cocoanut Pudding··· . • 
8. Tapioca Pudding • · • 

11. Stewed Fruit and Custard 

Wednesday-

.. 
.. 

d. 
• 4 

3 • xt 
• I 
• I 
• I 
• I 

•. 4 
• 3 

I-f 
• I 

I 

• I 

48. Boiled Mutton, Caper Sauce, Dumpling and 
Potatoes ·. . . . 

34- Stewed Steak, Onions and Potatoes 
19. Peas and Potatoes 
9· Yorkshire Pudding 

14- Bachelor Pudding 
1· Rice Pudding • • 

11. Stewed Fruit and Custard 

Thu,sday-
45· Steak and Kidney Pie and Potatoes 
32. Liver, Onions and Potatoes • 
18. Haricot Beans and Potatoes 
10. Season Pudding 
9· Yorkshire Pudding 

1 5· Roll Jam Pudding 
8. Tapioca Pudding • 

11. Stewed Fruit and Custard 

F,iday-
33· Fish and Parsley Sauce and Potatoes • 
40. Roast Beef and Vegetables • 
19. Peas and Potatoes 
9· Yorkshire Pudding 

12. Baroness Pudding • 
1· Rice Pudding • • 

11. Stewed Fruit and Custard 

(Not to be taken f'om the tables) 

5 
• 3 
• 1-f 
• .I 
• . I 

• I 
• I 

. 4 
• 3 
• I-f 
• I 
• I 
• I 
• I 
• I 

• 3 
• 4 
• I-f 
• I 

I 
I 

• I 
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3• FLUCTUATIONS IN THE NUMBERS OF DISHES SUPPLIED 

The numbers of dishes supplied at two separate 
dining-rooms belonging to one firm during rune 
consecutive weeks, November 10, 1913, to January 9, 
191.4·, are subjoined. .They give some idea of the 
fluctuations which occur even when the dining-rooms 
'are in full. working. order. The. figures are as ' 
follows:-· 

' Dining-Room X Dining-Room Y 

Soup, Meat Pudding Soup Meat Pud~g 

Nov. 
10. IS 118 127. 34 6o 46 
II. 31 87 95 42 62 88 
12. 21 101 112 39 75 108 
13· 9 37 31 - 3 3 
14· 49 109 108 38 94 26 

17. 17 115 131 19 69 75 
18. 48 105 147 27 75 109 
19. s68 116 146 S87 47 115 
20. 47 101 129 51 92 8o 
21. 46 135 172 62 100 117 

24· 37 xo6 138 32 s8 90 
25. 52 II2 135 43 91 IOO 
26. 34 140 147 39 98 108 
27. 27 130 148 16 116 113 
28. so 146 140 37 120 II7 

' 
Dec. 

I. 51 uS 130 23 13 114 
2• SI 113 148 27 IOI 115 
3· s¢ 117 146 s86 78 82 
4· 65 128 145 57 108 154 
S· so 145 201 45 137 176 

8. 65 II9 114 46 88 94 
9· so II4 146 55 IIO 154 

10. 20 144 141 s8 136 124 
II. 41 123 139 65 128 127 
12. 42 130 161 48 97 115 

s=Scotch broth, I d. (double the price of other soups). 
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Dining-Room X Dining-Room: Y 

. Soup Meat . ~udding Soup Meat Pudding 

Dec. 
IS. 35 122 151 27 87 98 
16. S98 74 129 SI03 8o 124 

., 17· 72 121 124 s6 ·ns 129 
IS. so 117 135 6S 98 143 
19- 64 130 I6o 46 117 139 

22. 61 118 ns· 38 '81 109 
23. s8 100 128 52 109 134 
24· 61 124 129 s6 102 126 

. 2S. - - - - - -
26. - - - - - ....... 

29- 63 135 100 S7 87 109. 
30. 17 128 135 so 142 134 
31· Sl25 17 150 . :sus 93. 131 

Jan. 
67 62 I. ' 133 142 131 134 

2. 90 145 160 13 122 154 

S· s6 133 128 31 94 82 
6. 95 98 135 49 84 136 
1· 90 . 100 170 62 79 120 
8. 90 114 170 53 98 125 
9· 72 '95 IIO 42 89 131 

s=Scotch broth, 1d (double the price of other soups). 

The average number of meat dishes, of soups, 
and of the two together on each of the five week
days during this period was : 

M. T. w. Th. F. 

Meat. . . 198 199 207 209 239 

Soup. . . 19 112 132 .96 107 . 
Meat and Soup . 217 311 339 30S 346 

' 
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210 meat dishes per day was the average, the 
highest record being 282 and the lowest 40. There 
was thus . a difference of 242 between th~ highest 
and the lowest numbers; and without other guides 
to the possible fluctuations the caterer would have 
to allow a margin of something like 35 per cent. 
abo.ve the average (282 instead of 210). This merely 
suggests the nature of the task to be undertaken. 
The demand ·for soup on any one day varied from 
9 (or 36 omitting November 13, on which day there 
was something like a dinner strike) to 240, the average 
being 105. An even greater margin was therefore 
necessary in this· case ; but of course it is a com
paratively simple matter to allow a margin in the 
~rovi.sion of_ soup. 
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.Tn1 TllUTMENT oF 1\hsoll INJUillES (AucusT 1915) 

· Tn1 following su~gestions for rendering first aid 
so as to rrevent subsequent scrtic infection or blood 
roisoning were issued in August 1915 for official use: 

A SCilATCII OR SLlCIIT WOUND 

Do not touch it. 
Do not band.t~e or \\ire it \\ith a handkerchief or 

rag of any tind. 
Do not wash it. 
Allow the blood to dry and so do~e the wound 

naturally; then arrly a sterilised dressing and 
band.tge. 

If bleeding docs not stor, arrly a sterilised dressing 
and sterilised wool, then band.1ge firmly. 

If the wound is soiled with road dirt or other foul 
matter, swab frcdy uith wool soaked in the 
iodine solution 1 and allow the wound to dry 
before arrlying a sterilised dressing. 

A BUJ.N OR SCALD 

Do not touch it. ' 
Do not wash it. 
Do not •rrly oil or grc:~.se of any lind. 
\\'rap ur. the injured rart in a large dressing of 

sterilised wool. 
'AD akohulic IO!ution cont&iniug 2 ~.r Ct'Dt. of iodine. ,., 



TREATMENT OF 

Do not remove any dressing, but, if the injured part . 
. becomes painful and begins to throb, go to a 
doctor at once. 

Destroy all dressings which have been opened but 
.not used ; they soon become infected with 
microbes and then are not safe to use. 

EYE IN JURIES 

·Apply the eye drops 1 to the · aff~cted eyeball by 
means of the camel-hair brush in the bottle. 

· Do not try to remove any particle which cannot· be 
.· brushed away. 

T~e up with a clean handkerchief or bandage. 
Go to a doctor at once. 

· Prevention is better than cure ; therefore, if your 
·. ·, . work ~ntails danger to the eyes, 

· • . Wear Goggles. 
Goggles have saved hundreds of eyes ; thousands have 

been lost for want of them. 

Note.-Danger from minor injuries arises from 
blood poisoning, which is caused when microbes 
infect a wound. The majority of wounds are at 
first "clean "-that is, they ar~ not infected with 
microbes ; such infection usually occurs later, and 
comes from handkerchiefs or other materials applied 

1 Instructions to chemist for making eye drops : 
Cocain • • • • o· 5 per cent. 
Hyd. Percblor • • 1 in 3000, 

in castor oil. 
Weigh 95 grammes of castor oil into a flask capable of holding 

twice the quantity. Add 0'5 gramme of powdered cocaine. 
Warm on a water bath till dissolved. While the solution is 
still warm (but not hot) add 1 cubic centimetre of a solution 
containing 3"3 grammes of mercuric chloride in 100 cubic centi
metres of absolute alcohol. Mix the solutions by rotating the 
flask. 

About half an ounce, or r 5 c. c., of this solution should be 
supplied in a bottle from the cork of which a camel-hair brush 
is pendent in the fluid. -

' 
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to stop bleeding or to wipe away blood, and, in the 
case of· eye injuries, from efforts to remove fixed 
particles with unclean instruments. It is better to 
lea'lJe a wound alone than to introduce microbes by 
improper treatment. The congealing of blood is 
Nature's way of closing wounds against infection, 
and should not be interfered with. 

Burns and :scalds when· the skin is not broken · 
will heal if left alone ; all that is necessary is rest . 
and a protective covering. When blisters form they 
must not be pricked, except under medical advice. 

Rest is an important aid to healing. A short 
rest at first allows healing to commence, ahd often 
saves a long rest later. An injured hand or finger can 
be rested in a sling, and an injured eye by a bandage, 
but an injured foot or toe can only be rested in bed .. 



APPENDIX XI 

NoN:PA~IAMENTARY INnusTRIAL ·LEGISLATION 

I:N the process of legislation "an important and 
an increasing practice" is "the delegation of legis
lative powers to Government Departments." 1 "The 
difficulty of carrying a complicated measure of legisla
tion through the House of Commons is responsible 
for the tendency to leave matters of detail to be formu

, lated by rules made in the Department which is con-
cerned with the administration of the statute in ques
tion or by by-laws to be framed by a local authority 
subject to the approval of a Department. The 
power of the executive necessarily grows as the inter
vention of the State in concerns of daily life outgrows 
the capacity of Parliament to di~cuss and determine 
these matters within the limits of Parliamentary 
time." 1 

The extent of this growth may be judged by the 
fact that the" Statutory Rules and Orders of a Public 
and General character issued during 1913" occupy 
some 2400 pages (octavo) while" The Public General 
Acts " passed during the same period occupy only 
354 pages of the same size. 

Statutory Orders, which were first issued in 1867, 
come into existence in various ways. 

1. They may have been issued as Provisional 
Orders, scheduled in a Bill, and passed through all the 
stages necessary to convert a Bill into an Act ; 

1 Anson, Law antl Custom of the Constitution, 1911, vol. i. 
pp. 2¢-7. 

I Ibitl., P· 300. 
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z. They may have been submitted to the Privy 
Council, and subsequently laid before both Ho~~e5 
for a fixed period of time ; 

3· They may merely have been laid before both 
Houses for a certain period ; or 

4· They may even take effect without being 
submitted to the Privy Council or to Parliament 
at all. , . · 

"A great and perhaps increasing number" belong 
to the last class,i and this is the usual method of pro
cedure in connection with Statutory Orders relating 
to factories. : · · 

It is unnecessary here to consider Statutory Orders 
in general, but we may consider them in their relation 
to factories. 1 About one and a half per cent. (in bulk) 
of the "Statutory Ru1es and Orders" issued in 1913 
applied to factories; and on January I, 1914, the 
Factory and Workshop Orders in force covered 
some 220 octavo pages.• These were chiefly issued 
under the Factory and Workshop Act of 1901.4 

Under about thirty different sections of that Act, 
the Secretary of State may issue "Special Orders"; 
under two or three more, he may issue " Orders " ; 
and, under others, he may" fix," "define,"" certify," 
"direct," "cause," and so on. The generic name of 
" Order " seems given to all instructions issued 
by the Secretary of State, though technically the bu1k 
of them appear to be "Regulations" issued for 

I Anson, Law ana Custom of the Constitution, 1911, vol. i. 
pp. 2<}6-300. -

1 Misses Hutchins and Harrison give an outline of the History 
of Orders in Council as applied to factories in their 1911 edition, 
Appendix A. 

1 Factory and Workshop Orders (1914 edition). Technically: 
Orders • • • • • 92 pages 
Certificates • I 3 ., 
Regulations • • 107 .. 
Special Rules 8 ., 

220 
1 1 Edw. vu. e. 22. 
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.the control of certain industdes "certified " to be 
dangerous.' 

The Cotton Cloth Factories Act of ~911 empowers 
the Secretary of State to" make regulations," but the 
regulations made in accordance therewi1]1 appear as 
"Factory and Workshop Orders." 

The terms are loosely applied, and· the reason 
would appear to be contained in the law itself. The 
Rules Publication Act, 1893, stipulates that "all 
statUtory rules " shall be numbered, printed, and 
sold by the Queen's Printer of Acts of Parliament, 
and it .defines the term " statutory rules " as meaning 
u rules,. regulations, or bye-laws made under any 
Act of Parliament which (a) relate to any court in the 
United Kingdom, or to the procedure, practice, costs, 
or fees therein, or to any fees or matters applying 
generally throughout England, Scotland, or Ireland ; 
or (b) are made by Her Majesty in Council, the 
Judicial Committee, the Treasury, the Lord Chan
cellor of Great Britain, or the Lord Lieutenant or 
the Lord Chancellor of Ireland, or a Secretary of 
State, the Admiralty, the Board of Trade, the Local 
Government Board for England or Ireland, the Chief 
Secretary for Ireland, or any other Government 
Department." • 

In the preface to the cc Statutory Rules and Orders" 
(published by authority in 1890) we read : " It has 

· for a long time -past been customary for Parliament in 
passing an Act to authorise the Queen in Council or a 
Government Department to make Orders, Rules, or 
Regulations for the purpose of _carrying the provisions 
of the Act into effect, by establishing procedure, or 
forms or tables of fees, or otherwise. These Orders, 
Rules, or Regulations (which may be refe"ed to generally 
as ' Orders ') are now numerous and important. 
They are, when duly made, tantamount to Acts of 

1 I & 2 Geo. V. C. 21. 
1 56 & 57 Viet. c. 66; ss. J, 4-
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Parliament .•.. The Orders have not hitherto been· 
published in a systematic manner •••• This . , • has 
often made it difficult to discover when and how the 
statutory power of making ' Orders ' has been· most 
recently exercised. To meet this difficulty the Lord 
Chancellor and the Treasury have directed the pub
lication henceforward of all ' Orders ' which are 
of a Public and General character in an annual volume 
uniform with the official annual volume of the 
Statutes." It would appear to be because the word 
"Order" is omitted from the definition of 
"Statutory Rules" in the Act of 1893 that it is 
retained in the title of the volume, "Statutory 
Rules and Orders." t · 

As far as factories arid workshops are concerned 
the word" Orders" or the words" Statutory Orders'' 
seem to cover all instructions for the regulation of 
factories issued by the Department, except the codes 
of Special Rules. Though these are printed in an 
Appendix, for convenience of reference, it is specially 
remaxked, " these are not statutory orders, and do 
not become operative in any factory or workshop until 
they have been established therein in accordance with 
the procedure laid down in the Acts of I 891 and 
1895·" 
. Special Rules were first made in connec~ion with 
white lead factories.. By the Factory and Workshop 
Act of 1883 the occupier of each white lead factory · 
was to draw· up rules for his own factory and submit 
them to the Chief Inspector for approval. Employees. 
might offer objections, and a Secretary of State 
might make suggestions as to alternative or new rules. 
If the occupier failed to draw up . rules for his own 
factory, the Secretary of State might establish, for 

1 Compare also the extract from the Documentary Evidence 
Act, 1868 (31 & 32 Viet. c. 37, s. 2), "Pf'ima facie evidence of 
any pf'oclamation, Of'def', Of' f'egulation ••• may be given," 
prefixed to the Factory and Workshop Orders. 
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that factory such rules as he deemed necessary.1 

All these were termed Special Rules,• and applied to 
factories individually. Sometimes the same Special 
Rules applied to groups of factories, but they were. 

·only applicable after direct communication between 
the individ\lal factory and the Home Office. 
. ·'A further step was taken in the .Act of 1891. If 
the Secretary of State certified. that in his opinion 
ari.y machine, or any process, or .cettaip conditions of 
work were dangerous or unhealthy; the Chief In
spector might serve on· the occupier a notice either 
proposing special rules or requiring the adoption of 
precautionary measures. Unless· the occupier ob
j'ected within twenty-one days, 'the rules were estab
lished. If he did object, the matter was to be 
submitted to arbitrators.8 The initiative thus 

. passed from the occupier to the Home Office. Still, 
the individual occupier could object, and practically 
each rule had to be seP.arately accepted in each 
factory. Under the Consolidating Act of 1901, 
after due notice regulations can be made to apply to 
classes of factories without the necessity for indi
vidual adoption.' But the sections· of the Acts 
of 1891 and 1895 which ·permit of Special Rules 
are still in force, though the Special Rules are 
gradually being replaced by Statutory Orders. 
These Statutory Orders come into force immediately 
upon publication and are not confirmed by Parlia
ment, though either House, by r~solution, may annul 

1 46 & 47 Viet. c. 53. ss. 8, 9. 10. 
• Not'' Special Orders." . 
• 54 & 55 Viet. c. 75. s. 8. The Act of 1895 (58 & 59 Viet. 

c. 37, s. 28) extended this by authorising the making of special 
rules prohibiting the employment or limiting the period of 
employment of all or any classes of persons in any process certi
fied by the Secretary of State to be dangerous or unhealthy, with 
the proviso that any special rules relating to the employment 
of adult workers should be laid before Parliament for forty days 
before coming into operation. 

' 1 Edw. vu. c. 22, ss. 79 et seq. 
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them within a period' of forty days. They thus differ 
from Provisional Orders, which do not come into force 
until confirmed by ·Parliament.1 The confusion in 
the mind of a student would appear but a shadow 
of the confusion in the law itself. 

1 Provisional Orden date from 1845, and only Ord~rs of this 
type can be issued under the Workmen's Compensation: Act, 
19<)6, and the Trade Boards Act, I909· Vide Clifford's. History 
of Private Bill Legislation, vol. ii. p. 6;8. • 
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PoTTERY REGULATION 27 

THE Pottery Regulation .'27 (1913, No. 2) is as 
follows: "(a) A person or persons shall be appointed 
who shall see to the observance, throughout the 
factory, of the Regulation ; and whose duty it shall 
be to carry out systematic inspection of the working 
of all the Regulations in the departments for which 
they are individually responsible. The names of the 
persons so appointed shall be recorded in the register. 
(b) Each person so appointed shall be a competent 
person fully conversant with the meaning and ap
plication of the Regulation in so far as they concern 
the departments for which he is responsible. He 
shall keep in the factory a book in which he shall 
record any breach of the Regulations, or any failure 
of the apparatus (fans, etc.), needed for carrying out 

, the provisions, that he may have observed, or that 
may have been brought to his notice within the pre
ceding. twenty-four hours, together with a statement 
of the steps then taken to ~emedy such defects or to 
prevent the recurrence of such breach. Each entry 
in such book shall be dated and initialled by the 
person appointed, who at the end of each week shall 
make a further entry stating that the inspection 
required by paragraph (a) has been carried out, and 
that all the defects observed or brought to his notice 
have been recorded in the book. Such book shall be 
kept in the factory for at least six months after the 
latest entry therein. (c) Accurate extracts, clearly 
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and legibly expressed, shall -be made of these entries 
once a week, and signed by the occupier or someone 
whom he may appoint, and displayed during .the 
·following week in. a conspicuous place in the depart-, 
ments to which they refer, and copies' of all such. 
extracts shall for tlie same time be displayed in a con-
spicuous place in the mess-rooms." .· 
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PARASITIC TRADES 

cc IN the [Australian] Commonwealth Court of · 
Conciliation and Arbitration, Principal Registry. In 
the matter of an Industrial Dispute between the 
Barrier Branch of the Amalgamated Miners' Associa
tion, Complainants, and the Broken Hill Proprietary 
Company Limhed, Respondents." 1 

· On Friday, March 12, 1909, the President (Mr. 
Justice Higgins), . in delivering judgment, said: 
" The proper course in any inquiry such as this would 
seem to be to ascertain, first, the wage to be paid to 
the unskilled labourer, then the proper wages to be 
paid to those who have extra skill, on the assumption .. 
that the employers can pay whatever wages are 
proper ; and then to hear any evidence, and consider 
any arguments adduced to show that the employer 
ought not to be asked to pay such wages. In the 
Harvester case, and in the Marine Cooks' case, it was 
admitted that the employers could pay such wages 
as the Court should find to be fair and reasonable, 
so that I had not to face the difficulty which I now 
have to face. First of all, is an employer who' is poor 
to be ordered to pay as high wages as an employer 
who is rich ?, Now, without laying ·down a rule 
absolute and unconditional under all circumstances, 
I strongly hold the view that, unless the circumstances 
are very exceptional, the needy employer should, 
under an award, pay at the same rate as his richer 

• Commonwealth Arbitration Reports, vol. iii., 1909, pp. 31-4. 
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rival. It w~uld not otherwise be possible to prevent 
the sweating of employees', the growth of parasitic 
enterprises, the spread of industrial . unrest-;-1;mrest. 
which it is the function of :tJPs Court to allay. If a 
man cannot maintain his enterprise without cutting 
down the wages which are proper to be· paid to his' 
employees-at all events, the wages which are 
essential for their living-it would be better that he 
should abandon the enterprise. This is the view 
independently adopted by Mr. Justice Gordon in 
Adelaide, and by Mr. Justice Burnside in Western 
Australia. The former said, in the Brushmakers' 
case, ' If any particular industry cannot keep going 
and pay its employees at least seven shillings a day 

· o{ eight hours, it must shut up.' In the Collie Miner.s' 
case, Mr. Justice Burnside refused an application of 
the employers to lower the minimum, and said, 'If 
the industry cannot pay that price, it had better 
stop, and let some other industry absorb the workers.' 
Both the other members of the Court concurred in 
.the latter decision. 

· · " It is not the function of this Court to foster . 
slackness in any industry; and if A., by his alertness 
and enterprise and by his use of the best and most 
recent appliances, can make his undertaking pay on 
the basis of giving proper wages to his workmen, it 
would be most unjust to allow B., his lazy and shiftless 
rival, to pay his workmen lower wages. In short, the 
remuneration of the employee cannot be allowed to 
depend on the profits actually made by his individual. 
employer. This proposition does not mean that the 
possible profits, or returns, of the industry as a whole 
are never to be taken· into account in settling the 
wages. For instance, the fact that the industry is 
novel, and that those who undertake· it have at first 
to move very warily and economically, might b~ 
favourably considered. So long as every employee 
gets a living wage, I can well understand that work-

ZJ ' 
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men of skill might consent to work in such a case for 
less than their proper wages, not only to get present 
employment, but in order to assist an enterprise which 
will afford them and theit comrades more oppor
tunities for employment herea~ter. For this purpose, 
it is advisable to make the demarcation as clear and 
as definite as possible between that part of wages 
which is d~e to skill, or to monopoly, or to other 
considerations. Unless great multitudes of people 
are to be irretrievably injured in themselves and in 
their families, unless society is to be perpetually in 
·industrial unrest, it is necessary to keep this living , 
wage as a thing sacrosanct, beyond the reach of bar
gaining. But when the skilled worker has once been 
secured a living wage, he has attained nearly to a fair 
contractual level with the employer, and, with 
caution, bargaining may be allowed to operate. 
· " Now, in this case, if I accept Mr. Delprat's 1 

.figures-and there is no evidence that they are wrong 
-this Company cannot pay the wages of the last 
two years, because the mine is very near its end. 
The lodes are dwindling, the expenses (per ton of 
concentrates) are becoming greater, the ore itself is 
of less assay value. In addition, at present the price 
of metals is rather low. I have fixed the wages proper 
to be paid to the different classes of employees. I 
find that these wages which I have fixed as proper 
are being actually paid by nine of the principal mines 
in Broken Hill-in fact, by all the mines in active 
operation with. the exception of the Proprietary 
Company, and of.' Block 10 (which is under the same 
influence). It is not difficult to see the danger to 
industrial peace involved, when workmen performing 
the same work, with the same skill, in the same city, 
are receiving different remuneration •••• So that, 
when the Proprietary Company asks me to fix by 
my award wages lower than are proper for the in-

• Of the Broken Hill Proprietary Company. 
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dustry as a whole, and adduces as its reason the- fact 
that its mine is now poor, and is becoming poorer, 
I cannot discern either justice or expediency in the 
request. · , 

"It is quite possible that when I give my award 
some will attribute the stoppage of the mine to the. 
award. ' The directors could not go on,' it ID.ay be 
said; 'the Arbitration Court fixed the scale of wages 
too high.' But if such a statement be made, it will 

·simply be untrue. What stops the mining is he, 
deficiency of payable ore. But for this deficiencty 

. the Proprietary Company would be now carrying on 
, .its mining and milling operations, paying the same 
·wages as the other mine companies." 
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